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ABSTRACT 

Regular relations are mathematical models that are widely used in computational 

linguistics to generate, recognize, and learn various features of natural languages. While certain 

natural language phenomena – such as syntactic scrambling, which requires a re-ordering of 

input elements – cannot be modeled as regular relations, it has been argued that all of the 

phonological constraints that have been described in the context of Optimality Theory can be, 

and, thus, that the phonological grammars of all human languages are regular relations; as 

Ellison (1994) states, "All constraints are regular."  

Re-ordering of input segments, or metathesis, does occur at a phonological level. 

Historically, this phenomenon has been dismissed as simple speaker error (Montreuil, 1981; 

Hume, 2001), but more recent research has shown that metathesis occurs as a synchronic, 

predictable phonological process in numerous human languages (Hume, 1998; Hume, 2001). 

This calls the generalization that all phonological processes are regular relations into doubt, and 

raises other questions as well. If phonological grammars may include non-regular constraints, 

why is there no evidence of other non-regular constraints – such as the reversal of all input 

segments in the output? 
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This paper will review the evidence for metathesis as a synchronic, productive process 

that must be included in OT phonologies, and discuss how this evidence supports the existence 

of limitations on re-ordering that allow metathesis to be modeled as regular relations by defining 

the domains in which it operates, and proposing a regular family of LINEARITY constraints 

which describe all known cases of metathesis. Establishing that metathesis is a regular relation 

supports the claims by researchers such as Heinz (2001a) that the human phonological capacity 

is limited to regular relations, as well as providing the practical result that the well-known 

mathematics of these models can also be fruitfully employed to describe linguistic phenomena. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Regular relations are mathematical models that are widely used in computational 

linguistics to generate, recognize, and learn various features of natural languages. "Regular", in 

this formal sense, does not refer to predictable language processes (such as "regular" vs. 

"irregular" verbs). Rather, it refers to sets of pairs of strings in which the members of a pair are 

related in a strictly defined fashion, which will be examined in much greater detail below 

(Johnson, 1972: Kaplan and Kay, 1994). The set of English irregular plurals, which contains pairs 

such as <child, children>, <deer, deer>, and <cherub, cherubim>, can be represented as a 

regular language, because all possible pairings can be specified1. In contrast, an imaginary 

language rule which reversed the order of a potentially unlimited number segments in a verb 

stem to produce the past tense (/gidnid/, for example, becoming /dindig/) might be described 

as grammatically regular, but it could not be represented as a regular relation. 

While certain natural language phenomena – such as syntactic scrambling, which 

requires a re-ordering of input elements – cannot be modeled as regular relations, it has been 

argued that all of the phonological constraints that have been described in the context of 

Optimality Theory can be, and, thus, that the phonological grammars of all human languages 

are regular relations; as Ellison (1994) states, "All constraints are regular."  

Re-ordering of input segments, or metathesis, does occur at a phonological level. 

Historically, this phenomenon has been dismissed as simple speaker error (Montreuil, 1981; 

Hume, 2001), but more recent research has shown that metathesis occurs as a synchronic, 

                                                      

1 This example will be discussed in much more detail in Chapter 5. 
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predictable phonological in numerous human languages (Hume, 1998; Hume, 2001). This calls 

the generalization that all phonological processes are regular relations into doubt, and raises 

other questions as well. If phonological grammars may include non-regular constraints, why is 

there no evidence of other non-regular constraints – such as the reversal of all input segments 

in the output? 

This paper will review the evidence for metathesis as a synchronic, productive process 

that must be included in OT phonologies, and discuss how this evidence supports the existence 

of limitations on re-ordering that allow metathesis to be modeled as regular relations by 

defining the domains in which it operates, and proposing a regular family of LINEARITY 

constraints which describe all known cases of metathesis. Establishing that metathesis is a 

regular relation supports the claims by researchers such as Heinz (2001a) that the human 

phonological capacity is limited to regular relations2, as well as providing the practical result 

that the well-known mathematics of these models can also be fruitfully employed to describe 

linguistic phenomena3.  

                                                      

2 More specifically, the present work argues that all cases of synchronic metathesis can be described by regular 
mappings from input to output, and that the family of LINEARITY constraints needed for an OT grammar that 
describes human language are also regular relations. While such findings are consistent with arguments that all 
phonology consists of regular relations, or that GEN itself is a regular relation, this work will not directly address 
such claims – except insofar as demonstrating that metathesis is regular and thus does not represent a challenge 
to such claims. 

3 Formal learning theory, for example, characterizes learning as the task of deducing rules from a finite sense of 
examples, and the difficulty of correctly acquiring these rules varies along with the generative power of the rules in 
question. Heinz and Riggle (2011) summarize recent work in this area. 
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 

REGULAR RELATIONS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO LINGUISTICS 

Formal Languages 

Strings are mathematical objects assembled by the concatenation of elements from a 

finite alphabet (designated by the symbol Σ), and formal languages are sets of strings. Formal 

language theory deals with the classification, description, and recognition of subsets of Σ*, the 

set of all possible strings which can be created from Σ. The relations between ordered tuples of 

strings, or subsets of Σ* x ... x Σ*, can also be analyzed within the framework of formal 

languages (Kaplan and Kay, 1994; Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). In a formal phonological model, 

each tuple might consist of an input and an output, each represented as a linear sequence of 

phonological segments4. Because the relationship between an input and an output may be 

thought of as changing the input into the output, the rules that describe the relationship 

between the two are sometimes referred to as rewrite rules. 

The sets of strings characterized by various formal languages can be categorized further. 

Chomsky (1959) famously ranked four classes of formal languages in a hierarchy according to 

their generative power. The grammars of the most powerful languages, the Turing Equivalent 

languages atop the hierarchy, have only one limitation on their rules: the left-hand (or input) 

string may not be empty. Descending the Chomsky hierarchy, the rules become more and more 

restrictive. Importantly, however, each higher-ranked language can also generate any string 

                                                      

4 Computational phonology has historically shown a decided preference for using sequences of segments as inputs, 
rather than clusters of features or articulatory gestures (but see recent work on finite-state models using 
articulatory gesture representations as input by Sun and Deng, 2005; Hu, 2010; and Hu et al, 2010). 
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relation generated by a lower-ranked language. Table 1 shows a ranking of formal languages 

according to their generative power, along with examples of linguistic phenomena which can be 

modeled by languages of each sort.  

Other formal languages may be ranked within the Chomsky hierarchy based on their 

expressive power. For example, Heinz (2001a) adds finite languages, in which all possible pairs 

of strings may be enumerated, below regular languages5, and Jurafsky and Martin (2009) argue 

that a "mildly context-sensitive" grammar, more expressive than Chomsky's type 2 context-free 

grammar but less expressive than the type 1 context-sensitive grammar, is useful for describing 

certain linguistic phenomena. 

                                                      

5 Surprisingly, Everett (2005) has argued that the syntax of the Pirahã language does not allow for recursion – such 
as coordinating conjunctions or subordinate clauses – and, therefore, that a finite list of all possible grammatical 
Pirahã sentences could be generated. Everett's analysis is controversial (Pullman (2011)), but, if true, Pirahã syntax 
could be described with a much less expressive formal language than those generally considered necessary to 
describe other human languages. For example, Huybregts (1984) and Shieber (1985) independently argued that 
cross-serial dependencies in Swiss German cannot be described by a context-free language (Type 2 in the 
hierarchy) and that the syntax of Swiss German must therefore be equivalent to a context-sensitive language (Type 
1).  
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Table 1. The Chomsky hierarchy. Adapted from Heinz (2001a) and Jurafsky and Martin (2009). 

Type of formal 

language Common name Rule skeleton Linguistic example 

0 Turing-Equivalent; 
Recursively 
Enumerable; Semi-
Decidable 

α→β, s.t. α≠ϵ HPSG, Minimalism 

1 Context Sensitive αAβ→ αγβ, s.t. γ≠ϵ Combinatory 
Categorical Grammar 

2 Context-Free A→ γ Phrase-Structure 
Grammars 

3 Regular A→xB or A→x Finite-State 
Automata, Regular 
Expressions 

4 Finite No recursion – all 
elements can be 
enumerated 

Everett's description 
of Pirahã syntax 
(Everett, 2005) 

 

In the rules shown in Table 1, x represents an arbitrary string of terminal symbols – 

members of Σ that can appear in input and output strings. A and B represent single non-

terminals – symbols that may appear in rules, but not in the final output. (For example, a formal 

language describing natural-language syntax might include NP and N as non-terminals; in such a 

language, terminals would correspond to individual lexical items.). ϵ represents an empty string. 

α, β, and γ represent arbitrary strings of terminal and/or non-terminal symbols, including ϵ 

unless it is specifically disallowed.  

Formal languages that can map input strings to output strings so as to accurately 

describe a linguistic phenomenon are of interest for two reasons. First, they allow the use of 

well-known algebraic models to analyze grammars. In the words of Heinz (2001a), 
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"Computational phonology is formal phonology ... Computational phonology is not concerned 

with the implementation of phonological theories on computers (though that may be a 

byproduct of computational analysis)." Second, as Chomsky and Halle (1956) write, "If it should 

prove possible to define a reasonably short list of such 'plausible' phonological processes and 

show that all – or the majority of – the phonological processes encountered in different 

languages belong to this set, this would constitute a very strong empirical hypothesis about the 

nature of language." 

This paper will be most concerned with the formal languages comprising Type 3 in the 

Chomsky hierarchy, the regular languages. As Table 1 shows, regular languages are equivalent 

to finite-state automata and regular expressions. Each of these will be briefly discussed, along 

with the proofs that the three are equivalent in generative power, and thus usable 

interchangeably to describe the same sets of relations between tuples of input and output 

strings, and review how regular languages have been applied to model human languages. 

Chapter 5 will return to this topic in more detail, as the representation of the limited-domain 

metathesis constraints needed to describe real-world phonological constraints as regular 

relations is described. 

Finite-State Automata 

Finite-state automata, or FSAs, are conceptual machines which read symbols from an 

input tape and may also write to an output tape. The development of these models began with 

Turing's (1936) work defining abstract computing machines. Kleene (1951) went on to define 

the finite-state automaton as used today, as well as the regular expression, which will be 
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discussed later. (For a more complete discussion of the history of finite-state automata, see 

Jurafsky and Martin, 2009.) 

Finite-state transducers, or FSTs, are a subset of FSAs which include both an input and 

an output tape, have been used to describe many natural language phenomena, such as 

morphology (Koskenniemi, 1983; Beesley and Karttunen, 2003). Johnson (1972) first noted that 

the phonological rewrite rules set forth in Sound Patterns of English (Chomsky and Halle, 1968) 

may resemble more powerful rewriting systems, but that this system includes certain 

restrictions – such as forbidding rules to rewrite their own output, while allowing that output to 

serve as the context for repeated applications of these same rules – which result in a generative 

power equivalent to that of finite-state automata. 

Formally, an FST is defined as a 6-tuple (Q, Σ, Γ, I, F, δ), where 

 

• Q is the set of states6 

• Σ is the input alphabet 

• Γ is the output alphabet 

• I is the set of start states, and is a subset of Q 

• F is the set of final states, and is also a subset of Q 

• δ is the transition relation, which, for every state in Q and every input in 

Σ, specifies an output and a resulting state. 

                                                      

6 One state, the failure state, is the endpoint for any transition that does not lead to another, valid state. For 
example, a finite-state transducer for English words might be designed to reject an input with the initial sequence 
lp, even though both l and p are members of Σ. FST diagrams conventionally only include non-failure states and the 
arcs that lead to them. 
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The transducer begins in the7 start state and reads a single symbol from the tape. The 

transition relation δ uses the current state and the input symbol to determine an output string 

and a result state (which may be the same as the transducer's current state). The transducer 

then writes the symbol to the output state and changes the current state to the state specified 

by the transition relation. Once the input tape is exhausted, the transducer completes. If, at this 

point, the current state is a member of the set of final states, the transducer is said to accept 

the input; otherwise, it is said to reject it. 

In a deterministic FSA, at any given point, the combination of current symbol and 

current state can only lead to one possible transition. In other words, a single path through the 

automaton corresponds to a given input string. In a non-deterministic FSA, multiple transitions 

from a given state may share the same input symbol, or a transition may be specified for the 

empty string ϵ, allowing the FSA to change states without "consuming" the next symbol from 

the tape. This can result in multiple paths through the FSA, or in the necessity to pursue several 

possible paths, not all of which may result in the input string being accepted. 

As a more concrete example, consider an FST for a simplified version of Turkish that 

includes the vowel harmony found in real-world Turkish. Many Turkish suffixes agree with the 

preceding vowel in the feature [±back] (two-way harmony) or [±back] and [±round] (four-way 

harmony). The underlying vowels in these suffixes are conventionally written as A and I, 

respectively. This simplified Turkish omits other phonological processes, such as allophony and 

word-final devoicing, although a more sophisticated finite-state transducer could include them. 

                                                      

7 While the formalism permits I to contain multiple start states, in practice, most writing on FSTs define a single 
start state. Hereafter the present work will simply refer to "the start state" rather than "a start state".  
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The FST for Simplified Turkish may be expressed as follows: 

 

Q = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) 

Σ = (a, e, i, o, ɶ, u, ɯ, y, b, d, ͡dʒ8, f, g, h, k, j, l, m, n, p, r, s, ʃ, t, ͡tʃ, ʃ, z, ʒ, A, I) 

Γ = (a, e, i, k, o, ɶ, u, ɯ, y) 

I = (0) 

F = (1, 2, 3, 4) 

 

The transition function δ is depicted in Figure 1. 

                                                      

8 In the interest of simplicity, affricates will be treated as single symbols, although a more complex FST could 
handle them as sequences of symbols. This does not affect the functioning of the FST given. 
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Figure 1. An FST for simplified Turkish vowel harmony.  Generated using the QSFM software 

package (Duffner and Strobel, 2013). 

In Figure 1, states are represented as numbered circles. Final states are marked with a 

border. The transition function δ corresponds to the arcs connecting states. As the FST moves 

along the input tape, it examines each character in turn, and selects the arc corresponding to 
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this character. The arc label shows what is matched from the input tape and what is written to 

the output tape. A label of a:b indicates that a is read from the input and b is written to the 

output. If no colon is included, the output is the same as the input. 

The path through the FST begins at state zero, at the beginning of the input string. State 

0 has five outgoing arcs, each matching one or more possible input characters, and specifying 

what will be written to the output tape, and what state will be moved to, if that character is 

matched.  

Consonants are transparent to vowel harmony, so if the input string begins with zero or 

more consonants, the path through FST remains in this state while writing the matching 

consonants to the output tape. Reading a vowel from the input tape will cause the transducer 

to move to one of the other states.  

States 1 through 4 have output arcs that rewrite the underspecified vowels A and I as 

vowels that agree in [+back] and [+round] with the preceding vowel, as well as arcs that will 

transition to another state if a different fully-specified vowel is seen on the input state. (For this 

reason A and I are included in the input alphabet Σ, but not the output alphabet Γ.) In these 

states, as well, consonant arcs return us to the same state; thus, any number of consonants in 

the input will simply be written to the output without resulting in a change of state. 

Because state 0 is not a final state, a string consisting entirely of consonants would not 

be accepted by this FST. 

Table 2 shows sample Simplified Turkish inputs and outputs. 
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Table 2. Simplified Turkish inputs and outputs. 

Turkish, 

underlying Turkish, surface Gloss 

kitaplAr kitaplar books 
kalemlAr kalemler pens 
kitabIm kitabɯm my book 
kalemIm kalemim my pen 
kuʃIm kuʃum my bird 
kɶpryjIm kɶpryjym my bridge 

 

It is worth noting that in a sense, the FST does not "remember" what vowel it saw last. A 

computer program might be written so as to store the vowel in a variable, and evaluate this 

value when the time came to make a decision about whether to replace A with a or e, but the 

FST makes its decision based solely on the state it is currently in and the current input symbol. 

One can think of the decision concerning which output symbol to write as being made when a 

vowel is seen on the input tape, and the FST moves to the appropriate state. 

Furthermore, there is no upper bound on the length of the strings that can be used as 

input to the FST. Even though the FST has a finite number of states, the presence of loops 

allows paths of any length to be followed, so long as they consist of legal state transitions. Thus, 

the Simplified Turkish FST can be seen to encode an infinite set of input-output pairs. 

Much more complex FSAs can be constructed. It is possible to chain multiple 

transducers together, with each successive transducer taking as input the output from its 

predecessor. Any set of such chained transducers may also be represented as a single 

transducer by means of the composition operation. As shall be seen later in this paper, FSAs 
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representing the composition of finite-state rules and constraints have been widely used in 

computational phonology to model generative and OT phonological grammars, respectively.  

Regular Relations And Regular Expressions 

Regular relations describe relations between tuples of input and output strings which 

can be defined in terms of three operations: concatenation, disjunction, and Kleene closure, 

which will be described below. These relations do not allow for the arbitrary re-ordering of 

input elements, though the other formal languages which are ranked above regular languages 

in the Chomsky hierarchy do permit such re-ordering. 

Regular expressions are a notation first defined by Kleene (1951) for the description of a 

sequence of events in a neural network, but can be applied to describe any sequence of 

elements from a finite set, such as strings. Regular expressions have been incorporated into 

numerous computer programming languages and editors to perform string matching and 

manipulation. Note that these practical implementations often include functionality that is not 

part of the mathematical definition of regular expressions9,10. For the purposes of this paper, 

the terms "regular" and "regular expressions" will refer to the formal definition unless 

otherwise specified. 

Regular expressions may be formally described as follows (adapted from Linz, 2001): 

                                                      

9 In many programming languages, the term "regular expression" refers to a very similar – but not identical – 
construction. Many modern programming languages implement regular expressions using backreferences, 
allowing the expression to match an arbitrary substring more than once at non-consecutive positions. This cannot 
be achieved with regular relations. Furthermore, software implementations of regular expressions typically allow 
for modification of strings as well as matching. For a more complete description of the extended regular 
expressions used in programming, see Friedl (2006). 
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If r is a regular expression, L(r) denotes the language associated with r.  

1.  ∅ is a regular expression denoting the empty set. 
2.  λ is a regular expression denoting {λ}. 
3. For every a ∋ Σ, a is a regular expression denoting {a}. 
 

If r1 and r2 are regular expressions, then 

 

4. L(r1 + r2) = L(r1) ∪ L (r2). 
5. L(r1 ∙ r2) = L(r1)L(r2). 
6. L((r1)) = L(r1). 
7. L(r1*) = (L(r1))*.  
 

The operations of disjunction, concatenation, and Kleene closure are defined by rules 4, 

5, and 7, respectively. Concatenation results in one element following another sequentially – in 

terms of an FSA, this can be thought of as creating a larger automaton by using a final state of 

the first automaton with the start state of the second. (As Hopcroft & Ullman (1979) show, 

regular expressions are equivalent to FSAs. An FSA can be built for each regular language, and a 

regular language can be built for each FSA.). Disjunction represents an alternative of two or 

more possible elements, and joins two regular languages into a regular language that describes 

any input-output tuple described by the two source languages. An FSA created by merging the 

start states of two source FSAs would be equivalent to disjunction. Kleene closure allows the 

repetition of zero or more identical elements in sequence. The Kleene closure of a regular 

expression r is written as r*. Examples of Kleene closure are seen in the Simplified Turkish FST 

above: from a given state, the consonant arcs will match zero or more consecutive consonants. 
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Regular expressions are analogous to finite-state acceptors (FSAs) which can accept or 

reject an input string, but cannot rewrite one (as Simplified Turkish FST does). (In other words, a 

regular expression can determine whether a string is part of the set of strings that it defines, 

but cannot take one string as input and return another string as output.) The operations 

defined by regular expressions may, however, be used to describe the state transitions in an 

FST, as they are formally equivalent. 

Computational Phonology And The Emphasis On Regular Relations 

Numerous researchers have used FSTs to represent phonological grammars in both the 

SPE rewrite-rule and OT constraint frameworks. If an FST can be constructed for a rewrite rule 

or a constraint – in other words, if that rule or constraint can be represented as a regular 

relation – then the rule ordering of SPE or the constraint ranking of OT can be modeled by the 

composition of the FSTs representing the rules or constraints. Kaplan and Kay (1994) showed 

that FSTs can indeed be used to represent phonological rules, so long as a rule does not target 

the part of the string it has already rewritten.  

Ellison (1994) extended FSTs to optimality theory.  His formalization makes what he 

terms the "idealizing assumptions" that GEN itself is a regular relation, and that all constraints 

are regular.  Frank and Satta (1998) similarly assume that GEN uses regular relations to map 

from the input to the candidate set.  Most constraints proposed in the non-computational 

literature, they observe, describe regular relations.  Given a regular GEN and regular constraints, 

Frank and Satta find that an optimality grammar can be implemented by an FST so long as each 

constraint distinguishes among a finite set of equivalence classes – in other words, there is 
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some upper limit on the number of violation marks that must be distinguished.   Karttunen 

(1998) uses a finite-state operation he terms Lenient Composition to model OT as finite state.  

Like Frank and Satta, he notes that finite-state operations cannot make infinitely many 

distinctions and must have an upper bound on the number of violation marks distinguished by a 

constraint.  "It is curious that violation counting should emerge as the crucial issue," Karttunen 

writes.  "It has never been presented as an argument against the older models that they do not 

allow unlimited counting. Is the additional power an asset or an embarrassment?" 

Riggle (2004) uses an optimization algorithm based on Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm 

to create an FST containing only the most harmonic paths and generate only optimal candidates 

for an input.  Heinz (2001b), however, warns that not all regular relations can be described by 

OT models, because of OT's handling of opacity11. 

Many researchers in computational phonology have not merely employed regular 

relations as a useful model; they have argued that all phonological constraints are regular, and 

thus that a complete phonological OT grammar for any human language would itself be a 

regular relation. Frank and Satta (1998), for example, note that "It turns out that nearly all of 

the constraints that have been proposed in the OT phonological literature are regular in this 

[formal] sense." Ellison (1994) makes a still stronger claim: "All constraints are regular." 

If, in fact, natural languages can be shown to permit non-regular phonological 

constraints, this raises several puzzling questions. If phonological grammars are, formally 

speaking, sufficiently powerful to produce non-regular grammars, why do are non-regular 

                                                      

11 An in-depth discussion of whether numerous phonological models can be modeled with regular relations, and 
whether they can model all regular relations is found in Heinz (2001a, b). 
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processes other than metathesis and reduplicaton12 unattested? For example, there are no 

attested instances of the reversal of the order of all segments in a word. The constraints in OT 

grammars have historically been assumed to be innate13 – why does this innate language 

capacity contain such a variety of regular constraints, but at most two non-regular constraints? 

WHAT IS METATHESIS AND WHY IS IT A PROBLEM? 

Metathesis 

Metathesis is the phonological phenomenon in which output segments do not have the 

same linear ordering as the corresponding segments in the input14. While at one time some 

linguistic texts treated metathesis as an unremarkable phonological process like assimilation or 

epenthesis (see, for example, the treatment of Gascon by Grammont (1950) or of Kasem by 

Chomsky and Halle (1956)), metathesis came to be considered a marginal phenomenon outside 

the realm of phonological grammars. Hume (2001) refers to this dismissive view as "the myth of 

metathesis", quoting Spencer (1996), who refers to metathesis as a "speech error", and 

Montreuil (1996), who terms metathesis as a "performance factor" of "a definitely marginal 

                                                      

12 Arguments that phonological and morphological reduplication can be reliably distinguished, and that 
phonological reduplication is, in fact, regular, will be reviewed later in this paper. 

13 Prince and Smolensky (1993), in the initial formulation of OT, propose that all languages share a universal set of 
constraints, and differ only in their ranking. Some later writers (for example, Ellison (2000)) have challenged this 
assumption. The present work is primarily concerned with establishing that all OT phonological constraints are 
regular relations, and while the discussion is couched in a traditional view of OT, it would be equally applicable if 
some constraints are language-specific rather than innate. If some constraints are language-specific, the question 
posed above would become "if languages may have non-regular constraints, why are only two such constraints 
attested?" 

14 Early accounts used the term "inversion" when two adjacent segments changed place, and "metathesis" for 
longer-distance movement. The term "metathesis" has come to be used for both types of movement (Blevins & 
Garrett, 1998). Hume (2010a) argues that there are no synchronic accounts of the long-distance interchange of 
input segments. 
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character". Ultan, in his "Typological View of Metathesis" (1978), writes that "In most treatises 

on general or diachronic linguistics as well as in many grammars, both historical and 

descriptive, the process referred to as metathesis is given rather short shrift." Ultan observes 

that Sievers (1901) considers metathesis to be "without any discernable pattern", and that 

Lehmann (1962) claims that metathesis "is apparently attested only as a sporadic change." 

Why Is Metathesis A Problem? 

In the words of Blevins and Garrett (1998), "Metathesis has long posed problems for 

phonological theory. These problems are of two main types: metathesis has resisted analysis in 

terms of phonetically natural or motivated sound change, and the reordering of sounds in 

metathesis has required extensions of otherwise highly restrictive phonological formalisms." 

Computational phonology is primarily concerned with the latter. 

As mentioned above, the unbounded reordering of segments cannot be represented by 

a regular relation. Johnson's (1972) observed that SPE rewrite rules describe regular relations. 

Chomsky and Halle (1956) found it necessary to extend their formalism specifically in order to 

describe metathesis, using context-free rules from a higher level of the Chomsky Hierarchy than 

the other rules set forth in SPE. They write, "Consider first the manner in which the process of 

metathesis was treated [...] [W]e were forced there to take advantage of powerful 

transformational machinery of the sort that is used in the syntax. This increase in the power of 

the formal devices of phonology did not seem fully justified since it was made only to handle a 

marginal type of phenomenon." More than forty years later, working within an OT framework, 
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Riggle (2000) noted that "[U]nbounded permutation of the input segments can’t be described 

with finite-state methods." 

If, however, formal languages more powerful than regular languages are used to 

describe phonological grammars, these languages will also have the generative power to 

describe many possible patterns that are not attested in natural language. Hume (2001) 

observes that the formalism Chomsky and Halle adopted for metathesis also allows the 

complete reversal of input strings, which has not been observed in human language. 

This presents a dilemma. Regular languages seem to be able to describe the vast 

majority of phonological phenomena, but not metathesis. Metathesis cannot be ignored, 

because (as shall be shown) it occurs predictably in numerous languages. Formal languages 

sufficiently powerful to describe metathesis can also describe many other phenomena which 

have not been observed. How can this be resolved? 

Typologies Of Metathesis 

The following section will discuss the different patterns which metathesis exhibits in 

different languages. What types of segments move, and how far? What types of segments do 

not move? What boundaries may or may not be crossed by metathesized segments – or, more 

precisely, what boundaries do or do not appear between the locations of a given segment in 

the input and the winning output? 

Researchers have constructed several typologies of metathesis, based around the 

posited phonetic, phonotactic, articulatory, and prosodic features motivating the metathesis. 

The two major typologies, those of Ultan (1978) and Blevins and Garrett (1998), will be 
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discussed briefly, followed by a possible typology based solely on the generative power of the 

grammars needed to produce the attested patterns. 

Ultan's Typology Of Metathesis: Resonance As A Predictor Of Movement 

Ultan (1978), noting that Grammont had written, perhaps, "the only typological analysis 

and classification of metathesis extant", proposed a comprehensive treatment of linguistic 

phenomena that exhibit movement. (Grammont's 1905 analysis of Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon 

will be considered in much more detail in Chapter 4.) 

Ultan identified six types of metathesis, which he defined as "any transposition of 

linearly ordered elements." 

Table 3. Ultan's categories of metathesis.  Adapted from Ultan (1978). 

Target of transposition Example 

1.  Transposition of syntactic constituents English question formation ("He was here" -> 
"Was he here?") 

2.  Transposition of syllables Spanish thieves' slang (tema for mate, "dead") 
3.  Transposition of sounds Spoonerisms ("a row of weary benches" -> "a 

row of beery wenches") 
4.  Transposition of suprasegmental 

features 
Paradigmatic stress ('im.port vs. im.'port) 

5.  Transposition of phonological features Greek thríks "hair, nom. sg." vs. trikhós "hair, 
gen. sg." 

 

Ultan also proposed that at least four parameters needed to be considered when 

classifying instance of metathesis: voluntariness, systematicity, permanence, and motivation. 

Spoonerisms (when occurring as speech errors) are involuntary, unsystematic, impermanent, 

and (possibly) linguistically motivated if they arise from articulatory errors. Pig Latin and other 

invented secret and play languages are voluntary, systematic, permanent, and not linguistically 
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motivated. "Voluntary metatheses," Ultan writes, "imply nonphonological causes", though the 

converse is not true. The typical characteristics of specific examples of transposition in language 

are summarized in Table 4. 

Table 4. Typical characteristics of various examples of lingusitic transposition. From Ultan 

(1978). 

  Linguistically 
motivated 

Involuntary Permanent Systematic 

Phonologically induced + + + + 
Analogically induced     
 phonological + + + + 
 grammatical + + + ± 
 lexico-semantic15 + - + - 
Secret language - - + + 
Lapses ± + - - 
Child language experimentation - - - - 
Whimsy - - - - 

 

Narrowing his focus to specifically phonological and phonetic phenomena – the 

transposition of phonological segments and features – Ultan suggests two generalizations 

about the nature of phonological metathesis. First, metathesis is – unlike processes such as 

assimilation, syncope, and the like – conservative: it preserves the features of the target 

segment, even while moving it to another position. Second, metathesis is "recessive" – in other 

words, it "tends to be inhibited or counteracted by other, more dominant processes". In Attic 

and Ionic Greek, for example, /j/ metathesized with a preceding stem-final nasal, liquid, /s/, or 

                                                      

15 Ultan does not define or provide specific examples of lexico-semantic transposition. Based on later data in his 
analysis, the term appears to refer to affixes which may be inserted at different positions in a stem. 
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/w/, but underwent such non-metathetic processes as occlusivization, assibiliation, or 

assimilation to a preceding stop. 

While Ultan's analysis is not optimality-based, these generalizations translate naturally 

to an OT analysis. What Ultan terms "conservative" could equally described as "faithful"; 

candidates that violate LINEARITY constraints need not violate other, more highly-ranked 

faithfulness constraints such as MAX. Similarly, metathesis may be limited in scope because a 

constraint ranking favors candidates with metathetic ordering for some candidates but not 

others. 

Table 5. Natural classes in Ultan's typology of metathesis.  Based on data in Ultan (1978). 

Symbol Class 

V Vowel 
W Glide 
L Liquid 
F Fricative 
S Sibilant 
N Nasal 
P Stop 
C Unrestricted consonant 

 

Ultan categorizes metathesis based on the type of segment or feature moved, and the 

distance moved. Metathesis of adjacent segments is sub-divided based on the type of segments 

affected.  

In the category of metathesis in which at least one segment is a resonant (V, W, L, or N); 

many combinations of natural classes are attested, though Ultan notes that only a few 

examples of VV methathesis exist: one each from Old French and Portuguese, which Ultan 

attributes to analogy with more common vowel sequences. (Later researchers have also found, 
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that VV metathesis is rare – in fact, contemporary research considers it to be entirely 

unattested. This point will be discussed in greater detail in the inventory of metathesis patterns 

below.) 

Ultan's category of metatheses between segments of which neither is a resonant is 

more limited. SP -> PS and PS -> SP are both well-attested, as are /h/ + P -> P + [h] and C + /h/ -> 

[h] + C. 

Quantitative metathesis, in which two vowels exchange length but not other features, 

occurs in some varieties of Greek. In Attic Greek, for example, [hippɛ:(w)os] "horseman gen. 

sg." became [hippɛo:s]. 

Ultan's final category is non-contiguous metathesis, which includes the transposition 

both of entire segments and of individual features such as aspiration. "Generally speaking," 

Ultan writes, long-distance metathesis "appear[s] to be less systematic than" local metathesis. 

He reports that long-distance exchange of vowel segments occurs frequently in Indonesian, 

though he provides only a single example of a reconstructed Madagascan root *ikur yielding 

the modern form uhi. In Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon, /r/ tends to move to form a word-initial 

stop + r cluster (as will be discussed in much greater detail both later in this chapter and in 

Chapter 4). Long-distance reciprocal metathesis of /r/ and /l/ has occurred historically in 

Spanish (Modern Spanish milagro < Old Spanish miraglo, Modern Spanish palabra < Old Spanish 

parabla), which Ultan attributes to analogy with forms derived from a regressive liquid 

dissimilation rule. Ultan suggests that the allomorphs of the Tagalog passive prefix /{in-, ni-}/ 

result from metathesis, though he describes the alternation as associated with specific stems 

rather than motivated by phonological considerations. He also suggests that the metathesis 
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seen when comparing certain forms in various dialects of Breton results from long-distance 

exchange of nasals and /f/ (Vannes Breton [kanivet] "cobweb", Léon Breton [kefniden] "spider"; 

Vannes Breton [kinivy], Old Léon Breton [kifny] "moss") but notes that it is not certain that the 

vowel deletion followed, rather than preceded, the metathesis. Ultan reports that Agde French 

and Dominican Creole French both exhibit examples of /s/ and /ʃ/ metathesizing when 

occurring in the same syllable (Agde French [ʃɛs], Standard French sèche "dries"; Agde French 

[ʃus], Standard French souche "stump"; Dominican Creole French [ʃasfam], Standard French 

sage-femme "midwife".) Finally, aspiration has been observed to move from one segment to 

another in languages including Marathi, Sanskrit, and some varieties of Greek. 

Ultan argues that metathesis arises as part of the process of diachronic language 

change, most typically because phonologically inadmissible sequences resulting from other 

changes are metathesized to form admissible sequences, or because uncommon sequences are 

replaced with common sequences. 

While Ultan is not concerned with categorizing metathetic patterns based on the 

generative power required to model them, his classification does suggest certain patterns that 

a formal analysis of metathesis must address. The domain of the metathesis of adjacent 

segments is clear-cut, but what is the domain of long-distance metathesis, such as that 

observed in Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon? Do the patterns of metathesis which can be shown to 

have occurred diachronically also occur synchronically? 
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Blevins and Garrett's Typology Of Metathesis: Optimization Vs. Evolution 

Blevins and Garrett developed a four-category classification of metathesis (Blevins and 

Garrett, 2004, expanding on ideas presented earlier in Blevins and Garrett, 1998). In contrast 

with previous research on metathesis, Blevins and Garrett argue that metathesis only produces 

optimal phonetic or articulatory forms by chance; it is not functionally motivated, and occurs 

only as a diachronic process. 

Blevins and Garrett divide metathesis into four categories, based on its historical cause, 

producing the typology is shown in Table 6. (The names, Blevins and Garrett note, are 

somewhat arbitrary, as perception, coarticulation, and audition play roles in multiple 

processes.) 

Table 6. Blevins and Garrett's typology of metathesis.  Based on  

Blevins and Garrett (2004). 

Metathesis type Phonetic feature Distance of movement Example 

Perceptual metathesis Elongated phonetic 
cues 

Long-distance Cayuga laryngeals 

Compensatory 
metathesis 

Stress-induced 
temporal shifts 

Within a foot Phrase-final 
Rotuman CV 
metathesis 

Coarticulatory 
metathesis 

CC coarticulation Adjacent stop 
consonants 

Optional Mokilese 
/kp/<->/pk/ 
metathesis 
 

Auditory metathesis Auditory-stream 
decoupling 

Adjacent stops and 
syllables 

Late West Saxon 
/sk/ -> [ks] 

The present work will revisit Blevins and Garrett's categories as relevant examples arise. 

From the perspective of the generative power needed to produce these patterns, the 

metathesis of adjacent segments typical of coarticulatory and auditory metathesis exhibit a 
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clearly-defined domain. The long-distance movement of perceptual metathesis poses a greater 

problem. Finally, while the foot-based domain of compensatory metathesis may appear clearly 

defined, accepting a metrical foot as a domain raises another problem: if footing is, itself, 

determined by the OT grammar, and GEN produces candidates in which an entire input of 

arbitrary length is parsed as a single foot, does a foot truly constitute a finite domain? 

A SUMMARY OF OBSERVED DOMAINS OF METATHESIS 

Because the classification of a formal language as regular or non-regular is entirely 

determined by the relation between input and output strings, for formal purposes, it will be 

most useful to look at the differences between input and output segment orderings. However, 

a consideration of the underlying causes may serve as an important confirmation that the 

proposed classification can accurately describe the available data16. 

In general, the focus of the present work will be on productive synchronic metathesis, 

which represents the clearest evidence that re-ordering of phonological segments is part of the 

phonological grammar. While diachronic metathesis is also attested, it is often possible that this 

occurred via alternate stages of epenthesis and deletion, which are regular relations. Some 

specific types of what appears to be clear-cut metathesis are only attested via historical 

divergence (see, for example, the Gascon data below). Kiparsky (1995) argues that historical 

changes are necessarily "driven by the possibility of alternative parsing of the speech output ... 

like all reinterpretation processes ... [they] should be subject to inherent top-down constraints 

                                                      

16 This position does, arguably, leave the present work open to Prince and Smolensky's (1993) critique of 
formalisms in which functional grounding is "inert but admired". 
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defined by the linguistic system. The wrong parses that generate them should spring from a 

plausible phonological analysis." As shall be seen, however, the pattern of metathesis in Gascon 

(and in other languages which have shown diachronic long-distance movement of rhotics from 

their historic positions) is never attested as a synchronic process, and there is good reason to 

consider it separately from the synchronic metathesis constraints which will be postulated on 

the basis of other language data. 

As the following data makes clear, metathesis of adjacent segments – where the domain 

of metathesis is clearly limited to single-place movement – is well-attested, though not for all 

natural classes of segments; no human language appears to exhibit productive VV metathesis. 

Movement of segments further than one position occurs synchronically in Fur, which 

(apparently alone among the world's languages) exhibits productive synchronic two-place 

metathesis. Finally, while metathesis in which segments move further than two places is not 

attested as a synchronic process, long-distance metathesis has been shown to have occurred 

historically in languages such as Gascon. While, as the following sections show, metathesis is a 

well-attested process that cannot be ignored, the domain within which it operates is not 

immediately obvious. 

CV AND VC METATHESIS 

Rotuman 

Rotuman is an Austronesian language from the Fijian dialect chain. It is spoken on the 

island of Rotuma in the Central Pacific, and in 1991 had approximately 9000 speakers (Besnier, 

1987; Lewis, 2009).  
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In Rotuman, the final word, and only the final word, of an NP is marked for definiteness. 

Rotuman NPs are traditionally termed "phrases", and the definiteness distinction "complete" 

vs. "incomplete" (Churchward, 1940; Besnier, 1987). Any content word may occur as the final 

element of an NP, and thus, all content words have both an incomplete and a complete 

allomorph. The incomplete form is derived from the complete form by metathesis of the final 

consonant and vowel. Metathesis interacts with such processes as glide formation and 

coalescence, both of occur elsewhere in Rotuman when VV sequences occur in the input.  

Historically, Rotuman metathesis seems likely to have developed as a result of 

epenthesis followed by deletion – the closely-related Tonga shows phonemic gemination of the 

final vowel in the same syntactic context. However, as Besnier (1987) argues, "The considerable 

range [of Rotuman allomorphs showing metathesis] suggests this is phonological, not 

suppletive." Whatever the diachronic origins of the metathesis, the process is performed 

synchronically by speakers. 
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Table 7. Morphologically-conditioned final CV metathesis in Rotuman.  Besnier (1987). 

Complete form Incomplete form Gloss 

fɛeŋa fɛjaŋ17 speech 
hosa hwas flower 
rito rjot to glitter 
una wɔn fish scale 
tife tjɔf pearl shell 
huŋe hwɔŋ to breathe 
loŋa lwaŋ toward the interior of the 

island 
toŋi tøŋ18 to buy 
soŋe søŋ famine 
fuli fyl deaf 

In summary, Rotuman metathesis is not motivated by phonotactic constraints. If it were, 

metathesis would be expected to occur in both the complete and incomplete forms, rather 

than solely in the incomplete forms. However, the morphological process generating 

incomplete forms requires a phonological metathesis process19. 

Rotuman is one of the most-studied examples of metathesis. McCarthy (1995) analyzes 

Rotuman metathesis within the framework of Correspondence Theory20, which will be 

discussed in greater detail in the section on phonological theories of metathesis later in this 

chapter. In the tableaux in Table 8 and Table 9 , showing McCarthy's analysis, it is sufficient to 

                                                      

17 Note the glide formation. 

18 Also exhibits coalescence. 

19 Inkelas and Zoll term phonological processes tied to specific patterns of word formation "co-phonologies". For 
the purposes of the present work, it is not necessary to commit to any particular theoretical model of morphology. 

20 McCarthy in fact published an earlier, non-OT analysis of Rotuman metathesis based on a separation of 
consonant and vowel planes (McCarthy, 1989); hence the subtitle of his 1995 OT-based account, "Rotuman 
Revisited". 
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know that the LINEARITY constraint is violated when segments in the output occur in a different 

linear order than their correspondents in the input. 

McCarthy differs from some earlier researchers in describing the complete/incomplete 

distinction in Rotuman as occurring at the end of a prosodic phrase, rather than an NP. Words 

end in a bimoraic foot, which is monosyllabic in the incomplete form. The relevant constraint is 

shown in Figure 2. 

INC-PH 
Every incomplete-phase stem ends in monosyllabic foot (or heavy syllable). 
ALIGN(StemInc.Ph., Right, [σ]Ft, Right)(or ALIGN(StemInc.Ph., Right, σμμ, Right) 

Figure 2. McCarthy's (1995) formulation of the constraint motivating Rotuman metathesis.  

From McCarthy (1995). 

McCarthy contrasts Rotuman words in which heavy final syllables in the incomplete 

form exhibit metathesis or deletion, as shown in Table 8 and Table 9. (The subscripts are a 

notational convenience to indicate ordering of segments in the input.) 

Table 8. Phrase-final metathesis in Rotuman.  From McCarthy (1995). 

pur1e2 (Inc. Ph.) LIGHT-DIPH21 INC-PH MAX LINEARITY 
a. ☞ .pue2r1.    * 
b. .pur1.   *!  
c. .pu.r1e2.  *!   

 

Table 9. Phrase-final vowel deletion in Rotuman.  From McCarthy (1995). 

rɑk1o2 (Inc. Ph.) LIGHT-DIPH INC-PH MAX LINEARITY 
a. ☞ rɑk1   *  
b. .rɑo2k1. *!   * 
c. .rɑ.k1o2.  *!   
d. . ro2k1.   * *! 

                                                      

21 LIGHT-DIPH is violated by diphthongs with falling sonority. 
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Leti 

Leti is an Austronesian language spoken on Leti Island in Indonesia. In 1995, it had 

approximately 7500 speakers. Like Rotuman, it is part of the Central-Eastern Malayo-Polynesian 

subfamily, but it is classified in the Timor-Babar group rather than the Oceanic (Lewis, 2009). 

Leti exhibits two varieties of metathesis – one morphologically-motivated, and similar in 

this respect to the morphologically-motivated metathesis we have discussed in Rotuman, and 

one purely phonologically motivated. (Hume, 1997) 

In Leti, all syllables have onsets, and tautosyllabic consonants are avoided. Metathesis 

occurs in two contexts: one morphologically motivated (all phrases must end in vowels), and 

one phonologically motivated. 

Phrase-final metathesis in Leti is morphologically motivated: phrases must end in 

vowels. All words have a phrase-final allomorph, which is derived by metathesis. (Other 

phonological processes, such as assimilation and vowel deletion, have applied in some of these 

examples.) 
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Table 10. Leti phrase-final allomorphy showing metathesis.  Adapted from Blevins and 

Garrett (1998). 

Underlying 

form Phrase-finally 

Medial before 

#CV 

Medial before 

#CVV or #CC Gloss 

metam metma metam metm black 
ulit ulti ulit ult(i) skin 
panas pansa panas pans warm, hot βuʔar βu:ra < +βuʔra βuar < *βuiar βu:r < *βuʔr  mountain 
*loʔut lo:tu < *loʔtu lout < *loʔut  lo:t < *loʔt  servant 
anin anni anin ann(i) wind 
dudun dunnu dudun dunn(u) rack βalin βalli βalin βall(i) day after 

tomorrow 
dudul dullu dudul dull(u) horn 
mera mera mer mer to be red 
asu asu as # C(u)V as(u)  dog 
tani tani tan # C(i)V tan(i)  soil 

 

Phonologically-motivated metathesis occurs phrase-medially when other processes 

bring together a morpheme ending in a consonant and a morpheme beginning with a 

consonant cluster, a geminate consonant, or a CVV sequence. Hume (1997) analyzes VC+CC → 

CVC.C metathesis as motivated by constraints which penalize complex onsets, and VC + CVV → 

CVC.CV metathesis (in which the first vowel in the VV sequence is realized as a glide) as 

motivated by both *COMPLEX and constraints which penalize onsetless syllables. Examples can 

be seen in Table 11. 
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Table 11. Phrase-medial phonologically-motivated CV metathesis in Leti.  Data adapted from 

Hume (1997), Blevins and Garrett (1998), and OSU (2013). 

Input Output Gloss 

ukar + ppalu ukra ppalu finger, toe+ bachelor = index 
finger 

kunis + βnutan  kunsiβnutna key + iron 
ulit + prai ultiprai skin + type of drum 
danat + kviali  dantakvjali  millipede 
maran + mderi' marnamderi  king + Mderi 
morut + kdieli mortukdjeli  hair + ring = very curly hair 
βuar + spou βu:raspou mountain + boat = schooner 

mountain 
maun + ppuna ma:nuppuna  bird + nest 
maun + tpunan  ma:nutpunna22 bird + throat 
puɔras + liɔra  pwɔrsalyɔra door + seaside = seaside gate 
ukar + muani ukramwani finger + man = middle finger 

If the second morpheme in the compound does not begin with a CCV or CVV sequence, 

metathesis does not occur. 

Table 12. Leti phrases without metathesis.  Adapted from Hume (1998). 

Input Output Gloss 

ukar + lavan ukar lavna23 finger + big = thumb, big toe 
urun + mɔa urun mɔa breadfruit + Moanese 
mεsar + lavan mεsar lavna teacher, big 
lout + de lout de servant, once 

 

Hume describes Leti phrase-internal metathesis as occurring when competing 

candidates without LINEARITY violations would violate *COMPLEX, which penalizes tautosyllabic 

                                                      

22 This example also exhibits morphologically-motivated metathesis: in Leti, phrases must end in a vowel. 

23 Demonstrates morphologically-motivated phrase-final metathesis, but not phrase-medial metathesis. 
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syllable clusters, and CRISP EDGE, which is penalized when morpheme and syllable boundaries 

are not aligned. 

Table 13. Leti metathesis motivated by syllabic well-formedness for the input /ulit + prai/. 

From Hume (1997). 

Input: ulit + prai 
"skin" + "type of drum" 

 *COMPLEX CRISP EDGE LINEARITY 

 a. u.lit.pra.i *!   

 b. ul.ti.pra.i *!  * 

☞ c. ul.tip.ra.i  * * 

 

A more complex interaction occurs before words beginning with a CVV sequence. (The 

constraint *COMP-SEG is violated when a segment has multiple place specifications.) 

Table 14. Leti metathesis motivated by syllabic well-formedness for the input /ukar + muani/. 

From Hume (1997). 

Input: ukar + muani 
"finger" + "man" 
(middle finger) 

*COMPLEX MAX(V) ONSET *COMPSEG CRISP 

EDGE 
LINEARITY 

 a. ukar muani   *!    
 b. ukar mwani !*      
 c. ukar mani  !*     
 d. ukar mwani    !*   

☞ e. ukram wani     * * 

 

Phrase-final metathesis occurs because ALIGN-PHRASE, which is violated when the right 

edge of a phonological phrase is aligned with a vowel, outranks LINEARITY. 
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Table 15. Metathesis in Leti. 

Input: /kunis/ 
"key" 

  ALIGN-PHRASE LINEARITY 

 a. kunis !*  

☞ b. kunsi  * 
 

As has been shown, Leti metathesis occurs predictably and invariably in a specified 

context. It is part of what Kisseberth (1970) terms a "conspiracy" to prevent the appearance in 

the output of marked forms: onsetless syllables and consonant clusters, and must be 

considered part of the phonological grammar of Leti. 

ONE-PLACE CC METATHESIS 

Balangao 

In addition to the metathesis of CV sequences that has been examined in Rotuman and 

Leti, many languages re-order CC sequences in certain contexts. Balangao is one such language. 

Balangao is an Austronesian language spoken in the Philippines. As of 2000, it had 

approximately 21,000 speakers (Lewis, 2009). Balangao displays productive metathesis of CC 

sequences when they are brought together by vowel deletion and morphological processes. 

This metathesis is phonologically conditioned, causing glottals to be sequenced before nasal or 

oral plosives. 
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Table 16. Metathesis of adjacent laryngeal consonants in Balangao.  Adapted from Hume 

(2004) and Shetler (1976). 

Input Winning output 

Losing candidate 

without segment reordering Translation 

ʔi +hɨgɨp ʔighɨp *ʔihgɨp bring in 

ma+hɨdɨm  madhɨm  *mahdɨm night 

CV(Red) +ʔopat  ʔopʔat  *ʔoʔpat four each 

CV(Red) + ʔɨnɨm ʔɨnʔɨm *ʔɨʔnɨm six each' 

pʌhɨd+ɨn pʌdhɨn *pʌhdɨn allow, accept 

gɨhɨb-ɨn gɨbhɨn *gɨhbɨn burn it 

 

In Balangao, metathesis is clearly a productive, synchronic phonological process that – 

as in Leti – prevents marked sequences in the output. A detailed analysis of Balangao 

metathesis, using data derived from Shetler (1976), will be presented in Chapter 2. 

TWO-PLACE METATHESIS 

Fur 

Fur is spoken in the Western Sudan and has approximately 500,000 speakers. It has 

been assigned to the Nilo-Saharan family (Lewis, 2009) though this classification is disputed 

(Jakobi, 1990).  

Fur exhibits the metathesis of adjacent consonants and vowels, as do many other 

languages. Unusually, though – and perhaps uniquely among the world's languages – Fur also 

exhibits two-place metathesis, in which segments move more than one linear position away 

from their input ordering. This raises several questions. If segments can move to non-adjacent 
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positions, what are the limits of this movement – if any? Can the domain within which 

movement occurs be precisely specified? 

In Fur, the concatenation of consonantal prefixes can trigger CV metathesis. As Jakobi 

(1990) writes, "Due to the non-occurrence of consonant sequences in initial position and to the 

restricted combination of consonants in medial position, metathesis of consonants is a frequent 

phenomenon. Most cases of metathesis occur with consonant-initial verbal roots." 

Table 17. One-place metathesis in Fur.  Adapted from Hume (2001) and Jakobi (1990). 

Input Winning output 

Losing candidate 

without segment reordering Translation 

k + ba kab *kba we drink 

k +saar  kasar  *ksaar we expose for sale 

k + lat  kald24  *klat we beat, hit 

Two-place metathesis occurs when one-place metathesis does not produce a 

permissible consonant cluster. (Alternatively, one could say that two segments, a vowel and a 

consonant, move to the left of a single consonant)25. 

Table 18. Two-place metathesis in Fur.  Adapted from Hume (2001) and Jakobi (1990). 

Input Winning output 

Losing candidate 

without segment reordering Translation 

k + bul kulm26 *kbul we find 

k + biil kilm27 *kbil we twist 

                                                      

24 The voicing of the final obstruent is motivated by another constraint which does not trigger metathesis. In the 
interest of simplicity, such alternations will be ignored for the present. 

25 The two possible interpretations will be revisited after a review of all attested patterns of metathesis. 

26 The nasalization of the final obstruent is, like the voicing in the previous table, the result of a markedness 
constraint that does not affect this analysis. Again, for the sake of clarity, this constraint is omitted from the tables. 
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Fur metathesis is a productive process that ensures syllabic well-formedness. 

Markedness constraints penalizing complex onsets and certain word-internal consonant 

clusters are ranked above the LINEARITY faithfulness constraint (or constraints). 

As discussed above, the metathesis of adjacent segments can be modeled by regular 

relations. However, the Fur data demonstrates that single-place metathesis is not sufficient to 

describe all natural-language metathesis. Unless some upper bound can be established on the 

domain within which metathesis occurs, it will not be possible to model it as a regular relation. 

LONG-DISTANCE LIQUID METATHESIS 

Gascon 

While there does not appear to be direct evidence of synchronic metathesis which 

moves an output segment more than two positions from its corresponding input segment's 

position, there are cases of historical language change in which precisely this has happened, 

with no evidence of intervening stages in which the metathesized segment moved a shorter 

distance. (In other words, this change did not occur via repeated application of one- or two-

place metathesis.) 

Gascon is a variety of Occitan, a Romance language with 200,000 to 300,000 speakers in 

southern Europe (Brock, 2008). Compared with Latin, it shows metathesis of liquids from a 

consonant-liquid onset in the final syllable to form a consonant-liquid cluster in the penult 

(Grammont, 1905). 

                                                                                                                                                                           

27 In a sequence of two identical vowels, the second may be deleted. 
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Table 19. Long-distance liquid metathesis in Gascon.  Adapted from Grammont (1905). 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

crabo capra goat 
brespes uesperas vespers 
prawbe pauper poor 
crambo camera (via cambra) room 
trende teneru (via tendro) tendre 

esplingo espingla pin 
 

Liquids in Gascon moved more than two positions; this movement resulted in an output 

position outside the syllable where the liquids historically originated. Similar diachronic 

movement of liquids from one onset to another have been noted in Campidanese Sardinian 

(OSU, 2013) and South Italian Greek (Blevins and Garret, 2004; Coffman, 2010). There is no 

evidence that this movement occurred via smaller, intervening steps (Coffman, 2010). 

Unlike Balangao and Fur, there is no clear-cut argument from the Gascon data for a 

maximum distance which an input segment may be moved. Chapter 4 will argue that Gascon 

metathesis is not – as Kiparsky postulated – the result of speakers interpreting consonants as 

moved from a source position due to a synchronic process; rather, ambiguity in the speech 

signal caused speakers to interpret liquids as originating in non-historical positions. 

VV METATHESIS 

In addition to the types of metathesis discussed above, it is worth noting the possible 

forms of metathesis which are not attested. One possible but unattested type is VV metathesis. 
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VV metathesis has been proposed in the past to explain certain phenomena. Most 

notably, Chomsky and Halle (1956) analyze certain plural forms in Kasem as exhibiting VV 

metathesis. 

As can be seen in Table 20, in Kasem, class C nouns add the suffix /a/ to form the 

singular, and the suffix /i/ to form the plural. 

Table 20. Formation of the plurals of Kasem class C nouns.  Adapted from Chomsky and Halle 

(1956). 

Singular Plural Gloss 

bakada bakadi boy 
tula tuli granary 
sada sadi grass mat 
mimina mimini thin 
fala fali white man 

 

When a word ends in two identical vowels, one of the vowels is truncated. 

Table 21. Truncation of doubled identical vowels in Kasem.  Adapted from Chomsky and Halle 

(1956). 

Underlying form, 

singular 

Surface form, 

singular 

Underlying form, 

plural 

Surface form, 

plural Gloss 

/kambi+a/ kambia /kambi+i/ kambi cooking pot 
/pi+a/ pia /pi+i/ pi yam 

 

However, some class C Kasem nouns end in [æ] rather than [i] in the plural. Note, in 

particular, that the homophones /pia/ "yam" and /pia/ "sheep" have the contrasting plurals: 

[pi] and [pæ], respectively. 
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Table 22. Kasem class C noun plurals ending in [æ].  Adapted from Chomsky and Halle (1956). 

Singular Plural Gloss 

pia pæ sheep 
babia babæ brave 
nandʒua nandʒwæ fly 
yua ywæ hair 

Chomsky and Halle analyze all the plural forms ending in [æ] shown in Table 22 as 

derived by the affixation of a plural morpheme /-i/, metathesis of adjacent vowels in the stem 

(in the plural only), truncation of a VV sequence, and "vowel contraction" (which we might 

describe as coalescence). In Table 23 and Table 24, we contrast Chomsky and Halle's derivation 

of the pia/pi and pia/pæ singular/plural pairs. 

Table 23. Derivation of the singular class C Kasem noun [pia], "yam".  Adapted from Chomsky 

and Halle (1956). 

[pia], "yam" (singular) 
/pi+a/ Stem + singular morpheme 
[pia]  

 

Table 24. Derivation of the plural class C Kasem noun [pi], "yams".  Adapted from Chomsky 

and Halle (1956). 

/pi/, "yams" (plural) 
/pi+i/ Stem + plural morpheme 
pii Vowel truncation 
[pi]  

Chomsky and Halle's metathesis rule for Kasem is as follows: 
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SD: 

� +voc−cons� , �−cons�, � +voc−cons� 

SC:  

1 2 3 -> 2 1 3 except when 2 = 3 = [a] 

Figure 3. Kasem metathesis rule.  From Chomsky and Halle (1956). 

In other words, the Metathesis rule reverses the order of the first and second vowels in 

a three-vowel sequence, except when the second and third vowel are /a/. 

Table 25. Derivation of the class C Kasem singular [pia], "sheep".  Adapted from Chomsky and 

Halle (1956). 

[pia], "sheep" (singular 
/pia+a/ Stem + singular morpheme 
piaa (Chomsky and Halle's Kasem metathesis rule 

does not apply to Vaa sequences; therefore, 
no metathesis occurs.) 

pia Vowel truncation 
[pia]  

Table 26. Derivation of the Kasem class C plural [pæ], "sheep".  Adapted from Chomsky and 

Halle (1956). 

[pæ], "sheep" (plural) 
/pia+i/ Stem + plural morpheme 
paii Metathesis 
pai Truncation 
pæ Vowel contraction 
[pæ]  

Blocking the application of the Metathesis rule to /Vaa/ sequences ensures that the 

same rule ordering accounts for both the pia/pæ singular/plural pair, in which metathesis 

occurs in the plural but not the singular, and the nandʒua/nandʒwæ pair, in which metathesis 

occurs in both plural and singular. 
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Table 27. Derivation of the class C Kasem singular "nandʒua".  Adapted from Chomsky and 

Halle (1956). 

nandʒua, "fly" (singular) 
/nandʒau+a/ Stem + singular morpheme 
nandʒuaa Metathesis 
nandʒua Vowel truncation 
[nandʒua]  

 

Table 28. Derivation of the class C Kasem singular "nandʒwæ", "fly" (plural).  Adapted from 

Chomsky and Halle (1956). 

nandʒwæ, "fly" (plural) 
/nandʒau+i/ Stem + plural morpheme 
nandʒuai Metathesis 
nandʒuæ Vowel contraction 
[nandʒuæ]  

Phelps's Response To Chomsky And Halle 

As Buckley (2011) notes, "on first inspection /piai/ -> [pe] is not an obvious example of 

metathesis." None of Chomsky and Halle's analyses of Kasem demonstrate a re-ordering of 

underlying segments in the surface phonetic realization. Metathesis of vowels produces 

intermediate forms which serve as the input, in all cases, to vowel coalescence rules. 

As Phelps (1975) notes, the Chomsky and Halle metathesis rule is not proposed to 

explain vowel-vowel metathesis, but to derive the Kasem phonetic mid vowels [e] and [o] from 

underlying /a/, /i/, and /u/. Phelps further observes that "Chomsky and Halle posit underlying 

vowel sequences that have exactly the same underlying distributional restrictions as underlying 

mid vowels would have." Chomsky and Halle propose a three-vowel system for Kasem (rather 

than the five-vowel system used by Callow (1965), who originally collected the data they use), 
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not because the distribution of mid vowels is restricted to certain environments, but rather 

because Chomsky and Halle consider a minimal three-vowel system to be optimal. 

However, Phelps demonstrates that Chomsky and Halle's proposed rules fail to account 

for other Kasem data. For example, Class D nouns – which form the singular via the /-u/ suffix, 

and the plural via the /-du/ suffix – include forms such as [vo:], [vo:du] "leaf, leaves". Chomsky 

and Halle derive [o] from underlying /au/. Therefore, the underlying form of [vo:] would be 

expected to be /vau+u/. However, as can be seen in Table 29, the application of Chomsky and 

Halle's rules to this underlying form yields the wrong surface form. 

Table 29. Chomsky and Halle's proposed Metathesis rule fails to produce the expected 

surface form for Class D nouns.  Based on data in Phelps (1975). 

[vo:], "leaves" (plural) 
/vau+u/ Stem + singular morpheme 
vuau Metathesis 
-- Truncation 
vuo Vowel contraction 
*[vuo]  

 

Instead of metathesis, Phelps postulates a Truncate rule that deletes the second of two 

vowels that agree in both backness and roundness, and a Vowel Height Exchange rule that 

alternates the height of suffix and stem vowels. Phelps formulates these rules as follows: 

 

Vowel Truncation 

� +syllα backβ round�  →  ∅ � +syllα backβ round� ` 
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Vowel Height Exchange 

� +syll−high〈+low〉� �+syll�  →  ' 〈∅〉�+high�( �−high� 

The derivations of surface forms for which Chomsky and Halle postulate intermediate 

metathesis is shown in Table 30. 

Table 30. Deriving Kasem mid vowels without intermediate metathesis.  Based on data from 

Phelps (1975). 

Underlying form /pe+a/ /pe+i/ /nandʒo+a/ /nandʒo+i/ /vo:+u/ 

Gloss sheep (sg.) sheep (pl.) fly (sg.) flies (pl.) leaf 

Truncate  pe   vo: 

Exchange pi+a  nandʒu+a nandʒu+e  

Glide    nandʒw+e  

Surface form [pia] [pe] [nandʒu+a] [nandʒw+e] [vo:] 

 

There is a consensus among current researchers that, in contrast to the numerous 

languages which exhibit CV and CC metathesis, there are no human languages which exhibit VV 

metathesis. Hume, a major figure in the research of metathesis in recent decades, writes "to 

my knowledge, no cases of vowel/vowel metathesis are attested". Ohio State University's 

metathesis database, which includes examples of both productive and sporadic metathesis, lists 

no languages with VV metathesis and makes a similar observation: "To our knowledge," they 

write, "there are no productive cases of VV metathesis." Buckley's (2011) history of metathesis 

research notes that there are very few cases of posited VV metathesis, and that analyses which 
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do not posit metathesis have been proposed for all of them by modern researchers. (OSU, 

2013) Ultan (1978) Kiparsky and O'Neil (1976), and McCarthy (1995) concur. 

This asymmetry in the attestation of VV metathesis, compared with CV and CC 

metathesis, suggests that VV metathesis would violate a highly-ranked constraint (which will be 

formulated later as LINEARITY-VV). 

As Fur28 and, arguably, Gascon demonstrate, consonants can move more than one place 

from input to output. There are no examples of such long-distance movement of vowels. In CC 

metathesis, the target of movement is necessarily a consonant. It may tentatively be 

generalized that metathesis always moves consonant segments, and never vowels. This 

restriction should be reflected in a formal model of metathesis, though it does not, in and of 

itself, produce a regular relation. 

METATHESIS OF MULTIPLE SEGMENTS 

No natural language shows the movement of multiple sequential segments to another 

position in the output. (Note that metathesis may apply more than once in the same word, as in 

the Rotuman examples above which showed both phrase-medial phonologically-motivated 

metathesis and phrase-final morphologically-motivated metathesis – in other words, two 

segments, each of which moved independently.) While the two-place metathesis discussed in 

Fur could be analyzed as either the movement of one segment or of two, given that all other 

                                                      

28 Accepting, for the moment, that in languages such as Fur, a single consonant moves, rather than a VC sequence. 
This point will be revisited in the next section. 
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instances of metathesis involve the movement of a single consonant segment, it seems more 

probable that in Fur, as well, a single input consonant is shifted by two places in the output. 

Multiple adjacent segments moving as a unit does occur in language games such as the 

English-based Pig Latin, in which an entire complex onset originating at the right edge of a root 

in the input may appear at the left edge of the source root in the output. A more thorough 

discussion of segment reordering in language games appears in Appendix B of this paper. In 

summary, the segment reordering in such language games is strikingly different from that 

found in real-world languages demonstrating metathesis, and can be better described in terms 

of other phonological and morphological processes. 

SUMMARY 

While not all languages with productive metathetic processes have been examined in 

the preceding sections, all attested patterns of metathesis have been illustrated: consonant and 

adjacent vowel, consonant and adjacent consonant, and longer-distance movement of 

consonants. In order to define a regular relation that can generate these patterns, it is not 

necessary to account for all possible permutations of segments in the input – only the 

movement of a single consonant. 

PHONOLOGICAL THEORIES OF NON-REGULAR RELATIONS 

Reduplication – A Non-Regular Phonological Process? 

As Hume (1997, 2001, 2002, 2004) discusses, metathesis fell out of favor for some time 

as an area of phonological study. However, reduplication has often been treated as a non-

regular phonological relation. Many theoretical frameworks for reduplication are also 
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applicable to metathesis, and have been used in recent years as metathesis once again became 

the object of study. 

That the relation between input and output in reduplication is non-regular is established 

by Culy (1985). Bambara can reduplicate elements of arbitrary length, and the reduplicant and 

base may be separated by other phonological material. Additionally, Bambara's morphological 

processes permit the recursive addition of affixes. Although the examples below are 

conventionally written with spaces separating elements, Culy notes that the tones of the 

resulting constructions do not follow the rules for adjacent lexical items – all of the Bamabara 

examples below represent single words. 

Table 31. Simple reduplication in Bambara.  Data from Culy (1985). 

Bambara Gloss 

wulu o wulu 
(dog + dog) 

whichever dog 

malo o malo 
(uncooked rice + uncooked rice) 

whichever uncooked rice 

 

Table 32. Recursive affixation in Bambara.  Data from Culy (1985).

 Bambara Input Bambara Output Gloss 

wulu + nyini + la wuluniynina one who searches for dogs, 
dog searcher 

wuluniynina + nyini + la wulunyininanyinina one who searches for dog 
searchers 

 

Table 33. Bambara reduplication of recursively affixed stems.  Data from Culy (1985).

 Bambara Gloss 

wulunyinina o wulunyinina whichever dog searcher 
wulunyininanyinina o 
wulunyininanyinina 

whoever searches for dog 
searchers 
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Both nouns in the –o- construction must have the same form. If different nouns are 

inserted, the resulting construction is ungrammatical. 

Table 34. Ungrammatical Bambara forms.  From Culy (1985). 

*wulunyina o wulufilèla 
dog searcher … dog watcher 
*wulunyinina o malonyinina 
dog searcher … rice searcher 
*wulunyinina o malofilèla 
dog searcher … rice watcher 

There is no upper limit on the length of such reduplicated utterances. In the judgment of 

Bambara speakers, even long utterances which are difficult to understand are still grammatical. 

As Culy demonstrates, this morphological process causes Bambara vocabulary to be 

non-regular. Let B be the vocabulary of Bambara – a set of strings of morphemes. R may then 

be defined as 

R = {wulu(filèla)h(nyinina)i o wulu(filèla)j(nyinina)k|h, i, j, k ≥ 1}. 

Then the intersection of B and R is 

B ∩ R = B' = {wulu(filèla)m(nyinina)n o wulu(filèla)m(nyinina)n|m, n ≥ 1}. 

Thus, B' is of the form {ambnambn|m, n ≥ 1}. (The o, as Culy notes, can be disregarded.) 

As Jurafsky and Martin (2009) discuss, if a language can be modeled as a finite-state 

automaton (and, thus, is regular), it must be possible to decide, using a bounded amount of 

memory, whether any given string is or is not a member of the language. Because the number 

of states in an automaton is fixed, the amount of memory needed cannot grow as the input 

string grow. Strings of the form anbn, without an upper bound on the value of n, cannot be 
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modeled by a finite number of states, because the number of states needed to represent them 

grows as n grows29. 

If one non-regular phonological process – reduplication – exists, it should not be 

surprising to find a second – metathesis. However, more recent research divides reduplication 

into two categories (Hyman, Inkelas, and Sibanda, 1999; Inkelas and Zoll, 2005; Roark and 

Sproat, 2007; Inkelas, 2008). The repetition of phonological material in morphological 

reduplication is motivated by morphological processes which cause a stem to be inserted 

multiple times, possibly with modification – this is what is observed in Bambara30. In contrast, 

phonological reduplication is motivated by phonotactic constraints, such as the constraints 

syllabic well-formedness (ensuring, for example, that all syllables have vocalic nuclei), and is 

restricted to the duplication of individual segments as nearly adjacent to the source segment as 

possible (for example, in the next V slot of the syllabic skeleton).  

Table 35 summarizes the differences between morphological and phonological 

reduplication. 

                                                      

29 For an interesting computational treatment of reduplication, see Albro (2000), who uses finite-state methods for 
other phonological processes and an additional non-finite-state module for reduplication. 

30 And in Pig Latin. 
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Table 35. Comparison of morphological and phonological reduplication in Dual Theory. 

Adapted from Inkelas (2008). 

 Phonological reduplication Morphological reduplication 

Most closely related to Epenthesis and assimilation Compounding and affixation 
Motivation Required by phonological 

output well-formedness (e.g., 
providing obligatory syllable 
structure without recourse to 
epenthesis) 

Morphological construction 

Identity Phonological Morphosyntactic 
Target Phonological constituent31 Morphological constituent 
Size Small, typically a single 

segment 
Large, typically bimoraic or 
larger 

Locality effects duplicates closest segment of 
same type 

no restriction 

Markedness copy may show phonological 
unmarkedness effects 

no phonological unmarkedness 
expected in copy 

The Bambara data presented above in Table 31, Table 32, and Table 33 would clearly be 

categorized as morphological reduplication as defined by the Dual Theory. It is motivated by 

word formation, not phonological well-formedness (both the reduplicated and base forms are 

well-formed Bambara syllables). The sequences targeted are large, and no phonological 

unmarkedness (TETU) appears in the reduplicated forms. 

In contrast, Inkelas (2005) provides the following example of phonological reduplication 

in Spokane. The repetitive morpheme –e- is infixed into word-initial consonant clusters. When 

prefixed to words beginning with CV sequences, the initial C is copied to ensure that ONSET is 

not violated. 

                                                      

31 Inkelas and Zoll (2005) limit phonological reduplication to a single segment, but Inkelas (2008) considers the 
possibility of the duplication of moras and rimes. However, even these larger phonological forms do not exhibit the 
sort of unbounded recursion demonstrated by morphological reduplication in Bambara (Culy, 1985). 
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Table 36. Phonological duplication in Spokane.  From Inkelas (2005). 

Repetitive -e- infixes into initial consonant cluster: 

/-e-, ʃl’-n’-t-ən’/ -> ʃ-e-l’n’tén’ 
rep, chop-Ctr-Tr-1sgTrS  ‘I cut it up repeatedly’ 

/-e-, ltʃ’-n’-t-ən’/ -> l’-e-tʃ’n’tén’ 
rep, tie-Ctr-Tr-1sgTrS  ‘I tied it over and over’ 

Repetive -e- prefixes to CV-initial bases, and is preceded by a copy consonant: 

/-e-, l’aq’-n’-t-ən’/ -> l’-a-l’áqn32 

rep-bury-Ctr-Tr-1sgTrS  
‘I just covered things as I went 

along’ 
/-e-, nitʃ’-n’-t-əxw/ -> n’-e-nítʃ’n’txw 

rep, cut-ctr-tr-2sgTrS  ‘you kept cutting’ 

 

In Spokane, only a single segment is duplicated. This copying ensures syllabic well-

formedness by ensuring that the initial syllable includes an onset, and the duplicated form is 

less well-formed than the alternative without phonological copying. 

Inkelas et al.'s work suggests that all unbounded reduplication, and perhaps even 

reduplication of more than a single segment, falls outside the domain of phonology. 

Phonological constraints need only deal with the reduplication of single segments within a 

specified domain, which can be modeled as a regular relation. 

Base-Reduplicant Correspondence Theory 

Perhaps the most influential OT-based model of reduplication is McCarthy and Prince's 

Correspondence Theory, also known as Base-Reduplicant Correspondence Theory, or BRCT 

(McCarthy and Prince, 1995). BRCT uses the same formal mechanisms to describe faithfulness 

                                                      

32 The vowel lowering results from an independent constraint. 
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between input and output, and identity between reduplicant and base. Its implementation of 

faithfulness specifically includes constraints on the linear order of segments.  

McCarthy and Prince define correspondence as follows: 

 

Given two strings S1 and S2, correspondence is a relation33 R from the elements of S1 to 

those of S2. Elements α ∈ S1 and S1 and β ∈ S2 are referred to as correspondents of one 

another when αRβ. 

 

Correspondence is conventionally expressed assigning numbers, known as positional 

indices, to the input and output segments. 

Many types of faithfulness constraints can be expressed in terms of correspondence, as 

seen from the examples in Table 37.  

                                                      

33 In McCarthy and Prince's words, "We will simplify the discussion in a further respect: we will speak of R relating 

string to string, though relations are properly defined on sets. To remedy this imprecision, observe that a string can 
always be regarded as a set of ordered pairs of its members with positional indices, and similar constructions can 

be put together for structures more complex than strings. Ultimately, R can be defined over such sets." (McCarthy 

and Prince, 1993) 
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Table 37. Families of faithfulness constraints in BRCT.  Adapted from McCarthy and Prince 

(1995). 

Family of constraints Definition Describes 

MAX Every element of S1 has a 
correspondent in S2. 

No deletion 

DEP Every element of S2 has a 
correspondent in S1. 

No epenthesis 

IDENT(F) If xRy and x is [γF], then y is 

[γF]. 

Input-output feature 
identity 

LINEARITY Let x, y ∈ S1 and x', y' ∈ S2. 

If xRx' and yRy', then x < y iff ¬ 

(y' < x').  

No metathesis 

UNIFORMITY For x,y ∈ S1 and z ∈ S2 , if xRz 

and yRz, then x=y. 

No coalescence 

INTEGRITY For x ∈ S1 and w,z ∈ S2 , if xRw 

and xRz, then w=z.  

No breaking (i.e., 
diphthongization, 
phonological copying) 

While the LINEARITY constraint can describe non-regular relations (and thus does not 

solve the problem of modeling metathesis as a regular relation), it has been widely used by 

later researchers to describe metathesis. (An example of optimal candidates which violate 

LINEARITY is shown in McCarthy's analysis of Rotuman metathesis, discussed above.) 

BCRT: Gradient Violations Of LINEARITY  

Many OT analyses of metathesis have treated LINEARITY as a categorical constraint, which 

assigns at most one violation mark per moved segment (McCarthy, 2003). For example, 
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Coffman (2010) treats the historical change of the older Greek kapros to the South Italian Greek 

krapi as a single LINEARITY violation, even though the liquid moves two places in the output34. 

However, as Hume (1998, 2001) asks, "What rules out unattested metatheses in which 

two consonants metathesize over any number of consonants and vowels, as in hypothetical 

/tob + nal/ → [tolnab]? More generally, how do we account for the observation that minimal 

changes in the ordering of segments are always preferred, all else being equal?" Discussing the 

Fur data given above, Hume concludes that LINEARITY must be evaluated gradiently, with one 

violation mark assigned for each position that the target segment moves.  

McCarthy (2003), however, argues that there is no reason to posit gradiently-evaluated 

constraints to describe any linguistic phenomena. Such constraints, he argues, predict 

typologically unattested patterns. For example, the gradient constraint ALLFTR assigns a 

violation mark for every position by which a foot is unaligned, as seen in Table 38. 

Table 38. Total number of violations of ALLFTR by various candidates.  From McCarthy (2003). 

 Ft-1 Ft-2 Ft-3 ALLFTR 

a. [(σσ)1(σσ)2(σσ)3σ] ***** *** * ********* 
b. [(σσ)1(σσ)2σ(σσ)3] ***** *** 0 ******** 
c. [(σσ)1σ(σσ)2 (σσ)3] ***** ** 0 ******* 
d. [σ(σσ)1(σσ)2(σσ)3] **** ** 0 ****** 

 

Gradient ALLFTR distinguishes between candidates (b) and (c) in Table 38 – but such a 

distinction is not found in independent empirical research on stress typology. 

                                                      

34 Note that multiple violation marks may still be assigned by categorical constraints if there are multiple loci of 
violation. 
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McCarthy examines a wide variety of proposed gradient constraints, finding in all cases 

that categorical constraints are sufficiently powerful to account for the observed phonological 

data. For LINEARITY, he suggests that the key insight provided by gradient evaluation is that the 

long-distance metathetic mapping /αβγ/ -> [γαβ] should incur a greater number of violation 

marks than the adjacent metathetic mapping /αβγ/ -> [αγβ]. However, instead of assigning one 

violation mark per position a segment is moved, McCarthy suggests the possibility of analyzing 

the input as containing three linear precedence relations ( α>γ, β>γ, and α>γ). The mapping 

/αβγ/ -> [γαβ] incurs two violation marks because it unfaithfully maps two linear precedence 

relations. However, this proposal does not appear to have been widely adopted by metathesis 

researchers. 

Hume argues that the empirical evidence suggests that a maximum of two violations of 

LINEARITY need be permitted. The Gascon data presented above shows even further movement 

of rhotics from the positions in which they historically originated35. Adopting a well-defined 

domain for metathesis (i.e., that metathesis is limited to single-place movement, or may only 

occur within syllable boundaries, or within the metrical foot36), combined with the established 

limitation that only one consonant may move, would allow metathesis to be modeled a regular 

relation. As Chandlee et al. (2012) discuss, the number of intermediate states in a finite-state 

                                                      

35 Ultimately, it will be argued that the Gascon data is not evidence of synchronic metathesis, but, rather, of 
diachronic re-analysis in which a previously unattested form is deduced as the input, and, thus, there is no winning 
input-output relation in which a segment's output position is more than one position removed from its input 
position.  

36 In fact, as Chapters 2, 3, and 4 will establish, phonologically-motivated metathesis occurs exclusively between 
adjacent segments, one of which is always a consonant. The apparent long-distant movement of segments can be 
shown to occur outside the synchronic phonology. 
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model of metathesis is a function of the number of positions a segment may move. If there is 

no upper bound on movement, there is no upper bound on number of states required to model 

this movement – and no corresponding finite-state automaton can be constructed. As discussed 

earlier in this chapter, every finite-state automaton can also be expressed as a regular 

language, and vice-versa; thus, by showing that the finite-state automaton cannot be 

constructed, Chandlee et al. show that unbounded metathesis is not a regular relation. 

However, it is not clear that longer-distance movement is impossible, and in the lack of 

such proof, assigning a specific maximum value to the possible distance of movement seems 

arbitrary.  

Tiers 

In his analysis of Rotuman metathesis, Besnier (1987) proposes an autosegmental 

approach, in which vowels and consonants occupy different tiers. In this view, Rotuman 

metathesis results from the deletion of the final V slot in the skeleton, and a re-association of 

the feature matrix of the resulting floating vowel with the nearest remaining V slot. Neither 

consonants nor vowels are reordered within their tiers. This permits a re-ordering of input and 

output segments while respecting the Well-Formedness Condition of autosegmental 

phonology: the association lines do not cross (Goldsmith, 1976). (Note that in Besnier's analysis, 

when both /e/ and /a/ are linked to the same V slot, /e/ reduces to the glide /j/). 
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Figure 4. Rotuman metathesis as re-association of a floating feature matrix.  Besnier (1987) 

As further evidence for the separation of consonantal and vocalic tiers in Rotuman, 

Besnier notes a leftward vowel-assimilation rule which "[t]he presence or absence of 

intervening consonants, and the nature of these consonants simply do not affect". (Dench 

(1990) argues that separate consonant and vocalic tiers also account for historical metathesis in 

Nyungar.) 

Tiers are "well-established and appear to be cross-linguistically common", Besnier 

writes, citing McCarthy's (1981) initial proposal to separate consonantal and vocalic tiers to 

model the binyan system in Arabic, and later work by McCarthy (1982) and Archangeli (1984) 

on Temiar and Yawelmani, respectively. 

To account for the full variety of metathesis patterns in natural language, one would 

have to posit at a (minimum) separate laryngeal, liquid, and sibilant tiers. Laryngeal metathesis 

in Balangao (Shetler, 1976) has already been discussed above. Faroese (OSU, 2014) exhibits 

stop + /s/ metathesis, and Hebrew (OSU, 2014) exhibits stop + sibilant metathesis. In Bonggi 
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and Deg, metathesis invariably involves liquid segments. (Appendix A presents a more complete 

list of the metathesis patterns observed in various languages.) 

And, in fact, Avery (1983), Finley (2011), and Heinz, Rawal, and Tanner (2011), among 

others, have set forth arguments for the existence of such tiers – though not on the basis of 

metathesis. Avery (1983), citing arguments by Clements and Keyser (1982) and Yip (1982) for an 

abstract laryngeal, posits a general laryngeal tier to explain tone patterning in Vietnamese. 

Shaw (1991) and McDonough (1991) argue for a separate sibilant tier to explain long-distance 

assimilation, and Heinz et al. (2011) propose a liquid tier based on long-distance consonant 

dissimilation. 

If all metathesis is, underlyingly, the exchange of input and output segments on 

separate tiers, then reordering never takes place within a tier. This would also explain why VV 

metathesis is not observed: it is not, as was speculated above, that vowels cannot be targeted 

for metathesis, but rather that VV metathesis would cause association lines from the vocalic 

tier to the skeleton to cross, violating the Well-Formedness Condition. 

Whether or not an autosegmental analysis is adopted for all cases of metathesis, this 

does provide a possible theoretical underpinning for Hume's (2001) observation that segments 

do not appear to move arbitrary distances: their range of possible positions in the output is 

dependent on the positions of their neighbors on their tier. 
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McCarthy's Reponse To Tier-Based Metathesis Proposals 

While this autosegmental approach may seem appealing, it has been seriously 

challenged by McCarthy (1995), who calls the separation of vocalic and consonant tiers "fatally 

flawed".  

If consonants and vowels are not ordered with respect to each other in the lexicon, 

McCarthy notes, pairs of words such as usi "bush sp." and sui "bone" would have the identical 

lexical specification /{s, ui}/. (There are, he writes, "27 other minimal pairs among the 

disyllables alone".)  

Furthermore, the tier-segregation analysis is unsuitable for analyzing Rotuman deletion, 

as see in the complete and incomplete allomorphs of fe̞pi/fe̞p "to be slow". If, McCarthy asks, 

the input is /{fp, ei}/, why is the winning candidate [fe̞p] rather than *[fip]? Both are equally 

faithful to the input – and, in fact, since [i] is less marked than [e̞], *[fip] might well be expected 

to be the winning candidate. If some constraint other than faithfulness is proposed – such as 

"left-to-right association with vowels" – then the appearace of [e̞] between [f] and [p] in both 

fe̞pi and fe̞p is coincidental. 

If the CVV or VCV skeleton was also specified in the lexicon, so that usi was underlyingly 

/{s, ui, VCV}/ and sui /{s, ui, CVV}/, the members of such pairs would indeed have differing 

lexical entries. The problem of [fe̞p] /[fip] is solved as well, since [e̞] is linked to the V between 

the C slots linked to [f] and [p].  

"But what is this faithfulness constraint," McCarthy asks, "which favors the output in 

which the order of linked elements is the same as in the input? It's nothing but a version of 

LINEARITY, though it is disguised by the more complex representational assumptions." Thus, he 
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concludes, the tier-based explanation for Rotuman metathesis is fundamentally at odds with 

"the Optimality-Theoretic imperative to derive linguistic properties from output constraints 

rather than restrictions on the input." 

HOW THE PRESENT WORK WILL RESOLVE THE QUESTION OF WHETHER 

METATHESIS IS REGULAR 

As has been established, all known phonological relations other than metathesis are 

regular. Having shown that metathesis does occur as a productive phonological process, it is 

necessary to either reject the frequently-made assertion that phonological relations are 

necessarily regular, or to find some way to model metathetic effects using a regular relation. 

The present analysis does not rely on newly-discovered data. Rather, it examines 

existing data within a new theoretical context, seeking to refine what it will be argued are 

unnecessarily broad LINEARITY constraints which predict unattested forms, and formulating new 

constraints which are sufficiently powerful to explain the cross-linguistic pattern without 

generating unattested patterns, while also confirming the generalization that all phonological 

constraints are regular. 

The present work proposes a new phonological analysis which explains the existing data 

in a formal framework that is sufficiently powerful to explain other phonological constraints, 

without being so powerful as to predict patterns of non-regular phonological processes which 

are unattested in human language.  Based on a detailed overview of attested patterns of 

metathesis, it will be shown that all instances of metathesis consist of the movement of a single 

consonantal segment within a precisely specified domain. This allows the positing of, rather 

than the single non-regular LINEARITY constraint used by the authors cited above, a family of 
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purely regular metathesis constraints. An argument will be presented for five constraints: 

LINEARITY-VV, LINEARITY-CV, LINEARITY-CC, LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME, and LINEARITY-WITHIN-

MORPHEME, the rankings of which determine what type of metathesis is observed in a given 

language. 

It will also be argued that some instances of diachronic metathesis without evidence of 

synchronic metathetic processes are the result of ambiguity in the speech signal leading 

speakers to interpret consonants as originating in non-historical positions, rather than 

interpreting such lexical items as representing a different ordering of segments in the input and 

output. 

It will then be established that each of the proposed constraints can be modeled as a 

regular relation, because the movement of a single segment is limited to a clearly-defined 

domain with a fixed upper bound. This will be done by constructing a finite-state transducer for 

each proposed constraint. 

To demonstrate that these constraints correctly model the phonological phenomena in 

question, an OT analysis will be presented which ranks the constraints that interact with 

metathesis. As data, languages representing the three metathetic patterns will be used: 

Balangao for one-place metathesis, Fur for two-place metathesis, and Gascon for long-distance 

metathesis.  

As discussed previously, the central computational element is the formalism (Heinz, 

2001a). In the final step of the solution, code will be presented implementing the proposed 

constraints as a finite-state transducer, allowing the demonstration of these constraints' 

interaction with other regular constraints. 
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In conclusion, while unrestricted metathesis would pose a serious challenge to the 

representation of phonological constraints as regular relations, the patterns that emerge from 

an examination of cross-linguistic data show that while the movement of segments exist, this 

movement is clearly bounded, and thus within the power of regular relations to describe. The 

approach proposed above will allow the demonstration that regular relations can be 

constructed that accurately model the known data, reconciling the observed phenomenon with 

the formal qualities of other attested phonological relations. 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

The following chapters will consider data from Balangao, Fur, and Gascon in much more 

detail (alongside selected examples from other languages for comparison and contrast) in order 

to clearly delineate the domains within which synchronic metathesis occurs.  However, a brief 

example will serve as a demonstration of how the proposed regular family of LINEARITY 

constraints not only correctly models the environments in which metathesis occurs or fails to 

occur in Balangao – the family of constraints also models the data correctly when a single, 

monolithic and non-regular LINEARITY constraint would fail to do so. 

As seen in Table 16, Balangao glottal-plosive sequences metathesize to a plosive-glottal 

ordering.  The tableau in Table 39 shows how this might be represented as an interaction 

between a markedness constraint *GLOTTAL-PLOSIVE and the faithfulness constraint LINEARITY 

discussed above. 
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Table 39. Balangao metathesis as the result of a non-regular LINEARITY constraint. 

Input: ʔi +hɨgɨp 

 DVWA37 MAX DEP *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY 

☞ ʔighɨp    * 

ʔihgɨp    * 

ʔigɨp  *  

ʔihɨp  *  

ʔihɨgɨp *   

However, the electronic Balangao corpus also includes a number of tokens in which 

glottal-plosive sequences fail to metathesize – even though the constraint ranking would 

appear to favor metathesis, as seen in Table 39. 

Table 40. Failure to metathesize glottal-plosive sequences in Balangao. 

Input: ʔumalihto 

 DVWA DEP MAX *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY 

Expected winner: 
☞ʔu.ma.lit.ho    * 

Actual winner: 
ʔu.ma.lih.to    * 

ʔu.ma.li.to   * 

ʔu.ma.li.ho   * 

ʔu.ma.li.hi.to  *  

ʔu.mal.hi.to     * 

                                                      

37 High vowels in Balangao verbal roots delete when certain morphemes are affixed.  
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This apparent paradox may be resolved by observing that in all of the Balangao lexical 

items with glottal-plosive sequences, the two segments originate in different morphemes.  

Furthermore, other languages (such as Wichita) do allow intramorphemic metathesis.  By 

separating a monolithic LINEARITY constraint into separate constraints governing the origin of the 

metathesizing segments, it is possible to correctly model this behavior. 

Similarly, the losing candidate ʔu.mal.hi.to undergoes metathesis and does not have a 

glottal-plosive sequence – but still loses out to the non-metathesized form ʔu.ma.lit.ho.  It may 

therefore be deduced that CC and CV metathesis violate different constraints from the LINEARITY 

family, and that the ranking of these constraints correctly describes the contexts in which 

Balangao metathesis does and does not occur. 

Table 41. Distinguishing CC and CV metathesis in Balangao: candidates for the input 

/ʔumalihto/. 

Input: ʔumalihto 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA DEP MAX LINEARITY-
CV 

*GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

LINEARITY-
CC 

ʔu.ma.lit.ho *     * 

☞ ʔu.ma.lih.to      *  

ʔu.ma.li.to    *   

ʔu.ma.li.ho    *   

ʔu.ma.li.hi.to   *    

ʔu.mal.hi.to     *  *  
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Table 42. Distinguishing CC and CV metathesis in Balangao: candidates for the input 

/ʔi+hɨgɨp/. 

Input: ʔi +hɨgɨp 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA DEP MAX LINEARITY-
CV 

*GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

LINEARITY-
CC 

☞ ʔighɨp       * * 

ʔihgɨp      *   

ʔigɨp    *     

ʔihɨp    *     

ʔihɨgɨp  *       
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CHAPTER 2. CC METATHESIS: BALANGAO 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will discuss synchronic CC metathesis in Balangao, a Malayo-Polynesian 

language spoken in the Philippines. Based the distribution of CC sequences found in a new 

electronic corpus incorporating Balangao data from Shetler (1976), the LINEARITY constraint from 

the previous literature on metathesis (McCarthy and Prince, 1995; Hume, 2001) will be 

reformulated as four, more limited LINEARITY constraints that correctly predict where metathesis 

does and does not occur in Balangao by specifying its domain. Finally, the proposed constraints 

will be situated within linguistic analyses of other languages. 

THE BALANGAO LANGUAGE 

Balangao is an Austronesian language spoken in the Philippines and was most notably 

documented by Shetler38 in Notes on Balangao (1976).  

Balangao syllables consist of an obligatory onset, a vowel, and an optional coda. Codas 

may occur word-medially and are not restricted to word-final position. Complex onsets never 

occur. Complex codas only arise as a result of affixation, may only occur word-finally, and must 

consist of a glide (/w/ or /j/) followed by /ʔ/, /d/, /h/, or /n/ (Shetler, 1976). 

Balangao morphology is characterized by a large number of affixes, many of which 

(termed "Focus tagmemes" by Shetler) assign a grammatical role to another NP in the 

sentence. 

                                                      

38 I would like to thank both Dr. Shetler and Dr. Barlaan of SIL International for their personal correspondence 
about Balangao phonology. 
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Different classes of morphemes are associated with different sets of Focus tagmemes, 

and the translations vary somewhat from class to class. In the glosses below, such affixes have 

generally been indicated in the gloss alongside a translation of the root and other morphemes 

that carry semantic rather than grammatical content. 

Table 43 lists a representative set of Focus tagmemes. 

Table 43. Focus tagmemes for the W3 class of Associate-Goal verbs in Balangao.  Adapted 

from Shetler (1976). 

Focus tagmeme Type of affix Role of accompanying NP 

-um- infix subject 
omen- prefix subject 
i- prefix associate 
i—an circumfix beneficiary 
man—an circumfix location 

BALANGAO METATHESIS DATA 

Shetler describes two patterns of metathesis in Balangao, which have tended to be 

considered together in more recent literature on metathesis (Hume 1998, 2001, 2002, 2004). 

The first is a phonologically-conditioned process causing glottal-plosive sequences in the input 

to be sequenced as plosive-glottal sequences in the output. 

Table 44. Metathesis of adjacent laryngeal consonants in Balangao.  Adapted from Hume 

(2004) and Shetler (1976) 

Input Winning output 

Losing candidate 

without segment reordering Translation 

ʔi +hɨgɨp ʔighɨp *ʔihgɨp bring in 

ma+hɨdɨm  madhɨm  *mahdɨm night 

pʌhɨd+ɨn pʌdhɨn *pʌhdɨn allow, accept 

gɨhɨb-ɨn gɨbhɨn *gɨhbɨn burn it 
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The second phonological phenomenon in Balangao which Shetler describes as 

metathesis occurs in conjunction with certain morphological processes which may include 

either of two allomorphs: one incorporating CVC reduplication, and another which Shetler 

describes as CVʔ reduplication with metathesis39, in which an affix consisting of the initial CV 

sequence of the reduplicant base followed by glottal stop is prefixed to the base, and the glottal 

stop then metathesizes with the initial consonant. However, as will be discussed below, this is 

not the only plausible explanation of this data, which may also be analyzed as infixation rather 

than prefixation followed by metathesis (as will be argued later in this chapter). 

                                                      

39 Shetler refers to this process as "CVq with metathesis" (1976); glottal stop is represented by q in the text. 
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Table 45. CVʔ "metathesis" in Balangao.  Adapted from data in Shetler, 1976. 

Root 

CVʔ 

reduplication Output Losing form Gloss 

ʔɨha ʔɨ + ʔiha ʔɨhʔa40 *ʔɨʔha one each 

ʔopat ʔo+ʔopat ʔopʔat *ʔoʔpat four each 

ʔɨnɨm ʔɨ+ʔ ɨ nɨm ʔɨnʔɨm *ʔɨʔnɨm six each 

bali baʔ+ bali babʔali *baʔbali a wee typhoon 

mang + talo41 mang + taʔ + 
talo 

mantatʔalo *mantaʔtalo to hide without 

particular intent 

maŋ- + dalan maŋ + daʔ + 
dalan 

manadʔalan *manaʔdalan walking leisurely 

CVC and CVCV reduplication also occur in certain verb paradigms without the 

introduction of non-reduplicated segments such as ʔ. 

                                                      

40 In some outputs, an unrelated process has deleted a vowel. As a result, although the process is described as CVʔ, 

some winning outputs only include a single V. 

41 When the /mang-/ morpheme is prefixed to a stem beginning with a sonorant, the final nasal of the prefix 
assimilates in place of articulation to the stem-initial sonorant. When /mang-/ is prefixed to a stem beginning with 
an obstruent, this nasal coalesces with the obstruent, resulting in a single nasal segment with the place of 
articulation of the following consonant. 

Morphology Output Gloss 

maŋ- + buŋa mamuŋa bear fruit 
maŋ- + solat manolat write 
maŋ- + mani mammani gather peanuts 
maŋ- + namoloʔ mannamoloʔ hunt wild pigs 
maŋ- + ŋayabat maŋŋayabat get guavas 
maŋ + lɨŋa manlɨŋa gather sesame seeds 
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Table 46. CV reduplication in Balangao.  Based on data in Shetler (1976). 

Root Gloss 

CV reduplication 

and suffixation Gloss 

matéy die mamatteyʔha that one will most certainly 
die 

baʔag slash bababaʔ:agɨn to slash once but continue 
holding the knife so that the 
cut goes deeper and deeper 

ʔɨy go ʔɨʔɨmmʔɨyaʔ I will most certainly go 

 

In Shetler's words, the alternation is "common to some stems, optional to others, and 

not possible with others". She notes that the CVʔ allomorph occurs more frequently when the 

initial consonant of the root is /s/ or /h/ (the only fricatives in the Balangao inventory) and 

when the second consonant of the root is /l/. Table 47 lists several stems which may appear as 

either CVC or CVʔ. 

Table 47. Balangao stems in which both CVʔ with "metathesis" and CVC allomorphs are 

attested. Adapted from Shetler (1976). 

Verb root 

Additional 

affixes CVC CVʔ Gloss 

bumala -um- b-um-42albala b-um-abʔala flame a little 
pomaway -um- p-om-awpaway p-om-apʔaway get a little light 
bangad man- mambangbangad mambabʔangad leisurely return 
homelang ∅ h-om-elhelang h-om-ehʔelang get a little dark 

 

The CC metathesis illustrated in Table 44 only occurs when a glottal obstruent is 

followed by a plosive. In contrast, Shetler describes CVʔ as obligatory: when the CVʔ allomorph 

                                                      

42 In Table 47, allomorphs of the -um- infix, which assigns focus to the subject, are set off with hyphens so that the 
base and reduplicant may be seen more clearly.  
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is prefixed to a stem, the glottal stop must move to the position following the onset of the base, 

regardless of the manner of articulation of this onset consonant, and thus CVʔ metathesis 

applies to a broader set of glottal-obstruent contexts than does glottal-plosive metathesis. 

(Examples may be seen in Table 45 of CVʔ reduplication applying to a root beginning in /h/, 

with the glottal stop and /h/ metathesizing). 

While Shetler describes this process as metathesis, such an analysis depends on the 

glottal stop being prefixed to the root in the input and being realized at a different position in 

the output. But what independent evidence is there of the position of glottal stop in the input? 

While many languages do allow other phonological material to appear between the base and 

the reduplicant (see, for example, Culy (1976)), it is also possible that /ʔ/ is an infix. (Infixation 

features prominently in Balangao morphology.) Given that there are no instances of /ʔ/ 

occurring in any other position when CVʔ reduplication occurs, at this point the question of 

whether the CVʔ morphological process represents metathesis or infixation will be left open, to 

be returned to once Balangao glottal-plosive metathesis has been discussed in more detail. 

PRIOR ANALYSIS OF GLOTTAL METATHESIS IN GENERAL AND BALANGAO 

METATHESIS IN PARTICULAR 

Hume: The Ambiguity/Attestation Model 

McCarthy and Prince's Correspondence Theory, also called Base-Reduplicant 

Correspondence Theory, introduced several constraints governing the sequencing of input 

segments in the output (McCarthy and Prince, 1995). One of these positioning-faithfulness 

constraints, LINEARITY, is violated when segments in the output do not appear in the same linear 
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order as the corresponding segments in the input. In other words, LINEARITY may be thought of 

as "don't metathesize". 

McCarthy and Prince's LINEARITY constraint is categorical: an output form either does or 

does not violate it. Hume (2001) notes that in no languages do two consonants exchange places 

over an unlimited number of intervening segments43, and that known instances of metathesis 

always move segments the minimal number of places necessary to satisfy other constraints. To 

model this generalization, Hume proposes a modified LINEARITY constraint that allows gradient 

violations; thus, a candidate in which a segment moves two positions will always lose out to a 

candidate in which a segment moves only one position, if both candidates' violation profiles are 

identical with regard to higher-ranked constraints. (This does, in fact, occur in Fur: a winning 

candidate may incur multiple violations of the LINEARITY constraint as formulated by Hume. 

Chapter 3 will discuss Fur metathesis in much greater detail.) 

In Balangao, as shown above, glottal-plosive sequences are reordered to plosive-glottal. 

As Hume (2002) notes, Hungarian shows a similar pattern of metathesis, reordering coda 

glottals with the onset consonant of the following syllable. However, Pawnee and Basaa show 

the opposite pattern: glottals in onset position are re-ordered with preceding coda consonants. 

In Hungarian, /hr/ and /hj/ sequences in the input surface as [rh] and [jh]. 

                                                      

43 Hume refers to this unattested process "unbounded metathesis". It is important to clarify the difference 
between Hume's use of the term "unbounded metathesis" and the usage earlier in this paper. In the context of 
regular relations, the present work has used the term "unbounded metathesis" to refer to the movement of a 
single input segment with no upper bound on the distance it may be moved, rather than the movement of two 
input segments. The analysis presented in the present work interprets the apparent exchange of the positions of 
adjacent segments as the movement of a single segment. 
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Table 48. Sonorant-/r/ metathesis in Hungarian.  From Hume (2001). 

Root Dative Plural Expected order Gloss 

teher teher-nek terh-ek *tehrek load 
pehey pehey-nek peyh-ek *pehyek fluff 
keyeh kehey-nek keyh-ek *kehyek chalice 

In Pawnee, however, the opposite ordering occurs: /rh/ surfaces as [hr]. 

Table 49. /rh/ -> [hr] metathesis in Pawnee.  From Hume (2001). 

Morphology Output Gloss 

/ti + ur + he:r + Ø/ tuhre he is good 
/ti + ir + hisask + :hus/ tihrisasku he is called 
/ti + a + hura:r + hata + Ø / tahurahrata it's a hole in the ground 
/ti + ur + ha:k + ca + Ø / tuhrakca a tree is standing 

In Basaa, the /-aha/ morpheme may have one of several realizations, depending on the 

syllabic structure of the stem. The full morpheme is realized following CVCVC stems, and the 

allomorph [-ha] after CV stems. Following CV stems, however, the /h/ of the suffix metathesizes 

with the word-final consonant. 
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Table 50. Sonorant-/h/ metathesis in Basaa.  From Hume (2001). 

 Unsuffixed Indirect causative Nominalized Gloss 

a. CVCVC stems kóbôl kóblàhà kóblàk peel 
 pídîp pídʃàhà pídʃàk hate 
 kɔ ́hɔ ̂l kóhlàhà kɔ ́hlàk shave 
 sògòp sùgʃàhà sògʃàk rinse 

mouth 
 áŋâl éŋlàhà áŋlàk tell 

b. CV stems cé cíhâ cêk destroy 
 lɔ ̀ lòhà lɔ ̀k arrive 
 há héhâ hâk put 
 sɔ ̀ sóhâ sôk escape 

c. CVC stems (with 
metathesis) 

lɛ ́l léhlà lɛ ́lɛ ̂k cross 

 tèŋ tìhŋa tèŋèk tie 
 ʃón ʃúhnà ʃónôk promise 
 ʃɔ́l ʃóhlà ʃɔ́lɔ̂k burst 
 àt èhdà àdàk unite 

Hume (2002) notes that if the acoustic cues for the recognition of the segments in [rh] 

were superior to those in [hr], or vice-versa, one order would presumably be preferred cross-

linguistically44. In fact, however, Hungarian metathesizes /hr/ to [rh], and Pawnee exhibits the 

opposite pattern, metathesizing /rh/ to [hr]. 

This crosslinguistic difference in preferred ordering of glottal and non-glottal consonants 

is the foundation of Hume's Ambiguity/Attestation model of metathesis (Hume, 2002), which 

posits that acoustically ambiguous signals will be interpreted as encoding the segment ordering 

                                                      

44 But would this, in fact, be the case? It might also be argued that each order is optimal for the perception of a 
different segment, and that the two segment orderings result from different constraint rankings in the two 
languages – a possibility Hume does not address. 
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more common in the language45. Both the ambiguity in the speech signal, and the listener's 

knowledge of a language of statistical patterns in a given language, are important for this 

model. Both aspects of the Ambiguity/Attestation model will be considered in more detail in 

the following sections. 

Ambiguity 

The ambiguity in speech signals which Hume (2002) argues is necessary for metathesis 

arises from the long duration of certain acoustic cues (Blevins & Garrett, 1998). Such long 

durations result in what Ohala (1993) describes as "stretched-out" cues, which Hume (2002) 

cause metathesis to occur when listeners infer a sequence of segments different from that 

which the speaker intended. 

Glottal segments exhibit "stretched-out" cues (and often undergo metathesis, as seen in 

the data presented in Appendix B), because many of the acoustic cues associated with glottal 

may be realized on adjacent segments. 

To date no phonetic research has been done on the realization of glottal sounds in 

Balangao, and, as Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996) note, glottalization is realized in a variety of 

ways in the world's languages. Hillenbrand and Houde (1996)'s famous work on English, for 

example, shows that English speakers can perceive variation in either F0 or amplitude as glottal 

stop. Kohl and Anderson (2000) describe glottalization as "phonetically continuous", with 

                                                      

45 This probabilistic model is not accepted by all researchers on metathesis. Blevins and Garrett (1998), for 
example, counter the suggestion of probabilistic interpretation by noting that the only plosive+glottal stop 
sequences in Cayuga arise via metathesis, and there are no other such forms (even in related languages) to serve 
as the basis for concluding that plosive-glottal is more probable than glottal-plosive.  
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complete glottal closure and glottalization on a continuum. Glottal stops are often realized as 

creaky voice on adjacent vowels (Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996). In Cayuga, the glottal 

phonemes /h/ and /ʔ/ are associated with non-modal phonation (devoicing and creaky voice, 

respectively) in adjacent vowels; Blevins and Garrett (1998) postulate that this process may 

lead to an interpretation of these phonemes as originating in non-historical positions, and 

eventually to metathesis. (This has not yet occurred in Cayuga, but has in Cherokee, another 

Iroquoian language.) Gordon and Ladefoged (2001)'s cross-linguistic discussion of the acoustics 

of non-modal phonation observes that non-modal phonation often does not affect a complete 

segment. In Hupa, breathy voice and creaky voice are only realized on the second half of a long 

syllable; Quileute shows a similar pattern. Creaky sonorants show a cross-linguistic tendency to 

spread creakiness to a preceding vowel (Gordon and Ladefoged, 2001). 

If the acoustic cues of Balangao glottal tend to spread to a following vowel, they might 

be expected to be more salient after a stop than before it. If, on the other hand, the feature 

spread is regressive rather than progressive, the opposite order would be perceptually optimal. 

Without language-specific data, of course, this hypothesis cannot meaningfully be tested.  

Attestation 

The effects of frequency on speech perception have been observed in a number of 

domains. As early as 1959, Broadbent and Ladefoged (1959) observe that experience with 

sound sequences influences the perception of their temporal order. Fay (1966) suggests that 

"when listeners hear speech that is expected to be in the native language, their perceptual 

identifications are directed by their knowledge of sequential probabilities in the language as 
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well as by the acoustic stimulus", and Lindblom (1990) concurs: "Processing speech is facilitated 

both by information appearing in the signal but, also, from the knowledge that we have of our 

language ... Physically ambiguous information is disambiguated and incomplete stimulus 

information is restored." Pitt and McQueen (1998) find that transitional probabilities improve 

listeners' identification of ambiguous stimuli. Hume (2002) concludes that what she terms 

"extensive research demonstrating that listeners are sensitive to the frequency of the words, 

sounds and sound combinations of their language" supports the argument that, in addition to 

metathesis motivated by articulatory or phonetic optimization, metathesis may also occur 

when listeners infer the more statistically frequent ordering of segments from an ambiguous 

acoustic signal46. 

Hume (2002) classes Balangao as an example of Ambiguity/Attestation metathesis. As 

shall be seen later in this chapter when data from an electronic corpus of Balangao is examined, 

glottal-plosive sequences are indeed rare in Balangao, occurring only across morpheme 

boundaries.  

                                                      
46 In Hume's (2002) ambiguity-attestation model, the fact that XY sequences may metathesize to YX in one 
language, while YX sequences metathesize to XY in another, is due not to any acoustic optimization in one ordering 
to the other, but to the frequency with which XY or YX occurs elsewhere in the language in question. This could be 
compared with Pólya's urn, a mathematical thought experiment in which a red ball and a black ball are placed into 
an urn. A single ball is then drawn out and replaced along with another ball of the same color (Pólya, 1930).  

After N draws and replacements, the urn may contain N+1 black balls and one red, or vice-versa, or any 
combination in between. However, distributions in which one color dominates, or in which the colors are roughly 
evenly distributed, are the most probable. Pólya urns are an example of a system in which, even though there is no 
initial preference for one outcome or another, a type that occurs more frequently than others will typically occur 
even more frequently in the future. This pattern has been informally described as "the rich get richer" (see, for 
example, Fei et al., (2014)).  
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However, acoustic optimization, rather than consistency with sound patterns commonly 

attested elsewhere in the language, has also been proposed as the motivation for Balangao 

metathesis. This explanation will be discussed in the following section. 

BALANGAO METATHESIS AS PERCEPTUAL OPTIMIZATION 

Yoon (2003) notes that in Balangao, as well as numerous other cases of laryngeal 

metathesis, the laryngeal is realized at the release of the stop. He proposes that all cases of 

laryngeal metathesis may be explained in terms of perceptual optimization. If so, Balangao 

would represent an example of Blevins and Garrett's (1998) "perceptual metathesis", in which 

acoustic cues of long duration are re-interpreted as originating from segments in ahistorical 

positions which would result in more robust cues. 

It might immediately be objected that, since Hume (2001) has observed /rh/ -> [hr] and 

/hr/ -> [rh] metathesis in Hungarian and Pawnee, respectively, it would seem paradoxical to 

claim that each ordering is preferable to the other. Yoon suggests that the direction in 

preferred ordering might be due to progressive versus regressive coarticulation of laryngeal 

features, while granting a lack of evidence that such directional differences exist and are 

correlated with the direction of movement of the laryngeal segment.  

Kingston (1990) finds that glottal articulations in stops "much more frequently" align 

with the release of oral closures than with their onsets (an association he terms "articulatory 

binding"), a phenomenon observed with VOT, ejectives, and breathy voiced stops. He suggests 

that the acoustic cues associated with glottal articulations are more perceptible post-

consonantally due to the increase in air pressure caused by the stop closure. This would 
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support the claim that Balangao metathesis does relocate glottal from a less to a more 

perceptible position. 

Silverman (2003) examined languages which have been described as having pre-

aspirated stops (which Silverman treats as equivalent with clusters beginning with /h/), finding 

that not only are such languages rare, but that "pre-aspirated" tends to serve as a "cover term 

for various phonetic realizations". In many languages, he found, stops that have been described 

as pre-aspirated are in fact realized without aspiration: the stop is pre-spirantized or 

geminated, for example, or the length of the preceding vowel is affected. While Silverson notes 

that there is little experimental work on the aerodynamic and acoustic properties of h+stop and 

pre-aspirated stops, he concurs with Kingston (1990) that the lack of air pressure built up by the 

stop, and the "depletion of aerodynamic resources" when a preceding vowel is present, lead to 

less salient cues for /h/ in this environment. 

This poor perceptibility, Silverman concludes, causes pre-aspirated stops to be 

diachronically unstable. Oral closures or changes in adjacent vowel quality may be introduced 

to preserve contrast. While Silverman does not mention metathesis specifically, h-stop 

metathesis in Balangao could plausibly serve to prevent the loss of pre-stop /h/. 

While it is plausible, as Yoon (2003) argues, that relocating the Balangao glottal 

segments to a pre-vocalic position improves their identifiability, it is also true that this 

movement may be expected to impair the identifiability of the stop. The place of articulation of 

a plosive is signaled by its release burst and formant transitions (Repp, 1982) which are likely to 

be masked in a preconsonantal position (Hume, 2002).  
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A NEW ELECTRONIC CORPUS OF BALANGAO 

The above discussion suggests several questions that could be answered by an 

examination of the distribution of plosive-glottal (and glottal-plosive) sequences in Balangao. 

First, is one ordering in fact more common? Second, do any patterns emerge from the data that 

might help us to determine whether the glottal stop in CVʔ reduplication is realized at a 

different position in the input and the output? Third, are there other contexts in which 

metathesis might be expected to occur, but does not? 

To determine the distribution of glottal-plosive sequences in Balangao, the lexical items 

appearing in Shetler (1976) were digitized to produce a corpus with 3520 tokens representing 

2723 unique types. Programs were written in Ruby to convert the Balangao orthography to IPA 

and to search for words with glottal-plosive and plosive-glottal sequences. The resulting forms 

are shown in Table 51. 
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Table 51. Balangao words with glottal-plosive sequences.  Derived from data in Shetler 

(1976). 

Balangao 

Gloss including selected 

affixes Affixes 

ʔah.di there  -ah 
ʔah.did there  -ah 
ʔah.to here; this  -ah 
ʔah.tod here  -ah 
ʔi.num.dah.da they reached  -da 
ʔu.ma.li. ʔa.yuh.to you come here  -ah, -to 
ʔu.ma.lih.to  come here  –ah, -to 
ʔum.ma.li.yan.nih.to  we come here  –ah, -to 
ʔum.dah.da they reach  -da 
bum.mab.l ɨ.yan.nih.to  we make home here  -ah, -to 
nan.taw.nan.dah.to  year-they-here  -ah, -to 
man.li.y ɨh.da cough-they  -da 
paʔ.pa ʔ touch, as of sugar, and then 

touch something else, 
leaving some 

none (reduplicated 
form) 

pah.pah  hit to knock something 
down 

none (reduplicated 
form) 

Eighteen lexical items exhibit the plosive-glottal ordering, and fourteen exhibit the 

glottal-plosive ordering. Because the words in the corpus were primarily presented as examples 

within a descriptive text, and only a few pages of transcribed Balangao speech were included, 

this data cannot reflect the frequency with which these words are used. It is true that the 

preferred order, plosive-glottal, yields a slightly larger number types. However, even in the brief 

examples of speech Shetler transcribes, words such as ʔah.di  "there" and ʔah.to  "here" – 

which have the presumably dispreferred order glottal-plosive – appear frequently47.  

                                                      

47 For example, Bybee (2002) notes that the frequency with which words appear affects their susceptibility to 
sound changes in progress, Pierrehumbert (2001) argues that "word-specific probability distributions" shape 
phonetics, and Hayes and Londe (2006)) suggest that the learning of Hungarian morphological rules – and their 
application to novel inputs – is influenced by type frequency. 
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This represents a challenge to Hume's Ambiguity/Attestation model, at least as an 

explanation of Balangao metathesis: listeners would be expected to hear glottal-plosive 

ordering frequenty, making glottal-plosive a presumably acceptable parse of an ambiguous 

speech signal. 

PROPOSAL – AND REFINEMENT – OF AN OT ANALYSIS OF BALANGAO METATHESIS 

Shetler (1976) writes that "when h or q is the first member of that cluster and a stop is 

the second, the consonants most generally metathesize". Hume (2002) gives a similar 

description: "When [vowel deletion] would give rise to the laryngeals [ʔ, h] occurring before a 

nasal or oral plosive, the expected ordering of the sound combination is reversed." 

Neither Shetler nor Hume presents an OT analysis of Balangao metathesis, and OT 

analyses of other Balangao phonological phenomena (e.g., McCarthy and Prince, 1995) do not 

provide a suggested form of the implied markedness constraint. Based on the existing 

descriptions, this constraint will initially be hypothesized to be 

*GLOTTAL-PLOSIVE 

When a glottal segment is followed by a plosive segment, assign a violation 
mark. 

McCarthy and Prince (1995) and Hume's (2002) LINEARITY constraint, which incurs 

violation marks for re-ordering of segments, is as follows: 

LINEARITY 

Let x, y ∈ S1 and x', y' ∈ S2. 

If xRx' and yRy', then x < y iff ¬ (y' < x'). 
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The vowel deletion seen in many of the examples of Balangao metathesis is common, 

but does not seem to be predictable. Shetler (1976) finds that the final vowel of a root "tends 

to drop when stress moves off that syllable", and the first vowel of a root "tends to drop when 

the syllable is open, unstressed, and only a prefix occurs", but also provides exceptions for 

which no clear pattern is apparent. Stress is unpredictable in Balangao, and unmarked in most 

of the examples in the corpus, making it difficult to investigate the pattern further. 

Table 52. Vowel deletion accompanying affixation in Balangao.  Based on data in Shetler 

(1976). 

 Morphology Output Gloss 

a. Suffixation with 
vowel deletion  

ʔaˈmɨh + ɨn ʔamˈhɨn bathe 

 ʔaˈle+ ɨn ʔalˈjɨn speak 
 ma+taˈŋɨb+an48 mataŋˈban lid put on 
 baˈŋad+an baŋˈdan time of returning 
b. Suffixation 

without vowel 
deletion 

hɨˈnag+ɨn hɨnaˈgɨn send 

c. Prefixation with 
vowel deletion 

ʔi+ʔɨbˈbɨg ʔib:ɨg put to bed 

 pa+poˈʔoŋ mapˈʔoŋ flooded, pool 
 CV reduplication+piˈtu pipˈtu seven each 
d. Prefixation 

without vowel 
deletion 

ma+ʔaˈsokal maʔasoˈkal sweeten 

 ʔi+ʔɨˈhɨg ʔiyɨˈhɨg climb down with 
 ʔi+ʔaˈtɨp ʔiyaˈtɨp use for roofing 

 

One prefix, /man-/, never triggers vowel deletion. As can be seen in Table 52, the same 

vowels delete of fail to delete in similar contexts (for example, /a/ deletes between a nasal and 

                                                      

48 /ma--an/ is a circumfix. 
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a voiced oral stop in [baŋˈdan] but not in [hɨnaˈgɨn]).49 While the process occurs frequently, it 

does not seem to be entirely phonologically conditioned and may plausibly be suggested to be 

part of the morphology or the lexicon. This deletion will be modeled in the tableaux below 

using a markedness constraint DELETEVOWELWHENAFFIXED. 

Ranking *GLOTTAL-PLOSIVE above LINEARITY will produce the correct output for most 

instances of metathesis associated with affixation and vowel deletion. 

Table 53. An analysis of Balangao metathesis using the LINEARITY constraint. 

Input: ʔi +hɨgɨp 

 DVWA MAX DEP *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY 

☞ ʔighɨp    * 

ʔihgɨp    * 

ʔigɨp  *  

ʔihɨp  *  

ʔihɨgɨp *   

 

However, this ranking yields the wrong winning candidate for words with glottal-plosive 

sequences which do not exhibit metathesis. ʔu.ma.lit.ho  should be optimal, but in fact 

ʔu.ma.lih.to  is the winning candidate. 

                                                      

49 I would like to again thank Shetler and Barlaan for their thoughtful correspondence on this subject. 
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Table 54. A problem: proposed ranking of constraints fails to correctly account for winning 

candidate. 

Input: ʔumalihto 

 DVWA DEP MAX *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY 

ʔu.ma.lit.ho    * 

☞ ʔu.ma.lih.to    * 

ʔu.ma.li.to   * 

ʔu.ma.li.ho   * 

ʔu.ma.li.hi.to  *  

 

Is there some mistake in this ranking or formulation of the *GLOTTAL-PLOSIVE and LINEARITY 

constraints, or is some other constraint interacting with the two constraints? 

Two of the exceptions to glottal-plosive metathesis, paʔpaʔ and pahpah, are formed via 

total reduplication. It might tentatively be suggested that faithfulness in reduplication – at least 

when a root is formed via total reduplication – takes precedence over *GLOTTAL-PLOSIVE, or, in 

other words, that some type of faithfulness constraint specific to reduplication outranks 

*GLOTTAL-PLOSIVE. 
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Table 55. A possible resolution to the failure of glottal-plosive sequences to metathesize in 

reduplicated words. 

Input: /pahpah/ 

 REDUPLICATIVE 

IDENTITY??? 
*GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY 

☞ pahpah * 

paphah *  * 

With the exception of these two reduplicated words, all of the other lexical items in 

Table 51 violate *GLOTTAL-PLOSIVE because /h/ is followed by /t/ or /d/. This is not because an 

/hd/ sequence in the input cannot trigger metathesis. These sounds may metathesize in 

Balangao, as seen in Table 44. /ma+hɨdɨm/, "night", for example, produces the winning output 

[madhɨm] and not *[mahdɨm]. 

Closer examination of the exceptions in Table 51 reveals that the words in which glottal-

plosive sequences do not metathesize contain, not only the same sound sequences, but also 

the same affixes as the source of those sound sequences. In fact, in all of the examples of 

glottal-plosive metathesis in Balangao, the glottal and plosive are tautomorphemic, and are 

brought together by vowel deletion. In the exceptions, the glottal and the plosive originate in 

separate morphemes and are brought together by cliticization or reduplication.  

This suggests that in Balangao, segments may metathesize within morphemes, but 

segments originating in different morphemes may not metathesize. The LINEARITY constraint 

formulated by McCarthy and Prince (1995) and Hume (2002) does not capture this distinction. 

It may therefore be postulated that LINEARITY should instead be replaced by two separate 
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constraints. An informal specification is provided below, which will be refined further in 

Chapter 5 once data from other languages has been examined.  

LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME: Let M1 and M2 be morphemes. If x ∈ M1 and y ∈ M2, and 

M1 precedes M2 in a string S1, and x immediately precedes y in S1, then if x R x' 

and y R y' in S2,then x' immediately precedes y' in S2. 

LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME: If x y ∈ M1, and x R x' and y R y', and x immediately precedes 

y in S1, then x' immediately precedes y' in S2. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, VV metathesis has never been shown to occur in any human 

language, while CV and CC metathesis are common cross-linguistically. Rather than specify in 

LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME or LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME that at least one of the segments 

must be a consonant, it may be deduced that a LINEARITY-VV constraint exists and is 

undominated in all human languages. As this constraint does not play a role in Balangao 

metathesis, discussion of it will be deferred until Chapter 5. 

As can be seen in Table 56 and Table 61, the ranking LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME >> 

*GLOTTAL-PLOSIVE >> LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME does indeed yield the correct winning outputs 

for the contexts in which Balangao glottal-plosive sequences do and do not metathesize. (Table 

61 also demonstrates that some form of DEP and MAX must be ranked above *GLOTTAL-PLOSIVE, 

since the marked glottal-plosive sequence emerges in preference to an output exhibiting 

epenthesis or deletion.) 
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Table 56. An analysis of Balangao affixation/vowel-deletion metathesis using two LINEARITY 

constraints. 

Input: ʔi +hɨgɨp 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA MAX DEP *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

☞ ʔighɨp     * 

ʔihgɨp     * 

ʔigɨp   *  

ʔihɨp   *  

ʔihɨgɨp  *   

 

Table 57. Failure of Balangao glottal-plosive sequences to metathesize, analyzed with two 

separate LINEARITY constraints. 

Input: ʔumalihto 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA DEP MAX *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

ʔu.ma.lit.ho *    

☞ ʔu.ma.lih.to     * 

ʔu.ma.li.to    * 

ʔu.ma.li.ho    * 

ʔu.ma.li.hi.to   *  
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Furthermore, splitting LINEARITY into two constraints allows the analysis of reduplicated 

forms such as [pahpah] to be unified with the analysis of glottal-plosive metathesis (and non-

metathesis) elsewhere in Balangao. 

Table 58. Lack of metathesis in Balangao words with total reduplication, analyzed with two 

LINEARITY constraints. 

Input: pahpah 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA DEP MAX *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

☞ pahpah     * 

paphah *    

papah    * 

pahah    * 

pahapa   *  

 

Returning now to the question of whether CVʔ reduplication represents metathesis or 

infixation, it can be seen that metathesis would require the /ʔ/ segment to surface between 

segments originating in the root morpheme, which, as has been shown, Balangao does not 

allow. Therefore, /ʔ/ is an infix. Table 59 and Table 60 demonstrate that this analysis produces 

the attested winning output. 
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Table 59. CVʔ reduplication analyzed as metathesis. 

Input: baʔ+ bali 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA DEP MAX *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

☞babʔali *    

baʔbali     * 

baʔabali   *  

baʔali    * 

babali    * 

 

Table 60. CVʔ metathesis analyzed as infixation. 

Input: ba+ b-ʔ-ali 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA DEP MAX *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

☞babʔali     

baʔbali *    * 

baʔabali   *  

baʔali    * 

babali    * 

Having established that CVʔ reduplication does not result in metathesis, it is now 

possible to review the affixation/vowel deletion metathesis examples in Table 44, and specify 

the proposed *GLOTTAL-PLOSIVE constraint more narrowly. All wordforms exhibiting metathesis 
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contain /h/-plosive sequences in the input, and the constraint may be expressed as *h-PLOSIVE. 

(This does not alter the winning candidate for any of the above examples.) 

Evidence For Separating CV And CC LINEARITY Constraints 

Does all consonant metathesis violate a single linearity constraint, or is it necessary to 

distinguish between CV and CC metathesis? 

The OSU metathesis database (OSU, 2014) classifies metathesis patterns as CV or CC, 

and researchers such as Blevins and Garrett (2004), who classify metathesis according to its 

acoustic grounding, restrict certain patterns to CV sequences. From a formalist perspective, 

however, it might seem to be sufficient to specify the domain in which segments may move. 

As can be seen from the Balangao data in Chapter 2, however, it is necessary to 

distinguish CV and CC metathesis. In Balangao, h+plosive sequences metathesize within 

morphemes, but not between morphemes. Thus, the /ht/ sequence in /ʔumalihto/ does not 

metathesize. 
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Table 61. Balangao fails to exhibit CV metathesis. 

Input: ʔumalihto 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA DEP MAX *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

ʔu.ma.lit.ho *    

☞ ʔu.ma.lih.to     * 

ʔu.ma.li.to    * 

ʔu.ma.li.ho    * 

ʔu.ma.li.hi.to   *  

?? ʔu.mal.hi.to      * 

 

However, as Table 61 shows, if the morpheme-internal /hi/ sequence in /ʔumalihto / is 

reversed, it would be expected that the resulting form *[ʔu.mal.hi.to] would be the winning 

candidate under the existing ranking. CV metathesis is attested in other languages (as discussed 

in Chapter 1) – what is blocking that outcome here? 

The Balangao data demonstrates that it is necessary to distinguish between CV and CC 

metathesis. While it might be possible to refine this family of Linearity constraints even further 

– as has been seen, in many languages, metathesis is restricted to even smaller natural classes 

than consonants or vowels – it is not necessary to do so in order to model metathesis in the 

Balangao data, which arises from the interaction of the broader constraints against CC and CV 

metathesis with the markedness constraint penalizing glottal-obstruent sequences. 
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Furthermore, while the CV metathesis observed in Fur is restricted to the morphology, Jakobi 

(1990) argues that it arose as a historical process, and affects a wide variety of CV sequences. 

Table 62. Distinguishing CC and CV metathesis in Balangao. 

Input: ʔumalihto 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA DEP MAX LINEARITY-
CV 

*GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

LINEARITY-
CC 

ʔu.ma.lit.ho *     * 

☞ ʔu.ma.lih.to      *  

ʔu.ma.li.to    *   

ʔu.ma.li.ho    *   

ʔu.ma.li.hi.to   *    

ʔu.mal.hi.to     *  *  

Target Consonant For Balangao Metathesis 

In Chapter 1, it was argued that metathesis targets a single segment and changes its 

positioning, rather than targeting two segments and exchanging them. As has been shown in 

this chapter, there is considerable evidence that glottal sounds are frequent participants in 

metathesis due to their acoustic cues. This tends to suggest that in Balangao it is the glottal that 

moves rightward, and not the adjacent stop that moves leftward. 

INDEPENDENT MOTIVATION FOR PROPOSED CONSTRAINTS 

The analysis proposed above is descriptively adequate for Balangao, but are the 

proposed constraints phonologically and phonetically plausible?  
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*/h/-PLOSIVE  

As discussed above, there is a cross-linguistic tendency to align glottal gestures with the 

offset rather than the onset of oral closures (Kingston, 1990; Silverman, 2003). Furthermore, 

while Hume's (2002) Attestation/Ambiguity model is extremely useful for the analysis of 

bidirectional crosslinguistic metathesis patterns, it is not clear from the data examined above 

that a plosive-/h/ ordering is robustly better attested in Balangao. This suggests that the 

proposed */h/-PLOSIVE constraint is grounded in improvement of the perceptibility of [h]. 

LINEARITY-W ITHIN-MORPHEME And LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME  

Wichita: metathesis of segments originating in different morphemes 

Separating LINEARITY into a family of LINEARITY constraints which are sensitive to the 

morphemes in which a segment originates raises an interesting question: are words violating 

LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME optimal in languages other than Balangao? 

In fact, the OSU Metathesis Database (2014) includes several languages for which 

metathesis has only been observed across morpheme boundaries. Table 49 above presents 

data demonstrating intermorphemic metathesis in Pawnee, a Caddoan language. Wichita, 

another Caddoan language with fewer than five living speakers, also exhibits intermorphemic 

metathesis (Rood, 1976, 1996, 2008). 

Clusters of up to five consecutive consonants are attested Wichita, all following a stop-

continuant-stop-continuant-stop sequencing (Rood, 1996). When /kr/ sequences in the input 

occur due to affixing, these sequences are realized as /rh/. (Non-metathesized /rk/ sequences 
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also surface as [rh].) /kr/ sequences never appear in surface forms, though /k/ may appear as a 

coda and /r/ as an onset elsewhere (Deguchi, 2001). 

Table 63. Metathesis of segments originating in different morphemes in Wichita.  Based on 

data from OSU (2014). 

Morphology Output Gloss 

/ti+a:ʔak+ro+ʔa+s/ [tiʔarhaʔas] he brought them 

/ta+cij+ra:k+re:hi+s+hisha/ [taci:ra:rhe:sis] we were going to buy them 

 

It is clear that while Balangao ranks LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME above LINEARITY-WITHIN-

MORPHEME, Wichita must have the opposite ordering. 

Table 64. Ranking of LINEARITY constraints in Wichita. 

/ti+a:ʔak+ro+ʔa+s/ 
"he brought them" 

LINEARITY-WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

*[kr] LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

☞ a . tiʔarhaʔas   * 

b. tiʔakraʔas  *  

c. tiʔkaraʔas *  * 

d. tiʔakarʔas *  * 

Word recognition and morpheme boundaries 

Mielke and Hume (2000) argue that metathesis disrupts the recognition of roots, and 

that in languages exhibiting synchronic metathesis, metathesis applies in such a fashion as to 

minimize this disruption. Because the left edges of roots are particularly salient for 

identification (Cutler et al., 1985), metathesis at the left edge is more disruptive than 
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metathesis at the middle or the right edges, and (Mielke and Hume argue) correspondingly 

rare. 

Although Mielke and Hume class Balangao as permitting metathesis only of consonants 

within a root and not at its edges, Balangao does in fact permit left-edge metathesis, as seen in 

the following example: 

Table 65. Metathesis at the left edge of a stem in Balangao.  Based on data in Shetler (1976). 

/ʔi +hɨgɨp/ [ʔighɨp] *ʔihgɨp bring in 

Given that left-edge metathesis impairs word recognition, metathesis crossing a 

morpheme boundary would further impair this recognition. A constraint penalizing such 

boundary crossing could be motivated by the need to improve word recognition. 

CONCLUSION 

Balangao synchronic metathesis respects morpheme boundaries. To account for it, a 

formal model would have to allow the metathesis of consonant sequences in which both 

segments originate in the same morpheme while blocking the metathesis of the same 

sequences when the two segments originate in different morphemes. As shall be shown in 

Chapter 5, the necessary LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME and LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME constraints 

are regular relations.
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CHAPTER 3. TWO-PLACE METATHSIS: FUR  

INTRODUCTION 

Fur, also known by other names such as Furawi or Konjara, is spoken by approximately 

500,000 people in the Western Sudan (Lewis, 2009). The language's relation to larger African 

language families is uncertain. Greenberg (1963) classifies Fur as Nilo-Saharan, and this 

designation has been used by later writers (Lewis, 2009; Blench, 2014), but Jakobi (1990) notes 

that Greenberg's conclusion relies on several incorrectly-described lexical items. Fur is clearly 

related to Biltine (also known as Amdang), a smaller language spoken by about 40,000 people 

(Jakobi; 1990; Lewis, 2014). 

Jakobi notes on the basis of her later field research that while Fur has several mutually 

intelligible dialect groups, they are distinguished primarily by lexical variation, not by 

phonology. Grammarians of Fur have long noted considerable similarity across the speech of 

informants from different areas. Meinhof, for example, wrote "It is unlikely that we have 

happened on people from the same dialect by chance. One must hypothesize that Konjara is a 

lingua franca for a large region and exhibits few dialectical differences"(Meinhof, 1917, quoted 

in Jakobi, 1990.) 50 For this reason, in the discussion of Fur metathesis which follows, various 

dialects of Fur will not be distinguished further. 

                                                      

50 "Da es nicht wahrscheinlich ist, daß wir [...] zufällig Leute aus demselben Dialekt getroffen haben, muß man 

wohl annehmen, dass Kondjara eine Verkehrsprache für ein großes Gebiet ist, in dem wenig Dialektunterschiede 

vorkommen." "(Meinhof, 1917, quoted in Jakobi, 1990.) 
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Fur syllables must have vowel nuclei; simple onsets and codas are optional. (Jakobi does 

not consider it possible, in a VCV sequence, to determine whether the intervocalic C is an onset 

or a coda.) Consonant sequences occur only word-medially (there are no complex onsets or 

codas in native Fur words) and follow a somewhat restricted pattern, which will be discussed in 

more detail when the data from the new electronic corpus of Fur is discussed below. 

While Fur is not a Semitic language, the lexicon includes numerous Arabic loanwords, 

some of which exhibit phonemes or syllabic structures not found in native Fur words (though 

their actual realization may vary from speaker to speaker; see Jakobi (1990)). The formulation 

of Fur phonotactics presented here is formulated based exclusively on native Fur words. 

METATHESIS IN FUR 

Fur has featured prominently in recent work on metathesis (for example, Mielke and 

Hume, 2001) because its verbal roots exhibit metathesis when personal prefixes are affixed – 

including a rare example of productive synchronic two-place metathesis.  

In most cases, Fur metathesis consists of one-place metathesis of a root-initial 

consonant with an adjacent vowel. 
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Table 66. One-place metathesis in Fur.  Adapted from Hume and Mielke (2001) and Jakobi 

(1990). 

Input Winning output 

Losing candidate without segment 

reordering Translation 

k + ba kab- *kba- we drink 

k + saar  kasar - *ksaar- we expose for sale 

k + lat  kald51 - *klat- we beat, hit 

In some stems, where a one-place movement of the root-initial consonant would result 

in a labial consonant + lateral sequence, the initial consonant of the stem moves two places. 

While numerous consonants metathesize, two-place metathesis only occurs with labials. 

Table 67. Two-place metathesis in Fur.  Adapted from Hume and Mielke (2001) and Jakobi 

(1990). 

Input 

Winning 

output 

Losing candidate 

without segment 

reordering 

Losing candidate 

with one-place 

metathesis Translation 

k + bul kulm52- *kbul- *kubl- we find 

k + biil kilm53- *kbil- *kibl- we twist 

k + bel kalm54- *kbal- *kabl- we said 

The markedness constraints on [ml] sequences might initially appear to be motivated by 

sonority sequencing. (For an overview of the Sonority Sequencing Principle and its treatment in 

OT, see Morelli (2003).) However, the metathesized roots occur with any of a number of verbal 

                                                      
51 The voicing of the final obstruent is motivated by another constraint which does not trigger metathesis. In the 
interest of simplicity, such alternations will be noted, but not discussed further until after existing analyses have 
been presented. 

52 Nasalization, like voicing, is generally either ignored, or noted but not explained, by researchers such as Hume 
(2001) and Mielke and Hume (2001) because it does not appear to interact with metathesis. The alternation 
between nasal and oral consonants in Fur verbal roots will be discussed in more detail below. 

53 In a sequence of two identical vowels, the second may be deleted. 

54 The vowel lowering is the result of another constraint which does not interact with metathesis. 
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suffixes, all of which begin with vowels. Because complex onsets and codas never occur in Fur 

(in other words, *COMPLEX-ONSET and *COMPLEX-CODA are undominated), the [b] in the output is 

syllabified as an onset. Thus, /b/ appears in the surface form in a different syllable from that in 

which it would be expected to appear if metathesis had not occurred. 

As shall be shown, metathesis in Fur is even more complex than these examples might 

suggest. 

LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTIONS OF FUR 

Metathesis in Fur was originally described as limited to a small number of forms, but, as 

this section discusses, later researchers argued that metathesis plays a far larger role in Fur 

than initially believed. 

Beaton (1968) wrote the first lengthy grammar of Fur, based on interviews conducted in 

1936 and 1937. He considered the verbs "the most difficult part of all Fur grammar, both in 

form and construction" – going so far as to describe them as "chaos", because "even those 

which have been classed as regular contain some deviations from the rules that I have 

formulated".  

Beaton divided Fur verbs into seven conjugations, two of which prefix an unpredictable 

"intrusive letter", in his terminology, to the third-person stem. Certain verbs, classed as the 

Third Conjugation, are analyzed as undergoing metathesis in order to form the third-person 

singular: "In these verbs", Beaton writes, "the third person singular is arrived at by transposing 

the vowel and first consonant of the first person singular in all moods and tenses" (Beaton, 

1968). 
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Table 68 and  show verb paradigms for two Third Conjugation verbs, /ald/ "strike" and 

/irg/ "tie", which Beaton describes as displaying metathesis to form the third-person singular. In 

all tenses, Fur verbs share a common set of prefixes specifying person and number. Tense is 

marked by a combination of suffixation and tonal melody. (As Beaton's analysis is not 

constraint-based, it will be present here it as a derivation. An OT-based analysis reflecting 

Jakobi's study of Fur will be presented later in this chapter.)  

Table 68. Verbal paradigm of "strike" (Beaton: /ald/) in the perfect tense.  Based on data in 

Beaton (1968) and Jakobi (1990). 

[ǎldí]55, 

I struck 

[kǎldí] 

we struck 

[jǎldí] 

you (sing.) struck 

[bǎldí] 

you (pl.) struck 

[lǎdí] 

he struck 

[kǎldíè] 

they struck 

                                                      

55 As shall be discussed in more detail below when the new electronic corpus derived in part from Beaton's work is 
described below, Beaton's writing system for Fur does not mark tone, but does distinguish allophones. This paper 
will use an IPA representation for data from Beaton, and include tone markings when they can be deduced from 
lexical items or paradigms in Jakobi. 
The IPA tone symbols are 
á: high tone â: falling tone 
à: low tone ǎ: rising tone 
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Table 69. Verbal paradigm of "tie" (Beaton: /irg/) in the perfect tense.  Based on data in 

Beaton (1968) and Jakobi (1990). 

[ǐrgò] 

I tied 

[kǐrgò] 

we tied 

[jǐrgò] 

you (sing.) tied 

[bǐrgò] 

you (pl.) tied 

[rigô] 

he struck 

[kǐrgùl] 

they tied 

Table 70 shows a brief rules-based derivation based on Beaton's description. 

Table 70. A derivation demonstrating Beaton's model of morphologically-motivated 

metathesis in the Third Conjugation in Fur.  Based on data in Beaton (1968). 

1st person plural prefix + verbal root + perfect 
tense suffix k + ald + í 
 /kǎldí56/ "we struck" 

  
verbal root + perfect tense suffix ald + í 
metathesis  /lǎdí/ "he struck" 

Beaton's description of the Fourth and Fifth Conjugations does not include metathesis 

as a component of word formation. Both conjugations are described as adding an unpredictable 

"intrusive letter" to form the third person; the Fifth also exhibits "a minor change in the stem". 

(The "intrusive letter" could be nearly any obstruent from the Fur inventory – /b/, /d/, /f/, /k/, 

/s/, or/t/, with only /g/ and /z/ unattested – or /l/.) Beaton described the verbs of the Fifth 

Conjugation as "semi-irregular".  

                                                      

56 Because Beaton does not discuss tone, his verbal paradigm does not include the tonal melodies characteristic of 
the perfect tense for /ald/. In the interest of consistency, this paper will mark tone even when Beaton does not do 
so in those instances where tone may be deduced from other materials. 
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Table 71 and Table 72 show verbal paradigms for the Fourth Conjugation verbs /ir/ 

"cook" and /in/ "agree", which have the intrusive letters /k/ and /t/, respectively. 

Table 71. Verbal paradigm of "cook" (Beaton: /ir/) in the perfect tense.  Based on data in 

Beaton (1968) and Jakobi (1990). 

[ǐrò] 

I cooked 

[kǐrò] 

we cooked 

[jǐrò] 

you (sing.) cooked 

[bǐrò] 

you (pl.) cooked 

[kǐrò] 

he cooked 

[dǐrùl] 

they (not human) cooked 

 [kǐrùl] 

they (human) cooked 
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Table 72. Verbal paradigm of "agree" (Beaton: /in/) in the perfect tense.  Based on data in 

Beaton (1968) and Jakobi (1990). 

[ǐnò] 

I agreed 

[kǐnò] 

we agreed 

[jǐnò] 

you (sing.) agreed 

[bǐnò] 

you (pl.) agreed 

[tǐnô] 

he agreed 

[dǐnùl] 

they (not human) agreed 

 [kǐnùl] 

they (human) agreed 

 

Table 73 and Table 74 show the conjugation of the Fifth-Conjugation verbs /ulm/ "find" 

and /uns/ "snap"57 in the perfect tense, with the intrusive letters /b/ and /d/, respectively. 

                                                      

57 Jakobi glosses this root as "tear". 
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Table 73. Verbal paradigm of "find" (Beaton: /ulm/) in the perfect tense.  Based on data in 

Beaton (1968) and Jakobi (1990). 

[úlmò] 

I found 

[kúlmò] 

we found 

[júlmò] 

you (sing.) found 

[búlmò] 

you (pl.) found 

[bǔlò] 

he found 

[ǔlmé] 

they (not human) found 

 [ùlmé] 

they (human) found 

 

Table 74. Verbal paradigm of "snap" (Beaton: /uns/) in the perfect tense.  Based on data in 

Beaton (1968) and Jakobi (1990). 

[búnsò] 

I snapped 

[kúnsò] 

we snapped 

[júnsò] 

you (sing.) snapped 

[búnsò] 

you (pl.) snapped 

[dǔsò] 

he snapped 

[ǔnsé] 

they (not human) snapped 

 [ùnsé] 

they (human) snapped 
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Beaton does not derive the variant stems of Fifth Conjugation verbs via phonological 

rules, but lists them as alternate forms. In the derivation below, the intrusive letter in the third-

person singular is /b/, and the minor change in the stem is an alternation between /ul/ and 

/ulm/. 

Table 75. Beaton's derivation of a Fifth Conjugation verb. 

1st person plural prefix + verbal root + perfect 
tense suffix k + ulm + o 
 /kúlmò/ "we found" 

  
unpredictable intrusive letter + verbal root+ 
perfect tense suffix b + ul + o 
 /bǔlò/ "he found" 

 

Following Beaton's work, the next extensive58 grammar of Fur was published over two 

decades later by Jakobi (1990), who bases her four proposed Verbal Classes on the patterning 

of suffixes and tone melodies associated with verbal roots. Jakobi unifies the third-person 

metathesis of Beaton's Third Conjugation and the unpredictable "intrusive letters" of the 

Fourth and Fifth, analyzing both phenomena as the result of metathesis.  The "intrusive letter", 

she shows, is part of the verbal root, which moves due to metathesis of the initial CV sequence 

in the verb root.  Jakobi provides dozens of examples of verbs which predictably undergo such 

metathesis, several which are presented in more detail below.  

                                                      

58 Several shorter articles on Fur were published in the interim. Jakobi (1990) provides an overview of the 
preceding literature. 
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When such metathesis – which the present work has described as single-place – would 

result in an "inadmissible consonant sequence", in Jakobi's words, one of two things may occur: 

the consonant may delete instead of moving, or, if (and only if) the initial consonant of the root 

is /b/ and the second is /l/, a "second consonant metathesis occurs" (Jakobi, 1990), resulting in 

what can be described as two-place metathesis (i.e., the labial appears in the output two places 

away from its position in the input). While a variety of CV sequences undergo the first 

metathesis, Jakobi describes the second as occurring only when the output would otherwise 

contain a [bl] sequence.59 

Jakobi's analysis proposes metathesis where Beaton's does not, and vice-versa. For 

example, the root meaning "strike," which Beaton analyzes as /ald/, is, in Jakobi's analysis, /lat/. 

The third-person perfect [lǎdí], which Beaton derives via metathesis from /alt+í/ and 

metathesis, is derived by Jakobi from /lat+í/. Conversely, the first-person plural /kǎldí/ is 

derived by Beaton as /k+ald+í/, and by Jakobi as /k+lat+í / with metathesis. 

Similarly, the "intrusive consonants" of Beaton's Fourth and Fifth Conjugations are 

posited by Jakobi to be part of the underlying root, and either moved by metathesis or deleted 

in certain forms. The following tables will illustrate Jakobi's analysis of the Fur verb paradigms 

shown above. 

Table 76 provides a derivation of inflected forms of /lat/, drawing on Jakobi's 

description, to demonstrate what the present work terms one-place metathesis. Like Beaton, 

Jakobi does not employ a constraint based analysis. (While only shown the perfect tense is 

                                                      

59 Later in this chapter, it will be argued that the underlying phoneme is actually [m] rather than [b] in these roots. 
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shown in the tables below, the same metathesis is found in other tenses, as the person and 

number prefixes are consistent across tenses.) 

Table 76. Derivation of a verb with one-place metathesis.  Based on data in Jakobi (1990). 

1st person plural prefix + verbal root + perfect 
tense suffix k + lat + í 
Metathesis k + alt + í 
Voicing k + ald + Í 
Tonal melody for Verbal Class II k + ǎld + í 
 /kǎldí/ "we struck" 

  
Verbal root + perfect tense suffix lat + í 
Voicing lad + Í 
Tonal melody for Verbal Class II lǎd + í 
 [lǎdí] "he struck" 

  
Null morpheme + verbal root + perfect tense 
suffix lat + í 
Metathesis alt + í 
Voicing ald + Í 
Tonal melody for Verbal Class II ǎld + í 
 [ǎldí] "I struck" 

The root meaning "find", which Beaton analyzes as /in/ with the intrusive letter /t/ 

added in the conjugation, is analyzed by Jakobi as /tin/. 

Table 77. Derivation of a verb with one-place metathesis and deletion.  Based on data in 

Jakobi (1990). 

1st person plural prefix + verbal root + perfect tense suffix k + tin + o 
Metathesis k + itn + o 
Deletion k + in + o 
Tonal melody for Verbal Class II k + ǐn + ò 
 [kǐnò] "we agreed" 

  

Verbal root + perfect tense suffix tin +o 
Tonal melody for Verbal Class II tǐn + ó 
 [tǐnó] "he agreed" 
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The change in stem that Beaton observes in the Fifth Conjugations is analyzed by Jakobi 

as one- or two-place metathesis. The root /dus/, "snap", exhibits one-place metathesis. 

Table 78. Derivation for /dus/, "snap", illustrating one-place metathesis.  Based on data in 

Jakobi (1990). 

1st person plural prefix + verbal root + perfect tense 
suffix k + dus + o 
Metathesis of root-initial CV k + uds + o 
Tonal melody; nasalization k + úns + ò 
 [kúnsò] "we snapped" 
  
Verbal root+ perfect tense suffix dus + o 
Tonal melody dǔs + ò 
 [dǔsò] "he snapped" 

 

Jakobi gives the citation form of the root meaning "find" as /bul/60. This derivation, 

based on her observations, exhibits two-place metathesis in the first-person plural. Only labials 

undergo two-place metathesis, and only with laterals. This metathesis affects every verb of the 

form /bVl/, including /bil/ "twist", /bul/ "find", and /bel/ "say". 

Table 79. Derivation of a verb with two-place metathesis.  Based on data in Jakobi (1990). 

1st person plural prefix + verbal root + perfect tense suffix k + bul + o 
Metathesis of root-initial CV k + ubl + o 
"Second consonant metathesis" k + ulb + o 
Tonal melody; nasalization k + úlm + ò 
 /kúlmò/ "we found" 

  
Verbal root+ perfect tense suffix bul + o 
Tonal melody bǔl + ò 
 /bǔlò/ "he found" 

                                                      

60 See the analysis of Fur below for a more detailed consideration of the underlying form of b + V + l roots. 
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MIELKE AND HUME'S CONSTRAINT-BASED ANALYSIS OF FUR METATHESIS 

Fur poses several interesting questions for the study of metathesis. It is the only 

attested language in which a segment in the output is predictably realized two positions away 

from its correspondent in the input. Metathetic phenomena which suggest the possibility of 

long-distance movement, rather than movement of adjacent segments, challenge what 

McCarthy (2003) describes as "a widely assumed (though often tacit) principle of linguistic 

meta-theory: rules and constraints do not include counting mechanisms beyond two61 in their 

definitions." 

Jakobi's derivation of Fur two-place metathesis relies on interactions between two 

metathesis rules, an explanation which is not available in a constraint-based framework, which 

must speak of "relations rather than processes" (in the words of McCarthy and Prince (1995)). 

Before presenting a new OT analysis of the Fur data, Mielke and Hume's (2001) proposed 

constraint ranking accounting for Fur metathesis will briefly be discussed, as well the points at 

which the Mielke and Hume analysis fails to fully account for the Fur data. 

Mielke and Hume argue for a phonological motivation for Fur metathesis, in which the 

CV metathesis of the verbal root is triggered by a constraint that may be called *COMPLEX-ONSET. 

(Mielke and Hume simply refer to this constraint as "C1"; as discussed above, complex onsets 

are not attested in native Fur words.) One-place metathesis occurs when the consonantal 

person prefix would result in a complex syllabic onset.  When this one-place metathesis would 

result in an inadmissible word-internal CC sequence (violating a constraint they label C2), a 

                                                      

61 This is intriguingly parallel to the software design principle that a design should include either non, one, or zero 
of an item, rather than imposing arbitrary limits (Raymond, 2015). 
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second metathesis occurs.  In their words, what "appears to [be] non-adjacent metathesis […] 

can be shown to be two cases of adjacent metathesis".  

In Mielke and Hume's analysis, CC metathesis occurs even though there is no CC 

sequence in the input: a prior application of CV metathesis serves as the input to CC 

metathesis. In a later work, one of the authors, Hume (2001), restates this conclusion in these 

words: "While [b/m] appears to undergo non-adjacent metathesis by skipping two segments, 

Mielke & Hume argue that two instances of adjacent metathesis are actually involved. The first 

is C/V metathesis which breaks apart a consonant cluster created by morpheme concatenation, 

as in [the examples in Table 66]. This step is observed both with and without an additional CC 

step, as in [the data in Table 67], which metathesizes two consonants when the first metathesis 

results in an impermissible sequence of consonants." 

Mielke and Hume also note that two-position metathesis is cross-linguistically rare, and 

exchange of segments over long distances is unattested. Furthermore, when one-place 

metathesis is sufficient to prevent the violation of higher-ranked constraints, longer-distance 

metathesis does not occur. On this basis, they extend the LINEARITY constraint briefly outlined by 

McCarthy and Prince (1995), which is violated by reordering of input segments in the output, to 

permit gradient rather than merely categorical violations, and assign one violation per position 

that a segment in the output is displaced from its position in the input (Hume, 1998; Mielke and 

Hume, 2001).  

Mielke and Hume's tableaux for one- and two-place metathesis in Fur are shown in 

Table 80 and Table 81. Their markedness constraint C1 is described as "avoid word initial 

clusters", and their markedness constraint C2 as "avoid [ml]". (Mielke and Hume also give the 
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root as /mul/ rather than Jakobi's citation form /bul/.) As discussed above, full words are 

always followed by a suffix beginning with a vowel. 

Table 80. One-place metathesis in Fur.  From Mielke and Hume (2001). 

Input: k + ba   C1 C2 LINEARITY 

 a.  kba- *!   

� b kab-   * 

 

Table 81. Two-place metathesis in Fur.  From Mielke and Hume (2001). 

Input: k + mul   C1 C2 LINEARITY 

 a. kmul- *!   

 b. kuml-  *! * 

� c. kulm-   ** 
As shall be discussed further when, below, Fur phonotactics are analyzed using data 

derived from the new electronic corpus, Fur has no complex codas in native Fur words; a CC 

sequence will always be separated by a syllable boundary, and a markedness constraint on [ml] 

sequences is equivalent to a constraint penalizing bilabial nasal codas followed by lateral 

onsets, not to a constraint penalizing complex codas. 

The Mielke and Hume analysis raises two questions. First, it posits two successive 

applications of one-place metathesis. Second, though Mielke and Hume describe both one- and 

two-place metathesis as occurring because "the prefix and the initial consonant do not form a 

permissible word-initial cluster", this does not in fact describe all cases of Fur metathesis in 

which the initial consonant and vowel of the verb root undergo re-ordering in the output. In the 
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first-person singular perfect of /bul/ ("find"), for example, the winning output is [úlmò]. 

McCarthy and Prince's tableau would appear to predict the output [búlò]. 

Table 82. Metathesis in Fur which is not predicated by the Mielke and Hume (2001) analysis. 

I: bul + ò 

"I found" (perfect) 

C1 C2 LINEARITY 

 

Predicted winner a. búlò    

 b. úmlò  * * 

Actual winner c. � úlmò   ** 

 

Worse, what would appear to be a very similar input has a very different winning 

output. 

Table 83. Failure to metathesize an apparently identical input. 

I: bul + ò 

"He found (perfect)" 

C1 C2 LINEARITY 

 

� a. búlò    

 b. úmlò  * * 

 c. úlmò   ** 

 

No ordering of purely phonological constraints could result in both [úlmò] and [bulò] as 

winning forms for the same input. This apparent paradox will be addressed in the analysis 

below. 
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THE FUR CONSONANT SYSTEM 

The analysis below will rely in part on the distribution of coda consonants in Fur. Jakobi 

gives the following consonant inventory: 

Table 84. The Fur consonat system.  Based on Jakobi (1990). 

  labial dental/alveolar palatal velar 

plosive [-voice]  t  k 

 [+voice] b d ɟ g 

fricative [-voice] f s  (h) 

 [+voice]  [z]   

nasal  m n ɲ ŋ 

lateral   l   

tap   r   

glide  w  j  

Jakobi considers the phonemic status of /h/ to be doubtful; /h/ appears in only two 

lexical items, but does contrast with /s/. 

[z] and [j] are in complementary distribution. [z] occurs only word-initially, and [j] 

elsewhere. Jakobi considers both to be allophones of /j/. While she does not provide a full 

argument, the distribution would certainly support her conclusion. Furthermore, fortition of /j/ 

in word-initial position is well-attested in other languages, notably the Romance languages (see, 

for example, Jacobs and van Gerwen, 2006). 

Vowel sequences are realized with a gliding transition, which Beaton has sometimes 

transcribed as w. 
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A NEW ELECTRONIC CORPUS OF FUR 

To determine the contexts in which metathesis does and does not occur in Fur, an 

electronic corpus based on material from Beaton (1968) and Jakobi (1990) was compiled. Both 

source texts include a wide variety of Fur lexical items, but their approaches – and, thus, their 

representations of Fur – are very different. 

Beaton's text is intended not only to document, but also to teach the Fur language (he 

includes numerous translation exercises). His writing system omits tone altogether; "I have 

made no attempt to represent tones in this script," he writes, "because I consider a multiplicity 

of signs and accents only adds to the confusion in learning a language that is difficult enough 

already". He often writes geminate consonants as single letters, and his writing system often 

indicates phonetic distinctions (such as the optional realization of /u/ as [w], or allophones of 

the same vowel phoneme written with different symbols; "I claim no finality for many of the 

vowel values given in the vocabulary", he writes, "as individual natives vary greatly"). Beaton's 

text is also inconsistent in indicating whether words are borrowed from Arabic. For example, 

the numbers "seven, eight, nine" in Fur are /saabi/, /taman/, and /tise/, which appear to be 

borrowed from the Arabic /sabʕah/, /θamaaniyyah/, /tisʕah/; Jakobi lists /tísé/ as an Arabic 

borrowing but does not include the other two words. 

While these limitations may be frustrating, they do not render Beaton useless for the 

purposes of the present analysis – in fact, quite the opposite is true. His text includes a number 

of lexical items which are not attested in Jakobi, and while (for example) his representation of 

geminates may lead to an undercount of geminate forms in a corpus analysis, they will not 

result in such an analysis finding coda consonants which do not actually exist. Furthermore, 
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because Beaton provides many more complete sentences than does Jakobi, his text contains a 

large proportion of inflected forms. When a comparison of forms make it possible to determine 

the tones of a lexical item found only in Beaton, these have been marked; otherwise, no tone 

markers have been added. Finally, Beaton's listing of verbal roots along with one or more 

tense/aspect suffixes makes the task of identifying which set of suffixes are associated with a 

given root significantly easier for the non-Fur speaker. 

In contrast, Jakobi indicates tone and gemination, and generally uses phonemic rather 

than phonetic representations for her citation forms (with the exception of representing 

underlying /f/ "either by <p> or <f> according to the realization which I have most frequently 

found", noting that "the choice between these variants seems to be conditioned by idiolectal 

preference"). In general, because of what appears to be the greater precision in Jakobi's 

lexicon, when examples of Fur lexical items are given in the present work data from Jakobi will 

be used when it is available. Words found only in Beaton will be labeled as such. 

After transcribing lexical items from both texts, a Ruby program was written to convert 

the orthography into syllabified IPA representations which could be searched for patterns of 

interest. Beaton's book resulted in 1988 tokens, with 1474 unique Fur words and 56 words 

labeled as Arabic loans.  

Jakobi's text yielded 1695 tokens, with 1244 unique Fur words (not including bare verb 

roots and affixes) and 62 Arabic loans. The grapheme "p" was replaced by "f". Jakobi finds that 

[p] and [f] are both representations of the same underlying phoneme, with [f] appearing more 

frequently, but no possible rule relating the context in which /f/ appears to its realization, and 

with considerable variation between the two.  
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As discussed above, according to Jakobi [z] only appears word-initially, and is an 

allophone of [j]. Beaton, however, transcribes various words with word-internal and or word-

final [z]. 

Not all of the lexical items which Beaton transcribes with /z/ appear in Jakobi, and most 

of those that do show word-final [z] where Jakobi has no word-final consonant segment. 

Table 85. Word-final [z] in Beaton and comparable forms in Jakobi.  Based on data from 

Beaton (1968) and Jakobi (1990). 

Beaton Jakobi Gloss 

murtaz mùrtà horse 
ɔz òòs five 
itaz ìtta few 
naz nà and 

 

In some cases, Beaton has glossed word-final [z] as an allomorph of the morpheme /-

si/62, giving the glosses [böriz] "stick + -si" and [naz] "and + -si". It seems probable that all 

instances of [z] in Beaton represent underlying [s]. 

Finally, Beaton transcribes certain words as beginning with obstruent+[w]. Jakobi 

discusses optional gliding of high vowels in this position, noting that a number of works on Fur 

vary in their transcriptions of such sequences. Following Jakobi, who notes that Fur does not 

generally allow CC onsets of any sort, these sequences have been converted to obstruent + [u]. 

                                                      

62 /-si/ is associated with various verbal stems and may be suffixed to any of a number of words in the verb phrase. 
Beaton gives several glosses, including as an object marker and the dative case. Jakobi does not treat this 
morpheme in any detail. 
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Because Fur metathesis appears to be sensitive to consonant sequences – or, plausibly, 

to a restriction on codas or onsets – the distribution of consonant positions in the corpus was 

examined in further detail, as summarized in the following sections. 

Summary Of Findings 

Prior analysis of Fur has tended to refer to inadmissible CC sequences without 

describing them further. As the data shows, certain generalizations can be made – in particular, 

a preference for laterals as the second rather than the first element in a CC sequence. CC 

sequences do not consistently exhibit rising or falling sonority. 

COMPLEX ONSETS AND CODAS 

Complex onsets were found only in Arabic loanwords (such as /grin.tì /, 

"hippopotamus".) No complex codas were found in Fur or in Arabic words, except when the 

high vowels /i/ and /u/ were noted as optionally realized as /j/ and /w/ (Jakobi, 1990). 

DISTRIBUTION OF CODA CONSONANTS 

1.  All consonant segments except /w/ are attested as word-final codas. The absence of 

/w/ is probably an accidental gap, as /w/ may occur as a word-internal coda in forms 

such as [awŋi] "he returned"63, as a result of metathesis, while (as discussed further 

below) other unacceptable CC sequences are either metathesized or deleted.  

                                                      

63 Beaton transcribes [awŋi] "return" as auŋi, but Jakobi analyzes the stem as /awŋ/. /w/ and /f/ alternate in 
several verb stems, and /f/ is found in other forms of the root /fiŋ-/ ("return"). 
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Table 86. Word-final codas in Fur. 

Class Example Gloss 

Obstruents   
/d/ díd.dìs  dance 
/b/ kì.tàb  book, Koran (Arabic loan) 
/k/ tòk  one 
/f/ ɟà.âf  jump over (3rd person 

singular subjunctive) 
/t/ bò.òt  rope 
/g/ wo.rig straight (Beaton64) 
/ ɟ/ ku. ɟuɟ forest flame-creeper 

(Combretum paniculatum) 
(Beaton) 

Nasals   
/m/  zù.lùm ground hornbill 
/ ŋ/  fò.ò.rú ŋ Fur people (genitive) 
/n/  pú.ún fish 
/ ɲ/  ŋá.á ɲ sand 
Liquids   
/l/ só.ól guest 
/r/ tà.àr leg 
Glides   
/j/ tòj old 

 

2. Word-internally, most consonants appear as geminates, with the exceptions of the 

palatal nasal /ɲ/ and the palatal stop /ɟ/. (The palatal glide /j/, however, may be 

geminated.) Both exceptions are [+cons, +high, -back], and it may be concluded that this 

constitutes a natural class for which gemination is blocked in Fur. 

                                                      
64 Beaton includes several lexical items ending in /g/ which have no apparent equivalents in Jakobi. One of 
Beaton's lexical items, /í.tí.ríg / "a little", appears as /ìt.tí.rík / in Jakobi. Jakobi states that /g/ may 
only appear word-finally in loan words; it is unclear which, if any, of Beaton's words ending in /g/ are loans, 
or whether this represents a difference in transcription. 
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Table 87. Geminates in Fur. 

 

Class Example Gloss 

Obstruents   

/d/ àd.dì time 
/f/ àf.fá big 
/t/ fàt.tá white 
/k/ sàk.kì.ò run (3 rd  person 

singular perfect) 
/g/ dàg.gà beer sp. 
/b/ rúb.bá dirty (water); muddy 
/s/ kùs.sé rough 
Nasals   
/m/ sìm.mó delicious 
/ ŋ/ sò ŋ. ŋá many 
/n/ àn.ní go (first-person 

singular present) 
Liquids   
/l/ híl.lâ there (far away) 
/r/ ùr.rô drive out (1 st  person 

singular perfect) 
Glides   
/j/ tèj.jé clean 
/w/ dìw.wó new 

3. Word-internally, codas which are not geminated show a more restricted inventory. Of 

the obstruents, /f/, /t/,/ b/, and /k/ only occur as word-internal codas when they are 

geminated. (Beaton gives a single counterexample, /tok.to.ge /, for /k/. 

Interestingly, a number of CC sequences which occur only in Beaton – and may be rare – 

are attested in words which appear to be reduplicated, such as /tok.to.ge /, 

"woodpecker", or /ti.wil.wil /, "dust devil".) /ɟ/ occurs as neither a geminated nor 

a non-geminated coda.  
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Obstruent Codas In Onomatopoeia 

Beaton lists a number of what he terms "onomatopoeic adverbs". "The Fur," he 

writes, "have a special adverb for almost every imaginable noise." In some respects his 

nineteen examples are typical of Fur phonology – there are no complex onsets, for example 

– but this class does include the only examples of /t/ and /ɟ/ as codas. 

All of the onomatopoetic adverbs exhibit repetition of CVC sequences, and, as 

mentioned above, Beaton's data includes several apparently reduplicated words which 

exhibit CC sequences not found in non-reduplicated forms. Neither Beaton nor Jakobi 

discuss reduplication, and it is possible that it is not particularly productive in Fur. 

It may be concluded that, as in Balangao (discussed in Chapter 2), Fur has a highly-

ranked REDUPLICATIVE-IDENTITY constraint which results in the realization of otherwise 

inadmissible sequences. Because this constraint does not interact with metathesis, it will be 

omitted from the phonological tableaux presented below. 

Table 88. Onomatopoetic adverbs with word-internal coda obstruents not otherwise 

attested. 

Onomatopoetic adverb Gloss 

Coda consonant not 

otherwise attested 

bit.bi.ti ŋ "with excitement" 
(describing heartbeat" 

/t/  

fe ɟ.fe. ɟi ŋ "like lightning" 
(describing a flashing 
light) 

/ɟ/  

 

4. Beaton gives one example of the glide /j/ as a word-internal, non-geminate coda: 

/kej.li/ , the third-person plural subjunctive of /tai/ "to hold". Given the rarity of /j/ 
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as coda, this may represent Beaton's uncertainty about vowel transcription. Jakobi 

notes that when /f/ is the initial consonant of a verb root and undergoes metathesis, the 

resulting /f/ undergoes lenition to /w/ in coda position; thus, the verb root /faŋ/ 

("return; decrease") would appear after metathesis as /awŋ/, and the first-person plural 

subjunctive (for example) would thus be /kǎwŋí/65. 

5.  All liquids and most nasals (with the exception of the palatal nasal) occur as word-

internal codas. 

Table 89. Nasal and liquid word-internal codas in Fur. 

Class Example Gloss 

Nasals   
/n/  nòn.dò ŋ kidney 
/m/  óm.bòl  navel 
/ ŋ/  á.sì ŋ66. ɟá.ú.là.bà  he will not get up 
   
Glides   
/r/ zàr.gà ɲ pigeon trap 
/l/ kí.wìl.tò  thigh (plural) 

 

While nasals frequently assimilate to the place of articulation of the following 

consonant, there are exceptions, such as /sùn.gôp / "hoe" and /nàm.sá ŋ/ "feather". 

(/nàm.sá ŋ/ is in fact also attested with /n/ or /ŋ/ preceding /s/.) 

                                                      

65 This illustrates a weakness of corpus analysis – there are no inflected forms of verbs beginning with /f/ in the 
corpus, and thus no examples of coda /w/ (which Jakobi describes as "rare"). As discussed above, Beaton does 
transcribe a verb form "awŋi" as auŋi, and Jakobi lists /awŋ/ as the metathesized form of the root /faŋ/. The the 
form /kǎwŋí/ "I return" (subjunctive)" above is extrapolated based on the verb conjugations in Jakobi, but it does 
not appear in the corpus. 

66 Nasal segments often – but not always – assimilate to the place of articulation of a following consonant. 
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6.  There is a considerable variety of attested consonant-consonant sequences, which may 

be grouped into several patterns. 

Obstruent-Initial CC Sequences 

Table 90. Obstruent-C sequences in Fur. 

Obstruent-Obstruent Example Gloss 

/s ɟ/  às. ɟěl.ló.bà  don't pull it! 
/bd/ ɟub.da.ri  spindle (Beaton) 
/sb/ ba.gis.bwa  tell me (imperative) (Beaton) 
/s ɟ/ a.is. ɟwa.ba  you don't tell (someone) to 

(Beaton) 
/kt/ tok.to.ge  woodpecker (Beaton) 
/fs/ u.luf.si miss (1st person singular 

subjunctive) (Beaton) 
 

Outside of reduplicated and geminate contexts, all other obstruent-obstruent 

clusters include either /d/ or /s/ as one of the obstruents. 

Several of Beaton's onomatopoetic adverbs – all of which are reduplicative – contain 

obstruent-obstruent sequences not attested elsewhere. 
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Table 91. Onomatopoetic adverbs with otherwise unattested obstruent-obstruent sequences. 

From data in Beaton (1968). 

Onomatopoetic adverb Gloss 

Otherwise unattested 

sequence 

ɟu.lud. ɟu.lu.di ŋ "with pain" (describing 
throbbing head) 

/dɟ/  

bit.bi.ti ŋ "with excitement" 
(describing beating 
heart) 

/tb/  

fe ɟ.fe. ɟi ŋ "with lightning" 
(describing flashing 
light) 

/ɟf/  

 

All of the attested obstruent-liquid sequences consist of a coronal followed by a 

lateral. 

Table 92. Obstruent-liquid sequences in Fur. 

Obstruent-liquid sequence Example Gloss 

/dl/ ɟíd.lô  strain! (singular imperative) 
/sl/ ás.l ǎ.á.bà  he did not laugh about 

 

As discussed further in the analysis that follows, when the obstruent-liquid sequence 

[tr] would result from metathesis, /t/ is in fact deleted. This suggests that there is indeed a 

constraint which would be violated by /tr/. 

There are no attested obstruent-nasal or underlyingly obstruent-glide sequences. 

Liquid-Initial CC Sequences 

A coda liquid may be followed by an obstruent liquid. 
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Table 93. Liquid-liquid sequences in Fur. 

/rl/ Gloss 

kòr.là  round 

Both /r/ and /l/ appear preceding a variety of obstruents. 

Table 94. Liquid-obstruent sequences in Fur. 

Sequence Example Gloss 

/rt/ ùr.té  slimy 
/rg/ wùr.gìl  bat 
/rs/ gùr.sò  Capparis fascicularis 
/rd/ bár.dá  Cynodon dactylon 
/rb/ gùr.bàl  stork 
/r ɟ/ kò.ró kór. ɟó monkey sp. 
/rk/ kor.ku.a spearmen (Beaton) 
/lg/ dàl.gà ɲ swamp 
/lb/ dòl.bá horn 
/lf/ díl.fàn trap sp. 
/ld/ àl.dí. ŋá story 
/ls/ lel.so donkey (accusative) (Beaton) 
/lk/ kol.kol native stocks (Beaton) 
/lt/ kól.tà month (plural) 

 

Almost every combination of /r/ and /l/ followed by a nasal occurs, with the 

exception of /ln/. 
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Table 95. Liquid-nasal sequences in Fur. 

Sequence Example Gloss 

/rn/ tár.nè  finger ring 
/rm/ dòr.mí  nose 
/r ɲ/ bór. ɲò jackal, fox 
/r ŋ/ 67 kùr. ŋà knee (pl.) 
/lm/ dàl.má ŋ leaf 
/l ɲ/ kil. ŋa swallow (Beaton) 
/l ŋ/ sàl. ŋá shoulders of animals 

 

There is one example in the corpus of a liquid-glide sequence in an apparently 

reduplicated word. 

Table 96. Liquid-glide sequences in Fur. 

/lw/ Gloss 

ti.wil.wil  dust devil (Beaton) 

Nasal-Initial CC Sequences 

There are no nasal/nasal sequences, but a variety of nasal-obstruent sequences 

occur. 

                                                      

67 Interestingly, all examples of /rŋ/ sequences in both Beaton and Jakobi are derived from the plural suffix /ŋa/. 
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Table 97. Nasal-obstruent sequences in Fur. 

Nasal-obstruent sequence Example Gloss 

/ng/ sùn.gôp  hoe sp. 
/ns/ tí.ín.sì  owlet 
/nd/ nán.dúr  cowrie 
/nt/ ká.á.lín.tá  razor (plural) 
/n ɟ/ bi.rin. ɟa.la tomatoes (pl.) (Beaton) 
/ ŋg/ fù ŋ.gù  peel (3rd person singular 

present) 
/ ŋs/ à.lú ŋ.sì  know (3rd person singular 

present) 
/ ŋk/ á ŋ.kù.á.bà he will not say [it] 
/ ŋb/ á.sà.lù ŋ.bà I don't know it 
/ ŋɟ/ á.sì ŋ. ɟá.ú.là.bà he will not get up 
/ ŋd/ so.ga ita ŋ.di.o after a few days (Beaton) 
/ms/ nàm.sá ŋ feather 
/mb/ óm.bòl navel 
/mt/ nùm.tì Albizia amara 

 

/mɟ/ appears only in the onomatopoetic adverb / ɟo.kum. ɟo.ku.mi ŋ/ . 

All attested nasal-liquid sequences include a lateral segment. 

Table 98. Nasal-liquid sequences in Fur. 

bà.ín.lé  elder brother (locative) 
nù.ù ŋ.lé  bull (locative) 

SUMMARY OF ATTESTED AND DISALLOWED CC SEQUENCES IN FUR 

As mentioned above, reduplicated lexical items show CC sequences that are unattested 

elsewhere in Fur, and it is plausible to postulate a highly-ranked REDUPLICATIVE-IDENTITY constraint 

permitting these sequences in reduplicated forms, though not elsewhere. 

/r/ is never preceded by an obstruent in the corpus, and an *OBSTRUENT-[r] constraint is 

therefore postulated. Confirming evidence is provided by Jakobi, who notes that verb roots for 
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which metathesis would be expected to result in surface obstruent+[r] sequences in fact exhibit 

deletion. 

Table 99. /tr/ sequences that undergo deletion in Fur.  Based on data in Jakobi (1990). 

Non-metathesized form 

Metathesized 

form Attested form Gloss 

tin -itn- -in- agree; obey 
tariŋ -atriŋ- -ariŋ- call 

All obstruent-obstruent sequences include /d/ or /s/ as one of the two obstruents. This 

generalization could either be captured as *OBSTRUENT-OBSTRUENT-WITH-[t] >> * OBSTRUENT-

OBSTRUENT-WITHOUT-CORONAL, or as a single constraint. 

In general, /l/ is common as the first element of CC sequences, and rare as the second, 

limited to only a few specific contexts. This generalization could plausibly be modeled as a 

*C+/l/ constraint outranked by specific MAX constraints for the few sequences which are 

permitted. (As seen above, [dl] and [sl] are attested, but other obstruent+liquid sequences are 

not; no /rl/ or glide+/l/ sequences are attested; nasal+/l/ occurs only as /nl/ and /ŋl/.) The 

unattested C+/l/ sequences are not an accidental gap, but are in fact impermissible, as can be 

seen by comparing the following forms, in which /m/ metathesizes but /k/ deletes. 
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Table 100. Supporting evidence for impermissibility of certain C+/l/ sequences.  Based on 

data from Jakobi (1990). 

Verbal root 

2nd person 

singular 

perfect 

Unattested form with C+/l/ 

sequence Gloss 

/miil/ jìlmò68- *jimlò you (sing.) twist 

/kiil/ jìlò *jiklò you (sing.) shave 

Because few of the constraints which prevent certain CC sequences from arising in 

surface forms can be ranked with respect to each other, this group of constraints has been 

represented as a single column, *BAD-CC, in the analysis which follows. 

AN OT ANALYSIS OF MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHONOLOGICAL METATHESIS IN FUR 

As the data presented shows, an OT-based analysis of Fur metathesis faces several 

challenges. It must account for winning forms which exhibit metathesis even when non-

metathesized forms would be expected to be optimal (especially the paradox of Fur metathesis, 

in which apparently identical inputs yield different outputs), and it cannot invoke a cascade of 

phonological rules acting on intermediate forms. 

This chapter will argue that Fur exhibits two distinct patterns of metathesis: 

morphologically-conditioned metathesis, which affects a wide variety of consonants, and 

phonologically-conditioned metathesis, which is restricted to /b/. 

                                                      

68 In a sequence of two identical vowels, the second may be deleted. 
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The Form Of The Fur Verbal Root 

Linear order of consonant segments 

As discussed earlier, Beaton (1963) and Jakobi (1990) present different underlying forms 

of the Fur verbal roots. While it seems clear that the consonant segments which Beaton 

analyzes as "intrusive" need to be included as part of the underlying form, are they necessarily 

root-initial, as presented by Jakobi? 

Jakobi does not provide an argument for the C-initial ordering instead of the V-internal 

ordering in speakers' lexicons. Some possible arguments for this position are as follows: 

First, monomorphemic words in Fur typically begin with C, not V. Jakobi provides 

statistics for the syllable structures of such words, and 86.4% begin with C. 

Second, in alternations such as /bul/ ~ /ulm/, in which two-place metathesis occurs, a V-

initial verb root /uml/ would never be realized in any of the surface forms. 

However, comparable arguments might also be made for the opposite ordering. 

First, while C-initial monomorphemic words occur more frequently, the V-initial forms of 

these specific verbal roots also occur more frequently – the C-initial forms appear only in the 

third-person singular. Why would a Fur speaker deduce that the less common form is, in fact, 

the verbal root? 

Second, it is not unheard-of for languages to exhibit underlying morphemes which are 

never realized as surface forms (see, for example, the discussion of Palauan in Merchant 

(2008)). Furthermore, if (as will be argued in the following section) the segments which exhibit 

nasal alternation in Fur verbal roots are in fact underlyingly nasal rather than oral, pairs such as 
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/bul/ ~ /ulm/ can already be shown to result from an underlying form /mul/ that never emerges 

in a winning output. 

The analysis that follows defers to Jakobi and uses a C-initial verbal root. Afterwards, it 

will be shown that while assuming a V-initial verbal root simplifies the problem of Fur 

metathesis in some respects – in particular, it is no longer necessary to explain two-place 

metathesis at all – it is still necessary to posit separate morphological and phonological 

metathesis processes to account for Fur metathesis. 

Nasal or oral C in underlying forms 

As seen above, Beaton's verb roots for stems such as /ul/ "find" do not include 

obstruents or nasals. Jakobi gives /bul/ as the citation form of this verb, with an oral consonant, 

deriving the alternate stem /ulm/ from it via metathesis. In later analysis of this data, Hume 

(2001) and Mielke and Hume (2001) mention nasalization in Fur verbal roots as unrelated to 

metathesis.  

But is this root consonant underlyingly oral or nasal? Until this point, the present work 

has simply used Jakobi's citation stem /bul/. For a more detailed analysis of Fur phonology, 

however, this point should be considered in more detail. 

[b] and [m] do contrast in Fur, including in word-initial position. Several minimal pairs 

exist. 
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Table 101. Minimal pairs for [b] and [m] in Fur.  Based on data in Jakobi (1990). 

Lexical item Gloss 

baà father 
maà lamb 
bààɲ stream 
mààɲ eagle sp. 
àmûŋ spend the day (1 sg subj) 
àbûŋ take (1 sg subj) 

 

Verbal roots which surface with word-initial [b] in the third-person singular may have 

word-internal [b] or [m] in the metathesized form. 

Table 102.  Alternation of word-initial [b] with word-internal [b] or [m] in Fur. 

 

Word-initial verbal 

root 

Metathesized form 

following verbal prefix Gloss 

a. ba- -ab- drink 
 bau- -abu- take, carry 
b. boor- -omor- fatten 
 bo- -om- reach 
 but- -und-69 pluck 
 bet- -and- cut 
 bul- -ulm- find 

Other consonants show similar alternations. 

                                                      

69 /m/ typically, but not invariably, neutralizes to [n] before coronals (Jakobi, 1990). See also the discussion above 
on the frequent assimilation of nasal segments to the place of articulation of a following obstruent. 
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Table 103.  Alternation of word-initial [d] with word-internal [n] and [r] in Fur. 

 
Word-initial verbal 

root 

Metathesized form 

following verbal prefix Gloss 

a. du- -an- go 
 dus- -uns- tear 
b. du- -ur- break 

 

Jakobi attributes this "strengthening effect" in the initial consonants of verb roots to a 

historical prefix which has given rise to a modern pattern in which /m/ and /n/ denasalize to [b] 

and [d], the glides /w/ and /y/ spirantize to [f] and [s], and /f/ and /r/ become the voiced stops 

[b] and [d]. Since this neutralization is restricted to verb roots, as can be seen from the minimal 

pairs in Table 101, it would be described in the context of the analytical framework presented 

below as morphologically rather than phonologically motivated. 

In summary, the distribution of oral word-initial consonants in word-initial verb roots 

and nasal or oral consonants in the same roots word-internally indicates that the consonants 

are underlyingly nasal. From this point forward, the analyses in this work will use these forms. 

Morphology And Phonology: Separate Or Unified?  

Prior to 1973, morphology and phonology were generally considered to be separate 

language modules. Wilbur's (1973) treatment of reduplication proposed that this separation 

failed to explain the phonology of reduplicated words, and later Optimality Theory has often 

included both morphological and phonological constraints in the same tableaux. 

While unified accounts of phonology and morphology are more common at present, 

arguments continue to be made for some degree of separation between the two. Current 
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research in Distributed Morphology (see, for example, Halle and Morantz, 1994; Noyer, 1997) 

and Minimalist Morphology (Wunderlich, 1996) argues for morphology as input to phonology, 

and Trommer (2002) has set forth an OT-based model of Distributed Morphology. 

There is a formal grounding for postulating a separation between morphology and 

phonology as well. The present work has argued, following Ellison (1994) and Chandlee et al. 

(2012), that all phonological constraints are regular. The same is not true of morphology. As 

discussed in Chapter 1 above, morphologically-motivated reduplication can be shown to be 

non-regular (Culy, 1976). Even in English, center-insertion (as seen in "anti-missile", "anti-anti-

missile-missile", et cetera (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009; di Sciullo, 2012)) has often been cited as 

an example of a non-regular morphological process. Morphological grammars must be more 

powerful than phonological grammars need to be.  If morphology and phonology are not 

separated, this raises the question: if morphological and phonological constraints are both part 

of a single, unified morphophonological system, why are some morphological rules 

mathematically non-regular, while all phonological rules are mathematically regular?70 

As discussed in Chapter 1, morphology in languages such as Rotuman and Leti has been 

analyzed as morphologically motivated – though, since these metathesized forms are phrase-

final, a prosodic analysis could also be postulated. In contrast, the Fur verb forms discussed in 

this chapter undergo metathesis regardless of their position. Metathesis is obligatory for 

agreement with the Person and Number feature combination [+3rd + sing]. 

                                                      

70 In fact, Heinz and Idsardi (2013) argue for a separation of phonology and syntax based on the formal complexity 
of the systems used to model them.  The present work could be said to do the opposite, arguing for a separation of 
morphology and phonology based on other criteria, and then characterizing the formal complexity of the resulting 
domains. 
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Chapter 1 also discussed Inkelas and Zoll's (2005) model of morphology, which 

distinguished between morphologically-motivated and phonologically-motivated reduplication. 

There, the emphasis of the present work was on showing that reduplication does not present a 

challenge to the claim that all phonological processes are regular, because while morphological 

reduplication – which has a morphological motivation, such as coining or inflecting words – may 

copy an unlimited number of segments (Culy, 1987), phonologically-motivated reduplication – 

which has a phonological motivation, such as ensuring syllabic well-formedness – may only 

copy a single segment. 

Both Inkelas and Zoll's account of reduplication, and models of Distributed Morphology, 

postulate some inclusion of phonological processes within morphology – Inkelas and Zoll's co-

phonologies, and Distributed Morphology's morphophonological processes which precede 

phonological processes.  If some phonological processes occur during morphology, this raises 

certain questions: which processes are and are not part of morphology, and why would one 

postulate that any of these processes are separate from morphology? 

Key to the present analysis is the position that morphological and phonological 

processes are qualitatively different - all phonological relations, and constraints, are regular 

relations, while many morphological relations are not.  Furthermore, as Inkelas and Zoll (2005) 

show for morphological and phonological reduplication, the two phenomena are disjoint and 

clearly distinguishable.  If Jakobi's (1990) analysis of Fur verbal roots is correct, and bilabials do 

move two positions between input and output, the fact that one metathesis is clearly 

motivated by person and number agreement, and one by a phonological markedness 

constraint, suggests some type of ordering.  If, on the other hand, Beaton's (1963) analysis of 
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the Fur verbal root is correct, and two different one-place metatheses occur, morphology and 

phonology can certainly be unified in a single tableau – though the generative power of the two 

types of constraints differs. 

Inkelas and Zoll argue that while a language's morphology may incorporate phonological 

processes (which they term "epiphenomena"), phonology and morphology are separate 

systems – and that morphological and phonological processes may be distinguished based on 

whether the motivations for the resulting phonological form are morphological (such as 

forming inflected words) or phonological (such as ensuring syllabic well-formedness). 

The present work does not make any specific claims about the nature of morphology, 

except that it serves as the input to phonology and (unlike phonology) does not represent a 

regular relation. 

A Simple OT Morphology For Fur 

A detailed treatment of OT morphology is beyond the scope of the current work. The OT 

morphological constraints used in the analysis below are a simplified form of those developed 

by Trommer's (2002) Distributed Optimality, which is in turn based on Distributed Morphology. 

The PARSE constraint family is violated when output forms do not encode agreement 

information provided by the input of syntax to morphology (i.e., agreement features). Two 

constraints of this sort, PARSE(Tense, Mood, Aspect) and PARSE(Person, Number) are sufficient 

for describing Fur verbs. The tables below also include phonological patterns which apply 
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consistently in verb paradigms but not elsewhere, suggesting that they represent the effect of 

morphophonemic rather than purely phonological constraints71. 

The perfect tense forms of /lat/, "strike", provide an illustration of morphologically-

motivated metathesis in Fur. PARSE(Tense, Mood, Aspect) is violated by forms that fail to include 

the tone patterns and suffixes associated with these features in Fur, and PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) 

by forms which omit the prefixes for person and number. 

Because Fur metathesis only occurs in persons other than the third-person singular, 

morphological candidates with the agreement feature set [+3rd +perf] incur Parse violations and 

with metathesis incur PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) violations, just as candidates without the tones and 

prefixes associated with the perfect tense incur violations of PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, ASPECT). 

Table 104. An OT morphological tableau for /lat/ in the third-person singular perfect. 

Input: lat72: [+3rd, 
+sing] 

PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

lat  *   

�lǎtí    

alt * *  

ǎltí  *  

Conversely, the winning candidate for the first-person perfect of /lat/ does undergo 

metathesis. 

                                                      

71 This is not meant to imply that the morphophonemic constraints have no phonological grounding. In some cases 
(such as the strengthening of the initial consonants of Fur verbs) a phonologically-motivated constraint that 
applied in the past is preserved in the present even when its phonological context no longer applies. 

72 "lat" denotes the lexical entry for the verbal root, not simply the sequence of phonemes /lat/. 
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Table 105. An OT morphological tableau for /lat/ in the first-person plural perfect. 

Input: lat:[+1st +sing] PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

lat * *  

lǎtí  *  

alt *   

�ǎltí    

 

The winning candidates for the two agreement feature structures [+3rd +sing] and [+1st 

+sing], /ǎltí/ and /lǎtí/, do not exhibit the phonologically-motivated voicing that will appear in 

the winning phonological output – but it is already clear that locating agreement-motivated 

motivation in phonology rather than morphology resolves the paradox of Fur metathesis 

discussed above. In analyses of Fur presenting purely phonological motivation for metathesis, 

one must ask why the same input /lat+i/ produces both /ǎltí/ and /lǎtí/ as winning outputs. In 

contrast, when morphological metathesis is separated from phonological metathesis, the inputs 

to morphology for the two candidates differ in their agreement features and it is therefore 

unsurprising that their outputs differ as well.  

As discussed previously, the strengthening of initial consonants in Fur only occurs in 

verbs and is thus part of the morphophonemics. Table 106 and Table 107 illustrate how this 

constraint leads to denasalization in the third-person singular but not the first-person plural in 

the perfect tense. 
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Table 106. An OT morphological tableau for /nus/ in the first-person plural perfect. 

Input: nus: [+1st +pl] PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

nus * * * 

dus * *  

kuns *   

núsò  * * 

dǔsò  *  

�kúnsò    

 

Table 107. An OT morphological tableau for /nus/ in the third-person singular perfect. 

Input: nus: [+3rd 
+sing] 

PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

nus  * * 

dus  *  

kuns * *  

núsò   * 

�dǔsò    

kúnsò *   

 

Because the constraints which are violated by inadmissible CC sequences are part of the 

phonology, winning morphological candidates may exhibit CC sequences for which the 

corresponding winning phonological candidates will undergo metathesis or deletion. 
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Table 108.  Morphological OT for the Fur input /tin/ [+1st, +Pl]. 

Input: tin:[+1st, +Pl] PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

tin * *  

ktin *   

�kǐtnò    

tǐnò  *  

 

Table 109.  Morphological OT for the Fur input /mul/ [+1st, +Pl]. 

Input: mul: [+1st, +Pl] PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

mul * * * 

bǔlò  *  

mǔlò  *  

�kúmlò    

Many of the winning morphological candidates differ from the winning phonological 

candidates - /kúmlò/, for example, has undergone one-place metathesis with respect to the 

verbal root /mul/, not the two-place metathesis which will eventually surface. The phonological 

grammar of Fur will be discussed in the following section. 

Proposed OT Phonological Grammar For Fur Metathesis 

As discussed above, several CC sequences are unattested in Fur. When they would arise 

as a result of metathesis, either one consonant is deleted, or – for bilabial + lateral sequences – 

metathesis occurs. 
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While this family of CC markedness constraints for the discussion of phonologically-

motivated metathesis, it is noteworthy that in most inadmissible CC sequences, one consonant 

deletes – but when the underlying CC sequence is /ml/, metathesis always occurs. This suggests 

the existence of a MAX-BILABIAL constraint which interacts with LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME and a 

more generalized MAX, resulting in deletion of non-labial segments. Neither Jakobi nor Beaton 

includes any examples of underlying or surface /bl/ sequences, but – as shall be seen when the 

grounding of the proposed MAX-BILABIAL constraint is discussed below – it would be predicted 

that such sequences would also metathesize. 

When deletion occurs of one consonant in a CC sequence, it is always the underlyingly 

initial consonant which deletes – even though deletion of either consonant would result in an 

admissible CVC sequence. 

In the interest of simplicity, one final constraint, AGREE([Voice]), is not shown in the 

following tableaux. Jakobi (1990) notes that "after a liquid or a homorganic nasal, the [±voiced] 

opposition [of consonants] tends to be neutralized by complementary distribution or free 

variation". Because Fur has no complex codas, a consonant occurring after a liquid or 

homorganic nasal must also be followed by a vowel. Voicing assimilation between voiced 

segments is common in the world's languages (see, for example, Lombardi (1999)). As this 

agreement does not interact with metathesis, it is omitted from the following tableaux in the 

interest of simplicity. The ranking of this constraint above IDENT(voice) is responsible for the 

mappings /lǎtí / -> [lǎdí] and /ǎldí/ -> [ǎldí]. 
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Table 110.  Tableau illustrating deletion in Fur. 

Input: /k+ ǐtn+ò/ 

 *COMPLEXONSET MAX(BILABIAL) *BADCC LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

MAX 
(NONINITROOTCONS) 

MAX 
(INITROOTCONS) 

ktǐnò *   *    

kǐntò     *   

�kǐnò       * 

kǐtnò   *     

kǐtò      *  

kǐtòn    *    

 

In Chapter 2, it was argued that Balangao metathesis does not occur between segments 

originating in different morphemes, and therefore two different LINEARITY constraints are 

needed. 

While candidates violating LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME are never optimal in Fur, the 

existence of forms in which inadmissible CC sequences are resolved via deletion rather than 

intermorphemic metathesis allows the ranking of LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME to be deduced. 
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Table 111.  Inadmissible CC sequences in Fur input corresponding to metathesized surface 

forms. 

Input: /k+uml+ò/ 

 *COMPLEXONSET MAX(BILABIAL) *BADCC LINEARITY-

OUTSIDE-

MORPHEME 

LINEARITY-

WITHIN-

MORPHEME 

MAX 

(NONINITROOTCONS) 

MAX 

(INITROOTCONS) 

kmulò *       

�kulmò     *   

kulò  *      

kumlò   *    * 

kumò      *  

kumòl    *    

 

Table 112. Fur roots analyzed as vowel-initial which do not undergo metathesis. 

Input: /k+úns+ò/ 

 *COMPLEXONSET MAX(BILABIAL) *BADCC LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

MAX 
(NONINITROOTCONS) 

MAX 
(INITROOTCONS) 

knúsò *       

kúsnò     *   

kúsò       * 

�kúnsò        

kúnò      *  

kúnòs    *    

Where This Analysis Differs From Previous Work 

Mielke and Hume (2001) explain both one- and two-position Fur metathesis as 

phonologically motivated. However, phonological metathesis fails to account for the paradox of 
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Fur metathesis by which inputs such as /lat+i/ yields both [lǎdí] and [ǎldí], depending on the 

agreement features of the input. 

Furthermore, while Mielke and Hume's tableaux appear to show two-place metathesis, 

their text explains two-place metathesis as the result of two successive applications of different 

metathesis processes: a CV metathesis that serves as the input for CC metathesis. This 

explanation is not available in a strict OT framework. 

In Fur, the metathesis by which /lat/ becomes ǎldí in the first-person singular perfect is 

morphologically motivated. There is no phonological context which would be violated by the 

non-metathesized form. The metathesis of verb root-initial CV sequences in Fur is part of the 

morphology of the language, and these metathesized forms serve as an input to the phonology. 

By distinguishing between morphologically-motivated and phonologically-motivated 

metathesis, as Inkelas (2008) does for reduplication, the analysis proposed above distinguishes 

between the two distinct contexts in which metathesis occurs in Fur without requiring 

successive applications of processes within phonology. 

This analysis does, ultimately, agree with Jakobi (1990) and Mielke and Hume (2001) 

that metathesis may be said to occur twice. However, because it separates phonology from 

morphology, there is no winning candidate in which a segment has moved two places from its 

input in the grammar. 

ALTERNATE ORDERING OF VERB ROOT SEGMENTS: WHAT IF BEATON WAS RIGHT? 

As discussed above, the evidence for the underlying order of the consonants in a Fur 

verbal root is not compellingly stronger for either C-initial or V-initial forms. If, in fact, Beaton is 
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correct, and only the third-person singular stem undergoes metathesis, would the analysis of 

Fur verbs presented above be fatally compromised? 

If in fact the underlying form of the root for /lat/ "strike" is /alt/, any complete analysis 

must still resolve the underlying paradox that /alt+i/ yields both [lǎdí] and [ǎldí], with 

metathesis occurring in the first-person singular but not the third-person singular. 

Table 113. What if Fur verbal roots begin with V? An OT morphological tableau for /alt/ in the 

third-person singular perfect. 

Input: [+3rd, +sing] PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

alt  *   

�lǎtí    

alt * *  

ǎltí  *  

 

Because PARSE constraint are violated if the correct agreement features are not realized 

in the output, Table 113 and Table 114, which use the V-initial ordering, differ little from Table 

104 and Table 105, which use the C-initial ordering. 
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Table 114. What if Fur verbal roots begin with V? An OT morphological tableau for /alt/ in the 

first-person plural perfect. 

Input: [+1st +sing] PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

alt * *  

lǎtí  *  

alt *   

�ǎltí    

In the V-first ordering, the inadmissible CC sequences that appear as input to the 

phonology arise due to the ordering of consonants in the root, rather than an order arising 

from metathesis. 

Similarly, while a morphophonemic constraint penalizing *WEAK-INITIAL-C must still be 

postulated (to account for the dǔsò/kúnsò alternation), the morphological tableaux for verbal 

roots which ultimately will or will not exhibit deletion or metathesis are quite similar. 

Table 115. An OT morphological tableau for /uns/ in the first-person plural perfect. 

Input: [+1st +pl] PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

uns * * * 

dus * *  

kuns *   

nǔsò  * * 

dǔsò  *  

�kúnsò    
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Table 116. An OT morphological tableau for /uns/ in the third-person singular perfect. 

Input: [+3rd +sing] PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

uns  * * 

dus  *  

kuns * *  

núsò   * 

�dǔsò    

kúnsò *   

 

Table 117.  An OT morphological analysis for /tin/ in the first-person plural. 

Input: [+1st +pl] PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

itn * *  

ktin *   

☞ kǐtnò    

tǐnò  *  
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Table 118.  An OT analysis for /mul/ in the third-person singular. 

 PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

uml * * * 

bǔlò  *  

mǔlò  *  

☞ kúmlò    

 

Because the specification of the constraints for satisfying PARSE[Person, Number] differ 

for the two orderings of the verbal root segments, the outputs from morphology – as can be 

seen above – are the same. Therefore, the phonological tableaux are identical as well. 

Input is /k+úml+ò/ 

Table 119.  An OT phonological analysis for [kúlmò]. 

 *COMPLEXONSET MAX(BILABIAL) *BADCC LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

MAX 

(NONINITROOTCONS) 

MAX 

(INITROOTCONS) 

kmúlò *       

�kúlmò     *   

kúlò  *      

kúmlò   *    * 

kúmò      *  

kúmòl    *    

The V-first root ordering is, in fact, a simpler problem to solve: there is no two-place 

metathesis, and no metathesized forms serve as the input for further metathesis; Fur merely 

exhibits two disjoint types of one-place metathesis. 
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MOTIVATIONS FOR CONSTRAINTS 

Fur permits a variety of /l/+C sequences, but a much more restricted variety of C+/l/ 

sequences. This does not appear to be the result of sonority sequencing, as nasals show the 

opposite pattern: nasals never occur after obstruents, but liquids only rarely occur after them. 

Furthermore, some CC sequences are attested with both orderings (compare /ɟidlô/ "don't pull 

it!" and /gùldà/ "argument"). 

Jakobi describes the Fur /l/ as a voiced apico-alveolar lateral, with no mention of 

velarization or other variation in its production. Ohala (1993) notes that laterality cannot easily 

spread to adjacent segments, and thus do not fit the category of "stretched-out cues" that he 

describes as giving rise to ambiguity and sound changes. However, he notes, there are cases of 

historical dissimilation of laterals – and dissimilation is typically associated with long-duration 

acoustic cues. Ohala concludes that laterals' "very long transitions" of F2 and F3 require a long 

time window for recognition, and, for this reason, participate in dissimilation. Blevins and 

Garrett (1998) conclude that these same cues result in laterals becoming frequent targets of 

metathesis. (For further examples of lateral metathesis, see Appendix B.) 

As discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, obstruents are more perceptible in onset than 

coda position due to the perceptibility of the burst before a vowel (Repp, 1982). The long 

transitions of laterals may plausibly result in laterals being comparably perceptible in /l/+C and 

C+/l/ orderings, while obstruents are less perceptible in C+/l/ orderings. 

As seen in the corpus analysis, Fur has no words with labial + lateral sequences. Laterals 

may appear after a coronal obstruent (in words such as ɟíd.lô and ás.l ǎ.á.ba ) or a non-

labial nasal (bà.ín.lé, nù.ù ŋ.lé ). Labials may occur as word-internal codas in words 
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such as u.luf.si  and geminates such as àf.fá , rúb.bá , and sìm.mó . The motivation for 

any proposed constraint which penalizes labial + lateral sequences and not lateral + labial 

should account for this distribution. 

MAX(Bilabial) 

As discussed above, in Fur, most inadmissible underlying CC sequences in the input 

result in deletion in the output. /m/ is the sole exception. Why is /m/ preserved when other 

consonant segments delete? 

Both articulatory and acoustic groundings for the particular salience of bilabials will be 

discussed below. In addition, it is worth nothing that the articulation of bilabials renders them 

particularly visible. Speechreaders more accurately distinguish labials from non-labials than 

various classes of non-labials from each other (see, for example, Mártony, 1976), and McGurk 

and MacDonald (1976) famously found that visual information about a speaker's articulation 

affects listeners' interpretation of an acoustic signal. It is possible that the unique status of 

labials in Fur is at least in part the result of additional non-acoustic cues to their presence 

provided by their visibility. 

Note that (as seen in the verb paradigm for /fin/ "agree" in Table 72) MAX(Bilabial) is not 

violated by the deletion of a labiodental segment. 

Articulation 

The literature dealing with consonant + lateral sequences often specifically treats 

tautosyllabic sequences, such as complex onsets or syllabic /l̩/. As Jakobi (1990) notes, 
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consecutive consonants in Fur are always separated by a syllable boundary in the output; 

however, some of the discussion of articulation in tautosyllabic consonant + lateral sequences 

may give us insight into the possible motivation for Fur's constraint against labials followed by 

laterals. 

Coronal stop + lateral onsets such as /dl/ and /tl/ are frequently penalized in languages 

that permit stops at other places of articulation to be followed by laterals, such as English, 

Greek, and Marathi (Davis, 1991; Bradley, 2006). Oda (2012) offers an articulatory motivation 

for this phenomenon: when the first consonant in the cluster is non-coronal, the articulators for 

the lateral can move into position during the articulation of the obstruent73. 

In Fur, however, the opposite occurs. Coronal + lateral sequences are permitted, but 

labial + lateral sequences are not. Furthermore, as seen in Table 100, impermissible velar+/l/ 

sequences are resolved by deletion – the presumed comparative ease of producing velar + /l/ in 

comparison with /dl/ is not enough to save /kl/ sequences. This suggests that the markedness 

constraints blocking surface bilabial+/l/ sequences do not have an articulatory basis. 

Acoustics 

In the words of Mielke and Hume (2001), "most, if not all, cases of consonant-consonant 

metathesis are perceptually motivated, affecting sounds in perceptually poor contexts". Hume 

                                                      

73 Dinnsen postulates a *dl constraint with an articulatory grounding for children with speech delays; however, this 
is not based on similarity between the two sounds, but difference. Because syllabic /l/ in English is velarized, 
Dinnsen's formulation of *dl is violated because of a mismatch in place features: the velarized lateral has a 
secondary dorsal articulation that the preceding coronal lacks. (Dinnsen et al, 2001; Dinnsen and McGarrity, 2003) 
This mismatch would not be found in Fur, where /l/ is apico-alveolar as both an onset and a coda (Jakobi, 1990). 
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and Johnson (2001) explain Faroese metathesis as improving the perceptibility of the moved 

consonant. Could such considerations motivate Fur metathesis as well? 

As seen above, labials may appear in coda position in Fur when they are geminate. In 

this context, both post-vocalic and pre-vocalic cues are available to the listener. Malécot (1956) 

notes that both nasal and non-nasal labials have similar acoustic properties pre-vocalically; the 

second and third formant transitions for both are similar, the only difference being that "the 

nasals have resonances and straight first formants serving as class markers to differentiate 

them from their cognates, while the plosives have negative [i.e., upward-curving] first formant 

transitions." This may explain why the apparent constraint against bilabial-lateral sequences in 

Fur includes both nasal and oral consonants. 

While in general the burst is a strong cue to the place of articulation of a stop, this is less 

true for labials (Olive et al, 1993). Olive et al. note that for /b/ the burst is "acoustically quite 

variable" and thus "can be only minimally responsible for the perception of a /b/ in the speech 

signal". As Johnson (2003) explains, the resonances of the vocal tract in front of the stop closure 

shape the burst. In labial stops, the closure is located at the end of the vocal tract, and thus no 

shaping occurs; their release bursts thus lack formant peaks. This tends to suggest that 

identification of labials is dependent on the transitions. In the absence of transitions – for 

example, in Malécot's laboratory studies with what he termed "steady-state" resonances and 

vowels, with transitions removed –stimuli containing steady-state nasal resonances and no 

formant transitions are typically perceived as [m] before a vowel, and [n] after. If the /m/ that 

originated at the left edge of the verb were realized before [l] – as would be the case if 

morphological metathesis occurred, and phonological metathesis did not – the /m/ could 
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potentially be misperceived as /n/. As Mielke and Hume (2001) note, the left edge of a root is 

particularly important for the identification of the root; thus, by increasing the perceptibility of 

/m/, the correct identification of the word itself is greatly improved. 

Thus, one may reasonably conclude that the constraints on bilabial+/l/ sequences in Fur 

are motivated by the poorer perceptibility of labials in this context. Phonological metathesis in 

Fur improves perceptibility by moving labial consonants to a position in which their acoustic 

cues are more salient. 

CONCLUSION 

Two-place metathesis in Fur is a synchronic process which can be explained as an 

interaction between morphological and phonological metathesis. Separation of morphological 

and phonological systems can be independently argued for based on phenomena such as 

reduplication. Fur phonological metathesis occurs in a clearly-defined domain and is thus a 

regular relation. 
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CHAPTER 4. LONG-DISTANCE LIQUID METATHESIS: GASCON 

INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapters have shown that metathesis of a consonant with an adjacent 

consonant or vowel is well-attested in languages such as Rotuman, Balangao, and Leti. 

Synchronic two-place metathesis in Fur is better explained as single-place morphologically-

motivated metathesis followed by single-place phonological metathesis. 

However, long-distance diachronic metathesis in which a segment moves more than 

two positions from its historical position is attested in many languages, including Romansh, 

numerous varieties of French, Spanish, and Italian (Lahti, 1935); Sardinian (Molinu, 1999); and 

South Italian Greek (Rohlfs, 1924; Coffman, 2010b). In all of these languages, a rhotic moves 

leftward from its historical position by more than one or two places, often surfacing in the 

initial syllable. In some languages, other segments exhibit long-distance diachronic reordering 

as well. The Salishan language Colville, for example, exhibits long-distance movement of 

laryngeals, as will be discussed later in this chapter (Blevins and Garrett, 1998). This long-

distance movement is not a regular relation, because, unlike single-place metathesis, long-

distance movement requires unbounded counting (Chandlee et al, 2012). 

This pattern raises several questions. First, is this diachronic process evidence of a past 

synchronic constraint ranking allowing long-distance metathesis? This would present a strong 

challenge to the argument that metathesis is a regular process. Second, why does long-distance 

rhotic metathesis exclusively move segments leftwards? And, finally, why are only certain 

classes of segments affected? 
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As this chapter will demonstrate, the directionality of long-distance metathesis, and its 

limitation to segments with "stretched-out" acoustic cues (Ohala, 1993), shows that this long-

distance movement is not the result of a speaker's production grammar producing a non-

regular mapping from input to output, but, rather, the result of a speaker's production 

grammar producing a regular mapping which is misparsed by the listener's perception 

grammar.  Thus, it is not necessary to postulate a non-regular long-distance metathesis process, 

or non-regular constraints which it violates. 

This chapter will examine long-distance diachronic metathesis of /r/ in Gascon in detail 

and conclude that that long-distance metathesis only affects segments with acoustic cues of 

long duration, because these cues result in ambiguity in the speech signal (Kelly and Local, 

1986; Ohala, 1993; Blevins and Garrett, 1998; Heid et al, 2000). Speakers' perceptual grammars 

cause them to interpret these liquids as originating in non-historical positions; thus, the liquids 

are not perceived as having moved to their position in the output, but as originating at the 

perceived position (Blevins and Garrett, 1998; Hume, 2001). The asymmetry in the direction of 

movement – rhotics usually move leftward, and only rarely move rightward (Lahti, 1935) – 

occurs because other constraints favor obstruent-rhotic onset clusters in initial syllables, which 

are perceptually salient, rather than unstressed non-initial syllables. Rhotics move from and to 

obstruent-liquid-vowel environments because this change is minimally perceptually disruptive 

(Coffman, 2010).  Finally, because the liquids are not perceived as having moved from their 

source position, neither the speaker's nor the listener's phonological grammar must account for 

an unbounded mapping of an input segment to a distant position, and thus non-regular 

synchronic constraints are not required to explain this process. 
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DIACHRONIC PHENOMENA AS EVIDENCE FOR SYNCHRONIC PROCESSES 

Synchronic metathesis would constitute the best possible evidence for a synchronic 

LINEARITY constraint or family of constraints, but the lack of examples of synchronic long-

distance movement does not in and of itself prove that diachronic long-distance metathesis did 

not originate as synchronic mappings of input to output. As Labov (1994) argues, "It is a 

reasonable requirement that a reconstructed language should conform to the definition of 

possible language structure provided by present-day theory and typology." Kiparsky (1995) 

echoes this reasoning, saying, "the wrong parses that generate [innovative forms] should spring 

from a plausible phonological analysis."  

Synchronic metathesis has sometimes been described as deletion and insertion (see 

Hume's discussion of the "myth of metathesis" (Hume, 1998) – but such explanations can be an 

especially poor fit for the data in OT phonologies, because a candidate that violates only DEP or 

MAX would be more harmonic than a candidate that only violated one or the other. As an 

example, consider one of the Balangao lexical items discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Table 120. Balangao metathesis represented as deletion followed by epenthesis.  Based on 

data in Shetler (1976). 

Input: /ʔi +hgɨp/74 

 *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

MAX DEP 

☞ ʔighɨp  * * 

ʔihgɨp *   

ʔigɨp  *  

ʔihɨp  *  

Intuitively, it might seem odd that a MAX violation is incurred even though the deleted 

segment is clearly present in the output. However, as McCarthy and Prince (1995) define the 

MAX family of constraints, "Every segment of S1 has a correspondent in S2", which Kager (1999) 

informally restates as "the epenthetic segment has no counterpart in the input". Without a 

correspondence relationship between the /h/ in the input and the [h] in the output, MAX 

cannot be satisfied. 

However, it does not follow that diachronic metathesis may never occur via epenthesis 

and later deletion. In Rotuman, for example, Besnier (1987) has suggested that historical 

epenthesis and deletion led to the development of synchronic metathesis. Lahti's (1935) 

overview of rhotic metathesis in Romance languages notes that previous researchers such as 

Schuhardt (1866) and Behrens (1888) had put forth such explanations for Romance metathesis, 

though Lahti concluded that such cases are exceptions75. 

                                                      

74 In the interest of simplicity, other constraints – such as the morphologically-conditioned deletion of vowels – 
have been omitted. 

75 Lahti (1935) gives a small number of words for which an epenthesized form is deleted, such as attemperare > 
atremper "adjust, accommodate", cancer > crancre "cancer; crab", but considers this origin of metathesized forms 
"quite the exception" ("tout à fait exceptionnel"). 
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An example of apparent metathesis which is certainly due to deletion can be seen by 

comparing the Modern French horloge, "clock", with its Modern Spanish cognate reloj. The 

apparent CV metathesis in the first syllable is in fact the result of the deletion of different 

vowels in the original Latin hōrologium. In this example, the original Latin word is attested in 

historical documents, but such information is not always available. Differing segment orders in 

other pairs of related languages have been used as evidence for historical metathesis (see 

examples in Appendix A), and when discussing the evidence for metathesis in historical 

language change it is necessary to be alert to the possibility that apparent historical re-ordering 

of segments is in fact the result of other processes. 

Borrowing can also obscure historical patterns. In Gascon, as shall be discussed in later 

sections, words borrowed from other varieties of French after metathesis had stopped 

occurring do not metathesize (Grammont, 1905; Duménil, 1987), meaning that an inventory of 

the distribution of r in later varieties of Gascon will show an apparent underapplication of 

metathesis. Conversely, forms that have metathesized may be borrowed into other language 

where synchronic metathesis was not attested, or would not have affected those particular 

words. Lahti (1935) provides several examples of metathesized Gascon lexical items which were 

later borrowed by neighboring varieties of Occitan. 

Mielke and Hume (2000) describe one such case of borrowing resulting in apparent 

metathesis in the Chimakuan languages Quileute and Chimakum, which shows an apparent re-

ordering of segments when compared with reconstructions of Proto-Chimuakan.  
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Table 121. Apparent metathesis in Quileute.  Data from OSU (2014). 

Proto-Chimuakan Quileute Gloss 

*l'ay yaʔl near, toward 
*m'as siʔb to smell, nose 

 

Table 122. Apparent metathesis in Chimakum.  Data from OSU (2014). 

Proto-Chimuakan Chimakum Gloss 

*m'aq qaʔm beyond 
*m'as76 sam to lift, heavy 

 

Mielke and Hume note that both Quileute and Chimakum were in contact with Salishan 

languages, and argue that the apparent long-distance reversal of segments in Chimakum and 

Quileute is the result of borrowing from these languages. The Salishan languages exhibit a 

phenomenon termed "inverted roots", as discussed by Noonan (1997), in which roots 

appearing as C1VC2 in one Salishan language appear as C2VC1 in another. This long-distance 

interchange of segments appears to be unique to the Salishan languages (Noonan reports 

finding at most two such roots in the Nepalo-Burman language Chantyal, the only other 

language in which similar phenomena have been reported; in contrast, Noonan identifies over a 

hundred inverted Salishan roots). Noonan rules out metathesis as an explanation for the 

inverted variants, noting that distant pairs of consonants have appeared to exchange places, 

but no pattern seems to relate which roots do or do not undergo inversion. He tentatively 

                                                      

76 Neither Mielke and Hume (2001) nor OSU (2014) account for the difference in gloss for the two words with the 
Proto-Chimuakan root /m'as/. Presumably the gloss only applies to the Quileute and Chimakum words, not the 
historical root. 
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suggests that the inverted roots may result from historical reduplication followed by deletion, 

as reduplication does occur (though not commonly) in Salishan, and some inverted C2VC1 roots 

appear alongside C2C1VC1 variants which may plausibly have resulted from either partial 

reduplication or total reduplication followed by deletion. While, as Noonan explains, the 

argument for reduplication and deletion is not strong enough to definitively rule out other 

explanations, the existence of C2C1VC1 variants does appear to be inconsistent with metathesis 

as an origin of inverted roots . 

In some varieties of Gascon, the word for Tuesday, dimari (Moncaut, 1863/1971), might 

appear to have metathesized by comparison with the standard French mardi. Again, the 

richness of the available Latin texts makes it clear that both words derive from the Latin diēs 

Martis, and that because Latin syntax permitted scrambling both the ordering diēs Martis and 

Martis dies were permitted, but records of older language varieties are not always available. 

Finally, phonologically-motivated sound change may be followed by analogic leveling 

which generalizes the sound change to related words (Kiparsky, 1995). In Latin, for example, 

stress is predictably assigned to either the ultimate or the penultimate syllable. In all 

conjugations except the third, this resulted in some verb forms having stress on the suffix, while 

other forms of the same verb were stressed on the root. Historical changes affecting stressed 

vowels thus resulted in verbs with two stems, as can be seen in the present indicative forms of 

the Old French amer "to love". The Old French root is aim- for forms where the Latin stress was 

on the root, and am- for forms where the Latin stress was on the suffix. 
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Table 123. Vulgar Latin, Old French, and Modern French verb paradigms showing "double 

stem" resulting from change in stressed vowels.  Based on data in Kibler (1984). 

 
Vulgar Latin Old French 

Modern 

French  Vulgar Latin Old French 

Modern 

French 

Sg. 1 ámo aim aime Pl. 1 *amámus77 amons aimons 
2 ámas aimes aimes 2 amátis amez aimez 
3 ámat aime aime 3 ámant aiment aiment 

In Modern French, however, the stem aim- has been generalized to the entire 

conjugation, as shown in Table 123. 

While such considerations by no means preclude the use of historical data to argue for 

synchronic constraints, they do dictate a certain degree of caution in drawing conclusions from 

such data without considering the possibility of borrowing or of unattested intermediate forms. 

GASCON 

Long-distance diachronic metathesis of rhotics occurs in Gascon, a Romance language 

spoken in southwestern France. Gascon has long been noted for the frequency of metathetic 

forms in its lexicon. Lahti (1935), for example, says that "the incidence of simple [i.e., long-

distance] metathesis in Occitan reaches its height in Gascon, in which there are a number of 

metatheses which are not found elsewhere in the Occitan-speaking regions. Gascon was also 

the origin of several metatheses found in Languedoc and Catalonia." 78 Rohlfs (1977) writes 

"Metathesis … is attested in all the speech varieties of France, but Gascony is certainly the 

                                                      

77 Kibler follows the convention of using * to indicate reconstructed Vulgar Latin forms which are not attested 
directly. 

78 "… la densité de la métathèse simple en prov. atteint son maximum en gascon, où il y a nombre de métathèses 
qui ne se trouvent pas ailleurs dans le domaine provençal. Le gascon a aussi été le centre de rayonnement d'où 
sont venues quelques métathèses que l'on trouve en Languedoc et en Catalogne" (Lahti, 1935) 
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region where this fact plays the greatest part … The deeper one travels into the peninsula 

towards Midi, the more common this phenomenon becomes in the popular speech. One gets 

the impression that the Southern French temperament contributes to the frequency of these 

transformations, which are often mere entertainment for the ear."79  

The languages previously examined in the present work, Balangao and Fur, have both 

been described as fairly homogenous, at least with respect to phonological factors that interact 

with metathesis (see, for example, discussion in Shetler (1976) and Jakobi (1990)). The same is 

not true of French or of its regional varieties. In the words of one lexicographer, "From one end 

of our national territory to the other, our popular spoken language spreads out a vast tapestry 

whose various colors merge into one another at all points in imperceptible gradations."80 (Paris, 

1888; quoted in Lodge, 1993) This language continuum extends beyond the borders of France; 

Coquebert-Montbret, for example, observed that as one travels, Castilian gives way "through a 

succession of barely perceptible nuances" to Gascon (Coquebert-Montbret, 1831; quoted in 

Lodge, 1993). 

While no sharp dividing lines may be drawn between regional varieties of French, a 

"significant bunching of isoglosses", in Lodge's (1993) words, divides France into northern and 

                                                      

79 "La métathèse, c'est-à-dire l'interversion de deux sons, est connue dans tous les parlers de la France, mais la 
Gascogne est certainement la région où ce fait joue le plus grand rôle … Plus on descend dans la péninsule vers le 
Midi extrême, plus ce phénomène devient commun dans les patois populaires. On a l'impression que le 
tempérament méridional contribue à rendre plus fréquentes ces transformations, qui souvent proviennent 
simplement d'une distraction d'oreille." (Rohlfs, 1977) 

80 "Du bout à l'autre du sol national nos parlers populaires étendent une vaste tapisserie dont les couleurs variées 
se fondent sur tous les points en nuances insensiblement dégradées." (Paris, 1888; quoted in Lodge, 1993) 
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southern dialect families. These groups are often called langues d'oïl and d'oc, respectively, for 

their words meaning "yes". The langues d'oc are often collectively known as Occitan. 

Gascon is a variety of Occitan spoken in an area known as Gascony which is bounded by 

the Atlantic, the Garonne River, and the Pyrenees (Kelly, 1973). The speech of this region was 

already distinctly different from that of neighboring forms of Gallo-Romance in the fifth to ninth 

centuries (Offard, 1990). Romanization was already less well-established in this area at the time 

of the late sixth-century Basque conquest which resulted in the name "Gascony"81. Following 

the conquest, Gascony continued to be culturally and politically distinct from neighboring 

Aquitaine (Lodge, 1993). 

Researchers differ as to whether Gascon should be considered a language distinct from 

Occitan. Rohlfs (1977) writes "If one is accustomed to considering Catalan a separate language, 

one must certainly do Gascon the same honor"82, while Romieu and Bianchi (2005) conclude 

that "Within the set of Occitan languages, Gascon is characterized by a certain number of 

distinctive aspects. But these aspects do not suffice to classify it as an independent linguistic 

system, an independent language."83 The present work will take no specific position on this 

question, which seems largely to have been framed in extralinguistic terms, and will refer to 

Gascon as a variety of Occitan or as a langue d'oc. 

                                                      

81 Latin Vasco "Basque" > Vulgar Latin *Wasco > Middle French Gascon (Robert et al., 1993). 

82 "Si l'on s'est habitué à considérer le catalan comme une langue à part, il faudra certes rendre le même honneur 
au gascon." (Rohlfs, 1977) 

83 "A l'interior de l'ensemble lingüistic occitan, lo gascon se caracteriza per un cèrt nombre d'especificitats. Mès 
aqueras especificitats ne sufeishen pas tà'u har considerar come un sistèma lingüistic independent, ua lenga 
autonòma." (Romieu and Bianchi, 2005) 
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The "imperceptible gradations" Paris describes in the French regional languages do not 

end at the borders of Gascony. Kelly (1973) notes that "of all the [modern] Gallo-Roman 

dialects, the Gascon group is the most diversified", and that "any useful contribution to Gascon 

dialectology must define its territory with the utmost precision" – which, Kelly continues, has 

often not been true of past studies. "The common flaw of grammars and dictionaries," Kelly 

writes, "is that the authors tried to cover too large an area." 

The languages of France provide a wealth of resources for historical researchers. Latin 

itself is well-documented, and the number of Romance languages allows the reconstruction of 

lexical items not found in existing manuscripts with some degree of confidence. Furthermore, 

the size and prosperity of France has led to the preservation of numerous manuscripts from 

various eras (Lodge, 1993). Early written Gascon is not as well-attested as other varieties of 

Occitan, but later medieval manuscripts do exist (Moncaut, 1863/1971; Kelly, 1973). Although 

by the time of Kelly's 1960 and 1963 fieldwork, Gascon (in at least some northern areas) was 

only spoken by the elderly, the language continues to be spoken further south (Kelly, 1973; 

Lodge, 1993). 

GASCON METATHESIS 

This section will discuss the contexts in which long-distance movement of /r/ has taken 

place in Gascon, while also reviewing how this movement has been analyzed by past 

researchers. (In Gascon /l/ sometimes exhibits long-distance movement as well, but /r/ 

movement is more common, both in Gascon and cross-linguistically.)  
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Up until this point, the present work has referred to "rhotics" as if they constituted a 

well-defined class. As Wiese (2011) notes, this is not the case. Acoustic and articulatory 

definitions of rhotics have tended to be, in his words, "unsatisfactory". 

The Gascon /r/ is usually a tap or flap, though Kelly (1973) notes that in Donzac – a 

village in northern Gascony – the phonemes /r/ and /ɾ/84 alternated with a uvular [ʁ] more 

typical of Standard French, and Grammont (1960) reports that in the Gascon of Bagnères-de-

Luchon, /r/ is realized as [ɾ] intervocalically and [r] elsewhere. Other writers are less informative 

– Moncaut (1863/1971) simply lists r among the letters that "follow the French pronunciation". 

In their modern Gascon grammar, intended in part to teach a standard Gascon, Romieu and 

Bianchi distinguish between phonetic [r] and [ɾ] in complementary distribution, which seems to 

be the most common – though not the only – realization of Gascon rhotics. 

Gascon metathesis began by the end of the 12th century (Lahti, 1935). Duménil (1987) 

notes a number of other sound changes which preceded metathesis, and Grammont (1905) 

identified borrowings from after the point at which metathesis was no longer active.  

The data presented in the following sections is derived from the works listed below. 

Additionally, a corpus of 7,267 lexical items was developed based on Moncaut's dictionary of 

Gascon (1863/1971), which was based on the variety of Gascon spoken in the Gers 

département as well as medieval Gascon manuscripts. (Lexical items or definitions only attested 

in medieval sources were marked as such in Moncaut and excluded from the electronic corpus). 

                                                      

84 Kelly (1973) gives a number of near-minimal pairs for /r/ and /ɾ/: /puri/ "to rot" vs. /muɾi/ "to die", /bara/ "to 
close" vs. /faɾa/ "he will do", /tyro/ "clot" vs. the suffix /-yɾo/ (in words such as /sewdyɾo/ "welding", cognate to 
the Standard French suffix "-ure"). 
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In some cases, the etymologies given in the source texts differed from the consensus of later 

scholars, and the present work uses the etymologies listed in Le nouveau petit Robert (Robert 

et al., 1993) in their place. 

Table 124. Sources for Gascon data. 

Data source Abbreviation 

Duménil (1987) (D) 
Grammont (1905) (G) 
Lahti (1935) (L) 
Moncaut (1863/1971) (M) 
Rohlfs (1977) (R) 
Romieu and Bianchi (2005) (RB) 

Many writers use French orthography for Gascon lexical items. As Blevins and Garrett 

(1998) note, while this practice may introduce inconsistency in the representation of vowels, 

vowel quality does not play a part in Gascon metathesis. 

One-Place Metathesis 

Long-distance Gascon metathesis always results in an obstruent + rhotic onset cluster. 

Gascon also exhibits one-place metathesis in which a rhotic and an adjacent obstruent 

exchange places, breaking up a consonant cluster to produce a rhotic coda followed by an 

obstruent onset. Furthermore, as Lahti (1935) has observed, both Cr -> rC and rC -> Cr 

metathesis are widely attested in the Romance languages, but long-distance liquid metathesis 

exclusively occurs from right to left. Because the two patterns differ both in distance and in the 

resulting syllable shape, this chapter shall consider them separately. 
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When a Gascon word begins with a stressed, onsetless syllable followed by an obstruent 

+ liquid onset, the obstruent and liquid typically metathesize, as can be seen in the present 

indicative and subjunctive of urbí, "to work" (from Latin operio; cf. modern French ouvrir). 

Table 125. Inflected forms of urbí exhibiting one-place diachronic metathesis.  Based on data 

in Grammont (1905). 

Latin Gascon 

Person, number, and 

mood 

operiō órbi (G) 1st singular indicative 
operīs órbes (G) 2nd singular indicative 
operiam órbo (G) 1st singular 

subjunctive 
operiās órbes (G) 2nd singular 

Subjunctive 

Grammont notes that the infinitive urbí would not have been expected to undergo 

metathesis "on its own" ("de lui-même"), as the initial syllable is unstressed; this change seems 

to represent analogic leveling. (Further examples will be noted as they occur.) 

Table 126. Gascon words which undergo one-place metathesis.  Based on data in Grammont 

(1905). 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

curbi85,86 (G) cooperire cover sown wheat 
decurbi87 (G) discooperire to find; to make a hole in 
cúrba88 (G) *cuperare to gather; to harvest; to cover 

                                                      

85 "cubri" also exists, only in the general sense of "cover" (cf. French "couvrir"), due to French influence or 
borrowing. 

86 Mouncaut (1863/1971) cites crubi, with two-place metathesis, in the sense of "cover", in the work of the 17th-
century poet Dastros. 

87 descubri is a more recent word, used only in the sense of "to find". This lexical item may plausibly not represent 
metathesis, but the influence of cubri. 

88 Duménil (1987) also gives crúba for this verb without noting the source. 
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When the initial syllable is not stressed, metathesis does not take place. 

Table 127. Gascon words beginning with V+stop+/r/ but not exhibiting one-place metathesis. 

Based on data in Grammont (1905). 

Gascon Origin Gloss 

abryéw (G) Latin Aprilis April 
abric (G) verbal noun derived from 

abriga 
arbitration 

agre89 (G) Vulgar Latin acrus sour 

Lahti (1935) gives one example of left-to-right one-place rhotic-vowel metathesis in an 

unspecified variety of Gascon. Unusually, this metathesis breaks up a word-initial obstruent + 

/r/ cluster. 

Table 128. Left-to-right one-place rhotic metathesis in Gascon. 

Gascon Origin Gloss 

berbiari (L) breviarium brevary 

Long-Distance Metathesis 

/r/ will also move from a stop + liquid onset cluster to the initial syllable and form a 

stop+liquid onset cluster. 

                                                      

89 Grammont (1905) describes this word as "mi-savant", i.e., "half-savant". 
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Table 129. Long-distance r movement from a word-internal onset cluster, forming a word-

initial onset cluster. 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

bréspes (D) vespras < vespēras evening 
brespálh (D) vespráclu < vesperācūlu evening snack 
brénte90 (D) venter belly 
brespeyá vesprizare < *esperizāre to taste 
crófe (D) Fr coffre container 
crabeste (D) capistru head 
crábi (D) *caprēus V-shaped rafter 
crábo (G) capra goat 
crámbo (G) *cambra < camera room 
cráste castra ditch 
crebís (D) caprícium hut chevron 
crestá (D) castrāre to castrate 
crestát (D) castrātum castrated horse 
crestón (D) castrōne castrated lamb 
crobá (D) cuprāre < cup(e)rāre to gather91 
crubas (G) coruaciu crow, raven 
crubí (D) cōōprīre < cōōp(e)rīre to cover 
brembas92 (G) memorare (ac) remember 
grípo (D) gwípra < wípra < Germanic *wip(e)ra viper 
práwbe (G) pauper poor 
próubo (D) pulbrem < pūlvrem < pulv(ē)rem powder 
trende (D) *tendro < teneru hold 
trúho (D) tūfra < *tūf(e)ra potato 

In some varieties of Gascon in which /f/ became /h/, metathesis generally did not occur. 

(Data from Duménil (1987)). 

                                                      

90 In Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon, the /r/ is deleted: bente. 

91 From Duménil (1987). Grammont (1905) gives cúrba with one-place metathesis. 

92 Also undergoes denasalization of initial consonant from /m/ to /b/. Contrast Gascon marmiti, marmuta, which 
do not become *bramiti, *bramuta.  
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Table 130. Gascon words where metathesis did not occur when a word-initial /hr/ cluster 

would result.  Data from Duménil (1987). 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

héure (D) febre < fēbrem fever 
héure (D) februāiu February 
haúre (D) fābrum blacksmith 
háurga (D) fábrica blacksmith's 

shop 

Duménil does include one example of metathesis producing a word-initial /hr/ cluster, 

but does not note the region in which the form originated. 

Table 131. Gascon long-distance metathesis resulting in a word-initial /hr/ cluster.  From 

Duménil (1973). 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

hriéste (D) fenestra window 

In other Gascon varieties where /f/ was retained, /r/ in non-initial onset clusters moved 

to form a word-initial onset cluster. 

Table 132. Gascon long-distance metathesis resulting in a word-initial /fr/ cluster.  

From Romieu and Bianchi (2005). 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

frèbe (RB) febre < fēbrem fever 
frenèsta, frinèsta (RB) fenestra window 

Post-vocalic /r/ in the initial syllable will move to form a word-initial obstruent + r 

cluster. 
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Table 133. One-place r metathesis in Gascon forming an onset cluster. 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

bresá (G) VL *bertiare93 to rock, cradle 
bresíc (G) persica peach 
crúba (G) VL *curbus < curvus to bend (rare) 
crubahit (G) VL *curbus < curvus sharply bent 
drumi (G) dormīre to sleep 
drumilhun (G) dormīre somnolence 
grumant (G) French gourmand gourmand 
triwer (G) French tiroir sidewalk 

In Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon, a word-internal /str/ cluster retains its /r/ (though /spr/ 

does not). 

Table 134. Bagnères-de-Luchon /str/ does not undergo metathesis.  Based on data in 

Grammont (1905). 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

pastre (G) pastor shepherd 
cabestre (G)94 capistru in construction, a part of a 

wooden frame 
hyestro95 (G) fenestra window 
bréspes (D) vespras < vespēras evening 

However, not all varieties of Gascon show the same restriction on metathesis of /r/ out 

of /str/ clusters. 

                                                      

93 The root is not originally from Latin, but from Proto-Celtic *berta-, "to shake". 

94 Note that in Duménil's data, the /r/ of Latin "capistru" does result in Gascon crabeste, as seen in Table 193. 

95 Also possibly blocked by the initial /h/. Grammont orders the /f/ -> /h/ sound change in this environment after 

long-distance metathesis. Compare the variety of Occitan in neighboring Béarn, which has freneste, frineste, frieste 

(Grammont, 1905). 
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Table 135. Gascon /str/ clusters as a source of metathetic /r/.  Based on data in Duménil 

(1987). 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

crabéste (D) cābístru head 
crestón (D) castrōne castrated lamb 
crestá (D) castrā́re to castrate 
crestát (D) castrā́tum castrated horse 
cráste (D) cástra ditch 
hriéste (D) fēnḗstra window 

/r/ can move from the coda to the onset of an unstressed initial syllable to form an 

obstruent + r cluster. Grammont (1905) refers to the initial obstruent's "attraction" for liquids, 

also observed in long-distance metathesis.  

Table 136. r movement from the coda to form a cluster in unstressed initial syllables.  Based 

on data in Grammont (1905), Robert et al. (1993). 

Gascon Etymology Gloss 

drumi (G) < Latin dormire to sleep 
grumant (G) < French gourmand gourmand 
bresa (G) Cf. Old French bercier, 

modern French bercer 
to rock (as in a cradle) 

In Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon, this one-place metathesis does not occur when the 

initial syllable is stressed. 

Table 137. r does not move from the coda to form a cluster in stressed initial syllables.  Based 

on data in Grammont (1905). 

Gascon Not attested Latin Gloss 

pórto (G) *proto porta door 

Thus, if the word-initial consonant cannot form an admissible cluster with /r/, /r/ 

remains in the coda position. 
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Table 138. /r/ does not move when the initial consonant is /m/. 

Gascon Not attested French Gloss 

marmiti (G) *marmite marmite cooking pot 
marmuta (G) *mramotter marmotter to mutter 

/hr/ onset clusters are not permitted in Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon, and Grammont's 

data does not show metathesis taking place in this environment. 

Table 139. Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon does not permit word-initial /hr/ clusters. 

Gascon Not attested Latin Gloss 

hurmigo (G) *hrumigo formīca ant 
hurmadzé (G) *hrumadzé VL formaticum96 cheese 
hurmigè (G) *hrumigè cf. formīca anthill 
hurmént (G) *hroment *formentu96 < frūmentum wheat 

In varieties of Gascon where /f/ did not become /h/, metathesis did occur in this 

context. 

Table 140. One-place metathesis resulting in word-initial /fr/ clusters. 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

frem (L) firmus firm 

 

Moncaut shows variant forms with and without metathesis for some lexical items. This 

may represent variation within a single speech community or differences between speech 

communities. 

                                                      
96 Compare Standard French fromage and froment, which do undergo metathesis. 
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Exceptions Via Analogy And Borrowing 

Kiparsky (1995) notes that the neogrammarian model of sound change was regularly 

subject to certain criticisms, one of which is that "apparent exceptions can always be arbitrarily 

assigned to the categories of analogy or borrowing". When such explanations are invoked, 

Kiparsky argues, the exceptions should be "identified in some principled way". As shall be seen 

in the following discussion of prior analyses of Gascon metathesis, such explanations have 

indeed been invoked for Gascon with some frequency to explain forms which fail to fit 

proposed rules. The problem is not that such explanations are necessarily wrong; rather, the 

problem is that there does not always seem to be independent evidence that such other factors 

are at work. 

Grammont (1905) argues for several cases of analogy and borrowing in Gascon – in 

some cases, not to explain exceptions, but to argue that certain cases of unexpected metathesis 

do not constitute exceptions to his framework of rules. In particular, the Gascon words crabót, 

"baby goat", and crabic, "sterile goat", which Grammont argues would (on the basis of their 

phonology) be expected to pattern with lexical items such as Gascon cúrba < Latin *cuperare 

(as seen in Table 126), in fact undergo the same long-distance metathesis as Gascon crabo 

"goat" < Latin capra. Grammont classifies this as metathesis by analogy, resulting from the 

other words' "absolute dependence" on crabo97. Grammont's argument may reasonably be 

extended to several semantically similar examples in Duménil. 

                                                      

97 "Les mots crabòt <<chevreau>> , crabik <<chèvre>> sont dénués de toute valeur démonstrative [pour la 
deuxième formule] parce que crabo les tient sous sa dépendance absolue." (Grammont, 1905) 
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Table 141. Initial /kr/ possibly arising via analogy. 

Gascon Earlier attested form Gloss 

crabót (G) (ultimately from Latin capra) baby goat, kid 
crabic (G) (ultimately from Latin capra) sterile goat 
crabiéules/carbiéules (D) caprēolas roebuck 
krabéro (D) *capráriam horned ovine 
krabutá (D) *caprottāre to foal a kid 
krabú (D) *caprōnem young goat 

 

Similarly, Gascon divendres, "Friday", does not become *drivendes – Grammont (1905) 

concludes that this is because the names of the other days of the week all begin with di-. 

There are few examples of Gascon words undergoing /r/ metathesis to form non-initial 

consonant clusters, and in all such cases, the words are closely related – semantically and 

historically – to a stem in which /r/ metathesized to form a stem-initial cluster. Grammont 

suggests that Gascon adumbre, "shade", did not become *adrumbe because of the influence of 

umbro, "shadow". However, for this metathesis to occur, an /r/ would have to move from one 

non-initial onset cluster to form another non-initial cluster, and the few other examples of such 

movement suggest that metathesis to a non-initial cluster position is caused by, rather than 

blocked by, analogy. 

Table 142. Apparent metathesis arising from analogy with related lexical items. 

Gascon word with  

non-initial metathesis Latin Gloss 

descurbi/descrobié (D) discōōprīre < discōōp(e)rīre to find 
crubí (D) cōōprīre < cōōp(e)rīre to cover 
adroumi (M)  to fall asleep 
drumi (G) dormīre to sleep 
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Similarly, escrumba, which Grammont lists as an example of metathesis, may also be 

formed via the common prefix ex-. 

Table 143. Apparent metathesis arising via affixation to a metathesized root. 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

escrumba (G) *exombrare < (ex)combrāre to sweep 

 

Grammont argues that the Gascon words crumpa and trempa are borrowed from other 

varieties of French, noting that crumpa "to buy" is used throughout southern France, and that 

trempa "to moderate" is also widely used outside Gascony, and within Gascon it is restricted to 

a specialized medical context. While it is clear that these lexical items have undergone 

metathesis, this metathesis may have occurred in other varieties of Occitan. 

Table 144. Gascon lexical items which underwent metathesis prior to borrowing. 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

trempa temperare to dip, to wet 
crumpa comparare to buy (cf. Spanish comprar) 

Derivational Morphology And Underapplication of Metathesis 

Grammont notes that an /r/ originating as an infinitival ending never metathesizes, and 

also argues that the failure of perméte "to permit" to metathesize to *preméte is due to the 

frequency of the prefix per-. Based on the electronic corpus, there does appear to be 

supporting evidence that analogy does indeed play an important role in blocking Gascon 

metathesis, especially when productive prefixes beginning with obstruents which could become 

obstruent /r/ clusters due to long-distance /r/ movement do not do so. 
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The Moncaut corpus has two examples of verbs with metathesis in which leftward 

movement of /r/ has resulted in non-initial obstruent + r clusters: adroumi, "to fall asleep", and 

debremba/desbremba, "to forget". Both consist of a productive prefix affixed to a root form 

which in its non-affixed form undergoes metathesis to form a word-initial obstruent + r clusters. 

These lexical items appear to be formed either by analogy or by prefixation to a metathesized 

root. 

Table 145. Apparent metathesis arising via affixation to a metathesized root. 

Gascon Latin Gloss 

debremba, 
desbremba (M) 

 to forget 

brembas (G) memorare remember 

Note that debremba/desbremba could potentially have undergone metathesis to 

*drememba. The interaction – or lack of interaction – of the de/des- prefix and an /r/ 

originating in a word root shows a clear pattern. The corpus includes numerous examples of 

words beginning with de/des-, often with the meaning "undo" (cf. the prefix dé- in Modern 

French). As can be seen in Table 146, none of these words undergo metathesis to form a word-

initial /dr/ cluster, even when an obstruent + r cluster occurs later in the word. 
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Table 146. Gascon words beginning with the prefix de/des do not form word-initial obstruent 

+ r clusters via metathesis. 

Gascon Gloss 

debremba, 
desbremba (M) 

to forget 

debrouilha (M) to untangle, 
disentangle; to 
manage 

defrountat, 
defrountado (M) 

insolent 

degrua (M) to shuck, shell (i.e., to 
remove seeds) 

degreou (M) laziness 
desaproufeyta (M) to skin, to strip; to 

dispossess 
descrassi (M) to clean, scour, scrub 

(to "de-grime") 
desgracio (M) disgrace 
desgraoua (M) to remove gravel 
desgrua (M) to shuck an ear of 

grain 
destraba98 (M) to release, free, 

deliver 
destraou (M) axe 
destraca (M) to upset, to cause to 

be disordered 
destresso (M) distress 
destrigua (M) to divert, redirect 
destrigo (M) detour 
destroussa (M) to rob 

The present work argues that this does not represent a synchronic constraint penalizing 

movement across morpheme boundaries, as has been shown for Fur and Balangao, but is 

                                                      

98 While Grammont (1905) finds that /r/ does not metathesize out of /str/ clusters in Bagnères-de-Luchon French, 
Duménil (1987) finds such metathesis elsewhere in Gascon. 
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rather evidence that familiar morphemes, which are attested in numerous other lexical items, 

aid the correct parsing of the place of origin of the [r]. 

Apparent Metathesis Due To Deletion 

Some apparent cases of metathesis in Gascon are in fact the result of the deletion of a 

vowel between a word-initial obstruent and /r/, while Modern French deleted the vowel 

following the obstruent + V + r sequence. (Some authors include these items as examples of 

metathesis – for example, Grammont does so with crubado; the etymology of the French and 

Gascon words had not been well-established at that time.) This suggests that the Gascon 

phonological grammar favors initial obstruent + r sequences over /r/ in other positions. 

Table 147. Apparent metathesis resulting from deletion.  Based on data in Grammont (1905). 

Gascon French cognate Origin Gloss 

brénho (G)  *berenho harvest 
cranto (G) quarante quarranta < quadrāginta  forty 
crubado (G) corvée VL corrogata drudgery, chore 
premu cé (G)  *peramú  

PREVIOUS ANALYSES OF METATHESIS IN GASCON 

Grammont 

Grammont's 1905 analysis of metathesis in Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon is strikingly 

modern in several respects. Unlike much research on Gascon which preceded and followed it, 

Grammont limited his scope to the speech of a single commune99, Bagnères-de-Luchon. 

Although Grammont does not, of course, adopt a formal constraint-based framework, many of 

                                                      

99 A commune is a French administrative division which might be as large as a city (Paris is a single commune) or as 
small as a town. 
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his observations would suit a constraint-based analysis: for example, he observes that both 

metathesis of non-word-initial obstruent + r sequences, and epenthesis of a vowel in such 

sequences in borrowed words, serve the same goal of preventing such sequences from 

occurring in Gascon. 

Grammont identifies five "methods" ("formules") which, he argues, govern all attested 

metathesis in Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon. 

1. A liquid (r or l) occurring immediately after a stop in a post-tonic syllable will 

combine with the stop beginning the stressed syllable.100 

2. A liquid in a consonant-liquid sequence occurring (whether immediately or not) after 

an unstressed pre-tonic syllable will move to the end of that syllable.101 

3. A liquid in an unstressed initial syllable will remain at the end of this syllable if it is 

already there, and move to the end of the syllable if it is not.102 

4. An intervocalic stop + nasal sequence will become nasal + stop.103 

5. An unusual sequence will be replaced by a common one.104 

                                                      

100 "Une liquide, r ou l, venant après une occlusive en syllabe posttonique, va se combiner avec l'occlusive qui 
ouvre la syllabe tonique." 

101 "Liquide combinée venant (immédiatement ou non) après syllabe atone (prétonique) va se placer à la fin de 
cette syllabe où elle devient implosive et fait diphtongue avec la voyelle atone." While in modern French linguistics 
"implosif" refers to implosive consonants, in Grammont's time the term referred to the final consonant in a 
syllable. Similarly, "diphtongue" was used to refer to a larger set of vowel + sonorant contexts than it is now. See, 
for example, Iordan (1970) and Grammont (1960) for further discussion. 

102 "Liquide placée originairement en syllabe initiale non tonique reste implosive si elle l'a toujours été, et sinon le 
devient." 

103 "Une groupe intervocalique occlusive + nasale devient nasale + occlusive." 

104 "Un groupe insolite est remplacé par un groupe ordinaire." 
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Grammont notes a number of other principles which interact with these rules – for 

example, liquids will never move if movement would create an otherwise inadmissible 

sequences, and /r/ never moves out of an /str/ cluster. He also discusses apparent exceptions, 

many of which (as noted above) he classifies as either loans from other varieties of French, or 

influenced by existing Gascon lexical items. (As discussed above, all the words associated with 

the meaning "goat" undergo metathesis, whether or not they would be phonologically 

expected to do so; Grammont argues that crabo "goat" influences the rest.)  

Grammont also orders metathesis with respect to other historical sound changes in 

Gascon – attributing, for example, .the loss rather than metathesis of /r/ in setéme 

"September" and deséme "December" to a prior assimilation of /mb/ to /mm/ and later loss of 

/r/. 

While Grammont's 1905 study of Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon does not provide a 

grounding for the proposed rules beyond the general observation that the articulation of stop + 

liquid sequences is difficult in Bagnères-de-Luchon French, his later 1960 Traité de Phonétique 

states that metathesis occurs due to "anticipation of a phoneme in a cluster for which the 

articulation poses some difficulty in its original position105" (Grammont, 1960). 

Grammont's data and analysis not only established important groundwork for later 

research on long-distance metathesis; they also present a challenge to establishing a clearly-

defined domain for the movement of segments.  If rhotics move to the initial syllable, is there 

any clear limit on how far they can travel to reach it? 

                                                      

105 "anticipation d'un phonème combiné dont l'articulation présente quelque difficulté à sa place originaire". 
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Lahti 

Where Grammont's focus is narrow, Lahti's 1935 study of /r/ metathesis in the romance 

languages is broad, comprising more than eight thousand examples from various languages, a 

statistical analysis of which clusters occur, and an overview of contemporary linguistic theory 

on metathesis. 

Lahti's typology of metathesis comprises six categories: simple metathesis (which the 

present work has termed "long-distance metathesis"), pseudometathesis (Vr and rV 

metathesis), metathesis of an adjacent consonant and /r/, and reciprocal metathesis in which 

/l/ and /r/ exchange positions across intervening segments; sonority metathesis, and complex 

metathesis. (Only the first four are covered in his book, because, Lahti said, the latter two 

provided so little data. Lahti does not even define them.) 

Lahti reviews prior work suggesting that metathesis results from epenthesis and 

deletion. Schuchardt (1866) had previously explained metathesis in Vulgar Latin as the result of 

epenthesis and deletion, but Lahti observes that there are very few reconstructed forms (such 

as the Latin quartet crocodilus – corcodilus – cocodrilus – corcodrillus "crocodile") that support 

this view, and "even these examples can be explained as influences between metathesized and 

non-metathesized forms"106 – in other words, rather than epenthesis being followed by later 

deletion, metathesis may arise first, with a later fusion of the two forms resulting in apparent 

epenthesis. Later work on Romance metathesis, including Paul (1909), Schopf (1919), and 

Herzog (1904), restated Schuchardt's epenthesis/deletion model. Paul, for example, refers to 

                                                      

106 "Même ces exemples pourront être expliqués comme des contaminations entre les forms métathétiques et 
non-métathetiques" (Lahti, 1935). 
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Schuchardt's epenthesis and deletion model as "an explanation which may, at least in part, be 

the case107", which Lahti dismisses as "an empty phrase"108.  

When a word is spoken, Lahti says, "it appears in the mind as a set of sounds, not 

merely a series of sounds in sequence109." Segments move within words because the new 

position is better than the historical position. "If a sound changes its position in a word," writes 

Lahti, " isn't it because its original position suited it less than the new one does – just as people 

move to new homes because they are not comfortable in the old ones?110" In some cases, the 

new location is preferable due to ease of articulation – it is easier, Lahti writes, to pronounce a 

consonant cluster in a stressed group, but "even […] this explanation is not satisfactory111", 

since throughout the Romance languages /r/ most often moves to the initial – and usually not 

the stressed – syllable. 

Ultimately, Lahti suggests, words metathesize to conform with the statistical patterns of 

the language (a view similar to the Attestation component of Hume's (2002) 

Ambiguity/Attestation model). Lahti's statistical analysis of words beginning with stops and /f/ 

from four Romance dictionaries suggests that some word-initial clusters with /r/ are far more 

common than others, and it is exactly these clusters which typically arise as the result of 

metathesis. Word-initial /dr/, for example, is unattested in Latin and rare in later Romance 

                                                      

107 "eine Erklärung, die mindestens teilweise zutreffen mag" (Paul, 1904) 

108 "formule qui ne dit rien" (Lahti, 1935) 

109 " on présent à l'esprit l'ensemble des sons et non pas quelques sons isolés qui se suivent" 

110 "Si un son change de place dans un mot, n'est-ce pas parce que cette place était moins commode que celle qu'il 
a envahie? C'est comme les hommes qui changent de demeure parce qu'ils ne s'y trouvaient pas assez bien." 

111 "même si cette explication ne nous satisfait pas" 
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languages – and there are only six attested cases of metathesis forming word-initial /dr/ 

clusters in all the Romance data. In contrast, /tr/ was common in Latin, and became even more 

so in later Romance – and /tr/ metathesis is correspondingly more frequent. Voiceless stops 

attract /r/ more often than voiced stops, Lahti finds, and stress plays only a small role. While 

Lahti advances these conclusions with some caution, noting that dictionaries list many rare 

words, the pattern is striking.  

Lahti's exhaustive accounting of rhotic metathesis data, and the apparent influence of 

the distribution of rhotics in the source language on the metathesized words, tends to support 

the argument made below that long-distance rhotic metathesis results from listener 

reinterpretation of ambiguous speech signals. 

Duménil 

Duménil (1987) argues that Gascon metathesis is "predictable and rule-governed," 

based on an analysis of metathesis in Gascon words from a variety of speech communities 

analyzed in the context of the sociolinguistic theory of language change as developed by 

Wolfram and Fasold (1974). Central to this theory, Duménil writes, is the principle "that rules 

do not necessarily apply all the time and that there are ordered constraints (i.e., factors 

promoting the operation of a rule) on their operation)". The sociolinguistic theory resembles 

later Optimality Theory in certain respects, but because its constraints are weighted as well as 

ranked, they do not always translate neatly into an OT hierarchy: multiple violations of a lower-

ranked constraint can cause a candidate to be worse than a single violation of a higher-ranked 

constraint would. 
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Duménil illustrates the sociolinguistic theory of language change as an explanation of 

how various factors influence the contraction of am, is, and are in English, using an example 

adapted from Wolfram and Fasold (1974). 

Table 148. Sociolinguistic factors affecting contraction.  From Duménil (1987). 

Environment Example Percent deleted 

Preceding vowel Following verb Following NP (not possible) -- 

Preceding vowel Following verb No following NP Joe is going 86 

Preceding vowel No following 
verb 

Following NP The play is a 
musical 

80 

Preceding vowel No following 
verb 

No following NP The tree is in the 
yard 

70 

Preceding 
consonant 

Following verb Following NP (not possible) -- 

Preceding 
consonant 

Following verb No following NP The men are 
going 

65 

Preceding 
consonant 

No following 
verb 

Following NP The women are 
leaders 

37 

Preceding 
consonant 

No following 
verb 

No following NP The children are 
fine 

25 

 

As can be seen in Table 148, a following verb combined with a following NP blocks 

contraction. Outside of this context, contraction is more likely with a preceding vowel than a 

preceding consonant, with a following verb than with no following verb, and with a following 

NP than with a non-following NP. Furthermore, the constraints may be ordered with regard to 

how important their influence is: once the blocked contractions are excluded, the first-order 

constraint on the preceding segment is the most important predictor of whether a form will 
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delete, followed by the second- and third-order constraints. Importantly, the constraints 

predict the likelihood of contraction, but do not guarantee it. 

Duménil places Gascon metathesis in the context of earlier assimilation phenomena in 

Gascon. "Both [assimilation and metathesis] took place because, at one point in the language, 

Gascon did not allow a cluster of a stop plus liquid in medial position," she writes. "Because 

assimilation is no longer productive, metathesis takes place as an alternative". 

Duménil classifies Gascon metathesis based on the contexts in which /r/ occurs prior to 

movement: word-medial obstruent + /r/, nasal + obstruent + /r/, or s + obstruent+/r/ clusters. 

A selection of examples of both metathetic and non-metathetic forms meeting these criteria 

can be seen in Table 149. 

Table 149. Contexts from which Gascon /r/ may move.  Adapted from Duménil (1987). 

 Latin  Gascon Gloss 

a. Obstruent + /r/ cápra  crába goat 
b. Nasal + r mēmōrā́re > membráre > brembá to remember 
 nūmērósi > numbrósi > numbrúbii number 
c. /s/ + Obstruent + 
/r/ 

cástra112  cráste ditch 

 mīsculáre > miscláre > mescal to mix 

Note that metathesis may occur even when, in and of itself, it would not result in a 

permissible word-initial onset cluster, so long as some other change occurs in conjunction with 

metathesis (as observed in mēmōrā́re> membráre> brembá "remember"). /mr/ would not be a 

                                                      

112 Compare with Grammont's generalization that /str/ clusters in Bagnères-de-Luchon do not undergo metathesis 
(see examples in Table 134). Duménil's use of a larger number of sources may have uncovered data not available 
to Grammont – or, possibly, by including data from speakers of different varieties, mixed several varieties with 
different rules (recalling Kelly's (1973) observation that research on Gascon frequently fails to define its speaker 
community with sufficient precision).  
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permissible wordi-initial cluster in Gascon, but /m/ has denasalized to /b/, and 'br' is 

admissible. (Duménil does not give a motivation for this change.) 

While a generative analysis of Gascon could be proposed based on a rule such as 

(Duménil suggests) "in a word of at least two syllables, a liquid which is part of a consonant 

cluster beginning the second syllable moves to the preceding syllable to form a new cluster with 

it if the initial consonant of that syllable is a stop", Duménil notes that it is difficult to account 

for the three different contexts in such a rule, as /s/ and nasals "do not share any specific 

feature which permits some type of generalization". Alternatively, metathesis might be said to 

occur in any polysyllabic with a non-initial consonant cluster containing a liquid; however, this 

fails to account for exceptions such as such as aprīću > abríc "shelter" and umbrā́rium > umbró 

"shadow". Even if an additional restriction is placed on word-initial consonants, Duménil 

observes that the Gascon consonants which may form clusters do not form a natural class: /f/ 

may form consonant + r clusters via metathesis (in examples such as fēnēstra > hriéste 

"window") although it is [+continuant], but /m/ fails to form a cluster in mīsculáre > miscláre > 

mesclá despite being [-continuant]. 

Instead of a generative analysis, Duménil proposes a set of weighted constraints which 

historically favored spirantization, and – when a re-ordering of the constraint hierarchy led to a 

less frequent occurrence of spirantization – led to metathesis in later Gascon. Duménil 

proposes that "metathesis occurs whenever a preceding syllable is heavier than an adjacent 

one". This does not refer to syllabic weight as measured by number of moras, but by the 

following four factors: 
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1. "What initial consonants are involved in the metathesis process" 

2. "What consonants precede the liquids /r/ and /l/" 

3. "What medial consonants are involved […]when the clusters are not in intervocalic 

position" 

4. "Whether or not the metathesized clusters are preceded or followed by specific vowels" 

Duménil assigns a numeric weight to each of these factors, as illustrated in Table 150, 

Table 151, and Table 152. The notation is based on Bailey (1973), who uses the ternary values +, 

x, and - for phonological features. In Bailey's notation, ⊃ F indicates that "the plus value of a 

feature (+F) takes precedence in the rule over the mid value (xF), and that the mid value takes 

precedence in the rule over the minus value (-F)". ⊂ F is the converse: "the minus value is prior 

to the mid value and the mid value is prior to the plus value". 

For the consonant in word-initial position, Duménil gives the following ranking: 

Table 150. Weighting of word-initial consonants for Gascon metathesis.  From Duménil 

(1987). 

Consonant ⊃⊃⊃⊃ Grave ⊂⊂⊂⊂ Continuant ⊂⊂⊂⊂ Lingual 

Total 

weight 

/p/ (x) 0 (-) 2 (-) -1 1 
/b/ (x) 0 (-) 2 (-) -1 1 
/k/ (x) 0 (-) 2 (+) 1 3 
/t/ (-) -3 (-) 2 (x) 0 -1 
/gw/ (+) 3 (-) 2 (+) 1 6 

For the consonant preceding /r/ (or /l/) word-medially: 
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Table 151. Weighting of word-medial consonants for Gascon metathesis.  From Duménil 

(1987). 

Consonant ⊃⊃⊃⊃ Lingual ⊃⊃⊃⊃ Voiced ⊃⊃⊃⊃ Continuant 

Total 

weight 

/p/ (-) -3 (+) 2 (-) -1 -2 
/b/ (-) -3 (x) 0 (-) -1 -4 
/k/ (+) 3 (x) 0 (-) -1 2 
/f/ (-) -3 (x) 0 (+) 1 -2 

 

All unaccented vowels have a weight of 1, and all accented vowels a weight of 2. /r/ and 

/l/ both have a weight of zero, as seen in Table 152. 

Table 152. Weighting of liquids in Gascon metathesis.  From Duménil (1987). 

Consonant ⊃⊃⊃⊃ Vibrant ⊃⊃⊃⊃ Liquid ⊃⊃⊃⊃ Continuant 

Total 

weight 

/r/ (x) 0 (x) 0 (x) 0 0 
/l/ (-) -3 (+) 2 (+) 1 0 

 

Duménil finds that when weights are calculated for the first and second syllable in a 

Gascon word, metathesis occurs in 100% of the words in which the first syllable is heavier than 

the second, and only 14% of the words in which the second syllable is heavier than the first. 

Table 153. Gascon metathesis when first syllable heavier than second.  Based on Duménil 

(1987). 

 Latin 

Weight of 

first syllable 

Weight of 

second 

syllable 

Total 

weights Gascon Gloss 

1. cubrāre 3 + 1 -2 + 0 + 3 4 $ 1 crobá to collect 
2. púbrem 1 + 3 -2 + 0 + 1 4 $ -1 próubo powder 
3. gwípra 6+3 -4 + 0 + 1 9 $ -3 grípo viper 
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However, as discussed above, even though Duménil uses Grammont's 1905 Bagnères-

de-Luchon data as a source, she includes words as metathesized which Grammont indicates are 

not metathesized. This suggests that the proposed rules do not apply to all varieties of Gascon – 

and not even the varieties used to support this model. While the sociolinguistic theory of 

language change is itself probabilistic, the resulting model's fit to the data is not as precise as it 

might initially appear. 

Furthermore, no articulatory or phonetic grounding is given for any of the proposed 

rules. Even if the model is descriptively adequate, Optimality Theory has from the outset taken 

the position that constraint weighting is not necessary to model human language (Prince and 

Smolensky, 1993), in the words of Smolensky (2006), "Constraint interaction in human 

grammars is more restricted than that permitted by arbitrary numerical constraint strengths. 

The more restricted theory of constraint interaction that yields empirically valid typologies is 

[optimality-theoretic]". Legendre et al. (2006) show that weighted constraints predict 

unattested linguistic typologies. 

While the use of constraint weighting means that much of Duménil's analysis does not 

lend itself to an OT interpretation, her work not only brought attention to the long-neglected 

topic of Gascon metathesis, but also considered data beyond that used by Grammont which 

illustrate the difficulty of placing an upper bound on the distance Gascon rhotics may move. 

Mielke and Hume 

As part of a larger cross-linguistic study of metathesis, Mielke and Hume (2000) briefly 

consider Grammont's account of Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon metathesis.  
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Giving an example of consonant-rhotic metathesis in Jersey French113, *ʃɛvrɛt > ʃɛrvɛt 

"shrimp" (cf. Modern French "crevette") and an example of vowel-rhotic metathesis in Le Havre 

French , *fərme > frəme "closed" (cf. Modern French "fermé"), Mielke and Hume postulate the 

derivation kapra > *karpo > crabo for Bagnères-de-Luchon French114. 

Mielke and Hume's larger argument is that long-distance metathesis is more disruptive 

to word recognition than metathesis of adjacent segments, so, when long-distance metathesis 

has occurred diachronically, it must be the result of a series of shorter metatheses. While they 

note that CC and CV metatheses are attested in other varieties of French, Coffman (2010a) 

counters that successive applications of one-place metathesis do not seem to plausibly explain 

long-distance Gascon metathesis, because the necessary intermediate forms violate the 

phonotactics of Gascon. Consider, for example, the Gascon word trende, derived ultimately 

from Latin tenerum. For the /r/ to have moved via sequential one-place metathesis, 

intermediate forms such *tenrdo and *terndo must have existed at one point – and these forms 

are not only unattested, but phonologically unlikely. Gascon shows no nasal-liquid codas such 

as that of *tenrdo, for example. 

If Mielke and Hume's analysis is correct, then even long-distance metathesis can be 

represented by a historical sequence of one-place metathesis – which is a regular relation.  

However, Coffman shows that this does not appear to be the case, and that Gascon rhotics 

have indeed moved several positions at once. 

                                                      

113 A langue d'oïl, not a langue d'oc such as Gascon. 

114 This is the only data Mielke and Hume include for Bagnères-de-Luchon French. 
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Blevins and Garrett 

Blevins and Garrett (1998) discuss both one-place metathesis in Le Havre French (which 

is not a variety of Gascon or of Occitan) and the long-distance metathesis in Grammont's 

Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon data. While they do not treat Gascon in their later typology of 

metathesis, they do discuss long-distance laryngeal metathesis in Colville, which shows a similar 

pattern (Blevins and Garrett, 2004). 

In contrast with earlier models which suggest metathesis is due to articulatory 

considerations (such as Grammont, 1960, discussed above) or phonotactic optimization 

(McCarthy, 1995; Hume, 1998), Blevins and Garrett place rhotic metathesis within the context 

of Ohala's (1993) observation that certain acoustic cues have long durations which may make it 

difficult to recover their temporal ordering from the speech signal, leading to reinterpretation. 

Diachronic metathesis, they conclude, is not motivated by "articulatory ease or perceptual 

salience"; it (and other sound change) is "mainly caused by listener-based reinterpretation." 

Some sound changes result in optimized forms "simply by chance", and in such cases 

optimization is the result, not the cause, of metathesis. They term this approach "Evolutionary 

Phonology." 

Blevin and Garrett's typology of diachronic metathesis 

Blevins and Garrett's typology of metathesis (2004) includes four distinguishable 

categories. All except perceptual metathesis are restricted to the exchange of adjacent 

segments. 
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Table 154. Blevins and Garrett's typology of metathesis.  Based on Blevins and Garrett (2004). 

Metathesis type Phonetic feature Sample language 

Perceptual metathesis Elongated phonetic 
cues 

Le Havre French, 
Colville 

Compensatory 
metathesis 

Stress-induced 
temporal shifts 

Leti (discussed in 
Chapter 1) 

Coarticulatory 
metathesis 

CC coarticulation Mokilese 

Auditory metathesis Auditory-stream 
decoupling 

Late West Saxon 

 

Perceptual metathesis is of the greatest relevance to the present work, as it is the only 

type of metathesis that Blevins and Garrett finds results in long-distance diachronic movement 

of segments – and thus poses a challenge to the position that all metathesis occurs within a 

bounded domain. (Blevins and Garrett suggest that the foot is the domain of long-distance 

metathesis, but as shall be seen in the later discussion of Coffman (2010a, 2010b), Gascon /r/ 

can cross over possible onset "landing sites" to move to the initial syllable)  After a brief 

description of the other three types of metathesis, perceptual metathesis will be considered in 

more detail. 

Compensatory metathesis occurs when an "unstressed (word-peripheral) vowel comes 

to be coarticulated more and more into the stressed (word-internal) position, eventually 

leaving no trace", as seen in the Leti data discussed in Chapter 1. 

Coarticulatory metathesis results from gestural overlap between separate articulators in 

labial-velar or coronal-noncoronal stop sequences.  When the two gestures overlap, one may 

entirely contain the other, resulting in "swallow-up" overlap and assimilation of one consonant.  

If, however, closure is simultaneous, but release shows a preferred ordering, metathesis will 
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tend to occur.  Blevins and Garret find a pattern in several languages of a preference for velar 

release before labial release, and for noncoronal release before coronal release.  The optional 

alternation seen in the Mokilese data in Table 155 is an example of a resulting coarticulatory 

metathesis. 

Table 155. Mokilese words exhibiting optional metathesis of labial-velar stop sequences.  

From Blevins and Garrett (2004). 

Underlying Alternate realizations Gloss 

/apkas/ [apkas] [akpas] now 
/kapki:la/ [kapki:la] [kakpi:la] to drop 
/dipkelkel/ [dipkelkel] [dikpelkel] to stumble 

 

Blevins and Garrett also note two lexical items in ancient Greek which undergo 

metathesis of coronal-noncoronal stop sequences: *kwíd-pe > *kwítpe > típte (a particle) and 

títkō > tíktō "I bear"). 

While examples of coarticulatory metathesis are scant, Blevins and Garrett note a 

symmetry to the assimilation or non-assimilation of heterorganic stop clusters in English. 

"Regressive assimilation", they note, "is possible and common in coronal-noncoronal clusters, 

but not perceptually salient for noncoronal-coronal clusters."115 

                                                      

115 See, for example, Zsiga (1994), for acoustic evidence that a word-initial voiceless stop following a word ending 
in /d/ influences F2 and F3 transitions in the preceding VC sequence. 
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Table 156. Contrast in assimilation and non-assimilation of English consonant clusters 

containing coronals.   From Blevins and Garrett (2004). 

Assimilation No assimilation 

tp footprint, hit parade pt riptide 
tk suitcase, catcall kt cocktail 
db goodbye bd rubdown 
dg headgear dg dogdays 
nm fanmail, gunman mn room number 
 ŋn hangnail 

Finally, acoustic metathesis results in a reordering of stop-sibilant and sibilant-stop 

sequences, Blevins and Garrett conclude, because listeners "decouple" the aperiodic noise 

associated with sibilants from the rest of the speech stream, resulting in "dramatic 

misperceptions". This resulted, for example, in the /ks/ -> /sk/ metathesis in immediately 

posttonic syllables in Late West Saxon. 

Table 157. /ks/ -> /sk/ metathesis in Late West Saxon.   From Blevins and Garrett (2004). 

 Old English Late West Saxon Gloss 

a. frosk froks frog 
 husk huks insult 
 mask maks meshes (neut. pl.) 
 tusk tuks tooth (cf. "tusk") 
b. aske akse ash 
 a:skian a:ksian to ask 
 fiskas fiksas fishes 
 hneskian hneksian to soften 
 toska toksa frog 
 waskan waksan to wash 
c. horsk horkslic OE: "quick"; LWS: 

"dirty" 
 muskle muksle mussel 
 θerskan θerksan to thresh 
 erskold θerksold threshold 
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Perceptual metathesis 

Blevins and Garrett discuss both the symmetrical Cr -> rC and rC -> Cr metathesis in Le 

Havre French and the long-distance /r/ metathesis in Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon116 as 

examples of long-duration cues resulting in reinterpretation of the origin of rhotic segments.  

In Le Havre French, /rə/ becomes /ər/ in unstressed117 syllables before consonants other 

than /f/, /v/, or /m/. 

Table 158. rə -> ər metathesis in Le Havre French.  Adapted from Blevins and Garrett (1998). 

 Le Havre French Standard French Gloss 

a. Metathesis bərdɛl bretelle suspenders 
 fərʃɔñe frissoner to shiver 
 fərlyk freluche tuft 
 fərtije frétiller to wag (a tail), to 

wriggle 
 gərzi grésil sleet 
 grərnje grenier granary 
b. No metathesis ekrəviʃ écrevisse crayfish 
 krəvaʃ crevasse crack 

The opposite metathesis occurs in unstressed syllables before labial fricatives and 

nasals: /rə/ becomes /ər/. 

                                                      

116 The table given omits some examples which do not appear to be metathesis. For example, Le Havre French 
/bərbi/ "ewe" shows a different VC ordering than the Standard French "brebis", but it is actually French that has 
undergone metathesis: the Vulgar Latin was *berbicem, from Latin vervex (Robert et al., 1993). 

117 Arguably, the description is redundant, as /ə/ only occurs in unstressed syllables in French. 
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Table 159. ər -> rə metathesis in Le Havre French.  Adapted from Blevins and Garrett (1998). 

 Le Havre French Standard French Gloss 

a. Metathesis eprəvie épervier sparrow-hawk 
 frəme fermé closed 
 frəmi fourmi ant 
b. No change gərduje gargouiller gurgle 

 

Based on this bidirectional movement of schwa and /r/, Blevins and Garrett conclude 

that there is "no absolute sense in which r is preferred as a coda in pretonic syllables", and that 

Le Havre French metathesis cannot be explained in terms of phonotactic optimality. Instead, 

they propose a phonetic explanation: unstressed syllables are of short duration, permitting long 

phonetic cues – in this case, the lowered F3 of rhotics – to spread into an adjacent vowel. F3 

lowering is also associated with labial consonants. In general, write Blevins and Garrett, 

listeners interpret lowered F3 as a postvocalic segment. This leads rhotics to be analyzed as 

postvocalic, except when a postvocalic nasal or labial fricative provides "an alternative potential 

source for lowered F3 in the vowel offset". 

Blevins and Garrett mention that Gascon, like Le Havre French, exhibits local metathesis 

of liquids in historically pre-tonic syllables. Based on a subset of data from Grammont, they 

describe long-distance Gascon metathesis as a movement of /r/ from a stop + /r/ cluster one 

syllable to the left. They attribute this long-distance metathesis to "perceptual reinterpretation" 

of segments with long acoustic cues "into syllables which are in some sense more prominent: 

stressed […] or initial". 

While Blevins and Garrett's treatment of long-distance metathesis in Gascon is brief, 

they do discuss in more detail a similar pattern of laryngeal metathesis in Colville, a Salishan 
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language with approximately 150 speakers in the Pacific Northwest. In Colville, a pharyngeal 

resonant has, historically, shifted from the root to a stressed suffix. 

Table 160. Colville words exhibiting metathesis of a pharyngeal resonant from the root to a 

stressed suffix.  Derived from Blevins and Garrett (1998, 2004) and Mattina (1979). 

 Base Gloss Suffixed form Gloss 

a. cˀʕan tight c-ən-cˀən-cˀən-m-ʕás-əm he keeps his eyes tightly shut 
b. pʕas scared c-ps-ʕáyaʔ senseless 
c. pʕat boil s-ən-pə-pt-ʕálaʔqw dumplings 
d. pʕáw he ran down pw-ən-cʕát-əlx they make noise running 

down 
e. qˀwʕáy black qˀəy-lscʕát his clothes are dirty 

 

When affixation does not result in stress moving to the affix, the pharyngeal remains in 

the root. The examples in Table 161are derived from /qˀwʕáy/, "black"/. 

Table 161. Affixed Colville words in which pharyngeal remains in a stressed root.  Derived 

from Blevins and Garrett (1998, 2004) and Mattina (1979). 

 Suffixed form Gloss 

a. s-t-qˀwʕáy-xən-x Blackfeet 
b. qˀwʕáy-lq̥s black robe, priest 

Pharyngeal movement is not attested synchronically in other Interior Salish languages, 

but derives from a synchronic vowel-retracting harmony process. In Nłeʔkepmxcín and 

Squamish, certain roots glottalize all sonorants in the immediately following suffix, and glottalic 

elements may not be recognizable on the roots. Blevins and Garrett conclude that the acoustic 

cues for pharyngeal in Colville are or were spread out across other segments, causing listeners 

to analyze the underlying pharyngeal segment as originating in a prominent location: a stressed 
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syllable. Gascon, in this model, has undergone a similar process, but the prominent position to 

which the ambiguous rhotic is assigned is the initial rather than the tonic syllable. 

Blevins and Garrett's analysis of long-distance movement is purely diachronic and does 

not rely on a synchronic metathesis rule having existed in the past (and, therefore, there is no 

need to include this non-regular relation in synchronic phonological grammars). Long-distance 

movement, they argue, is the result of ambiguous acoustic information leading listeners to 

misparse the phonological structure of a word. Webb and Bradley (2007) develop this idea in 

more detail, as shall be seen in the following section. 

Webb And Bradley 

Webb and Bradley (2007) extend Blevins and Garrett's (1998, 2004) model of metathesis 

by formalizing listeners' receptive grammars, treating both production and recognition as the 

result of constraint rankings. Sound change results when a listener's optimal parse of acoustic 

information differs from the output of the speaker's phonological grammar (Boersma, 1998; 

Gafos, 2002).  

Webb and Bradley examine non-standard varieties of French and Spanish in which 

rhotic-vowel metathesis has occurred. Their French data is drawn from varieties spoken in the 

North which are not closely related to Gascon (they are langues d'oïl rather than langues d'oc). 

In the French data, unstressed CʁV sequences become CVʁ. 
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Table 162. Metathesis in northern dialectical French.  Adapted from Webb and Bradley 

(2007). 

Standard French Dialectical French Gloss 

premier pʁəmje118 pɛʁmje first 
Breton bʁətõ bɛʁto Breton 
frémir fʁemiʁ fɛʁmi shake 
entreprise ãtʁəpʁiz ãtɛʁpʁe business 
vendredi vãdʁədi vãdəʁdi Friday 
crever kʁəve kərve die, waste away 
grelot gʁəlo gəʁlo bell 
refroidir ʁəfʁwadiʁ aʁfʁwadiʁ cool down 
regorger ʁəgɔʁʒe aʁgɔʁʒe spill out 
relier ʁəlje aʁloje bind 
remanier ʁəmanje aʁmane revise 
renifler ʁənifle aʁnifle sniff 
repas ʁəpa aʁpas meal 
relevée ʁəløve aʁleve spicy, refined 

Webb and Bradley argue that language change occurs when speakers produce 

ambiguous forms, and listeners select "innovative" categorizations. While their analysis of 

French draws on Blevins and Garrett's (2004) analysis of perceptual metathesis model, in which 

diachronic metathesis arises when listeners reinterpret ambiguous phonetic cues as originating 

in ahistorical positions, Webb and Bradley disagree that lowered F3 is the source of the 

ambiguous cues. The uvular fricative ʁ and the uvular trill ʀ119 of French both involve a 

comparatively high F3, they note, and there is no single phonetic property that defines the class 

of rhotics. 

                                                      

118 Webb and Bradley give [œ] as the transcription of unstressed vowels, but French phonology more typically uses 
ə for these words. 

119 As discussed above, Gascon rhotics are realized both as uvulars and apicals. Webb and Bradley also discuss the 
long-distance metathesis of the Spanish tap or flap /ɾ/, a sound which also appears as a realization of the Gascon 
rhotic. 
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Instead, Webb and Bradley suggest that the ambiguous acoustic cues in French result 

from the distribution of allophones of ʁ, combined with deletion of schwa. Fricative ʁ occurs 

word-initially and after obstruents, and approximant ʁ ̞(which they write with the IPA lowering 

symbol) as a coda and between vowels. 

Table 163. Distribution of ʁ-allophones in French.   Based on data in Webb and Bradley 

(2007). 

 French  Gloss 

a. brosse [bʁɔs] brush 
 pro [pʁɔ] pro 
 robe [ʁɔb] dress 
b. morose [mɔʁ̞ɔz] morose 
 orgue [ɔʁ̞g] organ 
 or [ɔʁ̞] gold 

Webb and Bradley suggest that in both French and Spanish, centering of the rhotic 

gesture on the adjacent vowel gesture results in maximal overlap between the two, which is 

heard as two symmetrical intrusive vowels preceding and following the rhotic. Additionally, in 

French, the "blending" of the uvular and tongue body gestures reduces the uvular rhotic 

constriction to an approximant.  

In the OT phonological grammars for Balangao and Fur discussed in previous chapters, a 

speaker's grammar takes an underlying form as an input and maps to an optimal surface from 

as an output. Webb and Bradley, in contrast, distinguish between the speaker's productive 

grammar, which takes an underlying form as input and produces a series of articulatory 

gestures as output, and a listener's receptive grammar, which takes an acoustic signal as input 

and produces an underlying form as output. (This is reminiscent of Hockett's famous analogy 
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(Hockett, 1955) comparing a listener to an inspector who must identify smashed Easter eggs 

from their wreckage, selecting a single solution from a range of possibilities.) 

Central to Webb and Bradley's receptive grammar are a PARSE family of constraints 

which ensure correspondence between input and underlyling form, and a *CATEG family which 

promotes structural well-formedness, as shown in the examples below. 

 

PARSE(vocoid) 

A vocoid in the auditory form corresponds to a vowel in the underlying form. 

*CATEG(Vʁ, Vʁ) 

When a vocoid-approximant ʁ sequence in the input is not analyzed as a vowel-fricative 
sequence in the underlying form, assign a violation mark. 

 

The ranking of these constraints constitutes a formal model of the listener's knowledge 

of language-specific phonotactic patterns, as shown in Table 164. 

Table 164. Perceptual grammar leading to metathesis in dialectical French. Input is auditory 

form, output is underlying form.  From Webb and Bradley (2007). 

Auditory form [kʁve] *CATEG(C, peak) *CATEG(Vʁ, Vʁ) PARSE(vocoid) 

a. /kəʁəve/  *!  

b. /kʁve/ *!  ** 

c. /kəʁve/   * 

d. /kʁəve/  *! * 
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When a speaker's production grammar leads to ambiguous output, which Webb et al. 

attribute to an overlap of articulatory gestures, the ranking of the relevant PARSE and *CATEG 

constraints can result in the perception grammar selecting an underlying form with an 

innovative ordering of the underlying segments that differs from the speaker's. When this 

occurs, metathesis results. 

Because Webb and Bradley argue that metathesis results from a mismatch between the 

underlying forms encoded by the speaker and deduced by the listener, the resulting non-

regular mapping does not result from a non-regular grammar – rather, it is possible for both the 

production and perception grammars to be regular.  This will be significant in the analysis 

presented later in this chapter. 

Coffman 

Models of metathesis such as Hume's (1998) Ambiguity/Attestation and Blevins and 

Garrett's (2004) perceptual metathesis posit that change is in the domain of language 

transmission. However, based on long distance metathesis of liquids, Coffman (2010a, 2010b) 

argues that metathesis of the type seen in Gascon is in fact based on phonetic optimization of 

obstruent-liquid-vowel sequences. 

The Gascon data Coffman bases this analysis on is a subset of the long-distance 

examples above. Coffman draws particular attention to kapístrum > crabéste "head" and 

fenestra > frinéste "window", both of which show movement of /r/ across multiple vowels. 

kapístrum > crabéste also includes a possible target after an onset obstruent closer to the 

source of the /r/, but there is no evidence for *cabréste, and indeed such movement would be 
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an exception to the general pattern of Gascon long-distance metathesis forming obstruent-/r/ 

clusters at the beginning of a word. 

As seen in Table 165 and Table 166, Sardinian and South Italian Greek show very similar 

patterns. (In Sardinian, some of the same Latin roots undergo the same rhotic metathesis as 

they do in Gascon.) 

Table 165. Long-distance liquid metathesis in Sardinian.  From Coffman (2010). 

Latin Sardinian Gloss 

kapra krapa goat 
publiku plubiku public 
kapistrum krapistu halter 
kapitulum > *kapitlum krapiku capitulum 
panukulu > *panuklu prannuka ear of grain 

 

Table 166. Long-distance liquid metathesis in South Italian Greek.  From Coffman (2010). 

Classical Greek South Italian Greek Gloss 

gambrós grambó son-in-law 
khondrós xrondó thick 
*biblákion120 plembáci oleander 
pástrikos prástiko clean 
kapístrion krapísti halter 
pédiklon plétiko fetter 

 

Coffman makes two generalizations about this data, for which he proposes two 

explanations. First, liquids move only right-to-left and into the left word edge, which Coffman 

                                                      

120 Star in original, presumably an unattested form 
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terms Directionality/Prominence. Second, clusters originate in and move to form obstruent-

liquid-vowel sequences, which he terms Cluster Maintenance. 

Coffman argues that these patterns result in optimal phonetic forms and result from the 

interaction of two principles. Prominence Exhaustion requires that the left edge of a word 

incorporate as much phonetic material as possible, and Perceptual Similarity constrains 

responses to Prominence Exhaustion by requiring perceptual similarity between the source and 

the altered forms. 

Based on Fleischhacker's (2001) and Zuraw's (2007) work on cluster splittability, 

Coffman notes that strong perceptual breaks – "salient perceptual event[s]" (such as silence or 

frication) "coinciding with the onset of vowel-like formant structure" – occur within obstruent-

liquid-vowel sequences, and argues that perceptual similarity between metathesized and non-

metathesized words is greatest when such breaks occur in both forms. 

The constraints encapsulating Perceptual Similarity principle are based on Zuraw's 

(2007) family of *MAP constraints, which assign violations when a sequence in S1 does not 

match a sequence in S2, as shown in Table 167. (Coffman uses T as a general symbol for 

obstruents and L for liquids.) 
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Table 167. Prominence Exhaustion and Perceptual Similarity interaction in Coffman's (2010) 

account of Gascon metathesis. 

/kapra/ *MAP(TTV, TV) *MAP(VLT, TV) PROMINENCE 

EXHAUSTION 
*MAP(TLV, TV) 

a. ☞ krabo   ** ** 

b. kabro   ***!  

c. karbo  *! ** * 

d. kbaro *!  **  

 

Coffman concludes that previous analyses of metathesis by Hume (1998), Mielke and 

Hume (2002), and Blevins and Garrett (1998, 2004) fail to account for the patterns of long-

distance liquid metathesis in these languages. Hume's Attestation/Ambiguity model, as 

discussed previously, states that ambiguous acoustic cues are reanalyzed as occurring in 

statistically frequently occurring positions – but, Coffman observes, this explanation only 

accounts for the target to which metathesized segments are moved, not the source in which 

they originate, leaving unanswered the question of why liquids from obstruent-liquid-vowel 

sequences are moved but liquids from liquid-obstruent-vowel sequences are not. Mielke and 

Hume conclude that long-distance metathesis results from the repeated occurrence of one-

place metathesis, but Coffman notes that this would result in intermediate forms which are not 

only unattested, but inadmissible; for example, Latin ténerum > *téndro > Gascon trende would 

require an form *ténrdo with an inadmissible /nrd/ sequence. Finally, Blevins and Garrett 

conclude that ambiguous cues are reinterpreted as originating in prominent positions – but 
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Coffman reviews other research which shows that listeners are more sensitive to changes in 

initial syllables (Cole, 1973; Marslen-Wilson, 1975; Cole and Jakimik, 1980.) 

AN ANALYSIS OF GASCON METATHESIS 

The prior analyses of Gascon metathesis have addressed a variety of questions.  

1. Is long-distance rhotic metathesis motivated by articulatory optimization, 

phonetic optimization, or listener re-interpretation? 

2. Why does /r/ move exclusively from and to obstruent-liquid-vowel clusters? 

3. Why is long-distance movement of /r/ exclusively from right to left? 

4. Why does long-distance metathesis occur in Gascon historically when only 

single-place metathesis occurs in synchronic phonological grammars? 

The analysis proposed below will address all of these points. 

Gascon Metathesis As Articulatory Optimization 

The earliest writers on metathesis often suggested an articulatory motivation for long-

distance rhotic movement. Grammont (1905), for example, writes that "this metathesis is due 

to the difficulty encountered, in speaking Bagnères-de-Luchon French, in pronouncing the stop 

+ liquid sequence at the beginning of a syllable without separating the two, that is to say 

without introducing a vowel between them121, and Lahti (1935) suggests that /r/ moves 

leftward because speakers anticipate segments which will occur later in the word. 

                                                      

121 "Cette métathèse est due à la difficulté que l'on éprouve, dans le patois luchonnais, à prononcer le groupe 
occlusive + liquid au début d'une syllable sans le disjoindre, c'est-à-dire sans developer une voyelle entre les deux." 
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Boersma (1998) argues that articulation is governed by ranked constraints, with a 

phonological representation as input and a sequence of articulatory gestures as output. The 

ordering of these gestures is governed by a family of constraints he terms PRECEDENCE. Boersma 

treats a re-ordering of the gestures produced by different articulators as a violation of 

PRECEDENCE constraints, and notes that such reordering may result in metathesis. While he does 

not deal with metathesis in varieties of French, he does discuss the work of Benguerel and 

Cowan (1974), who found that some speakers of French, when pronouncing the sequence 

/istʁstʁy/, began rounding their lips as early as the first [i] or [s] – a strategy Boersma describes 

as "as early as allowed", in which a gesture is produced as soon as it does not conflict with the 

gestural and perceptual specifications of an earlier segment. This anticipatory movement could 

conceivably produce leftward movement of /r/ if it occurs in Gascon as well. 

Overlap of articulatory gestures would account for Blevins and Garrett's (2004) 

coarticulatory metathesis (discussed above), in which stops produced by different articulators 

have a preferred order crosslinguistically. However, Gascon /r/ is typically coronal (Grammont, 

1960; Kelly, 1973), and often crosses over other coronal segments as part of metathesis (as can 

be seen in trende, from Latin teneru via Vulgar Latin *tendro, or frenesta from Latin fenestra) – 

unlike metathesis originating as PRECEDENCE violations, which would necessarily involve 

segments produced by different articulators. 

Gascon Metathesis As Acoustic Ambiguity 

Perceptual ambiguity has also been suggested as the cause of metathesis in French 

languages. Graillot (1967; quoted in Duménil, 1987) suggests that listeners have difficulty 
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ordering trill /r/ with respect to an adjacent vowel, and Lahti (1935) characterizes previous 

researchers as believing that rhotics have blended with adjacent vowels. In more recent 

research, Ohala (1993) has placed rhotics among the classes of segments exhibiting "stretched-

out" acoustic cues. Kelly and Local (1986) found that the cues associated with English /ɹ/ can be 

consistently detected elsewhere in the prosodic foot, and Heid and Hawkins (2002) found that 

these cues can be detected at up to five syllables distance. Hoole (2012) concludes that more 

work remains to be done on identifying the exact nature of the acoustic cues that lead to 

ambiguity in the recovered position of /r/. Blevins and Garrett (1998) use such long-distance 

cues as the basis for their model of perceptual metathesis, in which the cues can be parsed as 

originating with a segment in a non-historical position. 

Furthermore, liquid cues are not symmetrically distributed around the rhotic segment. 

Kelly and Local (1986) find that liquid cues are stronger towards the left than towards the right, 

and Stevens (1998) observes that liquids are more likely to influence preceding rather than 

following formants.  

As Blevins and Garrett (2004) discuss, cross-linguistically, long-distance metathesis 

affects the same segments which undergo other types of perceptual metathesis – and 

perceived ambiguity of ordering is a factor in other metatheses as well (such as the "acoustic 

metathesis" of sibilants and stops). The perceptual account provides an explanation not only for 

metathesis in Gascon, but also for the metathesis observed in other languages. While this does 

not rule out articulatory factors, perceptual ambiguity accounts for the metathesis of segments 

produced by the same articulator in a way that articulatory analyses cannot.  
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Restriction Of Source And Target Environments 

While Coffman analyzes Gascon metathesis as grounded in perceptual optimization, he 

also places it within a larger context of perceptual similarity of source and target environments. 

In addition to the ambiguity of the cues to the moved segments themselves, the similarity 

between obstruent-vowel and obstruent-liquid-vowel sequences (Fleischhacker, 2001) suggests 

that, given a stretched-out rhotic cue, listeners' perceptual grammars do not only interpret this 

cue as originating in a more prominent syllable – the grammars' optimal candidate parses the 

underlying rhotic as originating in the context within that syllable most similar to the context 

from which it was extracted. (In Coffman's words, "the correspondence [vowel-liquid-

obstruent] ~ [vowel-obstruent] is more perceptually invasive than the correspondence 

[obstruent-liquid-vowel]~[obstruent-vowel].") This perceptual similarity appears to be a result 

of the perceptual break produced by liquids in this environment (Fleischhacker, 2001). 

Long-Distance Metathesis As A Purely Diachronic Phenomenon 

In the synchronic metatheses discussed in previous chapters, the different ordering of 

segments in S1 and S2 occurs within a speaker's grammar. In perceptual metathesis, however, 

the speaker's grammar has the same segment ordering in S1 and S2 – the change in segment 

order occurs for the listener. Metathesis results from the asymmetry between the speaker's 

underlying form and the listener's parse of this form. Because long-distance metathesis falls 

within the domain of language transmission, it is not part of any speaker's synchronic 

phonological grammar. 
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BOERSMA'S PERCEPTUAL GRAMMAR AND THE PARSING OF AMBIGUOUS INPUT 

A sample derivation will demonstrate how a stretched-out acoustic cue may be mapped 

to an innovative form by a perceptual grammar. This analysis brings together Coffman's (2010) 

insight that long-distance metathesis patterns conform with his Direction/Prominence 

(obstruent-liquid-vowel sequences occur in the first syllable) and Cluster Maintenance (moved 

segments originate in and move to form obstruent-liquid-vowel sequences) generalizations, 

expressed as ranked constraints in the grammar. The perceptual constraints draw on Webb and 

Bradley's (2007) streamlining of Boersma's (1998) perceptual grammar. (Boersma typically 

illustrates constraints with tableaux mapping acoustic cues onto single segments; as seen 

above, Webb and Bradley's tableaux assume the optimal parses of cues other than the 

ambiguous cues, allowing complete words to be shown without including candidates and 

constraints which are uninformative with regard to the interactions of interest.) 

Because of the disagreement concerning exactly which cues are most important for the 

temporal ordering of rhotics, the present analysis will simply postulate that some acoustic cue, 

c, is gradient and can be measured on a scale from 0 to 200 units of some entirely unspecified 

sort. c typically has the value 100 when it is produced as a rhotic between an obstruent and a 

vowel ObsrV. (Compare the real-world acoustic features discussed in Webb et al. (2012), which 

not only identify rhotics, but are specific to rhotics in obstruent + /r/ + V sequences.) 
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The analysis uses four constraints122. The first, Direction/Prominence, is violated when 

the underlying form (i.e., the output of the grammar) includes an obstruent-liquid-vowel 

sequence outside of the first syllable. Boersma (1988) notes that perceptual constraints may be 

ranked differently in different environments, such as stressed and unstressed syllables, because 

the probability of confusion is higher in unstressed syllables.123 While the tableaux shown for 

long-distance metathesis does not rely on re-ranking of constraints in prominent syllables, a 

constraint penalizing certain sequences outside prominent syllables would be consistent with 

the generalization that constraints in the perceptual grammar (as Webb and Bradley observe) 

encode listeners' knowledge of a language's phonotactic patterns. 

Coffman's Cluster Maintenance generalization is modeled by the *CATEG(c, ObsrV) 

constraint. Similar to constraints from Webb and Bradley's *CATEG family, *CATEG(c, ObsrV) is 

violated when an acoustic cue c is not categorized as – in other words, does not correspond to – 

a rhotic in an Obstruent _ V environment in the output. 

Finally, because the speech signal of interest is ambiguous, two constraints from 

Boersma's *WARP family are included. The *WARP constraints govern how distorted a signal can 

                                                      

122 Perceptual grammars map acoustic signals onto strings of phonemes.  As discussed in Chapter 1, regular 
languages consist of mappings of pairs of strings, and strings are sequences of elements from an alphabet.  Can an 
alphabet be constructed for the speech signal?  While it might initially seem that, since there are an infinite 
number of frequencies that might be combined in an acoustic signal, a finite alphabet could not be constructed, 
the real question is whether humans can hear an infinite number of distinctions.  Jacobson (1950) suggests an 
upper limit of 330,000 frequencies distinguishable by the human ear – a large, but finite number; and since human 
speech only uses a fraction of the frequency range audible to humans, the number of distinctions needed to 
understand human speech must be below Jacobson's figure.  If the speech signal can be represented as strings 
composed from a finite alphabet, and if the constraints in the perception grammar assign some maximum number 
of violation marks, perceptual grammars may be modeled as regular relations. 

123 Grammont (1905), in fact, finds that in Bagnères-de-Luchon Gascon, metathesis out of or within stressed 
syllables is typically blocked, which suggests that perceptual confusion is a factor in rhotic metathesis. 
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be and still be assigned to a given category. Constraint 1 is violated if c is within 10 units of the 

value for the underlying segments it is categorized as, and Constraint 2 if c is within 25 units.124 

Note that any output form which violates Constraint 1 necessarily also violates 

Constraint 2. For the inputs given in the examples, all candidates will always violate Constraint 

2. 

Table 168and Table 169 illustrate how these four constraints result in innovative parses 

of the Latin fenestra. The acoustic cue c associated with ObsrV is of long duration (as might be 

predicated by Ohala (1993)) and spreads leftwards (as might be predicted by Kelly et al. (1986) 

and Stevens (1998)), though it is not as robustly realized on other segments as it is in its source 

position – in other words, the deviation from the expected value of 100 is greater earlier in the 

speech signal than at the position corresponding to the ordering of the segment in the 

speaker's phonological grammar. When c is associated with a segment position other than 

Obstruent _ V, *CATEG(c, ObsrV) is assigned one violation mark. To increase readability, rather 

than indicating all the acoustic cues in the input, cues other than c have already been shown as 

parsed to the remaining segments in [fenesta]. 

                                                      

124 Boersma's formulation of the *Warp constraints would be as follows:  

Constraint 1: *WARP (c: 25) ≡ ∃xi ∈ ObsrV
 ac ∧ ∃yi ∈ ObsrV perc ⇒ xi − yi < 25 

Constraint 2: *WARP (c: 10) ≡ ∃xi ∈ ObsrV
 ac ∧ ∃yi ∈ ObsrV perc ⇒ xi − yi < 10 
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Table 168. Noisy long-distance cues parsed correctly by listener's perception grammar.  No 

metathesis occurs. 

 Input: 
fc80ec80nc80ec80sc80tc110a 

*CATEG(c, ObsrV) C1 
*WARP (c: 25) 

C2 
*WARP (c: 10) 

DIRECTION/ 
PROMINENCE 

 
a. frenesta  * *  

 
b. fernesta * * *  

 
c. fenresta * * *  

 
d. fenersta * * *  

 
e. fenesrta * * *  

 
f. ☞ fenestra   * * 

 

If, however, the constraints are reranked, a value of c elsewhere in the string that differs 

from the target of 100 by more than the value of c at the intended target will be recognized as 

ObsrV. The listener's perceptual grammar will map the acoustic signal to a metathesized 

underlying form. 
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Table 169. Noisy long-distance cues parsed incorrectly by listener's perception grammar. 

Metathesis occurs.  

Input: 
fc80ec80nc80ec80sc80tc110a 

*CATEG(c, ObsrV) DIRECTION/PROMINENCE *WARP 
(c: 25) 

*WARP 
(c: 10) 

a. ☞ frenesta 
  * * 

b. fernesta 
*  * * 

c. fenresta 
*  * * 

d. fenersta 
*  * * 

e. fenesrta 
*  * * 

f. fenestra 
 *  * 

CONCLUSION 

Unbounded long-distance metathesis, which occurs in languages such as Gascon, 

presents a serious challenge to the proposal that all synchronic metathesis is regular. However, 

this metathesis can be shown to be the result of an asymmetry in the output of speakers' 

grammars – which do not reorder segments – and the output of listeners' grammars which map 

acoustic input to innovative orderings of segments in the underlying form. No non-regular 

constraints are needed to model purely diachronic long-distance metathesis.
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CHAPTER 5.  REGULAR CONSTRAINTS THAT ACCOUNT FOR ATTESTED 

PATTERNS OF METATHESIS 

PROPOSED METATHESIS CONSTRAINTS 

As discussed in prior chapters, while there is evidence of metathesis in many languages, 

not all possible permutations of input segments occur in winning output candidates. The 

previous chapters have suggested possible constraints that might account for the metathesis 

observed in specific human languages. This chapter brings together the prior chapters' 

conclusions in a unified account showing that a set of regular constraints are sufficient to model 

all attested patterns of metathesis, and that cross-linguistic differences in metathesis can be 

explained by the ranking of these constraints.  By implementing the proposed family of LINEARITY 

constraints as finite-state automata, it is demonstrated that these constraints are in fact regular 

relations. 

INTERIM SUMMARY: THE EXISTENCE AND NATURE OF METATHESIS 

Though metathesis has (in the words of Ultan (1978)) been given "short shrift" in the 

field of linguistics, it can be shown to occur synchronically in human languages, and must be 

represented as part of speakers' phonological grammars. 

One-place metathesis is well-attested. The CC metathesis in Balangao has been 

discussed at length, along with briefer treatments of CV metathesis in Leti and Rotuman. 

Appendix A lists a large number of languages for which one-place metathesis has been 

reported. 
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Fur has often been described as exhibiting two-place metathesis. However, the analysis 

presented here shows that Fur metathesis only moves a consonant segment by a single position 

in the phonology. 

While long-distance movement of rhotics has been observed in languages such as 

Gascon and South Italian Greek, and long-distance movement of laryngeals has been observed 

in languages such as Colville, this does not represent a synchronic process in which input 

segments are mapped to ahistorical positions in the output. Rather, this is evidence of listener 

re-interpretation of ambiguous acoustic signals. 

Because productive metathesis has been shown to occur in a well-defined domain – that 

is, between adjacent segments – it can be modeled as a (mathematically) regular relation. This 

chapter will propose a family of five separate LINEARITY constraints which interact to produce the 

patterns described in the real-world data. 

METATHETIC PATTERNS THAT MUST BE ACCOUNTED FOR 

The present work has discussed a number of patterns of synchronic metathesis.  (For a 

summary of patterns of metathesis in a much larger number of languages, see Appendix A.) 

Metathesis occurs when faithfulness constraints from the LINEARITY family are dominated by 

both markedness constraints and by other faithfulness constraints (such as the MAX, DEP, and 

IDENT families) associated with such processes as epenthesis, deletion, assimilation. 

The complete absence of attested VV metathesis suggests that LINEARITY-VV is 

undominated in human language.  
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Language data from Leti, Rotuman, and Balangao illustrate that a consonant segment 

may move one place from its position in the input, past either a consonant or a vowel.  

Balangao, for example, exhibits one-place CC metathesis when glottal-plosive sequences would 

otherwise arise within morphemes. 

Table 170. An analysis of Balangao affixation/vowel-deletion metathesis using two LINEARITY 

constraints. 

Input: ʔi +hɨgɨp 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA MAX DEP *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

☞ ʔighɨp     * 

ʔihgɨp     * 

ʔigɨp   *  

ʔihɨp   *  

ʔihɨgɨp  *   
 

However, Balangao does not metathesize glottal-plosive sequences in which the 

segments originate in different morphemes. 
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Table 171.  Balangao does not metathesize glottal-plosive sequences across a morpheme 

boundary. 

Input: ʔumalihto 

 LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

DVWA DEP MAX *GLOTTAL-
PLOSIVE 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

ʔu.ma.lit.ho *    

☞ ʔu.ma.lih.to     * 

ʔu.ma.li.to    * 

ʔu.ma.li.ho    * 

ʔu.ma.li.hi.to   *  
 

In contrast, Wichita does metathesize segments originating in different morphemes. 

Table 172. Ranking of LINEARITY constraints in Wichita. 

/ti+a:ʔak+ro+ʔa+s/ 
"he brought them" 

LINEARITY-WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

*[kr] LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

☞ a . tiʔarhaʔas   * 

c. tiʔakraʔas  *  

c. tiʔkaraʔas *  * 

d. tiʔakarʔas *  * 
 

Fur's apparent two-place metathesis can be better explained as morphologically-

motivated one-place metathesis followed by phonologically-motivated one-place metathesis. 
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Table 173.  Morphological OT for Fur. 

 PARSE(TENSE, MOOD, 
ASPECT) 

PARSE(PERSON, NUMBER) *WEAK-INITIAL-C 

mul * * * 

bǔlò  *  

mǔlò  *  

�kúmlò    

 

Table 174. Single-place phonological metathesis in Fur where the input has already 

undergone morphologically-motivated metathesis. 

Input: /k+uml+ò/ 

 *COMPLEXONSET MAX(BILABIAL) *BADCC LINEARITY-
OUTSIDE-
MORPHEME 

LINEARITY-
WITHIN-
MORPHEME 

MAX 
(NONINITROOTCONS) 

MAX 
(INITROOTCONS) 

kmulò *       

�kulmò     *   

kulò  *      

kumlò   *    * 

kumò      *  

kumòl    *    

 

The diachronic long-distance rhotic metathesis observed in languages such as Gascon 

and South Italian Greek represents a difference between a speaker's underlying form and a 

listener's parse, rather than a phonological grammar that has selected a candidate in which an 
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output segment has realized more than one position distant from its corresponding position in 

the input.125 

In summary, individual languages may exhibit metathesis across morpheme boundaries, 

within morpheme boundaries, or in both contexts. The constraint ranking LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-

MORPHEME >> MARKEDNESS >> LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME, where MARKEDNESS represents a 

constraint or set of constraints on surface forms, results in metathesis within morphemes, but 

not across morpheme boundaries (as observed in Balangao). The opposite ordering, LINEARITY-

WITHIN-MORPHEME >> MARKEDNESS >> LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME, results in metathesis across 

morpheme boundaries, but not within morphemes (as observed in Wichita; see Chapter 2). If 

MARKEDNESS dominates both LINEARITY-WITHIN-and LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME, the language will 

exhibit both tautomorphemic and cross-morphemic metathesis (as observed in Hixkaryana; 

OSU, 2014). 

                                                      

125 Long-distance metathesis does not appear to occur in human language – but why not?  If GEN maps all possible 
outputs to a given input, and outputs exhibiting long-distance metathesis are never the winning candidates, does 
this imply the existence of an undominated, non-regular constraint which penalizes long-distance movement?  Or 
is GEN itself a regular relation which does not produce candidates with long-distance metathesis – in which case, 
GEN is infinite but not exhaustive, and certain limitations on the candidate set are part of GEN rather than CON? 

The present work has, in general, considered the smaller question: that metathesis is a real phenomenon which 
would present a challenge to claims that all phonological processes, and all phonological constraints, are regular 
relations if it could be shown not to occur within a clearly-defined domain.  Because such a domain can be 
established, however, metathesis is a regular relation, and can be described using regular constraints. 

The question of whether GEN is regular has been addressed by prior researchers.  Ellison's (1994) landmark work 
on finite-state optimality includes an "idealized" assumption that GEN is regular; Frank and Satta (1998) similarly 
assume a regular GEN, while not making, in their words, "any substantive empirical claims" about its nature. 

However, Heinz (personal communication, 2015) notes that there are similar "problem candidates" for 
phenomena such as Majority Rules vowel harmony (Heinz and Lai, 2013).  "It begins to look like a conspiracy", he 
writes.  "My conclusion is that optimization itself is the problem here" (Heinz, 2015; emphasis in the original). 
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The distribution of CC and CV metathesis is similar – languages may exhibit CV 

metathesis, CC metathesis, both, or neither – and the proposed explanation for this typology is 

similar as well: it results from the ranking of LINEARITY-CC and LINEARITY-CV with respect to the 

relevant markedness constraints. 

A PROPOSED FAMILY OF REGULAR LINEARITY CONSTRAINTS 

Although the present work has argued against McCarthy and Prince's (1995) LINEARITY 

constraint in its current form, the family of LINEARITY constraints proposed in this chapter uses 

the same underlying concept of correspondence between an input and an output string S1 and 

S2. 

Correspondence: 

Given two strings S1 and S2, correspondence is a relation R from the elements of S1 to 

those of S2. Elements α ∈ S1 and S1 and β ∈ S2 are referred to as correspondents of one 

another when αRβ. (McCarthy and Prince, 1995) 

 

LINEARITY-VV 

As has been demonstrated in the preceding chapters, all attested instances of 

phonological metathesis involve the reordering of adjacent segments. This suggests that the 

violable LINEARITY constraints proposed in the present work should be restricted to consecutive 

segments. Following the terminology Heinz (2005) uses to discuss such segments, the 

constraints proposed here will refer to segments "immediately preceding" other segments. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, there are no attested cases of VV metathesis, even in 

languages in which winning candidates exhibit CV or CC metathesis. This strongly suggests that 
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VV metathesis violates a constraint distinct from any constraints violated by CC and CV 

metathesis, and that this constraint, which might reasonably be called LINEARITY-VV, is highly 

ranked for all human languages. 

 

Constraint 1: LINEARITY-VV 

Let x, y ∈ S1 and x', y' ∈ S2. If x R x' and y R y' , where x, y, x', and y' are vowels, then x 

immediately precedes y iff x' immediately precedes y'. 

Inter- And Tautomorphemic Metathesis 

Chapter 2 shows that Balangao metathesis may not cross a morpheme boundary, and 

Wichita metathesis must do so. The following two independent constraints are therefore 

postulated. 

 

Constraint 2: LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME: Let M1 and M2 be morphemes. If x ∈ M1 and y ∈ M2, and M1 precedes M2 in a string S1, and x immediately precedes y in S1, then 

if x R x' and y R y' in S2,then x' immediately precedes y' in S2. 

 

Constraint 3: LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME: If x y ∈ M1, and x R x' and y R y', and x 

immediately precedes y in S1, then x' immediately precedes y' in S2. 

All of these proposed constraints may be described as regular relations. A practical 

implementation of these constraints is seen in the accompanying code. 

Consonant Metathesis 

As discussed in Chapter 2, in the analysis of Balangao, it is necessary to postulate 

separate constraints for CV and CC metathesis.  These constraints may be formalized as follows: 
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Constraint 4: LINEARITY-CV 

Let x, y ∈ S1 and x', y' ∈ S2. If x R x' and y R y' , where x and x' are vowels and y and y' are 

consonants, or vice-versa, then x immediately precedes y iff x' immediately 
precedes y'. 

Constraint 5: LINEARITY-CC 

Let x, y ∈ S1 and x' , y' ∈ S2. If x R x' and y R y' , where x, y, x', and y' are consonants, then 

x immediately precedes y iff x' immediately precedes y'. 
 

A TYPOLOGY OF METATHESIS 

Attested patterns of metathesis in human language arise from the interaction of the five 

constraints proposed above, as shown in Table 175 and Table 176.  The language data provided 

is derived from material in the Ohio State University Metathesis Database (OSU, 2015). 
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Table 175. Typology of metathesis resulting from constraint interaction. 

VV Metathesis 

Constraint ranking: LINEARITY-VV is undominated 

No languages exhibit this pattern.  It is postulated that this is not accidental, but is a result of 
LINEARITY-VV being undominated in human language. 

Metathesis within morphemes but not between morphemes 

Constraint ranking: LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME >> LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME 

CC metathesis within morphemes 

Constraint ranking: LINEARITY-CV >> LINEARITY-CC and LINEARITY-CV >> LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME 

Balangao 

Aymara 

Cebuano 

Cherokee 

Oromo 

Elmolo 

Faroese 

Fur 

Georgian 

Classical Greek 

Hilganyon 

Hua 

Quechua, Ayacucho 

Quechua, Cuzco 

Rendille 

Somali 

Tubatulabal 

Twana 

CV metathesis within morphemes 

Constraint ranking: LINEARITY-CC >> LINEARITY-CV and LINEARITY-CC >> LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME 

Lenakel 

Amharic 

Cajun French 

Kabardian 

Leti 

Maltese 

Saanich 

Both CC and CV metathesis within morphemes 

Constraint ranking: LINEARITY-CC >> LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME and LINEARITY-CV >> LINEARITY-
WITHIN-MORPHEME 

Kuvi 
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Table 176. Typology of metathesis resulting from constraint interaction, part 2. 

Metathesis between morphemes but not within morphemes 

Constraint ranking:LINEARITY-OUTSIDE-MORPHEME >> LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME 

CC metathesis across morpheme boundaries 

Constraint ranking: LINEARITY-CV >> LINEARITY-CC and LINEARITY-CV >> LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME 

Kota 

Deg 

Pawnee 

Wichita 

Zoque 

Kui 

Hebrew 

Hixkaryana 

Lithuanian 

Old Spanish 

CV metathesis across morpheme boundaries 

Constraint ranking: LINEARITY-CC >> LINEARITY-CV and LINEARITY-CC >> LINEARITY-WITHIN-MORPHEME 

This pattern would appear to be possible, but is unattested.  This appears to represent an 
accidental gap, not an impossibility. 

REGULAR RELATIONS 

As discussed in Chapter 1, regular languages are formal languages consisting of strings 

or of pairs, or tuples, of strings126, and any regular language may be expressed as a finite-state 

transducer which maps the left-hand side of each tuple to its corresponding right-hand side. 

                                                      

126 In general, the present work has taken these sets of tuples as given, without asking how the content of these 
sets is determined.  In many mathematical discussions of regular languages, the language is defined by an FSA, and 
the set of tuples is the set of strings which the FSA will accept as input, paired corresponding outputs.  A formal 
model of a natural languages would begin with some set of language data pairs – such as the written forms of 
English singular and plural nouns, or known OT phonological inputs and winning outputs. Any such data set, 
however large, is still finite, and it is known that language speakers will apply rules to inputs they have never 
encountered before (as in Berko's "Wug Test" (Berko, 1958).  The formal language corresponding to a given 
linguistic phenomenon must consist not only of the observed pairs, but also of all the predicted pairs. 

The discussion in this chapter of English plurals as a (mathematically) regular relation shows a possibly surprising 
result: even the (grammatically) irregular plurals can be produced by a (mathematically) regular language capable 
of handling an infinite set of inputs. 
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Regular languages are closed under certain operations, such as concatenation, negation, 

and union (described in more detail in Chapter 1); in other words, the application of these 

operations to a regular language always results in a regular language. Thus,if  a formal language 

A can be described in terms of these operations on other languages which are known to be 

regular, A is a regular language. 

The basic ("monotonic") operations described in Chapter 1 may be combined to produce 

a more complex operation, priority union(Kaplan, 1987; Kaplan and Newman, 1997). In the 

words of Shieber (1987), this is a "notational convenience" – the priority union operator does 

not allow any operations which could not be expressed without it. The concept of priority union 

does, however, simplify the discussion of certain relations whose decomposition into 

monotonic operations might not be intuitively obvious. 

To illustrate priority union, consider a finite formal language, Q, consisting of tuples such 

as <"child", "children">, <"sheep", "sheep">, and including tuples for all of the irregular plurals 

in English127. The singular is the first, or left-hand, element in the tuple, and the plural is the 

right-hand element. One may also speak of the relation between the left-hand and right-hand 

elements. If the sets of left-hand and right-hand elements are regular languages, and the 

mapping from the left-hand to the right-hand element could be performed by a finite-state 

automaton, one may speak of the language as a regular relation. The set of left-hand elements 

is often called the upper language, and the set of right-hand elements the lower, because of the 

                                                      

127 This example is adapted from Beesley and Karttunen (2003). 
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use of such relations to model cascades of rules in which the results of an operation were 

conventionally written underneath the original form. 

An infinite regular language consisting of tuples can also be defined. Imagine a language 

R in which left-hand element of a tuple may be any string created using the English alphabet , 

and the right-hand element consists of the left-hand element with es appended if the final 

substring of the left-hand element is "sh", "s", or "z", and s is appended otherwise. This 

language will include an infinite set of tuples such as (for example) <"pizza", "pizzas">, 

<"princess", "princesses">, and <"zzzzzzzzz", "zzzzzzzzzes">. 

One could (simplistically) model English plural morphology for any possible string of 

English letters by choosing the corresponding tuple from Q if it exists, and the corresponding 

tuple R if it does not. (Because R contains tuples for every possible input string, it also includes 

such tuples as <"child", "childs">, <"princess", "princesss">, et cetera.) How can this description 

be implemented as a regular language? 

Since Q – which contains the irregular plurals – is a regular language, the upper 

language, containing the singular strings, is also a regular language. A language mapping every 

left-hand side to itself is also a regular relation. The regular relation mapping each member of 

the upper language of Q to itself can be denoted Q.u. (This is the notation used by the Xerox 

Finite-State Tool, which will be used later in this chapter to implement a working finite-state 

automaton modeling metathesis in human language.)  

As discussed in Chapter 1, the negation of a regular language is also a regular language. 

~[Q.u], the negation of Q.u, maps every possible input string to itself except for strings in the 

upper language of Q. 
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The composition of two regular relations, in which the lower language of the first serves 

as the upper language of the second, is also a regular relation. (This might be used, for example, 

to model a cascade of rules, in which the output of one rule is the input to the next – though 

this is not the only way it can be used.) 

By composing ~[Q.u] and R, a regular relation is created in which all strings except those 

in the upper language of Q are mapped to regular plural forms. In XFST notation, this would be 

written ~[Q.u] .o. R. Now all that remains to be done is to take the union of this language and Q 

– written Q | [~[Q.u] .o. R] – to produce a regular language that maps any input string to its 

English plural; a (grammatically) irregular plural if one exists, and a regular plural otherwise. 

This combination of simpler operators to produce a mapping from one regular relation if 

possible, and from another if not, is denoted .P. in the XFST notation. 

Q .P. R = Q | [~[Q.u] .o. R] 

Equation 1. Priority union. From Karttunen (1998). .P. is the priority union operator, Q.u the 

set of strings in the upper or left-hand side of Q, and .o. the composition operator. 

Karttunen (1998) used priority union to construct an operation which he termed 

"lenient composition", a key component of his finite-state model of optimality-theoretic 

phonological grammars. Lenient composition maps one regular language to another if possible, 

or, if not, maps the left-hand side to itself. 
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R .O. C = [R .o. C] .P. R  

Equation 2. Lenient composition. From Karttunen (1998). .O. is the lenient composition 

operator. 

In Karttunen's model of OT, R, the GEN function, is a set of mappings from inputs to 

possible outputs. C is a regular constraint. If, for a given input, R produces any mappings that 

satisfy C – in other words, if R composed with C maps to a non-null set for that input – those 

mappings will be the output of the priority union of R and C. If, however, the composition of R 

with C produces no possible outputs, the priority union's output will be the outputs for that 

input within R itself. In Karttunen's words, an input which has no output in C can be "rescued" 

by the priority union. Thus, no constraint can eliminate all possible outputs for a given input, 

and even candidates which violate a given constraint will not be eliminated from consideration 

so long as there is no other candidate which does satisfy the constraint.  

Other researchers have used priority union to build other non-monotonic operations for 

modeling OT (see, for example, Chen-Main and Frank (2003).) The practical implementation 

which follows, however, relies on lenient composition. 

A WORKING IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONSTRAINTS: THEORETICAL AND 

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This chapter will discuss in some detail a working finite-state implementation of the 

proposed constraints.  (The complete code can be found in Appendix C, and downloaded from 

https://github.com/toastrix/xfst ).  This code serves two purposes.   

The first is theoretical.  Because the code produces a finite-state transducer, it serves as 

a proof that the proposed constraints are, in fact, regular relations.   
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The second is practical.  The code shown was used to check the constraint rankings and 

winning candidates presented in the prior chapters.  In some instances, re-ranking or re-

formulating the constraints resulted in different winning candidates (as demonstrated by the 

artificial languages presented below). 

XFST 

XFST is a development tool created by Xerox Parc for specifying FSTs and evaluating 

their mappings of possible inputs. It is free for limited non-commercial use and can be 

downloaded at the Finite State Morphology website, http://www.fsmbook.com. Though in 

some respects XFST may resemble a more general purpose programming language, certain 

differences are worth specifying. 

Many programming languages may be described as imperative. Programs written in an 

imperative language (such as C and its descendants, including Perl, Python, and Ruby) consist of 

commands to be executed in an order typically determined by the control flow. In other words, 

the program may execute certain commands only if some condition is met, or until some 

condition is met. 

XFST has no control flow. It defines FSTs (called "regexes") and provides commands for 

generating strings (mapping from an input to all possible outputs), analyzing them (mapping 

from an output to all possible inputs), and listing possible legal inputs and outputs. An XFST 

program might informally be described by saying "if" and "then" –"if a occurs in the contex b _ 

d, map it to c" – but it is important to understand that once an FST has been compiled, XFST will 

simply explore all possible paths through it. 
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XFST is not specifically designed to model constraint-based phonologies. The nearly five 

hundred pages of Beesley and Karttunen's 2003 book about XFST and the related tool lexc  

include no mention of constraints or optimality, and deal entirely with rule-based generative 

phonology and abstract examples. But because XFST can represent any finite-state machine, it 

can be used to build a phonological grammar including the metathesis constraints proposed 

above – if indeed those constraints can be modeled as regular relations. 

XFST's notation for defining FSTs differs from the Perl-style regular expressions which 

have been widely implemented by modern programming languages (Beesley and Karttunen, 

2003; Wall, Christiansen, and Schwartx, 1996; Lutz, 2003; Friedl, 2006; Flanagan and 

Matsumoto, 2008). Table 177 below shows some of the more commonly-encountered 

differences. This is not an exhaustive listing of XFST operations, and is intended as reference for 

readers already familiar with regular expressions. 
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Table 177. Comparison of xfst and Perl-style regex notation. 

xfst Perl-style regexes Description 

(A) A? A is optional – it may occur 
once, or not at all. 

? . Matches any single character. 

$[A] .*A.* String contains A. 

0 or [] (no equivalent) The empty string 

\a [^a] The set of single characters 
other than a 

[A] (A) xfst brackets are only used for 
precedence, never for 
backreference 

.#. ^ or $ End or beginning of string; 
used only when indicating 
contexts 

% \ Following special character 
treated as literal 

 

Perl-style regular expressions are generally used for string recognition: a regular 

expression either matches a string or does not. (In more typical FST terminology, one might say 

the regex accepts or rejects the string – that the string either corresponds to a series of arcs 

through the FST ending at a final state, or it does not.) When using regular expressions in in 

general-purpose programming languages to change strings, separate match and rewrite strings 

are generally provided. Both often incorporate backreferences, expressions which allow a 

pattern that matched earlier in the string to match again later in the string; this allows 

considerable flexibility for practical applications by extending the expressive power of regular 

expressions beyond what is possible with (mathematically) regular relations. In contrast, XFST 
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provides a wide variety of operators not usually available in Perl-style regular expressions, 

many of which specify a mapping between input and output. 

Table 178. Selected xfst notation. 

A -> B || C _ D "rewrite rule" - A in the upper 
language becomes B in the 
lower language in the context 
of CAD. C and D are optional. 

: Similar to ->, but with higher 
precedence 

A/B Ignore interspersed strings 
from language B in language A 

~A All strings not in the language 
A 

{abc} "Explode" contents – treat 
contents as concatenated 
single characters, not as a 
multicharacter symbol 

 

In general XFST treats a language as equivalent to its identity relation A:A. A string such 

as {abc} is equivalent to the relation a:a b:b c:c . 

XFST also supports the declaration of multicharacter symbols – groups of consecutive 

characters which are treated as a single input symbol. This is commonly used to add or to 

recognize tags (such as +DelV  or +Noun) and allow them to be distinguished from the rest of 

the word. A morphological generator, for example, might take as its input a string such as 

walk+Verb+Past  and produce the output "walked". In this example, the multicharacter 
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symbol +Noun, once declared, would never be treated as a sequence of five separate 

characters. 

A FINITE-STATE IMPLEMENTATION OF PHONOLOGICAL METATHESIS 

The code presented in this chapter can be downloaded in its entirety at 

https://github.com/toastrix/xfst . The project is known as ROMI (Regular, Optimal Metathesis 

Implementation) and can be run in any Windows, Mac, or Linux environment. As provided, the 

code generates an ASCII output that will display properly on most computers. The commented-

out Pretty regex in the code will enable Unicode output with IPA symbols for characters such as 

ŋ and ɨ; however, it may be necessary to configure individual computing environments in order 

to view such characters correctly. 

Using XFST for a practical implementation ensures that the proposed constraints are 

regular and that no operations (such as intersection or subtraction) are inadvertently 

introduced resulting in non-regular languages. XFST will only allow such operations when the 

result is a regular language. 

Karttunen has released an XFST script implementing part of Kiparsky's model of Finnish 

syllabification (Karttunen, 2004; Kiparsky's model may be found in Kiparsky (2003)). The code 

provided here incorporates Karttunen's code for the a family of regular relations, named "Viol", 

which uses lenient composition to ensure that every constraint application always results in a 

non-empty candidate set, even if the winning candidate has one or more violation marks, and 

that all surviving candidates share the smallest number of violation marks. The reused code is 

marked in the comments. 
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Gen 

In this implementation, GEN is represented by Gen, a regular relation that, given an 

output, produces every variant that can be distinguished by the constraints defined in Con128. 

The Gen relation is constructed by composing a series of FSTs which introduce possible changes 

to their inputs. In many cases, these FSTs are written using multicharacter symbols (which will 

later be removed by the compiler) to indicate the relation between input and output.  

For example, a portion of the Gen FST dealing with deletion includes the rewrite rule V 

(->) %+DelV . When a symbol from the set of vowels V appears in the input, it is optionally 

replaced by the multi-character symbol +DelV . (The percent sign in the example indicates that 

the following + is to be interpreted as a literal plus sign, not as a quantification operator. While 

XFST multicharacter symbols may consist of any characters, all of the tags introduced by the 

code begin with + to allow them to be easily distinguished from input segments) Thus, an input 

such as tappa  would produce the set of outputs tappa , t+DelVppa , tap+DelV , and 

t+DelVpp+DelV .129 

This approach is adapted from Base-Reduplicant Correspondence Theory (discussed in 

Chapter 1), in which the input is not contained in the output (as was the case in the earlier 

Containment Theory); rather, each segment in the input has a relation to some segment or 

                                                      

128 When describing a simple FST modeling metathesis, Chandlee et al. (2012) note: ""Without this abstraction 
away from the inventory, the machine would be much larger". As the ROMI code shows, handling a wide variety of 
possible metatheses does result in more code for Gen than for Con or Eval. 

129 Even this description is potentially misleading, because when the phonological grammar is compiled, inputs are 
mapped directly to optimal output forms without any intermediate forms being generated – and thus these 
multicharacter symbols are never in fact added to the output and correspond to no arcs in the finite-state 
machine. However, including them makes the function of Gen much more human-readable (and writable). 
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segments in the outputs (or to no segments in the output, in the case of deletion.) Because 

finite-state automata operate by reading in symbols from the input string and writing symbols 

to the output string, without storing any state information130, the current implementation 

models faithfulness constraints in Gen by including a multi-character symbol indicating what 

change was made when the symbol written differs from the input symbol. While these symbols 

are reminiscent of rule-based derivations, in which each rule acts on an intermediate form 

resulting from the application of a prior rule, XFST does not create any intermediate forms; 

rather, the use of these symbols ensures that in the compiled finite-state automaton, the path 

corresponding to the input will also output the optimal candidate. 

More specific examples of input and output pairs generated by Gen, and the code used 

to generate them, will be presented in the examples below. 

Con 

Con, in this implementation, is a set of regular relations that assign violation marks. 

These constraints may model gradient constraints, which can assign any number violation 

marks based on the number of times a specified pattern is matched in the input string, or 

categorical constraints, which assign exactly one violation mark if a pattern is matched. 

In this implementation, the difference between faithfulness and markedness constraints 

is often easily apparent. Because the Gen function adds distinctive multicharacter symbols for 

each possible difference between the input and output string, constraints such as MaxV assign 

                                                      

130 In the words of Beesley and Karttunen (2003), XFST is "a carefree, hedonistic interpreter that lives for the 
moment". 
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one violation mark for each occurrence of that symbol. In the code, this is done using a rewrite 

rule. The line [%+DelV -> ... {*}]  adds a single star to the output string for each 

occurrence of +DelV  in the input to the constraint. 

The Con code can be described as a set of constraints. This corresponds to the role of 

Con in OT. Ranking and evaluation of candidate forms is the function of Eval, discussed in the 

next section. 

Eval 

The Eval function composes individual constraints from Con with a set of FSTs by 

Karttunen (2004) which assess violations. These FSTs use lenient composition to find the set of 

candidates with the smallest number of violation marks for the constraint in question. If, for a 

given input, one or more outputs with zero violations can be found, those are the set of 

outputs. If there are no possible outputs for a given input which have zero violations, but there 

are outputs with a single violation, that set is returned; if there are no outputs with one 

violation, but there are outputs with two, those are returned, and so on. The set of outputs for 

a cascade of Viol FSTs will always include at least one candidate 

As Karttunen observes, it is not possible for finite-state programs to count to 

unbounded numbers, and, thus, a purely finite-state Eval function which must evaluate an 

unlimited number of violation marks cannot be constructed. (Riggle (2004) solves this problem 

by means of a non-finite state, dynamic-programming algorithm that takes a finite-state 

phonological grammar which generates an infinite candidate set as its input, finds the least 

expensive path to the most harmonic output, and constructs a new finite-state phonological 
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grammar containing only optimal outputs.) As the Eval function is constructed in XFST and must 

therefore be finite-state, it only accepts a finite number of violation marks. This limitation need 

not be considered to be a problem for the proposal that metathesis is a regular relation. The 

general claim (as seen in the lit review) is that all phonological constraints are regular, not that 

Eval is regular, and the proposed metathesis constraints predict all attested patterns of 

metathesis and are regular. 

The Eval function is a cascade of constraints from Con. Higher-ranking constraints' 

output serves as the input to the lower-ranking constraints. Thus, a lower-ranking constraint 

evaluates the set of outputs that share the lowest possible number of violation marks for the 

higher constraint. 

The implementations of Gen, Con, and Eval will be described in more detail below, using 

syllabification as an example before proceeding to metathesis. 

BOGUS BALANGAO 

Why Use An Artificial Language? 

Bogus Balangao is a small artificial language with a phonology resembling that of 

Balangao. By using an artificial language which shares with Balangao the constraints described 

in Chapter 2, it can be demonstrated that the finite-state constraints produce the correct 

winning candidates, without necessarily modeling all the aspects of real-world Balangao 

phonology which do not interact with metathesis. Two equally fictional varieties of Bogus 

Balangao can be postulated, Bizarro Balangao and Baffling Balangao, that illustrate the 

consequences of re-ranking Bogus Balangao's constraints, even though no such related varieties 
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exist with which Balangao itself may be compared. (The use of artificial languages in finite-state 

language modeling has its precedents; Beesley and Karttunen (2003), created the artificial 

languages Bambona and Monish to demonstrate finite-state phonology and morphology.) 

To be clear, the claim made is not that Bogus Balangao models the entire phonology of 

the real-world Balangao language, but rather that the Bogus Balangao code demonstrates that 

the proposed family of regular linearity constraints can be shown to correctly model the 

phonological metathesis seen in Balangao. 

Bogus Balangao Lexicon, Morphology, And Phonology 

In the verbal system of Bogus Balangao, suffixes indicate the mood of the verb and the 

thematic role of the following noun. 

Table 179. Bogus Balangao roots. 

Root Gloss 

ledeh crumble, smash 
hɨgɨp bring in 
hɨdɨm pass the night 
pudhin allow, accept 
gihib burn 

 

Table 180. Bogus Balangao verbal affixes. 

Prefix Function Suffix Function 

ma- subjunctive mood -ɨn assigns PATIENT 
ʔi- jussive mood -to assigns LOCATION 
pu- optative mood -um assigns SUBJECT 

Unlike stress in Balangao, stress in Bogus Balangao is predictable. Primary stress always 

occurs on the first syllable, and words have binary footing. Bogus Balangao could be described 
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as having a morphological rule which deletes unstressed high vowels in the second syllable of 

trisyllabic words, and a phonological rule that reverses the ordering of glottal + non-glottal 

obstruent sequences if both obstruents originated in the same morpheme (though the FST 

which implements Bogus Balangao is not, itself, rule-based). 

Demonstrating The Finite-State OT Implementation: Bogus Balangao 

Syllabification 

An executable copy of the XFST implementation of finite-state Bogus Balangao 

phonology can be downloaded at https://github.com/toastrix/xfst, and the complete code is 

included as Appendix C. A brief discussion of the code's treatment of syllabification will serve as 

an illustration of its handling of Gen, Con, and Eval.  

In Karttunen's sample Finnish OT code, Gen syllabifies inputs as follows: 

define Syllabify C* V+ C* @-> ... "." || _ C V ; 

This regex inserts syllable marks after a sequence of zero or more consonants, one or 

more vowels, and zero or more consonants, when this series is followed by CV. Defining 

syllabification makes for a clearer overall program at the theoretical cost of imposing 

limitations on Gen when usually all limitations are posited to be part of Con. 

The implementation of the Gen function in the current work takes a far broader 

approach, producing all possible syllabifications of the input.131 

                                                      

131 While the Gen function does not leave any segments unsyllabified, this support could be added. It was omitted 
because the constraint against unsyllabified segments in "real" Balangao appears to be highly ranked, and no 
attested forms violate it; thus, it never interacts with other constraints. 
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define Syllabify SEGMENT (->) ... "." || _ SEGMENT/ [GENTAGS | 

%+] ; 

This regex optionally inserts a syllable boundary after every phonological segment, 

ignoring morpheme boundaries and multi-character symbols (i.e., symbols representing 

morphological features or other elements included in the string which are not phonological 

segments), and producing every possible exhaustive syllabification. Table 181 shows selected 

examples of the output of the composed DeletionVowel  and Syllabify  FSTs, given the 

input gihib+ ɨn. 

Table 181. Sample syllabification in Gen. 

String 132+DelVg.hi.b+In +DelV+DelV+DelVghb+n  +DelVg.ihibI.n  
Phonology 
only 

g.hi.bIn  ghbn g.ihibI.n 

The first string includes multicharacter symbols such as +DelV, which indicate how many 

violations of DEP(V) would be incurred by the string. The second, more readable form shows 

only the phonological segments and syllable boundaries. As can be seen from forms such as 

"g.ihibI.n" , Gen makes no attempt to find the best possible syllabification; it generates all 

possible syllabifications, leaving to Eval the task of assigning violation marks and finding an 

optimal candidate. 

Similarly, rather than applying a rule specifying initial primary stress and binary feet, 

Gen generates every possible combination of stressed and unstressed vowels. (These rules have 

                                                      

132 Barred I, ɨ, is represented internally by the XFST code as "I". Because monospaced IPA-supporting fonts are not 
in wide use, using an ASCII representation allows the program to be edited and run on a wider variety of platforms. 
Mapping between ASCII and IPA at the beginning and end of the program is trivial and introduces no changes to 
the set of forms produced. 
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been introduced one at a time for the sake of simplicity; however, they may be composed in 

any order.) A portion of the stress relations is shown below. 

 

define GenPrimaryStress a (->) %[aPrimaryStress%], e (->) 

%[ePrimaryStress%], (...) 

define GenSecondaryStress a (->) %[aSecondaryStress %], (...) 

define GenStress GenPrimaryStress .o. GenSecondaryS tress ; 

 

When GenStress is composed with DeletionVowel  and Syllabify , the input 

"gihib+ ɨn" yields such outputs as 

Table 182. Selected output from Gen showing stress assigment. 

g[iSecondaryStress]h.i.b g.ihib 

g.[iPrimaryStress].h.[iSecondaryStress]b  +DelVg[iSecondaryStress]h.b 

 

The Gen function now produces all possible combinations of stress and exhaustive 

syllabification for a given syllable. 

Several constraints on syllables in are defined in Con. They are both regular relations 

and phonologically plausible. 
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Table 183. Syllabification and stress constraints in Bogus Balangao. 

Regex name Assigns a violation mark if ... 

HasOnset ... a syllable does not begin with a 
consonant 

HasPrimaryStress ... no syllable in the word is 
marked with primary stress 

NoComplexCoda ... two or more consonants 
appear at the right edge of a 
syllable 

NoComplexOnset ... two or more consonants 
appear at the left edge of a 
syllable 

NoDoubledUnstressed 133  ... two consecutive syllables are 
unstressed 

NoStressClash 134  ... two consecutive syllables are 
stressed 

OnlyOnePrimaryStress ... more than one syllable in the 
word is marked with primary 
stress 

SonorantNucleus ... a syllable does not contain a 
vowel 

SSP ... a consonant appears between 
two vowels in the same syllable 

In the Eval code, these constraints are composed in the order of their ranking. Each 

constraint is leniently composed with Karttunen's Violation regexes, and the output of these 

regexes, consisting of the most harmonic candidates, may be thought of as the input to the 

next constraint. In the code, SSP immediately dominates NoComplexOnset , which 

immediately dominates NoComplexCoda , as seen in the following code snippet. 

                                                      

133 In some systems, such as metrical phonology, the appearance or non-appearance of sequences of unstressed 
syllables is the result of footing. However, other phonologists have argued for a constraint, *LAPSE, that assigns 
violation marks for consecutive unstressed syllables without reference to footing (Elenbaas and Kager, 1999; 
Kager, 2001;  

134 For a discussion of stress clash constraints in OT, see Alber (2002). 
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SSP .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Vio l1 .O. Viol0 

.o. Pardon 

.o. NoComplexOnset .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O . Viol2 .O. 

Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 

.o. NoComplexCoda .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O.  Viol2 .O. 

Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 

 

Table 184.  Regular constraints correctly select candidate with one-place metathesis in Bogus 

Balangao. 
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 a. gih.b+in      *   

 b. � gib.h+in       * * 

 c. gi.b+in    *  *   

 d. gi.h+in    *  *   

 

Table 185 also includes the markedness constraint NoDoubledUnstressed  to 

illustrate a winning candidate which violates MaxV.  (Constraints which do not incur violations 

for the candidates shown are omitted from the tableau.) 
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Metathesis In Bogus Balangao 

While the syllabification constraints serve as a useful and practical demonstration of 

finite-state OT, they do not interact with the LINEARITY constraints, and (along with indications of 

syllable stress) are omitted from the metathesis examples in the interests of readability135. 

In order for candidates exhibiting metathesis to appear in the candidate set, they must 

be generated by Gen. A regular relation in the Gen code permutes pairs of adjacent segments in 

its input. If the segments are separated by a morpheme boundary, the tag 

+MetBetweenMorph  is added; if not, the tag +MetWithinMorph is added. Gen also adds 

a tag from the set +MetCC, +MetCV, and +MetVV, depending on whether the metathesized 

segments were consonants, vowels, or a combination of the two. 

The Con code includes the five constraints proposed for the LINEARITY family, which are 

named LinearityVV, LinearityCC, LinearityCV, 

LinearityBetweenMorphemes, and LinearityWithinMorphemes.  Each is a 

regular relation. 

                                                      

135 XFST code for the Balangao family of artificial languages which includes both metathesis and the full range of 
syllabification constraints may be found at the Github link. 
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Table 185. Finite-state syllabification and stress assignment in hɨdɨm+ɨn, "bring it in". 
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 a. hɨdɨm+ɨn   *  * * * * * 
 

 b. h.[IPrimaryStress].d.ɨ.m.+[ISecondaryStress].n **** ***       * 
 

 c. h[IPrimaryStress]d.ɨm+.[ISecondaryStress]n  **       * 
 

 d. h[IPrimaryStress].dɨ.m+[IPrimaryStress]n      *   * 
 

 e. h[IPrimaryStress].dɨ.m+[ISecondaryStress]n         * 
 

� f. h[IPrimaryStress]d.mIn          
* 

 g. h[IPrimaryStress]dmn    *      
*** 

 

Table 186. Constraint-based syllabification in Bogus Balangao. 
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Table 187. Constraint-based metathesis of Bogus Balangao. 
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� a. le.deh.to      *   

 b. le.det.ho     * *   

 c. le.de.to   *      

 d. led.he.to  *      * 

Bogus Balangao has the following ranking of LINEARITY constraints and the markedness 

constraint*GLOTTAL-OBSTRUENT with which they interact: LinearityVV  >> LinearityCV  >> 

LinearityBetweenMorphemes  >> MaxV >> Max C >> NoGlottObs  >> 

LinearityCC  >> LinearithWithinMorpheme . While metathesized outputs are 

generated for all inputs, metathesis only surfaces for inputs for which the only candidates not 

violating NoGlottObs  violate LinearityCC  and LinearityWithinMorpheme .  

 

Table 187 shows that for the input gihib+ ɨN, the code produces the desired output 

gib.h+in . Table 188 shows that for the input ledeh+to , a metathesized candidate is 

generated which does not violate NoGlottObs , but this candidate does not win under this 

ranking and is not the final output of the program. 
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BIZARRO BALANGAO AND BAFFLING BALANGAO 

By simply changing the ordering of the constraint ranking, it is possible to produce 

different results. Bizarro Balangao is a variant of Bogus Balangao in which the ordering of the 

LinearityWithinMorphemes  and LinearityBetweenMorphemes  constraints is 

reversed. As a result, Bizarro Balangao winning candidates only exhibit metathesis between 

morphemes, where Bogus Balangao winning candidates only exhibit metathesis within 

morphemes. (An executable copy of the Bizarro Balangao XFST implementation, along with the 

other XFST code discussed in this chapter and included in Appendex C, can be downloaded at 

https://github.com/toastrix/xfst). The relevant ranking is LinearityWithinMorphemes  >> 

NoGlottObs  >> LinearityCC  >> LinearityBetweenMorpheme . In Table 188 and , 

the Bizarro Balangao tableaux for the inputs gihib+ ɨn and ledeh+to , which have the 

winning outputs gih.b ɨn, and le.det.+ho  respectively, are shown.  This re-ranking of 

constraints causes Bizarro Balangao to exhibit a pattern of metathesis similar to that of the real-

world Wichita language. 

Finally, Baffling Balangao is a variant of Bogus Balangao in which both 

LinearityWithinMorphemes  and LinearityBetweenMorpheme dominate 

NoGlottObs . As a result, no winning forms in Baffling Balangao exhibit metathesis, as seen in 

Table 188 and Table 189. 
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Table 188. LinearityBetweenMorphemes dominates NoObstruentGlottal.  As a result, 

metathesis does not occur across morpheme boundaries in Bogus Balangao. 
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Table 189. Baffling Balangao exhibits no metathesis between roots. 
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"smash there" 
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� a. le.deh.to     *  

 b. le.det.ho    *  ** 

FAUX FUR 

Chapter 3 discussed metathesis in Fur, in which segments in inputs to the morphology 

may appear up to two positions away in the output. Additionally, Fur CV metathesis applies to 

some underlying forms but to not others that are phonologically (and not morphologically) 

equivalent. The present work argued that in Fur, CV metathesis in the morphology is followed 

by CC metathesis in the phonology. The artificial language Faux Fur demonstrates the 

interaction between morphological metathesis and finite-state phonological metathesis. 
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The Faux Fur XFST code (which can be downloaded at https://github.com/toastrix/xfst ) 

includes a separate morphology FST. The output of this module serves as the input to the Gen 

function.  

Because the morphological generator is built in FST, it is necessarily finite-state and 

regular. As discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3, morphology cannot be entirely composed of 

regular relations. The use in the XFST code of a finite-state morphological generator is not 

intended as a claim concerning the expressive power of morphological relations, but as a useful 

tool that produces the correctly inflected forms which act as an input to the phonological 

grammar. 

Given a verb root with tags marking the person, number, and tense, the Faux Fur code 

generates the correct surface output. 

Faux Fur Morphology 

Like Bogus Balangao, Faux Fur is a useful simplification. Faux Fur verbs all follow what 

will be termed the Only Conjugation. All verb roots take the same set of tense endings and are 

not divided into verbal classes. When conjugated, Faux Fur verbs add a personal prefix (except 

in the third person singular). Verbs other than the third person singular also undergo 

metathesis of the initial CV sequence of the verb root. Tense is expressed by a suffix. For the 

perfect tense this suffix is i  for all persons and numbers except the third person plural, where it 

is ie . 
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Faux Fur Phonology 

In Faux Fur, /t/ is voiced when it occurs between sonorants. Bilabial obstruent +[l] 

sequences never occur in surface forms, and metathesis occurs within morphemes when word 

formation results in such sequences. Word-initial nasal consonants undergo what scholars of 

Faux Fur have termed "strengthening" and are denasalized. 

Faux Fur does not have lexical tone. 

A Constraint-Based Model Of Faux Fur 

The portions of the XFST phonological grammar modeling metathesis in Faux Fur are 

largely identical to their counterparts in Bogus Balangao. The same Shuffle  relation 

permutes input segments and adds tags, and the same Linearity family of constraints is 

included in Eval. 

Faux Fur's Con also includes the following additional constraints. 

Table 190. Faux Fur constraints. 

Constraint Type Assigns a violation mark when ... 

IdentVoice Faithfulness ... the voicing of the output segment does 
not match that of the input 

IdentNasal Faithfulness ... the nasality of the output segment does 
not match that of the input 

NoBL Markedness ... a bilabial obstruent is followed by /l/ 
NoSonTSon Markedness ... [t] occurs between two sonorant 

segments 
StrongRootInitCons Markedness ... a word begins with a nasal 
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Faux Fur's Eval has the constraint ranking LinearityVV >> LinearityCV >> 

LinearityBetweenMorphemes >> NoBL >> LinearityWithinMorpheme >> 

LinearityCC >> NoSonTSon >> IdentVoice >> StrongRootInitCons >> 

IdentNasal . All of the perfect-tense forms of the verbal roots lat , ba , and mul  are shown 

in Table 191, Table 192, and Table 193. 

The input to XFST is a verb root and a feature structure specifying person, number, and 

tense. The code first implements the morphology, adding the appropriate person and number 

prefixes verbal endings and metathesizing the root as needed. The output from the morphology 

then serves as the input to the phonology. 

As can be seen in Table 192, the code selects an optimal candidate with both the 

necessary agreement features and the optimal violation profile for the phonology – for 

example, choosing a form in which underlying /t/ is voiced between sonorants. Given an input 

of a verbal root and a feature structure, the appropriate person and number prefixes (if any) 

will be added, metathesis will occur in the appropriate roots, and an optimal candidate for the 

phonology will be selected. Word-initial nasals are denasalized. Thus, the output /kaldi/, for 

example, consists of the first-person plural prefix /k/, the metathesized verb root /alt/, and the 

perfect suffix /i/. The third-person singular /ladi/ is formed from the non-metathesized verb 

root /lat/ and the perfect suffix /i/. 
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Table 191. Inflected forms of /lat/ in Faux Fur, generated by XFST. 

lat, "beat, hit" 

Input to XFST 

Output from 

XFST Input to XFST 

Output from 

XFST 

lat+1st+Sing+Perfect  aldi lat+1st+Pl+Perfect  kaldi 
lat+2nd+Sing+Perfect  jaldi lat+2nd+Pl+Perfect  baldi 
lat+3rd+Sing+Perfect  ladi lat+3rd+Pl+Perfect  kaldie 

 

Table 192. Inflected forms of /ba/ in Faux Fur, generated by XFST. 

ba, "drink" 

Input to XFST Output from XFST Input to XFST Output from XFST 

ba+1st+Sing+Perfect  abi ba+1st+Pl+Perfect  kabi 
ba+2nd+Sing+Perfect  jabi ba+2nd+Pl+Perfect  babi 
ba+3rd+Sing+Perfect  bai ba+3rd+Pl+Perfect  kabie 

 

Table 193. Inflected forms of /mul/ in Faux Fur, generated by XFST. 

mul, "find" 

Input to XFST 

Output from 

XFST Input to XFST 

Output from 

XFST 

mul+1st+Sing+Perfect  ulmi mul+1st+Pl+Perfect  kulmi 
mul+2nd+Sing+Perfect  julmi mul+2nd+Pl+Perfect  bulmi 
mul+3rd+Sing+Perfect  buli mul+3rd+Pl+Perfect  kulmie 

 

The tables above include both morphological and phonological mappings. The tableaux 

that follow demonstrate how the output from the morphological process, which serves as the 

input to the phonological process, and the constraint ranking that results in phonologically-

motivated metathesis to satisfy surface markedness constraints.  (As with the prior discussions 

of Gen, the intermediate forms are presented only as an illustration; the code does not in fact 

generate intermediate forms.) 
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In Faux Fur, the third-person singular does not undergo morphological metathesis. The 

verbal root lat  in the third-person singular perfect (represented in this XFST system as 

lat+3rd+Sing+Perfect)  is mapped by the morphology to lat+i . Table 194 shows a 

subset of the candidate forms generated for lat+i  by Gen and their respective violation 

profiles. As can be seen, the metathesized form la+it  does not incur violation marks from the 

constraint NoSonTSon, but this candidate is not optimal because it violates the higher-ranked 

constraint LinearityBetweenMorphemes . The winning candidate, ladi , does not exhibit 

phonological metathesis, only the morphological metathesis that is part of the verb 

conjugation. 

The Faux Fur first-person singular undergoes morphological metathesis. The verbal root 

lat  in the first-person singular perfect is mapped by the morphology to alt+i . Table 195 

shows the violation tableaux for alt+i , with the same set of candidates used in Table 194 for 

the input lat+i . As can be seen, because the input to the phonology is different, the violation 

profiles of the candidates differ as well, and a different candidate wins. This solves the apparent 

paradox of Fur metathesis discussed in chapter 3, in which both the first-person singular and 

the third-person singular have the same input but different outputs. 

In the first-person plural perfect form of the root mul , it can again be seen that 

metathesis has occurred in the morphology. The input to the phonology is k+uml+i  (as shown 

in Table 197). The non-metathesized candidate kumli  is eliminated because it violates the 

NoBL constraint. Three metathesized candidates, kmuli , kulmi , and kumil , are more 

harmonic than kumli . kmuli  and kumil  violate LinearityCV , and kulmi  violates 
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LinearityCC . Since LinearityCV  >> LinearityCC , kulmi  is the winning form. 

(Readers may note that kmuli  would also violate the real-world constraint *COMPLEXONSET, 

which, as discussed in the chapter on Fur, is undominated in the Fur language itself. However, 

kmuli  is not eliminated from the candidate set by a violation of a markedness constraint 

penalizing complex onsets, but a violation of LinearityCV .) 

Table 194. The winning Faux Fur candidate for the phonological input lat+i.  Morphological 

generation has already applied. 
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 f. alti  *   *  *    
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Table 195. The Faux Fur tableau for the phonological input alt+i.  Morphological generation 

has already applied, resulting in morphologically-motivated metathesis. 
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 a. lati  *   *  *    

 b. ladi  *   *   *   

 c. lait  ** *  *      

� d. aldi        *   

 e. alit  * *        

 f. alti       *    

 

Table 196. The Faux Fur tableau for the phonological input k+alt+ie.  Morphological 

generation has already applied, resulting in morphologically-motivated metathesis. 
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Table 197. The Faux Fur tableaux for the phonological input k+uml+i.  Morphological 

generation has already applied, resulting in morphologically-motivated metathesis. 
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"we found" 
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 a. kumli    * * *     

� b. kulmi           

 c. kumil  * *        

 d. kmuli  *   *      

FRAUDULENT FUR 

Fraudulent Fur is a variety of Faux Fur with a different constraint ranking. 

The XFST code for Fradulent Fur is available at https://github.com/toastrix/xfst . The 

Gen and Con code is identical to Gen and Con in Faux Fur. The only difference between the two 

files is their ranking of constraints. The ranking for Fraudulent Fur is LinearityVV >> NoBL 

>> LinearityWithinMorpheme >> LinearityCC >> NoSonTSon >> IdentVoice 

>> LinearityCV >> LinearityBetweenMorphemes >> StrongRootInitCons >> 

IdentNasal  .  

In Faux Fur, most winning candidates exhibit tautomorphemic CC metathesis (with the 

exception of the third-person singular, which does not undergo the morphological metathesis 

bringing the bilabial and laterals together). In Fraudulent Fur, winning candidates undergo CV 

metathesis across morpheme boundaries. 
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Table 198. Tautomorphemic CC metathesis in Faux Fur and intermorphemic CV metathesis in 

Fraudulent Fur, given the same inputs but differing constraint rankings. 

Input Faux Fur output 
Fraudulent Fur 

output 

lat+1st+Pl+Perfect kaldi kalit 
lat+2nd+Pl+Perfect baldi balit 
lat+3rd+Pl+Perfect kaldie kaldie 

 

Table 199, Table 200, and Table 201 compare the winning outputs in the Faux Fur and 

Fraudulent Fur verbal paradigms, given the same inputs. 

Table 199. Comparison of Faux Fur and Fraudulent Fur winning candidates for the verbal root 

ba. 

ba, "drink" 

Input to XFST Faux Fur Fraudulent Fur 

ba+1st+Sing+Perfect abi abi 
ba+2nd+Sing+Perfect jabi jabi 
ba+3rd+Sing+Perfect bai bai 
ba+1st+Pl+Perfect kabi kabi 
ba+2nd+Pl+Perfect babi babi 
ba+3rd+Pl+Perfect kabie kabie 

 

Table 200. Comparison of Faux Fur and Fraudulent Fur winning candidates for the verbal root 

lat. 

lat, "beat, hit" 

Input to XFST Faux Fur Fraudulent Fur 

lat+1st+Sing+Perfect  aldi alit 
lat+2nd+Sing+Perfect  jaldi jalit 
lat+3rd+Sing+Perfect  ladi lait 
lat+1st+Pl+Perfect kaldi kalit 
lat+2nd+Pl+Perfect baldi balit 
lat+3rd+Pl+Perfect kaldie kaldie 
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Table 201. Comparison of Faux Fur and Fraudulent Fur winning candidates for the verbal root 

mul. 

/mul/, "find 

Input to XFST Faux Fur Fraudulent Fur 

mul+1st+Sing+Perfect  ulmi umil 
mul+2nd+Sing+Perfect  julmi jumil 
mul+3rd+Sing+Perfect  buli buli 
mul+1st+Pl+Perfect kulmi kumil 
mul+2nd+Pl+Perfect bulmi bumil 
mul+3rd+Pl+Perfect kulmie kumile 

 

The Gen relation generates the same candidate set for both languages, and the same 

constraints are applied. As would be predicted, the different ranking of the same constraints 

results in some cases in different winning candidates for the same input in the two languages. 

As can be seen, both constraint rankings yield the same winning candidates for all forms 

of the verbal root ba , because the most faithful mapping also satisfies all the markedness 

constraints in Eval.  

No winning candidates for the inflected forms of the verbal root lat  violate the 

NoSonTSon constraint, but all winning candidates in Faux Fur realize /t/ in the input as [d] 

(incurring violations of IdentVoice ), while most winning candidates from Fraudulent Fur 

exhibit cross-morpheme CV metathesis. The exception is the third-person plural, kaldie , for 

which one-place cross-morpheme metathesis of /t/ results in a candidate which still incurs a 

NoSonTSon violation. 

Fraudulent Fur tableaux for the inputs lat+i , alt+i , k+alt+ie , and k+uml+i  are 

presented inTable 202, Table 203, Table 203, and Table 205. These examples illustrate that the 

types of metathetic patterns in the world's languages (CV, VC, or both; within morphemes, 
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between morphemes, or both) can result from the interaction of the five postulated 

constraints. 

Table 202. The winning Fraudulent Fur candidate for the phonological input lat+i. 

Morphological generation has already applied. 
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Table 203. The winning Fraudulent Fur candidate for the phonological input alt+i. 

Morphological generation has already applied. 
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"I beat" 
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Table 204. The winning Fraudulent Fur candidate for the phonological input k + uml +i. 

Morphological generation has already applied. 
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"we found" 
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Table 205. The winning Fraudulent Fur candidate for the phonological input k+alt+ie. 

Morphological generation has already applied. 
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"they beat" 
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 a. klatie     *      

 b. kladie      * **    

 c. klaite     *   *   

� d. kaldie      *     

 e. kalite   *  *  * *   

 f. kaltie     *  *    

.
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CONCLUSION 

In recent years, while researchers in computational linguistics such as Ellison (1994) 

have argued that all phonological relations are regular (and metathesis is too marginal to 

consider), non-computational researchers have been arguing that metathesis is as natural as 

any other process and must not be excluded from phonological research (Hume, 1998, 2001, 

2002; Mielke and Hume, 2001; Blevins and Garrett, 1998, 2004). 

The present work has established that metathesis does occur as a productive synchronic 

process and must be included in phonological grammars. Although it may initially appear that 

segments can move any distance, in fact this long-distance movement is restricted to historical 

change which, as has been shown, is not the result of synchronic constraint interactions but of 

re-interpretation of ambiguous speech signals as originating from the more harmonic possible 

input. Only one-place metathesis may occur in a synchronic phonological grammar. The 

proposed LINEARITY constraints are all regular, and are sufficient to model all synchronic 

metathesis. Thus, it has been shown that, while synchronic metathesis must be modeled as part 

of phonology, it is a regular relation like other phonological processes.
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APPENDIX A: A CROSS-LINGUISTIC OVERVIEW OF METATHESIS 

INTRODUCTION 

The preceding chapters discussed in depth the one-place metathesis in Balangao, the 

apparent two-place metathesis in Fur, and the long-distance historical metathesis in Gascon, 

and argued on this basis for a formal definition of the domain of metathesis. But can a 

generalization be made from the patterns in these three languages – and the briefer discussion 

of similar patterns in other languages – to a general claim about what types of metathesis are 

possible in human languages? How certain is it possible to be that some other language does 

not exhibit, for example, complete reordering of input segments in the output? 

Ohio State University maintains a database of attested metathesis (Ohio State 

University, 2011) with listings for numerous languages. Below is presented a summary of the 

data available in the database and a discussion it in the theoretical framework developed in the 

present work. As shall be seen, none of these examples appear to contradict the claims made 

here. 

LANGUAGES IN THE DATABASE WHICH DO NOT IN FACT APPEAR TO EXHIBIT 

METATHESIS 

The OSU database applies the broadest possible definition of metathesis, including 

languages such as Balangao, in which metathesis is a predictable synchronic process, alongside 

languages such as Mokilese, in which five lexical items exhibit variation in the ordering of 

consecutive stops, a variability which is not observed in other lexical items having the same 

surface form. 
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Three languages in the database do not appear to exhibit metathesis, as discussed 

below, and have been omitted from Table 207. 

1.  The Gur language Kasem, as discussed in Chapter 1, was at one time described as an 

example of VV metathesis. Chomsky and Halle in fact extended their formalism in order to 

describe the phenomenon (Chomsky and Halle, 1986). However, later analyses, notably that 

of Phelps (1975), argue that the sound rules of Kasem can be better described without 

metathesis. As OSU (2014) notes, there are no other attested cases of VV metathesis in the 

world's languages, which strongly suggests that VV metathesis is not possible. 

2.  The Nilo-Saharan language Turkana is described as displaying metathesis of the onsets of 

adjacent syllables "in fast speech". While the description is brief, this appears to describe 

speaker error, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Transposition of onsets is a common 

type of error and often includes types of metathesis – such as the exchange in position of 

complex onsets – which are never observed in normal speech (Fromkin, 1973). 

 

3.  Ourso's rule-based analysis of the Gur language Lama (1989) postulates a metathesis rule 

as part of the derivation of the progressive verb forms, as seen in Table 206. 
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Table 206. Proposed metathesis rule in Lama.  From OSU (2011), based on Ourso (1989). 

Underlying form /hom+ku/ /nam+ku/ /kpem+ku/ 

/k/ deletion homu namu kpemu 

metathesis houm naum kpeum 

height assimilation hoom naom kpeom 

round assimilation  noom kpoom 

nasal assimilation hõõm nõõm kpõõm 

nasal deletion hõõ nõõ kpõõ 

    

Surface form [hõõ] [nõõ] [kpõõ] 

 

Note, however, that due to the interaction of the proposed metathesis and deletion rules, 

no segments in the output appear in a linear order that differs from their positions in the 

input. From an OT perspective, there is no re-ordering in the output that would violate a 

LINEARITY constraint. 

THE OSU DATA COMPARED WITH THE PRESENT WORK'S MODEL OF REGULAR 

METATHESIS 

In the preceding chapters of this work, the following has been observed: 

1.  In synchronic metathesis, consonant segments appear one position away from their 

input positions (as illustrated by Balangao and Fur). Historical metathesis may be the 

result of synchronic metathesis in the past, or of auditory ambiguity leading to the 

perception of variant forms (as illustrated by Gascon). The former is based in the 

phonological grammar and is limited to single-position metathesis; the latter is not. 
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2. Metathesis may occur as a purely phonological phenomenon, in which a candidate 

exhibiting metathesis may become the winning output because non-metathesized 

candidates violate high-ranking markedness constraints. It may also occur as an 

"epiphenomenon" (Inkelas and Zoll, 2005) associated with the morphological processes 

which serve as an input to the phonological grammar. In other words, metathesis may 

be phonologically or morphologically motivated, and a language may exhibit one or both 

varieties. 

When the present work describes metathesis as phonologically motivated, this does not 

mean that no morphological processes have applied to the input. In languages such as 

Wichita, concatenation of morphemes brings together sounds which would not 

otherwise occur consecutively; re-ordering ensures that highly-ranked faithfulness 

constraints are not violated by concatenated forms. In contrast, languages such as 

Rotuman (discussed in more detail in Chapter 1) exhibit metathesis which marks the 

grammatical complete/incomplete distinction. This metathesis is part of a 

morphological process and is not phonologically motivated. 

3. Synchronic metathesis is sensitive to morpheme boundaries. In some languages, such as 

Balangao, metathesis may not cross such boundaries; in others, such as Wichita, it must. 

Table 207 summarizes languages in the OSU database which appear to exhibit 

synchronic metathesis and for each language includes a brief description of the segments 

affected, whether the metathesis is morphologically or phonologically motivated, and whether 

metathesized segments may cross morpheme boundaries. 
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It is possible that closer examination of the data for individual languages might lead to a 

different classification of the languages. The metathesis database entry for Balangao, for 

example, does not note that Balangao metathesis does not occur across morpheme 

boundaries, and includes examples of the CVʔ metathesis that the present work argues do not 

represent metathesis but reduplication with infixation. 

In some cases, it is not clear from the database whether the metathesis is synchronic or 

diachronic. The entry for Persian, for example, notes that "the loss of a word-final vowel" 

triggers metathesis in words such as /vafra/, which becomes /barf/, but does not specify 

whether this deletion occurred historically or as the result of some synchronic phonological 

process. Such uncertain listings have been included in the Synchronic table. 

Similarly, it is not always clear from the listings whether metathesis is morphologically 

or phonologically motivated. In some cases, the notes indicate that metathesis re-orders an 

input sequence that is never found in the language's output; this is a possible indicator of 

phonological motivation. In others, the data presented shows non-metathesized forms as 

outputs, suggesting that the metathesis is morphologically motivated. In others, the evidence is 

ambiguous. The Tagalog entry, for example, describes metathesis as occurring when the –in/-an 

verbal suffix causes two consonants to be adjacent, but does not specify whether this is the 

only environment in which two consonants are adjacent in the input (resulting in 

phonologically-motivated metathesis) or whether it is only in this part of the verbal paradigm 

that adjacent consonants metathesize (resulting in morphologically-motivated metathesis.) 

When the database entries are ambiguous, Table 206 makes the strongest claim that can be 

supported by the existing description. 
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Finally, while some database entries note that metathesis in a given language must, or 

must not, cross morpheme boundaries, in others it can only be concluded that the data 

presented demonstrates tautomorphemic or intermorphemic metathesis. In these instances, 

Table 207 does not list the category for which OSU does not give evidence as forbidden. 

Whatever the limitations of the OSU data for the present purposes, it is clear that there 

are no examples of productive metathesis processes resulting in segments moving farther than 

one position from their input ordering. 

SYNCHRONIC METATHESIS 

In all examples, synchronic metathesis affects adjacent segments, at least one of which is a 

consonant. 

Table 207. Languages described as exhibiting synchronic metathesis. Derived from data in 

OSU (2011). 

Language Family 
Segments 
affected 

Morph. 
motivation 

Phon. 
motivation 

Across 
morpheme 
boundary 

Within 
morpheme Notes 

Ahtna Na-Dene, 
Athapaskan 

/ts/ -> [st] Y  Y   

Alsea Penutian sonorant + V -
> V + sonorant 

Y   Y  

Amharic Semitic /rɨ/ -> [ɨr]  Y  Y Optional 

Bedouin 
Arabic 

Semitic low vowel + 
"guttural" -> 
"guttural" + low 
vowel 

Y 

 

 

  Y Not all 
"guttural" 
symbols in 
examples 
have IPA or 
articulatory 
equivalents 
specified 

Palestinian 
Arabic 

Semitic C + high vowel 
-> high vowel + 
C 

Y   Y  
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Language Family 
Segments 
affected 

Morph. 
motivation 

Phon. 
motivation 

Across 
morpheme 
boundary 

Within 
morpheme Notes 

Avestan Iranian V + r ? ? ? ? Database 
says 
metathesis 
of vowel 
and r "often 
takes 
place", but 
all 
examples 
are 
historical 

Aymara Aymaran /l/, /n/, or /r/ + 
/w/ -> [w] + [l], 
[n], or [r] 

 Y  Y Optional 

Balangao Malayo-
Polynesian 

Glottal + 
obstruent -> 
obstruent + 
glottal 

 Y N Y For a more 
complete 
discussion, 
see 
Chapter 2 

Basaa Narrow 
Bantu 

C + /h/ -> [h] + 
C 

Y  Y   

Bonggi Malayo-
Polynesian 

/r/ + V -> V + 
[r] 

Y  N Y  

Cebuano Central 
Philippines 

/ʔh/ -> [hʔ]  Y  Y  

Cherokee Southern 
Iroquoian 

glide + /h/ -> 
[h] + glide 

 Y  Y  

Clallam Salishan CV -> VC Y  Y   

Deg  labial + /r/ -> [r] 
+ labial 

 Y Y   

Elmolo Cushitic Obstruent stop 
+ liquid -> 
liquid + 
obstruent stop 

 Y  Y  

Faroese West 
Scandinavia
n 

stop + /s/ -> [s] 
+ stop 

 Y  Y  

Cajun 
French 

Romance /r/ + V -> V + 
[r] 

 Y  Y Optional 

Fur Fur CV -> VC and 
C1C2 -> C2C1 

Y Y  Y  

Georgian South 
Caucasian 

sonorant + /v/ -
> [v] + 
sonorant 

 Y  Y  
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Language Family 
Segments 
affected 

Morph. 
motivation 

Phon. 
motivation 

Across 
morpheme 
boundary 

Within 
morpheme Notes 

Classical 
Greek 

Greek Nasal, liquid, 
or /w/ + /j/ -> [j] 
+ nasal, liquid, 
or [w] 

 Y  Y  

Hebrew Semitic /t/ + coronal 
sibilant -> 
coronal sibilant 
+ [t] 

 Y Y N  

Hiliganyon Malayo-
Polynesian 

CC  Y  Y Optional 

Hixkaryana Carib Sibilant + /h/ -> 
[h] + sibilant; 
CV -> VC 

Y(?) Y   One 
metathesis 
process is 
phonologic
al and has 
no 
exceptions; 
another is 
associated 
with 
"certain 
suffixes or 
particles" 
but not 
further 
described 

Hua Trans-New-
Guinea 

CC  Y  Y Optional 

Kabardian Northwest 
Caucasian 

glide + V -> V 
+ glide 

 Y  Y  

Kota Dravidian C + /j/ -> [j] + C  Y Y   

Kui Dravidian velar stop + 
labial stop -> 
labial stop + 
velar stop 

 Y Y N  

Kuvi Dravidian VC -> CV; 

velar stop + 
bilabial stop -> 
bilabial stop + 
velar stop 

 Y  Y  

Kwara'ae Austronesia
n 

CV -> VC Y   Y  

Lenakel Austronesia
n 

high vowel + 
/h/ -> [h] + high 
vowel 

 Y N Y  
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Language Family 
Segments 
affected 

Morph. 
motivation 

Phon. 
motivation 

Across 
morpheme 
boundary 

Within 
morpheme Notes 

Leti Austronesia
n 

VC -> CV Y   Y  

Lithuanian Baltic Velar stop + 
coronal 
fricative -> 
coronal 
fricative + velar 
stop 

 Y Y   

Maltese Semitic Sonorant + V -
> V + sonorant 

 Y  Y  

Maori Malayo-
Polynesian 

Non-labial 
nasal + front 
vowel -> front 
vowel + non-
labial nasal 

 Y  Y Only one 
clear 
example 

Mikasuki Muskogean Person prefix 
has VC and 
CV allomorphs 

Y  Y  Examples 
of CV and 
VC affixes 
could be 
allomorphy 
rather than 
a 
productive 
phonologic
al process 

Mutsun Costanoan Suffixes -tak 
and -mak may 
appear as -tka 
and -mka 

Y?  Y?  Alternation 
in two 
suffixes; 
notes say 
"Consonant
/vowel 
metathesis 
occurs 
regularly 
throughout 
the 
language" 
but no 
examples 
given 

Oromo Cushitic Ejective 
alveolar + 
alveolar nasal -
> alveolar 
nasal + 
ejective 
alveolar 

 Y Y   

Pawnee Caddoan /rh/ -> [hr]  Y Y N  
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Language Family 
Segments 
affected 

Morph. 
motivation 

Phon. 
motivation 

Across 
morpheme 
boundary 

Within 
morpheme Notes 

Persian Iranian Obstruent or 
nasal + liquid -
> liquid + 
obstruent or 
nasal 

 Y  Y  

Ayacucho 
Quechua 

Quechuan Two adjacent 
obstruents or 
sonorants 

   Y Optional 

Cuzco 
Quechua 

Quechuan Sonorant + 
Sonorant or 
Plosive + 
Plosive 

 Y  Y Optional 

Rendille Cushitic Pharyngeal + 
C -> C + 
pharyngeal; 

Obstruent or 
nasal + liquid -
> liquid + nasal 
or obstruent 

 Y  Y  

Rotuman Austronesia
n 

CV -> VC Y   Y  

Saanich Salishan CV -> VC and 
VC -> CV 

Y Y  Y  

Sidamo Cushitic Obstruent + 
nasal -> nasal 
+ obstruent 

 Y Y   

Sierra 
Miwok 

Penutian CV -> VC Y   Y  

Somali Cushitic C1C2 -> C2C1  Y  Y Limited to a 
few words 

Old Spanish Romance /nr/ -> [rn]  Y Y   

Tagalog Malayo-
Polynesian 

CC Y   Y Only occurs 
in some 
cases; not 
clear 
whether 
this is 
limited to a 
single affix, 
or whether 
only that 
affix gives 
rise to the 
context 

Tübatulabal Uto-Aztecan /h/ + glide -> 
glide + [h] 

 Y  Y  
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Language Family 
Segments 
affected 

Morph. 
motivation 

Phon. 
motivation 

Across 
morpheme 
boundary 

Within 
morpheme Notes 

Twana Salishan /ʔh/ -> [h ʔ]  Y  Y  

Udi Caucasian stop or 
affricate + 
fricative -> 
fricative + stop 
or affricate 

Y   Y  

Wichita Caddoan /kr/ -> [rk]  Y Y N  

Zoque Mixe-Zoque /jC/ -> [Cj]  Y Y N  

VARIATION 

Two languages in the database, Ayacucho Quechua and Cuzco Quechua, exhibit 

variation of certain lexical items with long-distance movement of segments – thus, both /yuraq/ 

and /quray/ are attested for the word "white". Similarly, in the Malayo-Polynesian language 

Mokilese, five lexical items exhibit free variation in the ordering of labial and velar stop 

sequences, although both surface forms may appear elsewhere in the language. 

There is no reference in the database to any phonological rules producing these 

alternations. This can plausibly be explained as a contemporary example of the variation which 

the present work argues gave rise to modern Gascon metathesis, in which ambiguity in the 

speech signal leads hearers to posit the existence of two variants, one of which is eventually 

preferred because it is more harmonic. 

As this alternation does not appear to be the result of a productive synchronic rule, it 

has listed separately from the synchronic data above. 
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HISTORICAL METATHESIS 

In many of the languages with evidence of historical metathesis, metathesis only 

affected adjacent segments, one of which was a consonant. This suggests that older varieties of 

the language may have exhibited synchronic metathesis rules, which no longer applied in later 

varieties due to a re-ranking of constraints. 

In many of these languages, metathesis only occurs in a few roots. Metathesis in these 

languages is classified here as historical, in the absence of any argument for a productive, 

synchronic rule which gives rise to the phenomenon. 

Note that some languages display both synchronic and diachronic metathesis. Old 

Spanish, for example, exhibits what appears to have been a productive synchronic process that 

reversed the ordering of /nr/ sequences, and a historical process that reversed the order of 

alveolar stops and following nasals or laterals when compared with Latin. Such languages are 

listed in both the appropriate tables. 

Table 208. Diachronic metathesis across languages.  Derived from data in OSU (2011). 

Language Family Type of metathesis Notes 

Amharic Semitic CC  

Avestan Iranian Sanskrit Vr -> Avestan 
rV 

 

Bonggi Malayo-Polynesian rV -> Vr  

Chawchila Penutian Two affixes exhibit 
allomorphy 
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Language Family Type of metathesis Notes 

Chimakum Chimakuan Some consonants 
have exchanged 
positions across 
intervening vowels 
compared with Proto-
Chimakuan 

Mielke and Hume 
(2000) argue that this 
is the result of 
borrowing, not 
metathesis 

Middle English Germanic Old English /ks/ 
became Middle 
English /sk/ 

Only one example 
given: OE dox became 
ME dosc, "dusk" 

Modern North 
American English 

Germanic Alternations in 
several lexical items 

"comfortable" as 

[kʌmftr̩bl̩], "realtor" 

as [rilətr̩], etc. 

Old English Germanic Earlier OE /ps/ -> late 
OE /sp/ 
OE /sk/ -> late West 
Saxon /ks/ 

 

Southern Estonian Uralic Sonorant + /h/ 
sequences in Finnish 
correspond to /h/ + 
sonorant sequences 
in Southern Estonian 

 

Gascon Romance Long-distance 
movement of /r/ 
from historic 
positions 

See Chapter 4 

Gidole Cushitic Several types of CC 
sequences in Gidole 
appear in the 
opposite order in 
related languages 

 

Classical Greek Greek PIE tautomorphemic 
coronal and velar 
stops metathesize in 
Greek 
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Language Family Type of metathesis Notes 

Hanunóo Malayo-Polynesian Glottal stop + 
consonant 
metathesizes in some 
lexical items 

Process is not 
productive and only 
occurs in certain 
numerals 

Hungarian Ugric Three stems exhibit 
an alternation 
between C + /h/ and 
/h/ + VC forms 

 

Ilocano Malayo-Polynesian Compared with 
Tagalog, some roots 
show a possible long-
distance exchange of 
/t/ and /s/ segments 

Could also plausibly 
be explained as 
fortition or lenition of 
coronals conditioned 
by position within the 
syllable 

Mandaic Semitic Glottals metathesize 
with a preceding 
consonant; retroflex 
metathesizes with 
non-adjacent lateral 

 

Nyungar Australian Some CV forms in the 
Northern variety 
correspond to VC 
forms in the Southern 
variety 

 

Quileute Chimakuan Some Proto-
Chimakuan root 
consonants have 
reversed positions in 
Quileute 

Has also been 
analyzed as multiple 
borrowings (Mielke 
and Hume, 2000) 

Sinhalese Sinhalese-Maldivian Some Sanskrit CVC 
sequences are re-
ordered in Sinhalese 
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Language Family Type of metathesis Notes 

Old Spanish Romance Latin alveoral stop + 
lateral or alveolar 
nasal sequences are 
reversed in Old 
Spanish 
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APPENDIX B: REORDERING IN LANGUAGE GAMES 

When the present work states that, in human language, groups of segments in an input 

never move as a unit to a different position in the output, and that the movement of individual 

segments is limited in its domain, readers of a certain disposition might ask "What about 

language games such as Pig Latin, which can move consonant clusters from the right edge to 

the left edge of a word?" Others might respond "Can language games really provide evidence 

for the nature of real language phonologies?" As this appendix shall show, Pig Latin (and similar 

games) do not appear to exhibit phonological metathesis, and thus do not refute the present 

work's claim claim that in productive metathesis only single segments move. 

In Pig Latin, a word-initial consonant cluster may be moved across any number of 

intervening syllables to the end of the word: thus, "tremendously" would yield 

"emendouslytray". Other language games show other types of reordering of input segments. 

For example,the well-documented French-based language game verlan reverses the order of 

the input word's syllables136 – the game's name is formed by the verlanization of the French 

l'envers, "the reverse" (Lefkowitz, 1991). A Bedouin Hijazi Arabic-based language game permits 

any permutation of the consonants in the trisyllabic root, so that kattab, for example, might 

surface as kabbat, battak, bakkat, tabbak, or takkab; all other affixation and vocalization of the 

altered root is identical to that of the "real" language (McCarthy, 1986). Tagalog (Conklin, 1956) 

and New Guinea Pidgin (Laycock, 1972) both have language games with complete reversal of 

                                                      

136 This is a slight oversimplification – Verlan reordering are not always simple reversals, and may also include 
simplification of word-final consonant clusters, as well as vowel epenthesis when a word-final consonant is treated 
as the first "syllable" of the verlanized output form. 
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segments, with "salamat" becoming "tamalas" and "tumora" becoming "aromut", respectively. 

(For a more complete listing of language games incorporating these types of segment 

rearrangement, see Bagemihl (1996).) 

Bagemihl (1996) 137 notes that language games are typically based on processes also 

attested in natural languages, rather than non-language processes, and differ from natural 

languages in the extent to which they apply these processes, and Davis (1993) observes that 

"language game evidence has been used to support such notions as syllables and syllable 

structure, abstract underlying representations, and phonological rule ordering". 

But even if one accepts that language games may be used as evidence of permitted 

constraint violation, should the reordering of input segments found in language games be 

analyzed as phonologically motivated? And, if this reordering has a phonological basis, is that 

basis necessarily metathesis? 

Verlan production differs from that of users of language games such as Ubbi-Dubbi 

(which inserts the syllable /əb/ after every onset in the input (Davis, 1993, who refers to it as 

"Abi-Dabi"; Liberman, 1997; Yu, 2011)). In Ubbi-Dubbi, novel transformed utterances may be 

produced spontaneously and fluidly138, but verlan speakers do not verlanize every word in a 

sentence. Only content words are verlanized, and often some content words in an utterance 

                                                      

137 Portions of this discussion are adapted from Canfield (2011). 

138 There are several phonological analyses of the rules of Ubbi-Dubbi; however, none seem to discuss the 
performance of Ubbi-Dubbi users. The children's television show Zoom, which aired from 1972 to 1978, included 
segments in Ubbi-Dubbi; while these were presumably scripted, rather than spontaneous, they do suggest the 
ability of listeners to decode novel Ubbi-Dubbi utterances when spoken at a conversational pace. A typical clip may 
be seen at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M839-Ft3sWw . There are many similar language games in which 
CV or VC sequences are inserted (Davis, 1993; Bagemihl, 1996). 
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are unaffected. While there is a standard process for verlanizing words (reversing syllables, 

deleting consonants from word-final codas, inserting schwas in certain contexts), this does not 

seem to be performed unconsciously– rather, there is an existing lexicon of verlan words, and 

new items can be consciously encoded and decoded by verlan users. (In Davis's (1993) 

terminology, the input is recoverable.) Significantly, common verlan words may differ in 

meaning from their sources – "meuf", Verlan for "femme", means "girlfriend" rather than 

"wife", indicating that these verlanized forms are present in the lexicon, not derived from 

existing words in the lexicon. Such words may even be re-verlanized; "meuf" becomes "feume". 

"Arabe" has undergone a similar double-verlanization, becoming "beure", which gave rise to 

"rebeu". (Itô, Kitagawa, and Meste and note similar lexicalized, semantically unpredictable 

items in the Japanese zuuja-go language game.) 

Verlanization seems to be a conscious process for coining lexical items, and although its 

word-formation processes draw on some knowledge of phonological processes, it is not itself a 

phonological game. If so, the input to a phonological grammar is the verlanized form, and the 

treatment of phonology in the present work need not account for the scrambling of input 

syllables in phonology139.  

A similar explanation would seem to apply to the Bedouin Hijazi game described by 

McCarthy (1993), and the complete reversal games described in Conklin (1956) and Laycock 

(1972). Cowan, Braine, and Leavitt (1985), in their study of speakers who could rapidly 

produced reversed English speech, found that some backwards speakers relied entirely on the 

                                                      

139 Or, more strictly, for the syllabification of an input accompanied by a re-ordering of material based on this 
syllabification. 
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words' orthography (for example, reversing "garage" as [εgəræg] rather than [ʒarag], and that 

even those who did not rely entirely on spelling were often influenced in it, reversing x as [ks] 

rather than [ks]. Numerous backwards speakers also described visualizing words before 

producing them. Cowan et al. conclude that the ability to produce reversed speech results from 

"secondary, deliberate analysis". Similarly, Bagemihl observed that complete reversal games 

are only found in languages with alphabetic writing systems, and suggests that even when the 

reversal is sound-based rather than orthography-based, "the presence of an alphabetic writing 

system is necessary for the establishment of some metalinguistic awareness of the notion of 

'segment'", and that while total reversal is not an entirely extralinguistic phenomenon, it 

appears to augment the phonological grammar with other linguistic knowledge and cognitive 

skills. 

In contrast, novel Pig Latin utterances can easily be constructed by speakers, without 

conscious effort, once its rules have been learned (Cowan, 1989). However, there is another 

attested phonological process in which phonological material from the left edge of the input 

may appear after the right edge: reduplication. Pig Latin has in fact been analyzed by Nevins 

and Baux (2003) as the partial reduplication of the input, with additional constraints that result 

in the deletion of the initial onset and the epenthesis of a word-final vowel. (As discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter 1, Inkelas and Zoll (2005) have argued convincingly for a distinction 

between morphologically-motivated reduplication, which may reduplicate multiple segments, 

and phonologically-motivated reduplication, which may reduplicate a single segment.) This 

semantically void reduplication appears to occur in other language games as well, perhaps 
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explaining Bagemihl's (1989) observation that language games "target [...] word-initial or final 

elements when internal ones could just as easily be specified". 

In conclusion, even if language games are acceptable proof of natural-language 

phonological functions, neither the verlan family of games nor the Pig Latin family appears to 

display phonological metathesis, and it is not necessary for the model presented in the present 

work to account for the re-ordering of syllables, or the movement of multiple contiguous 

segments.
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APPENDIX C: XFST CODE 

This appendix includes the code discussed in Chapter 5.  Executable files may be 

downloaded at https://github.com/toastrix/xfst .  As Chandlee et al. (2012) note, abstracting 

away from individual segments produces elegant finite-state diagrams, but including full 

segment inventories makes for much larger ones. 

The four artificial Balangao languages illustrate the results of different constraint 

rankings.  Bogus Balangao with syllabification only shows how a Gen which produces all 

possible combinations of stress and syllable boundaries combines with the constraints on 

prosodic and syllabic well-formedness in Con to allow Eval to select only a single winning form 

with alternating stress.  Bogus Balangao, an artificial language, shows how constraints rankings 

can produce the pattern of metathesis attested in Balangao: metathesis occurs only of CC 

sequences within morphemes, not of CV sequences or between morphemes, and candidates 

with metathesis are more optimal than candidates with deletion.  Bizarro Balangao also exhibits 

metathesis, but only of CC sequences with segments originating in different morphemes, due to 

a re-ordering of the same constraints used by Bogus Balangao.  Finally, Baffling Balangao 

exhibits no metathesis at all. 

Similarly, Faux Fur models the morphologically- and phonologically-motivated 

metathesis of Fur using a two-level model.  Faux Fur takes as input verb roots and feature 

structures, and outputs an optimal candidate which both exhibits the correct agreement 

features and is optimal for the phonological grammar.  Faux Fur – like Fur – limits metathesis to 
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segments originating in the same morpheme, in contrast, Fraudulent Fur limits metathesis to 

segments originating in different morphemes. 
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Bogus Balangao (syllabification only) 

 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
# Bogus Balangao with syllabification and no metath esis 
 
################################## DATA ########### ###################### 
 
# Simplify for syllabification 
define ROOTS {hIgIp} | {hIdIm} | {hIdIn} | {gihib} | {ledeh} ; 
 
############################# BASIC DEFINITIONS ### ###################### 
 
define V [ a | %[aPrimaryStress%] | %[aSecondaryStr ess%] |  
    e | %[ePrimaryStress%] | %[eSecondaryStress%] |  
    i | %[iPrimaryStress%] | %[iSecondaryStress%] |  
    I | %[IPrimaryStress%] | %[ISecondaryStress%] |  
    o | %[oPrimaryStress%] | %[oSecondaryStress%] |  
    u | %[uPrimaryStress%] | %[uSecondaryStress%] ]  ; 
 
 
# q = glottal stop 
define C [ b | d | g | h | k | l | m | n | p | q | t ] ; 
 
define SEGMENT [ V | C ] ; 
 
define HighV [ u | i | I ] ; 
define GLOTTAL [ h | q ] ; 
define OBSTRUENT [ b | d | g | k | p | t] ; 
# In the sense of "potential vocalic nucleus" 
define SONORANT [ V ] ; 
define STRESSED [ %[aPrimaryStress%] | %[ePrimarySt ress%] | 
%[iPrimaryStress%] | 
%[IPrimaryStress%] | %[oPrimaryStress%] | %[uPrimar yStress%] ] | 
    [ %[aSecondaryStress%] | %[eSecondaryStress%] |  %[iSecondaryStress%] |  
    %[ISecondaryStress%] | %[oSecondaryStress%] | % [uSecondaryStress%] ] ; 
 
define PRIMARYSTRESS [ %[aPrimaryStress%] | %[ePrim aryStress%] |  
    %[iPrimaryStress%] | %[IPrimaryStress%] | %[oPr imaryStress%] |  
    %[uPrimaryStress%] ] ; 
 
define SECONDARYSTRESS [ %[aSecondaryStress%] | %[e SecondaryStress%] |  
    %[iSecondaryStress%] | %[ISecondaryStress%] | % [oSecondaryStress%] |  
    %[uSecondaryStress%] ] ; 
 
define GENTAGS [ %+DelV | %+Met | %+MetCC | %+MetCV  | %+MetVV |  
    %+MetCV | %+MetWithinMorph | %+MetBetweenMorph ] ; 
 
define BOUNDARY [ %+ | .#. | %. ] ; 
define EDGE [ .#. | %. ] ; 
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# Syllable boundary 
define SB [~$%. %. ~$%.]; 
 
define Light [C* V]; 
define Heavy [Light SEGMENT+]; 
 
define S [ Heavy | Light ] ; 
define SS [ Heavy | Light .o. $[STRESSED]] ; 
define USS [ Heavy | Light .o. ~$[STRESSED]] ; 
 
############################# MORPHOLOGY ########## ###################### 
 
define PREFIXES [ {qi} | {ma} | {pu} ] %+ ; 
define SUFFIXES %+ [ {In} | {um} | {to} ] ; 
 
define Morphology (PREFIXES) ROOTS | ROOTS (SUFFIXE S); 
 
################################### GEN ########### ####################### 
 
define Syllabify SEGMENT (->) ... "." || _ SEGMENT/ [GENTAGS | %+] ; 
 
define GenPrimaryStress a (->) %[aPrimaryStress%], e (->) %[ePrimaryStress%],  
    i (->)  %[iPrimaryStress%], I (->) %[IPrimarySt ress%], 
    o (->) %[oPrimaryStress%], u (->) %[uPrimaryStr ess%] ; 
 
define GenSecondaryStress a (->) %[aSecondaryStress %],  
    e (->) %[eSecondaryStress%], i (->)  %[iSeconda ryStress%],  
    I (->) %[ISecondaryStress%], o (->) %[oSecondar yStress%],  
    u (->) %[uSecondaryStress%] ; 
 
define GenStress GenPrimaryStress .o. GenSecondaryS tress ; 
 
define DeletionVowel V (->) %+DelV .o.  
# Need to let through things without %+Delv 
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.  
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.  
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.  
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.  
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.  
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.  
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.  
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV]  
; 
 
define Gen [ DeletionVowel .o. GenStress .o. Syllab ify ] ; 
 
######################### OT CONSTRAINTS ########## ################### 
 
# The Viol family of constraints, and the accompany ing comments in  
# this secton, are from Karttunen (2004).  His Finn ish prosody 
# script may be found at http://www.stanford.edu/~l aurik/fsmbook . 
# 
# We use asterisks to mark constraint violations. O rdinary constraints 
# such as Lapse assign single asterisks as the viol ation marks and the 
# candidate with the fewest number is selected. Gra dient constraints 
# such as AllFeetFirst mark violations with sequenc es of asterisks. 
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# The number increases with distance from the word edge. 
 
# Every instance of * in an output candidate is a v iolation. 
 
define Viol ${*}; 
 
# We prune candidates with "lenient composition" th at eliminates 
# candidates that violate the constraint provided t hat at least 
# one output candidate survives. 
 
define Viol0 ~Viol;        # No violations 
define Viol1 ~[Viol^2];    # At most one violation 
define Viol2 ~[Viol^3];    # At most two violations  
define Viol3 ~[Viol^4];    # etc. 
define Viol4 ~[Viol^5]; 
define Viol5 ~[Viol^6]; 
define Viol6 ~[Viol^7]; 
define Viol7 ~[Viol^8]; 
define Viol8 ~[Viol^9]; 
define Viol9 ~[Viol^10]; 
define Viol10 ~[Viol^11]; 
define Viol11 ~[Viol^12]; 
define Viol12 ~[Viol^13]; 
define Viol13 ~[Viol^14]; 
define Viol14 ~[Viol^15]; 
define Viol15 ~[Viol^16]; 
 
# This eliminates the violation marks after the can didate set has 
# been pruned by a constraint. 
 
define Pardon {*} -> 0; 
 
# End of Karttunen's code 
 
#define EvalViol Viol15 .O.  Viol14 .O.  Viol13 .O.   Viol12 .O.  Viol11 .O. 
#Viol10 .O.  Viol9 .O.  Viol8 .O.  Viol7 .O.  Viol6  .O.  Viol5 .O. 
#Viol4 .O.  Viol3 .O.  Viol2 .O.  Viol1 .O.  Viol0 .o. Pardon ; 
define EvalViol Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2  .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0  
#define EvalViol Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol 2 .O. Viol1 .O.  Viol0 .o. 
Pardon ; 
########################## CONSTRAINTS ############ ################## 
 
# Faithfulness constraints 
 
define IdentVoice [ %+DeltaVoice -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentNasal [ %+DeltaNasal -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define MaxV [ %+DelV -> ... {*}] ; 
 
# Markedness constraints 
 
define NoGlottObs [ [ GLOTTAL OBSTRUENT ]/[GENTAGS | %+ | "."]-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define NoComplexOnset [C C]/[GENTAGS | %+] -> ... { *} || EDGE _ ; 
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define NoComplexCoda [C C]/[GENTAGS | %+ ] -> ... { *} || _ EDGE ; 
 
define SonorantNucleus ~$V -> ... {*} || EDGE _ EDG E ; 
 
define HasOnset V -> ... {*} || EDGE/[GENTAGS | %+ ] _ ; 
 
define Linearity [ %+Met -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityVV [ %+MetVV -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define HasPrimaryStress ~$PRIMARYSTRESS -> ... {*} || .#. _ .#. ; 
 
define OnlyOnePrimaryStress $[PRIMARYSTRESS ?* PRIM ARYSTRESS] -> ... {*} || 
.#. _ .#. ; 
 
define NoStressClash SS/[GENTAGS | %+] "." SS/[GENT AGS | %+ ] -> ... {*} ; 
 
# I might prefer to do this as binary feet 
define NoDoubledUnstressed USS/[GENTAGS | %+] "." U SS/[GENTAGS | %+ ] -> ... 
{*} ; 
 
define SSP $[ V+ C+ V+ ]/[GENTAGS | %+] -> ... {*} || EDGE _ EDGE; 
 
define InitialStress ~$PRIMARYSTRESS -> ... {*} || .#. _ EDGE/[GENTAGS | %+] 
; 
 
# No unstressed high vowels between two stressed sy llables 
define NoLapse C*/[GENTAGS | %+] [ u | i | I ] C*/[ GENTAGS | %+]  
    -> ... {*} || SS/[GENTAGS | %+] "." _ "." SS/[G ENTAGS | %+ ]; 
 
define NoHiatus $[ C* V V+ C* ]/[GENTAGS | %+] -> . .. {*} || EDGE _ EDGE; 
 
########################## READABILITY ############ ################## 
 
# Remove tags, turn placeholders to IPA 
# ' is currently glottal stop 
define Pretty [ GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 .o. 
I -> ɨ; 
 
define Readable [GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 ; 
 
read regex Morphology .o. Gen  
.o. SonorantNucleus .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 . O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. 
Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. HasOnset .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol 2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. SSP .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O.  Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. NoComplexOnset .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O . Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. 
Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. NoComplexCoda .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O.  Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. HasPrimaryStress .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. Pardon  
.o. OnlyOnePrimaryStress .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. Pa rdon 
.o. NoStressClash .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O.  Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
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.o. NoDoubledUnstressed .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Vio l3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. 
Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. InitialStress .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. NoLapse .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2  .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. NoHiatus .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol 2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. MaxV .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O . Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. NoGlottObs .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Vi ol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
#.o. Pretty 
.o. Readable 
; 
 
echo ** hIgIp 
down hIgIp; 
echo ** hIgIpIn 
down hIgIp+In; 
echo ** This code only demonstrates syllabification , not metathesis 
echo ** puhIgIp 
down pu+hIgIp; 
 
echo ** hIdIm 
down hIdIm; 
echo ** hIdIm+In 
down hIdIm+In; 
echo ** pu+hIdIm 
down pu+hIdIm; 
 
echo ** hIdIn 
down hIdIn; 
echo ** hIdIn+In 
down hIdIn+In; 
echo ** pu+hIdIn 
down pu+hIdIn; 
 
echo ** gihib 
down gihib; 
echo ** gihib+In 
down gihib+In; 
echo ** pu+gihib 
down pu+gihib; 
 
echo ** ledeh 
down ledeh; 
echo ** ledeh+In 
down ledeh+In; 
echo ** pu+ledeh 
down pu+ledeh; 
echo ** ledeh+to 
down ledeh+to; 
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Bogus Balangao 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
# Bogus Balangao 
 
################################## DATA ########### ###################### 
 
# Simplify for syllabification 
define ROOTS {hIgIp} | {hIdIm} | {hIdIn} | {gihib} | {ledeh} ; 
 
############################# BASIC DEFINITIONS ### ###################### 
 
define V [ a | e | i | I | o | u ] ; 
 
# q = glottal stop 
define C [ b | d | g | h | k | l | m | n | p | q | t ] ; 
 
define SEGMENT [ V | C ] ; 
 
define HighV [ u | i | I ] ; 
define GLOTTAL [ h | q ] ; 
define OBSTRUENT [ b | d | g | k | p | t] ; 
# In the sense of "potential vocalic nucleus" 
define SONORANT [ V ] ; 
 
define GENTAGS [ %+DelV | %+DelC | %+Met | %+MetCC | %+MetCV | %+MetVV |  
    %+MetWithinMorph | %+MetBetweenMorph ] ; 
 
define BOUNDARY [ %+ | .#. | %. ] ; 
define EDGE [ .#. | %. ] ; 
 
# Syllable boundary 
define SB [~$%. %. ~$%.]; 
 
define Light [C* V]; 
define Heavy [Light SEGMENT+]; 
 
define S [ Heavy | Light ] ; 
 
############################# MORPHOLOGY ########## ###################### 
 
define PREFIXES [ {qi} | {ma} | {pu} ] %+ ; 
define SUFFIXES %+ [ {In} | {um} | {to} ] ; 
 
# In real Balangao, high vowels delete in the prese nce of certain morphemes. 
# This rule presents a simplified version of this p rocess. 
define Syncope [C* V C* HighV:0 C* V C*]/[GENTAGS |  %+] .P. ?* ; 
 
define Morphology (PREFIXES) ROOTS | ROOTS (SUFFIXE S) .o. Syncope; 
 
################################### GEN ########### ####################### 
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define Syllabify SEGMENT (->) ... "." || _ SEGMENT/ [GENTAGS | %+] ; 
 
# Had Shuffle rules in this form, but - while it wo rked - it was  
# very inefficient and led to memory problems 
#[ [?* m:l l:m ?* []:%+Met]/GENTAGS | ~$[m l]/GENTA GS ] | ?* ].o. 
 
# Both within and across morpheme boundaries 
define Shuffle a e (->) e a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorp h, e a (->) a e %+MetVV 
%+MetWithinMorph, 
a i (->) i a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, i a (->) a i  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a I (->) I a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I a (->) a I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a o (->) o a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o a (->) a o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a u (->) u a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u a (->) a u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e i (->) i e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, i e (->) e i  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e I (->) I e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I e (->) e I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e o (->) o e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o e (->) e o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e u (->) u e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u e (->) e u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i I (->) I i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I i (->) i I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i o (->) o i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o i (->) i o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i u (->) u i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u i (->) i u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I o (->) o I %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o I (->) I o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I u (->) u I %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u I (->) I u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o u (->) u o %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u o (->) o u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a e (->) e a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, e a (->) a e %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ i (->) i %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, i %+ a (->) a %+ i %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ I (->) I %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ a (->) a %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ o (->) o %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ a (->) a %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ u (->) u %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ a (->) a %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ i (->) i %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, i %+ e (->) e %+ i %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ I (->) I %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ e (->) e %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ o (->) o %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ e (->) e %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ u (->) u %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ e (->) e %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ I (->) I %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ i (->) i %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ o (->) o %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ i (->) i %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ u (->) u %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ i (->) i %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ o (->) o %+ I %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ I (->) I %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ u (->) u %+ I %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ I (->) I %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ u (->) u %+ o %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ o (->) o %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h q (->) q h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, q h (->) h q  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h b (->) b h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, h d (->) d h  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h g (->) g h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
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g h (->) h g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d h (->) h d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b h (->) h b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h t (->) t h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t h (->) h t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h k (->) k h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k h (->) h k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h p (->) p h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p h (->) h p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q b (->) b q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, q d (->) d q  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
q g (->) g q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph %+MetWithinMo rph,  
g q (->) q g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d q (->) q d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b q (->) q b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph %+MetWithinMo rph, 
q t (->) t q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t q (->) q t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q k (->) k q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k q (->) q k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q p (->) p q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p q (->) q p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
b d (->) d b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, b g (->) g b  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g b (->) b g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d b (->) b d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b t (->) t b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t b (->) b t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
b k (->) k b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k b (->) b k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
d g (->) g d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, g d (->) d g  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
d t (->) t d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t d (->) d t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
d k (->) k d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k d (->) d k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
g t (->) t g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t g (->) g t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
g k (->) k g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k g (->) g k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
k t (->) t k %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t k (->) k t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h %+ q (->) q %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ h (->) h %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ b (->) b %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ d (->) d %+ h %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ g (->) g %+ h %+MetBetweenM orph,  
g %+ h (->) h %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ h (->) h %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ h (->) h %+ b %+MetBetweenM orph,  
h %+ t (->) t %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ h (->) h %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ k (->) k %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ h (->) h %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ p (->) p %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ h (->) h %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ b (->) b %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ d (->) d %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ g (->) g %+ q %+MetBetweenM orph,  
g %+ q (->) q %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ q (->) q %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ q (->) q %+ b %+MetBetweenM orph, 
q %+ t (->) t %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ q (->) q %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ k (->) k %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ q (->) q %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ p (->) p %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ q (->) q %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
b %+ d (->) d %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ g (->) g %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
g %+ b (->) b %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ b (->) b %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
b %+ t (->) t %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ b (->) b %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
b %+ k (->) k %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ b (->) b %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
d %+ g (->) g %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ d (->) d %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
d %+ t (->) t %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ d (->) d %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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d %+ k (->) k %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ d (->) d %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
g %+ t (->) t %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ g (->) g %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
g %+ k (->) k %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ g (->) g %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
k %+ t (->) t %+ k %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ k (->) k %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a b (->) b a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b a (->) a b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a d (->) d a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d a (->) a d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a g (->) g a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g a (->) a g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a h (->) h a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h a (->) a h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a k (->) k a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k a (->) a k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a p (->) p a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p a (->) a p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a q (->) q a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q a (->) a q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a t (->) t a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t a (->) a t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e b (->) b e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b e (->) e b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e d (->) d e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d e (->) e d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e g (->) g e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g e (->) e g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e h (->) h e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h e (->) e h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e k (->) k e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k e (->) e k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e p (->) p e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p e (->) e p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e q (->) q e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q e (->) e q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e t (->) t e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t e (->) e t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I b (->) b I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b I (->) I b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I d (->) d I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d I (->) I d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I g (->) g I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g I (->) I g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I h (->) h I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h I (->) I h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I k (->) k I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k I (->) I k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I p (->) p I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p I (->) I p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I q (->) q I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q I (->) I q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I t (->) t I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t I (->) I t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o b (->) b o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b o (->) o b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o d (->) d o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d o (->) o d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o g (->) g o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g o (->) o g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o h (->) h o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h o (->) o h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o k (->) k o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k o (->) o k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o p (->) p o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p o (->) o p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o q (->) q o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q o (->) o q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o t (->) t o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t o (->) o t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u b (->) b u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b u (->) u b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u d (->) d u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d u (->) u d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u g (->) g u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g u (->) u g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u h (->) h u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h u (->) u h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u k (->) k u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k u (->) u k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u p (->) p u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p u (->) u p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u q (->) q u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q u (->) u q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u t (->) t u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t u (->) u t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a %+ b (->) b %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ a (->) a %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ d (->) d %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ a (->) a %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ g (->) g %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ a (->) a %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ h (->) h %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ a (->) a %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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a %+ k (->) k %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ a (->) a %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ p (->) p %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ a (->) a %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ q (->) q %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ a (->) a %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ t (->) t %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ a (->) a %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ b (->) b %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ e (->) e %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ d (->) d %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ e (->) e %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ g (->) g %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ e (->) e %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ h (->) h %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ e (->) e %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ k (->) k %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ e (->) e %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ p (->) p %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ e (->) e %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ q (->) q %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ e (->) e %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ t (->) t %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ e (->) e %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ b (->) b %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ i (->) i %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ d (->) d %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ i (->) i %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ g (->) g %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ i (->) i %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ h (->) h %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ i (->) i %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ k (->) k %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ i (->) i %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ p (->) p %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ i (->) i %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ q (->) q %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ i (->) i %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ t (->) t %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ i (->) i %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ b (->) b %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ I (->) I %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ d (->) d %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ I (->) I %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ g (->) g %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ I (->) I %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ h (->) h %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ I (->) I %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ k (->) k %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ I (->) I %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ p (->) p %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ I (->) I %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ q (->) q %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ I (->) I %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ t (->) t %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ I (->) I %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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o %+ b (->) b %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ o (->) o %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ d (->) d %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ o (->) o %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ g (->) g %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ o (->) o %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ h (->) h %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ o (->) o %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ k (->) k %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ o (->) o %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ p (->) p %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ o (->) o %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ q (->) q %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ o (->) o %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ t (->) t %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ o (->) o %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ b (->) b %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ u (->) u %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ d (->) d %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ u (->) u %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ g (->) g %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ u (->) u %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ h (->) h %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ u (->) u %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ k (->) k %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ u (->) u %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ p (->) p %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ u (->) u %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ q (->) q %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ u (->) u %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ t (->) t %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ u (->) u %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph 
; 
# Let's start moving these 
define DeletionVowel V (->) %+DelV .o.  
# Need to let through things without %+Delv 
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV]  
; 
 
define DeletionCons C (->) %+DelC ; 
 
define Gen [ DeletionVowel .o. DeletionCons .o. Shu ffle .o. Syllabify ] ; 
 
######################### OT CONSTRAINTS ########## ################### 
 
# The Viol family of constraints, and the accompany ing comments in  
# this secton, are from Karttunen (2004).  His Finn ish prosody 
# script may be found at http://www.stanford.edu/~l aurik/fsmbook . 
# 
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# We use asterisks to mark constraint violations. O rdinary constraints 
# such as Lapse assign single asterisks as the viol ation marks and the 
# candidate with the fewest number is selected. Gra dient constraints 
# such as AllFeetFirst mark violations with sequenc es of asterisks. 
# The number increases with distance from the word edge. 
 
# Every instance of * in an output candidate is a v iolation. 
 
define Viol ${*}; 
 
# We prune candidates with "lenient composition" th at eliminates 
# candidates that violate the constraint provided t hat at least 
# one output candidate survives. 
 
define Viol0 ~Viol;        # No violations 
define Viol1 ~[Viol^2];    # At most one violation 
define Viol2 ~[Viol^3];    # At most two violations  
define Viol3 ~[Viol^4];    # etc. 
define Viol4 ~[Viol^5]; 
define Viol5 ~[Viol^6]; 
define Viol6 ~[Viol^7]; 
define Viol7 ~[Viol^8]; 
define Viol8 ~[Viol^9]; 
define Viol9 ~[Viol^10]; 
define Viol10 ~[Viol^11]; 
define Viol11 ~[Viol^12]; 
define Viol12 ~[Viol^13]; 
define Viol13 ~[Viol^14]; 
define Viol14 ~[Viol^15]; 
define Viol15 ~[Viol^16]; 
 
# This eliminates the violation marks after the can didate set has 
# been pruned by a constraint. 
 
define Pardon {*} -> 0; 
 
# End of Karttunen's code 
 
########################## CONSTRAINTS ############ ################## 
 
# Faithfulness constraints 
 
define LinearityBetweenMorphemes [ %+MetBetweenMorp h -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityWithinMorpheme [ %+MetWithinMorph - > ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityCC [ %+MetCC-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityCV [ %+MetCV-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentVoice [ %+DeltaVoice -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentNasal [ %+DeltaNasal -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define MaxV [ %+DelV -> ... {*}] ; 
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define MaxC [ %+DelC -> ... {*}] ; 
 
# Markedness constraints 
 
define NoGlottObs [ [ GLOTTAL OBSTRUENT ]/[GENTAGS | %+ | "."]-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define NoComplexOnset [C C]/[GENTAGS | %+] -> ... { *} || EDGE _ ; 
 
define NoComplexCoda [C C]/[GENTAGS | %+ ] -> ... { *} || _ EDGE ; 
 
define SonorantNucleus ~$V -> ... {*} || EDGE _ EDG E ; 
 
define HasOnset V -> ... {*} || EDGE/[GENTAGS | %+ ] _ ; 
 
define Linearity [ %+Met -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityVV [ %+MetVV -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define HasPrimaryStress ~$PRIMARYSTRESS -> ... {*} || .#. _ .#. ; 
 
define OnlyOnePrimaryStress $[PRIMARYSTRESS ?* PRIM ARYSTRESS] -> ... {*} || 
.#. _ .#. ; 
 
define NoStressClash SS/[GENTAGS | %+] "." SS/[GENT AGS | %+ ] -> ... {*} ; 
 
# I might prefer to do this as binary feet 
define NoDoubledUnstressed USS/[GENTAGS | %+] "." U SS/[GENTAGS | %+ ] -> ... 
{*} ; 
 
define SSP $[ V+ C+ V+ ]/[GENTAGS | %+] -> ... {*} || EDGE _ EDGE; 
 
define InitialStress ~$PRIMARYSTRESS -> ... {*} || .#. _ EDGE/[GENTAGS | %+] 
; 
 
########################## READABILITY ############ ################## 
 
# Remove tags, turn placeholders to IPA 
# ' is currently glottal stop 
define Pretty [ GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 .o. 
I -> ɨ; 
 
define Readable [GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 ; 
 
read regex Morphology .o. Gen  
.o. LinearityVV .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. V iol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityCV .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. V iol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. SonorantNucleus .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 . O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. 
Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. HasOnset .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol 2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. SSP .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O.  Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. NoComplexOnset .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O . Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. 
Viol0 .o. Pardon 
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.o. NoComplexCoda .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O.  Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 

.o. Pardon 

.o. MaxV .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O . Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. MaxC .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O . Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. LinearityBetweenMorphemes .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 . O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. 
Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. NoGlottObs .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Vi ol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityCC .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. V iol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityWithinMorpheme .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O.  Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 
.O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 
#.o. Pretty 
.o. Readable 
; 
 
echo ** hIgIp 
down hIgIp; 
echo ** hIgIpIn 
down hIgIp+In; 
echo ** Should metathesize - expect pughip 
echo ** puhIgIp 
down pu+hIgIp; 
 
echo ** hIdIm 
down hIdIm; 
echo ** hIdIm+In 
down hIdIm+In; 
echo ** Should metathesize - expect pudhim 
echo ** pu+hIdIm 
down pu+hIdIm; 
 
echo ** hIdIn 
down hIdIn; 
echo ** hIdIn+In 
down hIdIn+In; 
echo ** Should metathesize - expect pudhin 
echo ** pu+hIdIn 
down pu+hIdIn; 
 
echo ** gihib 
down gihib; 
echo ** Should metathesize - expect gibhin 
echo ** gihib+In 
down gihib+In; 
echo ** pu+gihib 
down pu+gihib; 
 
echo ** ledeh 
down ledeh; 
echo ** ledeh+In 
down ledeh+In; 
echo ** pu+ledeh 
down pu+ledeh; 
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echo ** ledeh+to 
down ledeh+to; 
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Baffling Balangao 

 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
# Bogus Balangao 
 
################################## DATA ########### ###################### 
 
# Simplify for syllabification 
define ROOTS {hIgIp} | {hIdIm} | {hIdIn} | {gihib} | {ledeh} ; 
 
############################# BASIC DEFINITIONS ### ###################### 
 
define V [ a | e | i | I | o | u ] ; 
 
# q = glottal stop 
define C [ b | d | g | h | k | l | m | n | p | q | t ] ; 
 
define SEGMENT [ V | C ] ; 
 
define HighV [ u | i | I ] ; 
define GLOTTAL [ h | q ] ; 
define OBSTRUENT [ b | d | g | k | p | t] ; 
# In the sense of "potential vocalic nucleus" 
define SONORANT [ V ] ; 
 
define GENTAGS [ %+DelV | %+DelC | %+Met | %+MetCC | %+MetCV | %+MetVV |  
    %+MetWithinMorph | %+MetBetweenMorph ] ; 
 
define BOUNDARY [ %+ | .#. | %. ] ; 
define EDGE [ .#. | %. ] ; 
 
# Syllable boundary 
define SB [~$%. %. ~$%.]; 
 
define Light [C* V]; 
define Heavy [Light SEGMENT+]; 
 
define S [ Heavy | Light ] ; 
 
############################# MORPHOLOGY ########## ###################### 
 
define PREFIXES [ {qi} | {ma} | {pu} ] %+ ; 
define SUFFIXES %+ [ {In} | {um} | {to} ] ; 
 
# In real Balangao, high vowels delete in the prese nce of certain morphemes. 
# This rule presents a simplified version of this p rocess. 
define Syncope [C* V C* HighV:0 C* V C*]/[GENTAGS |  %+] .P. ?* ; 
 
define Morphology (PREFIXES) ROOTS | ROOTS (SUFFIXE S) .o. Syncope; 
 
################################### GEN ########### ####################### 
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define Syllabify SEGMENT (->) ... "." || _ SEGMENT/ [GENTAGS | %+] ; 
 
# Had Shuffle rules in this form, but - while it wo rked - it was  
# very inefficient and led to memory problems 
#[ [?* m:l l:m ?* []:%+Met]/GENTAGS | ~$[m l]/GENTA GS ] | ?* ].o. 
 
# Both within and across morpheme boundaries 
define Shuffle a e (->) e a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorp h, e a (->) a e %+MetVV 
%+MetWithinMorph, 
a i (->) i a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, i a (->) a i  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a I (->) I a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I a (->) a I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a o (->) o a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o a (->) a o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a u (->) u a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u a (->) a u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e i (->) i e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, i e (->) e i  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e I (->) I e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I e (->) e I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e o (->) o e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o e (->) e o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e u (->) u e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u e (->) e u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i I (->) I i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I i (->) i I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i o (->) o i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o i (->) i o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i u (->) u i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u i (->) i u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I o (->) o I %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o I (->) I o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I u (->) u I %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u I (->) I u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o u (->) u o %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u o (->) o u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a e (->) e a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, e a (->) a e %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ i (->) i %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, i %+ a (->) a %+ i %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ I (->) I %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ a (->) a %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ o (->) o %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ a (->) a %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ u (->) u %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ a (->) a %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ i (->) i %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, i %+ e (->) e %+ i %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ I (->) I %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ e (->) e %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ o (->) o %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ e (->) e %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ u (->) u %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ e (->) e %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ I (->) I %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ i (->) i %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ o (->) o %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ i (->) i %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ u (->) u %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ i (->) i %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ o (->) o %+ I %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ I (->) I %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ u (->) u %+ I %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ I (->) I %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ u (->) u %+ o %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ o (->) o %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h q (->) q h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, q h (->) h q  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h b (->) b h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, h d (->) d h  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
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h g (->) g h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g h (->) h g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d h (->) h d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b h (->) h b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h t (->) t h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t h (->) h t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h k (->) k h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k h (->) h k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h p (->) p h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p h (->) h p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q b (->) b q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, q d (->) d q  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
q g (->) g q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph %+MetWithinMo rph,  
g q (->) q g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d q (->) q d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b q (->) q b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph %+MetWithinMo rph, 
q t (->) t q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t q (->) q t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q k (->) k q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k q (->) q k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q p (->) p q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p q (->) q p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
b d (->) d b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, b g (->) g b  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g b (->) b g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d b (->) b d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b t (->) t b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t b (->) b t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
b k (->) k b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k b (->) b k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
d g (->) g d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, g d (->) d g  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
d t (->) t d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t d (->) d t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
d k (->) k d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k d (->) d k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
g t (->) t g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t g (->) g t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
g k (->) k g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k g (->) g k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
k t (->) t k %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t k (->) k t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h %+ q (->) q %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ h (->) h %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ b (->) b %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ d (->) d %+ h %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ g (->) g %+ h %+MetBetweenM orph,  
g %+ h (->) h %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ h (->) h %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ h (->) h %+ b %+MetBetweenM orph,  
h %+ t (->) t %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ h (->) h %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ k (->) k %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ h (->) h %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ p (->) p %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ h (->) h %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ b (->) b %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ d (->) d %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ g (->) g %+ q %+MetBetweenM orph,  
g %+ q (->) q %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ q (->) q %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ q (->) q %+ b %+MetBetweenM orph, 
q %+ t (->) t %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ q (->) q %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ k (->) k %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ q (->) q %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ p (->) p %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ q (->) q %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
b %+ d (->) d %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ g (->) g %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
g %+ b (->) b %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ b (->) b %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
b %+ t (->) t %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ b (->) b %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
b %+ k (->) k %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ b (->) b %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
d %+ g (->) g %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ d (->) d %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
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d %+ t (->) t %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ d (->) d %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
d %+ k (->) k %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ d (->) d %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
g %+ t (->) t %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ g (->) g %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
g %+ k (->) k %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ g (->) g %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
k %+ t (->) t %+ k %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ k (->) k %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a b (->) b a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b a (->) a b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a d (->) d a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d a (->) a d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a g (->) g a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g a (->) a g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a h (->) h a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h a (->) a h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a k (->) k a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k a (->) a k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a p (->) p a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p a (->) a p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a q (->) q a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q a (->) a q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a t (->) t a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t a (->) a t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e b (->) b e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b e (->) e b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e d (->) d e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d e (->) e d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e g (->) g e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g e (->) e g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e h (->) h e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h e (->) e h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e k (->) k e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k e (->) e k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e p (->) p e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p e (->) e p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e q (->) q e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q e (->) e q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e t (->) t e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t e (->) e t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I b (->) b I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b I (->) I b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I d (->) d I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d I (->) I d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I g (->) g I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g I (->) I g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I h (->) h I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h I (->) I h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I k (->) k I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k I (->) I k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I p (->) p I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p I (->) I p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I q (->) q I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q I (->) I q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I t (->) t I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t I (->) I t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o b (->) b o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b o (->) o b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o d (->) d o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d o (->) o d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o g (->) g o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g o (->) o g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o h (->) h o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h o (->) o h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o k (->) k o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k o (->) o k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o p (->) p o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p o (->) o p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o q (->) q o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q o (->) o q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o t (->) t o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t o (->) o t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u b (->) b u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b u (->) u b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u d (->) d u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d u (->) u d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u g (->) g u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g u (->) u g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u h (->) h u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h u (->) u h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u k (->) k u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k u (->) u k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u p (->) p u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p u (->) u p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u q (->) q u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q u (->) u q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u t (->) t u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t u (->) u t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a %+ b (->) b %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ a (->) a %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ d (->) d %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ a (->) a %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ g (->) g %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ a (->) a %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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a %+ h (->) h %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ a (->) a %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ k (->) k %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ a (->) a %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ p (->) p %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ a (->) a %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ q (->) q %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ a (->) a %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ t (->) t %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ a (->) a %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ b (->) b %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ e (->) e %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ d (->) d %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ e (->) e %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ g (->) g %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ e (->) e %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ h (->) h %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ e (->) e %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ k (->) k %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ e (->) e %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ p (->) p %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ e (->) e %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ q (->) q %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ e (->) e %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ t (->) t %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ e (->) e %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ b (->) b %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ i (->) i %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ d (->) d %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ i (->) i %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ g (->) g %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ i (->) i %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ h (->) h %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ i (->) i %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ k (->) k %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ i (->) i %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ p (->) p %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ i (->) i %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ q (->) q %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ i (->) i %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ t (->) t %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ i (->) i %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ b (->) b %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ I (->) I %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ d (->) d %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ I (->) I %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ g (->) g %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ I (->) I %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ h (->) h %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ I (->) I %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ k (->) k %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ I (->) I %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ p (->) p %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ I (->) I %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ q (->) q %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ I (->) I %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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I %+ t (->) t %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ I (->) I %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ b (->) b %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ o (->) o %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ d (->) d %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ o (->) o %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ g (->) g %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ o (->) o %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ h (->) h %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ o (->) o %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ k (->) k %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ o (->) o %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ p (->) p %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ o (->) o %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ q (->) q %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ o (->) o %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ t (->) t %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ o (->) o %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ b (->) b %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ u (->) u %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ d (->) d %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ u (->) u %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ g (->) g %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ u (->) u %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ h (->) h %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ u (->) u %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ k (->) k %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ u (->) u %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ p (->) p %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ u (->) u %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ q (->) q %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ u (->) u %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ t (->) t %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ u (->) u %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph 
; 
# Let's start moving these 
define DeletionVowel V (->) %+DelV .o.  
# Need to let through things without %+Delv 
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV]  
; 
 
define DeletionCons C (->) %+DelC ; 
 
define Gen [ DeletionVowel .o. DeletionCons .o. Shu ffle .o. Syllabify ] ; 
 
######################### OT CONSTRAINTS ########## ################### 
 
# The Viol family of constraints, and the accompany ing comments in  
# this secton, are from Karttunen (2004).  His Finn ish prosody 
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# script may be found at http://www.stanford.edu/~l aurik/fsmbook . 
# 
# We use asterisks to mark constraint violations. O rdinary constraints 
# such as Lapse assign single asterisks as the viol ation marks and the 
# candidate with the fewest number is selected. Gra dient constraints 
# such as AllFeetFirst mark violations with sequenc es of asterisks. 
# The number increases with distance from the word edge. 
 
# Every instance of * in an output candidate is a v iolation. 
 
define Viol ${*}; 
 
# We prune candidates with "lenient composition" th at eliminates 
# candidates that violate the constraint provided t hat at least 
# one output candidate survives. 
 
define Viol0 ~Viol;        # No violations 
define Viol1 ~[Viol^2];    # At most one violation 
define Viol2 ~[Viol^3];    # At most two violations  
define Viol3 ~[Viol^4];    # etc. 
define Viol4 ~[Viol^5]; 
define Viol5 ~[Viol^6]; 
define Viol6 ~[Viol^7]; 
define Viol7 ~[Viol^8]; 
define Viol8 ~[Viol^9]; 
define Viol9 ~[Viol^10]; 
define Viol10 ~[Viol^11]; 
define Viol11 ~[Viol^12]; 
define Viol12 ~[Viol^13]; 
define Viol13 ~[Viol^14]; 
define Viol14 ~[Viol^15]; 
define Viol15 ~[Viol^16]; 
 
# This eliminates the violation marks after the can didate set has 
# been pruned by a constraint. 
 
define Pardon {*} -> 0; 
 
# End of Karttunen's code 
 
########################## CONSTRAINTS ############ ################## 
 
# Faithfulness constraints 
 
define LinearityBetweenMorphemes [ %+MetBetweenMorp h -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityWithinMorpheme [ %+MetWithinMorph - > ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityCC [ %+MetCC-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityCV [ %+MetCV-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentVoice [ %+DeltaVoice -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentNasal [ %+DeltaNasal -> ... {*}] ; 
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define MaxV [ %+DelV -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define MaxC [ %+DelC -> ... {*}] ; 
 
# Markedness constraints 
 
define NoGlottObs [ [ GLOTTAL OBSTRUENT ]/[GENTAGS | %+ | "."]-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define NoComplexOnset [C C]/[GENTAGS | %+] -> ... { *} || EDGE _ ; 
 
define NoComplexCoda [C C]/[GENTAGS | %+ ] -> ... { *} || _ EDGE ; 
 
define SonorantNucleus ~$V -> ... {*} || EDGE _ EDG E ; 
 
define HasOnset V -> ... {*} || EDGE/[GENTAGS | %+ ] _ ; 
 
define Linearity [ %+Met -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityVV [ %+MetVV -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define HasPrimaryStress ~$PRIMARYSTRESS -> ... {*} || .#. _ .#. ; 
 
define OnlyOnePrimaryStress $[PRIMARYSTRESS ?* PRIM ARYSTRESS] -> ... {*} || 
.#. _ .#. ; 
 
define NoStressClash SS/[GENTAGS | %+] "." SS/[GENT AGS | %+ ] -> ... {*} ; 
 
# I might prefer to do this as binary feet 
define NoDoubledUnstressed USS/[GENTAGS | %+] "." U SS/[GENTAGS | %+ ] -> ... 
{*} ; 
 
define SSP $[ V+ C+ V+ ]/[GENTAGS | %+] -> ... {*} || EDGE _ EDGE; 
 
define InitialStress ~$PRIMARYSTRESS -> ... {*} || .#. _ EDGE/[GENTAGS | %+] 
; 
 
########################## READABILITY ############ ################## 
 
# Remove tags, turn placeholders to IPA 
# ' is currently glottal stop 
define Pretty [ GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 .o. 
I -> ɨ; 
 
define Readable [GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 ; 
 
read regex Morphology .o. Gen  
.o. LinearityVV .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. V iol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityCV .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. V iol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. SonorantNucleus .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 . O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. 
Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. HasOnset .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol 2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. SSP .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O.  Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
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.o. NoComplexOnset .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O . Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. 
Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. NoComplexCoda .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O.  Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityWithinMorpheme .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O.  Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 
.O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityBetweenMorphemes .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 . O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. 
Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. MaxV .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O . Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. MaxC .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O . Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. NoGlottObs .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Vi ol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityCC .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. V iol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
#.o. Pretty 
.o. Readable 
; 
 
echo ** hIgIp 
down hIgIp; 
echo ** hIgIpIn 
down hIgIp+In; 
echo ** No metathesis 
echo ** puhIgIp 
down pu+hIgIp; 
 
echo ** hIdIm 
down hIdIm; 
echo ** hIdIm+In 
down hIdIm+In; 
echo ** No metathesis 
echo ** pu+hIdIm 
down pu+hIdIm; 
 
echo ** hIdIn 
down hIdIn; 
echo ** hIdIn+In 
down hIdIn+In; 
echo ** No metathesis 
echo ** pu+hIdIn 
down pu+hIdIn; 
 
echo ** gihib 
down gihib; 
echo ** No metathesis 
echo ** gihib+In 
down gihib+In; 
echo ** pu+gihib 
down pu+gihib; 
 
echo ** ledeh 
down ledeh; 
echo ** ledeh+In 
down ledeh+In; 
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echo ** pu+ledeh 
down pu+ledeh; 
echo ** ledeh+to 
echo ** Metathesis across morpheme boundary 
down ledeh+to; 
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Bizarro Balangao 

 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
# Bogus Balangao 
 
################################## DATA ########### ###################### 
 
# Simplify for syllabification 
define ROOTS {hIgIp} | {hIdIm} | {hIdIn} | {gihib} | {ledeh} ; 
 
############################# BASIC DEFINITIONS ### ###################### 
 
define V [ a | e | i | I | o | u ] ; 
 
# q = glottal stop 
define C [ b | d | g | h | k | l | m | n | p | q | t ] ; 
 
define SEGMENT [ V | C ] ; 
 
define HighV [ u | i | I ] ; 
define GLOTTAL [ h | q ] ; 
define OBSTRUENT [ b | d | g | k | p | t] ; 
# In the sense of "potential vocalic nucleus" 
define SONORANT [ V ] ; 
 
define GENTAGS [ %+DelV | %+DelC | %+Met | %+MetCC | %+MetCV | %+MetVV |  
    %+MetWithinMorph | %+MetBetweenMorph ] ; 
 
define BOUNDARY [ %+ | .#. | %. ] ; 
define EDGE [ .#. | %. ] ; 
 
# Syllable boundary 
define SB [~$%. %. ~$%.]; 
 
define Light [C* V]; 
define Heavy [Light SEGMENT+]; 
 
define S [ Heavy | Light ] ; 
 
############################# MORPHOLOGY ########## ###################### 
 
define PREFIXES [ {qi} | {ma} | {pu} ] %+ ; 
define SUFFIXES %+ [ {In} | {um} | {to} ] ; 
 
# In real Balangao, high vowels delete in the prese nce of certain morphemes. 
# This rule presents a simplified version of this p rocess. 
define Syncope [C* V C* HighV:0 C* V C*]/[GENTAGS |  %+] .P. ?* ; 
 
define Morphology (PREFIXES) ROOTS | ROOTS (SUFFIXE S) .o. Syncope; 
 
################################### GEN ########### ####################### 
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define Syllabify SEGMENT (->) ... "." || _ SEGMENT/ [GENTAGS | %+] ; 
 
# Had Shuffle rules in this form, but - while it wo rked - it was  
# very inefficient and led to memory problems 
#[ [?* m:l l:m ?* []:%+Met]/GENTAGS | ~$[m l]/GENTA GS ] | ?* ].o. 
 
# Both within and across morpheme boundaries 
define Shuffle a e (->) e a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorp h, e a (->) a e %+MetVV 
%+MetWithinMorph, 
a i (->) i a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, i a (->) a i  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a I (->) I a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I a (->) a I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a o (->) o a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o a (->) a o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a u (->) u a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u a (->) a u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e i (->) i e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, i e (->) e i  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e I (->) I e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I e (->) e I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e o (->) o e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o e (->) e o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e u (->) u e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u e (->) e u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i I (->) I i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I i (->) i I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i o (->) o i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o i (->) i o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i u (->) u i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u i (->) i u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I o (->) o I %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o I (->) I o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I u (->) u I %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u I (->) I u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o u (->) u o %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u o (->) o u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a e (->) e a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, e a (->) a e %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ i (->) i %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, i %+ a (->) a %+ i %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ I (->) I %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ a (->) a %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ o (->) o %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ a (->) a %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ u (->) u %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ a (->) a %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ i (->) i %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, i %+ e (->) e %+ i %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ I (->) I %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ e (->) e %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ o (->) o %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ e (->) e %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ u (->) u %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ e (->) e %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ I (->) I %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ i (->) i %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ o (->) o %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ i (->) i %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ u (->) u %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ i (->) i %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ o (->) o %+ I %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ I (->) I %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ u (->) u %+ I %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ I (->) I %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ u (->) u %+ o %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ o (->) o %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h q (->) q h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, q h (->) h q  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h b (->) b h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, h d (->) d h  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
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h g (->) g h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g h (->) h g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d h (->) h d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b h (->) h b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h t (->) t h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t h (->) h t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h k (->) k h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k h (->) h k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h p (->) p h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p h (->) h p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q b (->) b q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, q d (->) d q  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
q g (->) g q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph %+MetWithinMo rph,  
g q (->) q g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d q (->) q d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b q (->) q b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph %+MetWithinMo rph, 
q t (->) t q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t q (->) q t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q k (->) k q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k q (->) q k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q p (->) p q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p q (->) q p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
b d (->) d b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, b g (->) g b  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g b (->) b g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d b (->) b d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b t (->) t b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t b (->) b t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
b k (->) k b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k b (->) b k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
d g (->) g d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, g d (->) d g  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
d t (->) t d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t d (->) d t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
d k (->) k d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k d (->) d k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
g t (->) t g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t g (->) g t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
g k (->) k g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k g (->) g k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
k t (->) t k %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t k (->) k t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h %+ q (->) q %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ h (->) h %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ b (->) b %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ d (->) d %+ h %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ g (->) g %+ h %+MetBetweenM orph,  
g %+ h (->) h %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ h (->) h %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ h (->) h %+ b %+MetBetweenM orph,  
h %+ t (->) t %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ h (->) h %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ k (->) k %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ h (->) h %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ p (->) p %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ h (->) h %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ b (->) b %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ d (->) d %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ g (->) g %+ q %+MetBetweenM orph,  
g %+ q (->) q %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ q (->) q %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ q (->) q %+ b %+MetBetweenM orph, 
q %+ t (->) t %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ q (->) q %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ k (->) k %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ q (->) q %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ p (->) p %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ q (->) q %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
b %+ d (->) d %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ g (->) g %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
g %+ b (->) b %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ b (->) b %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
b %+ t (->) t %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ b (->) b %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
b %+ k (->) k %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ b (->) b %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
d %+ g (->) g %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ d (->) d %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
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d %+ t (->) t %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ d (->) d %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
d %+ k (->) k %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ d (->) d %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
g %+ t (->) t %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ g (->) g %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
g %+ k (->) k %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ g (->) g %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
k %+ t (->) t %+ k %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ k (->) k %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a b (->) b a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b a (->) a b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a d (->) d a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d a (->) a d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a g (->) g a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g a (->) a g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a h (->) h a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h a (->) a h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a k (->) k a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k a (->) a k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a p (->) p a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p a (->) a p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a q (->) q a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q a (->) a q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a t (->) t a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t a (->) a t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e b (->) b e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b e (->) e b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e d (->) d e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d e (->) e d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e g (->) g e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g e (->) e g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e h (->) h e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h e (->) e h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e k (->) k e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k e (->) e k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e p (->) p e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p e (->) e p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e q (->) q e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q e (->) e q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e t (->) t e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t e (->) e t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I b (->) b I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b I (->) I b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I d (->) d I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d I (->) I d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I g (->) g I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g I (->) I g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I h (->) h I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h I (->) I h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I k (->) k I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k I (->) I k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I p (->) p I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p I (->) I p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I q (->) q I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q I (->) I q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I t (->) t I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t I (->) I t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o b (->) b o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b o (->) o b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o d (->) d o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d o (->) o d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o g (->) g o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g o (->) o g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o h (->) h o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h o (->) o h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o k (->) k o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k o (->) o k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o p (->) p o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p o (->) o p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o q (->) q o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q o (->) o q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o t (->) t o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t o (->) o t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u b (->) b u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b u (->) u b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u d (->) d u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d u (->) u d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u g (->) g u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g u (->) u g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u h (->) h u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h u (->) u h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u k (->) k u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k u (->) u k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u p (->) p u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p u (->) u p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u q (->) q u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q u (->) u q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u t (->) t u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t u (->) u t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a %+ b (->) b %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ a (->) a %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ d (->) d %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ a (->) a %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ g (->) g %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ a (->) a %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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a %+ h (->) h %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ a (->) a %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ k (->) k %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ a (->) a %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ p (->) p %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ a (->) a %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ q (->) q %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ a (->) a %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ t (->) t %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ a (->) a %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ b (->) b %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ e (->) e %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ d (->) d %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ e (->) e %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ g (->) g %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ e (->) e %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ h (->) h %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ e (->) e %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ k (->) k %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ e (->) e %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ p (->) p %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ e (->) e %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ q (->) q %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ e (->) e %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ t (->) t %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ e (->) e %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ b (->) b %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ i (->) i %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ d (->) d %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ i (->) i %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ g (->) g %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ i (->) i %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ h (->) h %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ i (->) i %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ k (->) k %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ i (->) i %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ p (->) p %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ i (->) i %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ q (->) q %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ i (->) i %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ t (->) t %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ i (->) i %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ b (->) b %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ I (->) I %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ d (->) d %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ I (->) I %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ g (->) g %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ I (->) I %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ h (->) h %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ I (->) I %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ k (->) k %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ I (->) I %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ p (->) p %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ I (->) I %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ q (->) q %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ I (->) I %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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I %+ t (->) t %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ I (->) I %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ b (->) b %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ o (->) o %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ d (->) d %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ o (->) o %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ g (->) g %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ o (->) o %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ h (->) h %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ o (->) o %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ k (->) k %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ o (->) o %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ p (->) p %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ o (->) o %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ q (->) q %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ o (->) o %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ t (->) t %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ o (->) o %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ b (->) b %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ u (->) u %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ d (->) d %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ u (->) u %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ g (->) g %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ u (->) u %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ h (->) h %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ u (->) u %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ k (->) k %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ u (->) u %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ p (->) p %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ u (->) u %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ q (->) q %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ u (->) u %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ t (->) t %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ u (->) u %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph 
; 
# Let's start moving these 
define DeletionVowel V (->) %+DelV .o.  
# Need to let through things without %+Delv 
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV] .o.   
0:%+DelV ?+ %+DelV:0 ?* | [%+DelV]* ~$[%+DelV]  
; 
 
define DeletionCons C (->) %+DelC ; 
 
define Gen [ DeletionVowel .o. DeletionCons .o. Shu ffle .o. Syllabify ] ; 
 
######################### OT CONSTRAINTS ########## ################### 
 
# The Viol family of constraints, and the accompany ing comments in  
# this secton, are from Karttunen (2004).  His Finn ish prosody 
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# script may be found at http://www.stanford.edu/~l aurik/fsmbook . 
# 
# We use asterisks to mark constraint violations. O rdinary constraints 
# such as Lapse assign single asterisks as the viol ation marks and the 
# candidate with the fewest number is selected. Gra dient constraints 
# such as AllFeetFirst mark violations with sequenc es of asterisks. 
# The number increases with distance from the word edge. 
 
# Every instance of * in an output candidate is a v iolation. 
 
define Viol ${*}; 
 
# We prune candidates with "lenient composition" th at eliminates 
# candidates that violate the constraint provided t hat at least 
# one output candidate survives. 
 
define Viol0 ~Viol;        # No violations 
define Viol1 ~[Viol^2];    # At most one violation 
define Viol2 ~[Viol^3];    # At most two violations  
define Viol3 ~[Viol^4];    # etc. 
define Viol4 ~[Viol^5]; 
define Viol5 ~[Viol^6]; 
define Viol6 ~[Viol^7]; 
define Viol7 ~[Viol^8]; 
define Viol8 ~[Viol^9]; 
define Viol9 ~[Viol^10]; 
define Viol10 ~[Viol^11]; 
define Viol11 ~[Viol^12]; 
define Viol12 ~[Viol^13]; 
define Viol13 ~[Viol^14]; 
define Viol14 ~[Viol^15]; 
define Viol15 ~[Viol^16]; 
 
# This eliminates the violation marks after the can didate set has 
# been pruned by a constraint. 
 
define Pardon {*} -> 0; 
 
# End of Karttunen's code 
 
########################## CONSTRAINTS ############ ################## 
 
# Faithfulness constraints 
 
define LinearityBetweenMorphemes [ %+MetBetweenMorp h -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityWithinMorpheme [ %+MetWithinMorph - > ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityCC [ %+MetCC-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityCV [ %+MetCV-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentVoice [ %+DeltaVoice -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentNasal [ %+DeltaNasal -> ... {*}] ; 
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define MaxV [ %+DelV -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define MaxC [ %+DelC -> ... {*}] ; 
 
# Markedness constraints 
 
define NoGlottObs [ [ GLOTTAL OBSTRUENT ]/[GENTAGS | %+ | "."]-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define NoComplexOnset [C C]/[GENTAGS | %+] -> ... { *} || EDGE _ ; 
 
define NoComplexCoda [C C]/[GENTAGS | %+ ] -> ... { *} || _ EDGE ; 
 
define SonorantNucleus ~$V -> ... {*} || EDGE _ EDG E ; 
 
define HasOnset V -> ... {*} || EDGE/[GENTAGS | %+ ] _ ; 
 
define Linearity [ %+Met -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityVV [ %+MetVV -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define HasPrimaryStress ~$PRIMARYSTRESS -> ... {*} || .#. _ .#. ; 
 
define OnlyOnePrimaryStress $[PRIMARYSTRESS ?* PRIM ARYSTRESS] -> ... {*} || 
.#. _ .#. ; 
 
define NoStressClash SS/[GENTAGS | %+] "." SS/[GENT AGS | %+ ] -> ... {*} ; 
 
# I might prefer to do this as binary feet 
define NoDoubledUnstressed USS/[GENTAGS | %+] "." U SS/[GENTAGS | %+ ] -> ... 
{*} ; 
 
define SSP $[ V+ C+ V+ ]/[GENTAGS | %+] -> ... {*} || EDGE _ EDGE; 
 
define InitialStress ~$PRIMARYSTRESS -> ... {*} || .#. _ EDGE/[GENTAGS | %+] 
; 
 
########################## READABILITY ############ ################## 
 
# Remove tags, turn placeholders to IPA 
# ' is currently glottal stop 
define Pretty [ GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 .o. 
I -> ɨ; 
 
define Readable [GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 ; 
 
read regex Morphology .o. Gen  
.o. LinearityVV .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. V iol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityCV .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. V iol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. SonorantNucleus .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 . O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. 
Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. HasOnset .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol 2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. SSP .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O.  Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
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.o. NoComplexOnset .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O . Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. 
Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. NoComplexCoda .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O.  Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityWithinMorpheme .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O.  Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 
.O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. MaxV .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O . Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. MaxC .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O . Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. NoGlottObs .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Vi ol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityCC .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. V iol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 
.o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityBetweenMorphemes .O. Viol5 .O. Viol4 . O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. 
Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 
#.o. Pretty 
.o. Readable 
; 
 
echo ** hIgIp 
down hIgIp; 
echo ** hIgIpIn 
down hIgIp+In; 
echo ** Should metathesize - expect pughip 
echo ** puhIgIp 
down pu+hIgIp; 
 
echo ** hIdIm 
down hIdIm; 
echo ** hIdIm+In 
down hIdIm+In; 
echo ** Should metathesize - expect pudhim 
echo ** pu+hIdIm 
down pu+hIdIm; 
 
echo ** hIdIn 
down hIdIn; 
echo ** hIdIn+In 
down hIdIn+In; 
echo ** Should metathesize - expect pudhin 
echo ** pu+hIdIn 
down pu+hIdIn; 
 
echo ** gihib 
down gihib; 
echo ** Should metathesize - expect gibhin 
echo ** gihib+In 
down gihib+In; 
echo ** pu+gihib 
down pu+gihib; 
 
echo ** ledeh 
down ledeh; 
echo ** ledeh+In 
down ledeh+In; 
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echo ** pu+ledeh 
down pu+ledeh; 
echo ** ledeh+to 
down ledeh+to; 
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Faux Fur 

 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
# Faux Fur 
 
# Morphology 
 
################################## DATA ########### ###################### 
 
define ROOTS {lat} | {ba} | {mul} ; 
 
############################# BASIC DEFINITIONS ### ###################### 
 
define V [ a | e | i | o | u ] ; 
define C [ b | d | f | g | j | %[PalatalJ%] | k | l  | m | n | %[Engma%] | 
%[PalatalN%] | r | s | t | w | y ] ; 
 
define SEGMENTS [ V | C ] ; 
 
define BILABIAL [ b | m | f ] ; 
define SONORANT [ V | l ] ; 
define NASAL [ m | n | %[Engma%] %[PalatalN%] ] ; 
 
define PERSON [ %+1st | %+2nd | %+3rd] ; 
define NUMBER [ %+Sing | %+Pl ] ; 
define TENSE [ %+Perfect ] ; 
 
define GENTAGS [ %+DeltaNasal | %+DeltaVoice | %+Me tCC | %+MetCV | %+MetVV | 
    %+MetWithinMorph | %+MetBetweenMorph ] ; 
 
define TAGS [ PERSON | NUMBER | TENSE ] ; 
 
define BOUNDARY [ %+ | .#. ] ; 
 
############################# MORPHOLOGY ########## ###################### 
 
# To do: allow free order in tags 
# Do metathesis first 
# All persons and numbers except 3Sing 
# Tags contain 1st, or 2nd, or 3rd and Pl 
define Metathesizes ROOTS [ %+1st NUMBER | %+2nd NU MBER | %+3rd %+Pl ] TENSE; 
 
# Since this is purely for verb roots and conjugati on, not making it 
# generalized 
define Reorder [ l:a a:l ?* | l:e e:l ?* | l:i i:l ?* | l:o o:l ?* | 
l:u u:l ?* | m:a a:m ?*  | m:e e:m ?* | m:i i:m ?* | m:o o:m ?* | m:u u:m ?* 
| 
b:a a:b ?*  | b:e e:b ?* | b:i i:b ?* | b:o o:b ?* | b:u u:b ?* | 
d:a a:d ?*  | d:e e:d ?* | d:i i:d ?* | d:o o:d ?* | d:u u:d ?*  
] ; 
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define NoMetathesis ROOTS %+3rd %+Sing TENSE ; 
 
define Personal1 [ [ Metathesizes .o. Reorder ] | N oMetathesis]  ; 
 
# 1st and 3rd Sing have no prefixes and pass throug h 
# Literal + marks morpheme boundary 
 
# Can't use ROOTS here because metathesis has appli ed 
# Add personal prefixes 
define PersPrefixes [  
    SEGMENTS+ [ [ %+1st | %+3rd ] %+Sing ] TENSE | 
    0:j 0:%+ SEGMENTS+/%+ [ %+2nd %+Sing ] TENSE | 
    0:b 0:%+ SEGMENTS+/%+ [ %+2nd %+Pl ] TENSE | 
    0:k 0:%+ SEGMENTS+/%+ [ [ %+1st | %+3rd ] %+Pl ] TENSE 
]; 
 
# Perfect tense 
# 3rd Pl gets a different ending than the rest 
 
define AddTense [ 
    SEGMENTS+/%+ 0:%+ 0:i %+3rd:0 %+Sing:0 %+Perfec t:0 | 
    SEGMENTS+/%+ 0:%+ 0:i [ %+1st | %+2nd ]:0 NUMBE R:0 %+Perfect:0 | 
    SEGMENTS+/%+ 0:%+ 0:i 0:e %+3rd:0 %+Pl:0 %+Perf ect:0  
] ; 
 
define Morphology Personal1 .o. PersPrefixes .o. Ad dTense ; 
 
################################### GEN ########### ####################### 
 
define VoiceCoronal t (->) d %+DeltaVoice ; 
 
define Denasalize n (->) d %+DeltaNasal, 
m (->) b %+DeltaNasal, 
%[PalatalN%] (->) t j %+DeltaNasal, 
%[Engma%] (->) g %+DeltaNasal  
; 
 
define Nasalize d (->) n %+DeltaNasal, 
b (->) m %+DeltaNasal, 
t j (->) %[PalatalN%] %+DeltaNasal, 
g (->) %[Engma%] %+DeltaNasal  
; 
 
# Shuffle is a general operation 
# Both within and across morpheme boundaries 
define Shuffle a e (->) e a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorp h, e a (->) a e %+MetVV 
%+MetWithinMorph, 
a i (->) i a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, i a (->) a i  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a I (->) I a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I a (->) a I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a o (->) o a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o a (->) a o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a u (->) u a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u a (->) a u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e i (->) i e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, i e (->) e i  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e I (->) I e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I e (->) e I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e o (->) o e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o e (->) e o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e u (->) u e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u e (->) e u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i I (->) I i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I i (->) i I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
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i o (->) o i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o i (->) i o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i u (->) u i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u i (->) i u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I o (->) o I %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o I (->) I o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I u (->) u I %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u I (->) I u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o u (->) u o %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u o (->) o u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a e (->) e a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, e a (->) a e %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ i (->) i %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, i %+ a (->) a %+ i %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ I (->) I %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ a (->) a %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ o (->) o %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ a (->) a %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ u (->) u %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ a (->) a %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ i (->) i %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, i %+ e (->) e %+ i %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ I (->) I %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ e (->) e %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ o (->) o %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ e (->) e %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ u (->) u %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ e (->) e %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ I (->) I %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ i (->) i %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ o (->) o %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ i (->) i %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ u (->) u %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ i (->) i %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ o (->) o %+ I %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ I (->) I %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ u (->) u %+ I %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ I (->) I %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ u (->) u %+ o %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ o (->) o %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h q (->) q h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, q h (->) h q  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h b (->) b h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, h d (->) d h  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h m (->) m h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m h (->) h m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
q m (->) m q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m q (->) q m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b m (->) m b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f m (->) m f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m f (->) f m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m b (->) b m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
d m (->) m d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m d (->) d m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g m (->) m g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m g (->) g m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
p m (->) m p %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m p (->) p m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
p m (->) m p %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m p (->) p m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
t m (->) m t %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m t (->) t m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
k m (->) m k %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
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m k (->) k m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h f (->) f h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f h (->) h f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
q f (->) f q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f q (->) q f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b f (->) f b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f b (->) b f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
d f (->) f d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f d (->) d f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g f (->) f g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f g (->) g f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
p f (->) f p %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f p (->) p f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
p f (->) f p %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f p (->) p f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
t f (->) f t %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f t (->) t f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
k f (->) f k %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f k (->) k f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h g (->) g h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g h (->) h g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d h (->) h d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b h (->) h b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h t (->) t h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t h (->) h t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h k (->) k h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k h (->) h k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h p (->) p h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p h (->) h p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q b (->) b q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, q d (->) d q  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
q g (->) g q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph %+MetWithinMo rph,  
g q (->) q g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d q (->) q d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b q (->) q b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph %+MetWithinMo rph, 
q t (->) t q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t q (->) q t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q k (->) k q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k q (->) q k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q p (->) p q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p q (->) q p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
b d (->) d b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, b g (->) g b  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g b (->) b g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d b (->) b d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b t (->) t b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t b (->) b t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
b k (->) k b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k b (->) b k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
d g (->) g d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, g d (->) d g  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
d t (->) t d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t d (->) d t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
d k (->) k d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k d (->) d k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
g t (->) t g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t g (->) g t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
g k (->) k g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k g (->) g k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
k t (->) t k %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t k (->) k t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
# l + obs within 
l b (->) b l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, b l (->) l b  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l d (->) d l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d l (->) l d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l g (->) g l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, g l (->) l g  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l p (->) p l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p l (->) l p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l t (->) t l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t l (->) l t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l k (->) k l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k l (->) l k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l m (->) m l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, m l (->) l m  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l f (->) f l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, f l (->) l f  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h %+ q (->) q %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ h (->) h %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ b (->) b %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ d (->) d %+ h %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ g (->) g %+ h %+MetBetweenM orph,  
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g %+ h (->) h %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ h (->) h %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ h (->) h %+ b %+MetBetweenM orph,  
h %+ t (->) t %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ h (->) h %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ k (->) k %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ h (->) h %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ p (->) p %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ h (->) h %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ b (->) b %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ d (->) d %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ g (->) g %+ q %+MetBetweenM orph,  
g %+ q (->) q %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ q (->) q %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ q (->) q %+ b %+MetBetweenM orph, 
q %+ t (->) t %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ q (->) q %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ k (->) k %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ q (->) q %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ p (->) p %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ q (->) q %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
b %+ d (->) d %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ g (->) g %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
g %+ b (->) b %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ b (->) b %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
b %+ t (->) t %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ b (->) b %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
b %+ k (->) k %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ b (->) b %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
d %+ g (->) g %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ d (->) d %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
d %+ t (->) t %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ d (->) d %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
d %+ k (->) k %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ d (->) d %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
g %+ t (->) t %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ g (->) g %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
g %+ k (->) k %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ g (->) g %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
k %+ t (->) t %+ k %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ k (->) k %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# m + obs between 
m %+ q (->) q %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ m (->) m %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ h (->) h %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ m (->) m %+ h %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ b (->) b %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ m (->) m %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ d (->) d %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ m (->) m %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ g (->) g %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ m (->) m %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ p (->) p %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ m (->) m %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ t (->) t %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ m (->) m %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ k (->) k %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ m (->) m %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# f + obs between 
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f %+ q (->) q %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ f (->) f %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ h (->) h %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ f (->) f %+ h %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ b (->) b %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ f (->) f %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ d (->) d %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ f (->) f %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ g (->) g %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ f (->) f %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ p (->) p %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ f (->) f %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ t (->) t %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ f (->) f %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ k (->) k %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ f (->) f %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# l + obs + b/t 
l %+ b (->) b %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ l (->) l %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ d (->) d %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ l (->) l %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ g (->) g %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ l (->) l %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ p (->) p %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ l (->) l %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ t (->) t %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ l (->) l %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ k (->) k %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ l (->) l %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ m (->) m %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ l (->) l %+ m %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ f (->) f %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ l (->) l %+ f %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a b (->) b a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b a (->) a b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a d (->) d a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d a (->) a d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a g (->) g a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g a (->) a g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a h (->) h a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h a (->) a h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a k (->) k a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k a (->) a k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a p (->) p a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p a (->) a p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a q (->) q a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q a (->) a q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a t (->) t a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t a (->) a t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e b (->) b e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b e (->) e b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e d (->) d e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d e (->) e d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e g (->) g e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g e (->) e g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e h (->) h e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h e (->) e h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e k (->) k e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k e (->) e k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e p (->) p e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p e (->) e p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e q (->) q e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q e (->) e q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e t (->) t e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t e (->) e t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I b (->) b I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b I (->) I b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I d (->) d I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d I (->) I d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I g (->) g I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g I (->) I g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I h (->) h I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h I (->) I h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I k (->) k I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k I (->) I k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I p (->) p I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p I (->) I p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I q (->) q I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q I (->) I q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
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I t (->) t I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t I (->) I t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o b (->) b o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b o (->) o b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o d (->) d o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d o (->) o d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o g (->) g o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g o (->) o g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o h (->) h o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h o (->) o h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o k (->) k o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k o (->) o k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o p (->) p o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p o (->) o p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o q (->) q o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q o (->) o q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o t (->) t o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t o (->) o t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u b (->) b u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b u (->) u b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u d (->) d u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d u (->) u d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u g (->) g u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g u (->) u g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u h (->) h u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h u (->) u h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u k (->) k u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k u (->) u k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u p (->) p u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p u (->) u p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u q (->) q u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q u (->) u q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u t (->) t u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t u (->) u t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
# m + vowel within 
a m (->) m a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m a (->) a m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e m (->) m e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m e (->) e m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i m (->) m i %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m i (->) i m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I m (->) m I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m I (->) I m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o m (->) m o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m o (->) o m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u m (->) m u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m u (->) u m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
# f + vowel within 
a f (->) f a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f a (->) a f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e f (->) f e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f e (->) e f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i f (->) f i %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f i (->) i f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I f (->) f I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f I (->) I f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o f (->) f o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f o (->) o f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u f (->) f u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f u (->) u f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
# l + vowel within 
a l (->) l a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l a (->) a l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e l (->) l e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l e (->) e l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i l (->) l i %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l i (->) i l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I l (->) l I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l I (->) I l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o l (->) l o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l o (->) o l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u l (->) l u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l u (->) u l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a %+ b (->) b %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ a (->) a %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ d (->) d %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ a (->) a %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ g (->) g %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ a (->) a %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ h (->) h %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ a (->) a %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ k (->) k %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ a (->) a %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ p (->) p %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ a (->) a %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ q (->) q %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ a (->) a %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ t (->) t %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ a (->) a %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ b (->) b %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ e (->) e %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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e %+ d (->) d %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ e (->) e %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ g (->) g %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ e (->) e %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ h (->) h %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ e (->) e %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ k (->) k %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ e (->) e %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ p (->) p %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ e (->) e %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ q (->) q %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ e (->) e %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ t (->) t %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ e (->) e %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ b (->) b %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ i (->) i %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ d (->) d %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ i (->) i %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ g (->) g %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ i (->) i %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ h (->) h %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ i (->) i %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ k (->) k %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ i (->) i %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ p (->) p %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ i (->) i %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ q (->) q %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ i (->) i %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ t (->) t %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ i (->) i %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ b (->) b %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ I (->) I %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ d (->) d %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ I (->) I %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ g (->) g %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ I (->) I %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ h (->) h %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ I (->) I %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ k (->) k %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ I (->) I %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ p (->) p %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ I (->) I %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ q (->) q %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ I (->) I %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ t (->) t %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ I (->) I %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ b (->) b %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ o (->) o %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ d (->) d %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ o (->) o %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ g (->) g %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ o (->) o %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ h (->) h %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ o (->) o %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ k (->) k %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ o (->) o %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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o %+ p (->) p %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ o (->) o %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ q (->) q %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ o (->) o %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ t (->) t %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ o (->) o %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ b (->) b %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ u (->) u %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ d (->) d %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ u (->) u %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ g (->) g %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ u (->) u %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ h (->) h %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ u (->) u %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ k (->) k %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ u (->) u %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ p (->) p %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ u (->) u %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ q (->) q %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ u (->) u %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ t (->) t %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ u (->) u %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# last line can't have comma 
# m + vowel between 
a %+ m (->) m %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ a (->) a %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ m (->) m %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ e (->) e %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ m (->) m %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ i (->) i %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ m (->) m %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ I (->) I %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ m (->) m %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ o (->) o %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ m (->) m %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ u (->) u %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# f + vowel between 
a %+ f (->) f %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ a (->) a %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ f (->) f %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ e (->) e %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ f (->) f %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ i (->) i %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ f (->) f %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ I (->) I %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ f (->) f %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ o (->) o %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ f (->) f %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ u (->) u %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# l + vowel between 
a %+ l (->) l %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ a (->) a %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ l (->) l %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ e (->) e %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ l (->) l %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ i (->) i %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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I %+ l (->) l %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ I (->) I %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ l (->) l %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ o (->) o %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ l (->) l %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ u (->) u %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph 
; 
# Last line never has comma! 
 
define Gen [ VoiceCoronal .o. Denasalize .o. Shuffl e ] ; 
#define Gen [ VoiceCoronal .o. Denasalize ] ; 
 
######################### OT CONSTRAINTS ########## ################### 
 
# We use asterisks to mark constraint violations. O rdinary constraints 
# such as Lapse assign single asterisks as the viol ation marks and the 
# candidate with the fewest number is selected. Gra dient constraints 
# such as AllFeetFirst mark violations with sequenc es of asterisks. 
# The number increases with distance from the word edge. 
 
# Every instance of * in an output candidate is a v iolation. 
 
define Viol ${*}; 
 
# We prune candidates with "lenient composition" th at eliminates 
# candidates that violate the constraint provided t hat at least 
# one output candidate survives. 
 
define Viol0 ~Viol;        # No violations 
define Viol1 ~[Viol^2];    # At most one violation 
define Viol2 ~[Viol^3];    # At most two violations  
define Viol3 ~[Viol^4];    # etc. 
define Viol4 ~[Viol^5]; 
define Viol5 ~[Viol^6]; 
define Viol6 ~[Viol^7]; 
define Viol7 ~[Viol^8]; 
define Viol8 ~[Viol^9]; 
define Viol9 ~[Viol^10]; 
define Viol10 ~[Viol^11]; 
define Viol11 ~[Viol^12]; 
define Viol12 ~[Viol^13]; 
define Viol13 ~[Viol^14]; 
define Viol14 ~[Viol^15]; 
define Viol15 ~[Viol^16]; 
 
# This eliminates the violation marks after the can didate set has 
# been pruned by a constraint. 
 
define Pardon {*} -> 0; 
 
########################## CONSTRAINTS ############ ################## 
 
# Faithfulness constraints 
 
define LinearityBetweenMorphemes [ %+MetBetweenMorp h -> ... {*}] ; 
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define LinearityWithinMorpheme [ %+MetWithinMorph - > ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityVV [ %+MetVV -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityCC [ %+MetCC-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityCV [ %+MetCV-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentVoice [ %+DeltaVoice -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentNasal [ %+DeltaNasal -> ... {*}] ; 
 
# Markedness constraints 
 
define NoBL [ [ BILABIAL l ]/[GENTAGS | %+]-> ... { *}] ; 
 
define NoSonTSon t -> t {*} || SONORANT/[GENTAGS | %+] _ SONORANT/[GENTAGS | 
%+ ]; 
 
define StrongRootInitCons [ NASAL -> ... {*} || BOU NDARY _ ] ; 
 
########################## READABILITY ############ ################## 
 
# Remove tags, turn placeholders to IPA 
define Pretty [ GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 .o. 
%[PalatalJ%] -> ɟ .o. 
%[PalatalN%] -> ɲ .o. 
%[Engma%] -> ŋ ; 
 
define Readable [ GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 ; 
 
read regex Morphology .o. Gen  
.o. LinearityVV .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. V iol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityCV .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. V iol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityBetweenMorphemes .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 . O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. NoBL .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o . Pardon 
.o. LinearityWithinMorpheme .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O.  Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. LinearityCC .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. V iol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. NoSonTSon .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Vio l0 .o. Pardon 
.o. IdentVoice .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Vi ol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. StrongRootInitCons .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol 2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. IdentNasal .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Vi ol1 .O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 
#.o. Pretty 
.o. Readable 
; 
 
#echo Real order 
echo Forms of /lat/ 
 
echo ** 
echo lat+1st+Sing+Perfect 
down lat+1st+Sing+Perfect 
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echo ** 
echo lat+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
down lat+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo lat+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
down lat+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo lat+1st+Pl+Perfect 
down lat+1st+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo lat+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
down lat+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo lat+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
down lat+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo Forms of /ba/ 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+1st+Sing+Perfect 
down ba+1st+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
down ba+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
down ba+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+1st+Pl+Perfect 
down ba+1st+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
down ba+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
down ba+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo Forms of /mul/ 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+1st+Sing+Perfect 
down mul+1st+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
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down mul+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
down mul+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+1st+Pl+Perfect 
down mul+1st+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
down mul+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
down mul+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
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Fraudulent Fur 

 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
# Faux Fur 
 
# Morphology 
 
################################## DATA ########### ###################### 
 
define ROOTS {lat} | {ba} | {mul} ; 
 
############################# BASIC DEFINITIONS ### ###################### 
 
define V [ a | e | i | o | u ] ; 
define C [ b | d | f | g | j | %[PalatalJ%] | k | l  | m | n | %[Engma%] | 
%[PalatalN%] | r | s | t | w | y ] ; 
 
define SEGMENTS [ V | C ] ; 
 
define BILABIAL [ b | m | f ] ; 
define SONORANT [ V | l ] ; 
define NASAL [ m | n | %[Engma%] %[PalatalN%] ] ; 
 
define PERSON [ %+1st | %+2nd | %+3rd] ; 
define NUMBER [ %+Sing | %+Pl ] ; 
define TENSE [ %+Perfect ] ; 
 
define GENTAGS [ %+DeltaNasal | %+DeltaVoice | %+Me tCC | %+MetCV | %+MetVV | 
    %+MetWithinMorph | %+MetBetweenMorph ] ; 
 
define TAGS [ PERSON | NUMBER | TENSE ] ; 
 
define BOUNDARY [ %+ | .#. ] ; 
 
############################# MORPHOLOGY ########## ###################### 
 
# To do: allow free order in tags 
# Do metathesis first 
# All persons and numbers except 3Sing 
# Tags contain 1st, or 2nd, or 3rd and Pl 
define Metathesizes ROOTS [ %+1st NUMBER | %+2nd NU MBER | %+3rd %+Pl ] TENSE; 
 
# Since this is purely for verb roots and conjugati on, not making it 
# generalized 
define Reorder [ l:a a:l ?* | l:e e:l ?* | l:i i:l ?* | l:o o:l ?* | 
l:u u:l ?* | m:a a:m ?*  | m:e e:m ?* | m:i i:m ?* | m:o o:m ?* | m:u u:m ?* 
| 
b:a a:b ?*  | b:e e:b ?* | b:i i:b ?* | b:o o:b ?* | b:u u:b ?* | 
d:a a:d ?*  | d:e e:d ?* | d:i i:d ?* | d:o o:d ?* | d:u u:d ?*  
] ; 
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define NoMetathesis ROOTS %+3rd %+Sing TENSE ; 
 
define Personal1 [ [ Metathesizes .o. Reorder ] | N oMetathesis]  ; 
 
# 1st and 3rd Sing have no prefixes and pass throug h 
# Literal + marks morpheme boundary 
 
# Can't use ROOTS here because metathesis has appli ed 
# Add personal prefixes 
define PersPrefixes [  
    SEGMENTS+ [ [ %+1st | %+3rd ] %+Sing ] TENSE | 
    0:j 0:%+ SEGMENTS+/%+ [ %+2nd %+Sing ] TENSE | 
    0:b 0:%+ SEGMENTS+/%+ [ %+2nd %+Pl ] TENSE | 
    0:k 0:%+ SEGMENTS+/%+ [ [ %+1st | %+3rd ] %+Pl ] TENSE 
]; 
 
# Perfect tense 
# 3rd Pl gets a different ending than the rest 
 
define AddTense [ 
    SEGMENTS+/%+ 0:%+ 0:i %+3rd:0 %+Sing:0 %+Perfec t:0 | 
    SEGMENTS+/%+ 0:%+ 0:i [ %+1st | %+2nd ]:0 NUMBE R:0 %+Perfect:0 | 
    SEGMENTS+/%+ 0:%+ 0:i 0:e %+3rd:0 %+Pl:0 %+Perf ect:0  
] ; 
 
define Morphology Personal1 .o. PersPrefixes .o. Ad dTense ; 
 
################################### GEN ########### ####################### 
 
define VoiceCoronal t (->) d %+DeltaVoice ; 
 
define Denasalize n (->) d %+DeltaNasal, 
m (->) b %+DeltaNasal, 
%[PalatalN%] (->) t j %+DeltaNasal, 
%[Engma%] (->) g %+DeltaNasal  
; 
 
define Nasalize d (->) n %+DeltaNasal, 
b (->) m %+DeltaNasal, 
t j (->) %[PalatalN%] %+DeltaNasal, 
g (->) %[Engma%] %+DeltaNasal  
; 
 
# Shuffle is a general operation 
# Both within and across morpheme boundaries 
define Shuffle a e (->) e a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorp h, e a (->) a e %+MetVV 
%+MetWithinMorph, 
a i (->) i a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, i a (->) a i  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a I (->) I a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I a (->) a I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a o (->) o a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o a (->) a o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a u (->) u a %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u a (->) a u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e i (->) i e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, i e (->) e i  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e I (->) I e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I e (->) e I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e o (->) o e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o e (->) e o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e u (->) u e %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u e (->) e u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i I (->) I i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, I i (->) i I  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
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i o (->) o i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o i (->) i o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i u (->) u i %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u i (->) i u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I o (->) o I %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, o I (->) I o  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I u (->) u I %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u I (->) I u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o u (->) u o %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, u o (->) o u  %+MetVV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a e (->) e a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, e a (->) a e %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ i (->) i %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, i %+ a (->) a %+ i %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ I (->) I %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ a (->) a %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ o (->) o %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ a (->) a %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ u (->) u %+ a %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ a (->) a %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ i (->) i %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, i %+ e (->) e %+ i %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ I (->) I %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ e (->) e %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ o (->) o %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ e (->) e %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ u (->) u %+ e %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ e (->) e %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ I (->) I %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, I %+ i (->) i %+ I %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ o (->) o %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ i (->) i %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ u (->) u %+ i %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ i (->) i %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ o (->) o %+ I %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, o %+ I (->) I %+ o %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ u (->) u %+ I %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ I (->) I %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ u (->) u %+ o %+MetVV %+MetBetweenMorph, u %+ o (->) o %+ u %+MetVV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h q (->) q h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, q h (->) h q  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h b (->) b h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, h d (->) d h  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h m (->) m h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m h (->) h m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
q m (->) m q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m q (->) q m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b m (->) m b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f m (->) m f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m f (->) f m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m b (->) b m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
d m (->) m d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m d (->) d m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g m (->) m g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m g (->) g m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
p m (->) m p %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m p (->) p m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
p m (->) m p %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m p (->) p m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
t m (->) m t %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
m t (->) t m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
k m (->) m k %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
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m k (->) k m %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h f (->) f h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f h (->) h f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
q f (->) f q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f q (->) q f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b f (->) f b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f b (->) b f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
d f (->) f d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f d (->) d f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g f (->) f g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f g (->) g f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
p f (->) f p %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f p (->) p f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
p f (->) f p %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f p (->) p f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
t f (->) f t %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f t (->) t f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
k f (->) f k %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
f k (->) k f %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h g (->) g h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g h (->) h g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d h (->) h d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b h (->) h b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
h t (->) t h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t h (->) h t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h k (->) k h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k h (->) h k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h p (->) p h %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p h (->) h p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q b (->) b q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, q d (->) d q  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
q g (->) g q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph %+MetWithinMo rph,  
g q (->) q g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d q (->) q d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b q (->) q b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph %+MetWithinMo rph, 
q t (->) t q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t q (->) q t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q k (->) k q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k q (->) q k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
q p (->) p q %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p q (->) q p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
b d (->) d b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, b g (->) g b  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
g b (->) b g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d b (->) b d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
b t (->) t b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t b (->) b t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
b k (->) k b %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k b (->) b k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
d g (->) g d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, g d (->) d g  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph,  
d t (->) t d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t d (->) d t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
d k (->) k d %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k d (->) d k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
g t (->) t g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t g (->) g t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
g k (->) k g %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k g (->) g k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
k t (->) t k %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t k (->) k t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
# l + obs within 
l b (->) b l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, b l (->) l b  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l d (->) d l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, d l (->) l d  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l g (->) g l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, g l (->) l g  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l p (->) p l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, p l (->) l p  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l t (->) t l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, t l (->) l t  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l k (->) k l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, k l (->) l k  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l m (->) m l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, m l (->) l m  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
l f (->) f l %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, f l (->) l f  %+MetCC %+MetWithinMorph, 
h %+ q (->) q %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ h (->) h %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ b (->) b %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ d (->) d %+ h %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ g (->) g %+ h %+MetBetweenM orph,  
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g %+ h (->) h %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ h (->) h %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ h (->) h %+ b %+MetBetweenM orph,  
h %+ t (->) t %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ h (->) h %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ k (->) k %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ h (->) h %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
h %+ p (->) p %+ h %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ h (->) h %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ b (->) b %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ d (->) d %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ g (->) g %+ q %+MetBetweenM orph,  
g %+ q (->) q %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ q (->) q %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ q (->) q %+ b %+MetBetweenM orph, 
q %+ t (->) t %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ q (->) q %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ k (->) k %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ q (->) q %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
q %+ p (->) p %+ q %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ q (->) q %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
b %+ d (->) d %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ g (->) g %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
g %+ b (->) b %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ b (->) b %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
b %+ t (->) t %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ b (->) b %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
b %+ k (->) k %+ b %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ b (->) b %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
d %+ g (->) g %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ d (->) d %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph,  
d %+ t (->) t %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ d (->) d %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
d %+ k (->) k %+ d %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ d (->) d %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
g %+ t (->) t %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ g (->) g %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
g %+ k (->) k %+ g %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ g (->) g %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
k %+ t (->) t %+ k %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ k (->) k %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# m + obs between 
m %+ q (->) q %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ m (->) m %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ h (->) h %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ m (->) m %+ h %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ b (->) b %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ m (->) m %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ d (->) d %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ m (->) m %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ g (->) g %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ m (->) m %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ p (->) p %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ m (->) m %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ t (->) t %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ m (->) m %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
m %+ k (->) k %+ m %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ m (->) m %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# f + obs between 
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f %+ q (->) q %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ f (->) f %+ q %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ h (->) h %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ f (->) f %+ h %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ b (->) b %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ f (->) f %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ d (->) d %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ f (->) f %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ g (->) g %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ f (->) f %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ p (->) p %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ f (->) f %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ t (->) t %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ f (->) f %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
f %+ k (->) k %+ f %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ f (->) f %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# l + obs + b/t 
l %+ b (->) b %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ l (->) l %+ b %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ d (->) d %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ l (->) l %+ d %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ g (->) g %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ l (->) l %+ g %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ p (->) p %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ l (->) l %+ p %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ t (->) t %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ l (->) l %+ t %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ k (->) k %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ l (->) l %+ k %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ m (->) m %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ l (->) l %+ m %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
l %+ f (->) f %+ l %+MetCC %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ l (->) l %+ f %+MetCC 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a b (->) b a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b a (->) a b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a d (->) d a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d a (->) a d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a g (->) g a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g a (->) a g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a h (->) h a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h a (->) a h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a k (->) k a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k a (->) a k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a p (->) p a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p a (->) a p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a q (->) q a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q a (->) a q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a t (->) t a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t a (->) a t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e b (->) b e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b e (->) e b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e d (->) d e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d e (->) e d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e g (->) g e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g e (->) e g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e h (->) h e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h e (->) e h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e k (->) k e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k e (->) e k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e p (->) p e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p e (->) e p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e q (->) q e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q e (->) e q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e t (->) t e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t e (->) e t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I b (->) b I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b I (->) I b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I d (->) d I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d I (->) I d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I g (->) g I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g I (->) I g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I h (->) h I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h I (->) I h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I k (->) k I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k I (->) I k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I p (->) p I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p I (->) I p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I q (->) q I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q I (->) I q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
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I t (->) t I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t I (->) I t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o b (->) b o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b o (->) o b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o d (->) d o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d o (->) o d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o g (->) g o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g o (->) o g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o h (->) h o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h o (->) o h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o k (->) k o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k o (->) o k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o p (->) p o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p o (->) o p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o q (->) q o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q o (->) o q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o t (->) t o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t o (->) o t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u b (->) b u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, b u (->) u b  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u d (->) d u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, d u (->) u d  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u g (->) g u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, g u (->) u g  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u h (->) h u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, h u (->) u h  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u k (->) k u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, k u (->) u k  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u p (->) p u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, p u (->) u p  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u q (->) q u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, q u (->) u q  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u t (->) t u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, t u (->) u t  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
# m + vowel within 
a m (->) m a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m a (->) a m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e m (->) m e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m e (->) e m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i m (->) m i %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m i (->) i m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I m (->) m I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m I (->) I m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o m (->) m o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m o (->) o m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u m (->) m u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, m u (->) u m  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
# f + vowel within 
a f (->) f a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f a (->) a f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e f (->) f e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f e (->) e f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i f (->) f i %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f i (->) i f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I f (->) f I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f I (->) I f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o f (->) f o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f o (->) o f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u f (->) f u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, f u (->) u f  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
# l + vowel within 
a l (->) l a %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l a (->) a l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
e l (->) l e %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l e (->) e l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
i l (->) l i %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l i (->) i l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
I l (->) l I %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l I (->) I l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
o l (->) l o %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l o (->) o l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
u l (->) l u %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, l u (->) u l  %+MetCV %+MetWithinMorph, 
a %+ b (->) b %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ a (->) a %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ d (->) d %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ a (->) a %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ g (->) g %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ a (->) a %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ h (->) h %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ a (->) a %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ k (->) k %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ a (->) a %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ p (->) p %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ a (->) a %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ q (->) q %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ a (->) a %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
a %+ t (->) t %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ a (->) a %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ b (->) b %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ e (->) e %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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e %+ d (->) d %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ e (->) e %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ g (->) g %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ e (->) e %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ h (->) h %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ e (->) e %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ k (->) k %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ e (->) e %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ p (->) p %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ e (->) e %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ q (->) q %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ e (->) e %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ t (->) t %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ e (->) e %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ b (->) b %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ i (->) i %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ d (->) d %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ i (->) i %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ g (->) g %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ i (->) i %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ h (->) h %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ i (->) i %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ k (->) k %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ i (->) i %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ p (->) p %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ i (->) i %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ q (->) q %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ i (->) i %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ t (->) t %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ i (->) i %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ b (->) b %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ I (->) I %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ d (->) d %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ I (->) I %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ g (->) g %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ I (->) I %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ h (->) h %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ I (->) I %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ k (->) k %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ I (->) I %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ p (->) p %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ I (->) I %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ q (->) q %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ I (->) I %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ t (->) t %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ I (->) I %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ b (->) b %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ o (->) o %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ d (->) d %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ o (->) o %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ g (->) g %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ o (->) o %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ h (->) h %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ o (->) o %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ k (->) k %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ o (->) o %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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o %+ p (->) p %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ o (->) o %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ q (->) q %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ o (->) o %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ t (->) t %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ o (->) o %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ b (->) b %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, b %+ u (->) u %+ b %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ d (->) d %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, d %+ u (->) u %+ d %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ g (->) g %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, g %+ u (->) u %+ g %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ h (->) h %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, h %+ u (->) u %+ h %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ k (->) k %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, k %+ u (->) u %+ k %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ p (->) p %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, p %+ u (->) u %+ p %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ q (->) q %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, q %+ u (->) u %+ q %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ t (->) t %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, t %+ u (->) u %+ t %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# last line can't have comma 
# m + vowel between 
a %+ m (->) m %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ a (->) a %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ m (->) m %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ e (->) e %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ m (->) m %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ i (->) i %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ m (->) m %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ I (->) I %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ m (->) m %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ o (->) o %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ m (->) m %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, m %+ u (->) u %+ m %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# f + vowel between 
a %+ f (->) f %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ a (->) a %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ f (->) f %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ e (->) e %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ f (->) f %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ i (->) i %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
I %+ f (->) f %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ I (->) I %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ f (->) f %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ o (->) o %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ f (->) f %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, f %+ u (->) u %+ f %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
# l + vowel between 
a %+ l (->) l %+ a %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ a (->) a %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
e %+ l (->) l %+ e %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ e (->) e %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
i %+ l (->) l %+ i %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ i (->) i %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
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I %+ l (->) l %+ I %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ I (->) I %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
o %+ l (->) l %+ o %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ o (->) o %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph, 
u %+ l (->) l %+ u %+MetCV %+MetBetweenMorph, l %+ u (->) u %+ l %+MetCV 
%+MetBetweenMorph 
; 
# Last line never has comma! 
 
define Gen [ VoiceCoronal .o. Denasalize .o. Shuffl e ] ; 
#define Gen [ VoiceCoronal .o. Denasalize ] ; 
 
######################### OT CONSTRAINTS ########## ################### 
 
# We use asterisks to mark constraint violations. O rdinary constraints 
# such as Lapse assign single asterisks as the viol ation marks and the 
# candidate with the fewest number is selected. Gra dient constraints 
# such as AllFeetFirst mark violations with sequenc es of asterisks. 
# The number increases with distance from the word edge. 
 
# Every instance of * in an output candidate is a v iolation. 
 
define Viol ${*}; 
 
# We prune candidates with "lenient composition" th at eliminates 
# candidates that violate the constraint provided t hat at least 
# one output candidate survives. 
 
define Viol0 ~Viol;        # No violations 
define Viol1 ~[Viol^2];    # At most one violation 
define Viol2 ~[Viol^3];    # At most two violations  
define Viol3 ~[Viol^4];    # etc. 
define Viol4 ~[Viol^5]; 
define Viol5 ~[Viol^6]; 
define Viol6 ~[Viol^7]; 
define Viol7 ~[Viol^8]; 
define Viol8 ~[Viol^9]; 
define Viol9 ~[Viol^10]; 
define Viol10 ~[Viol^11]; 
define Viol11 ~[Viol^12]; 
define Viol12 ~[Viol^13]; 
define Viol13 ~[Viol^14]; 
define Viol14 ~[Viol^15]; 
define Viol15 ~[Viol^16]; 
 
# This eliminates the violation marks after the can didate set has 
# been pruned by a constraint. 
 
define Pardon {*} -> 0; 
 
########################## CONSTRAINTS ############ ################## 
 
# Faithfulness constraints 
 
define LinearityBetweenMorphemes [ %+MetBetweenMorp h -> ... {*}] ; 
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define LinearityWithinMorpheme [ %+MetWithinMorph - > ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityVV [ %+MetVV -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityCC [ %+MetCC-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define LinearityCV [ %+MetCV-> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentVoice [ %+DeltaVoice -> ... {*}] ; 
 
define IdentNasal [ %+DeltaNasal -> ... {*}] ; 
 
# Markedness constraints 
 
define NoBL [ [ BILABIAL l ]/[GENTAGS | %+]-> ... { *}] ; 
 
define NoSonTSon t -> t {*} || SONORANT/[GENTAGS | %+] _ SONORANT/[GENTAGS | 
%+ ]; 
 
define StrongRootInitCons [ NASAL -> ... {*} || BOU NDARY _ ] ; 
 
########################## READABILITY ############ ################## 
 
# Remove tags, turn placeholders to IPA 
define Pretty [ GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 .o. 
%[PalatalJ%] -> ɟ .o. 
%[PalatalN%] -> ɲ .o. 
%[Engma%] -> ŋ ; 
 
define Readable [ GENTAGS | %+ ] -> 0 ; 
 
read regex Morphology .o. Gen  
.o. LinearityVV .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. V iol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. NoBL .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o . Pardon 
.o. LinearityWithinMorpheme .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O.  Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. LinearityCC .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. V iol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. NoSonTSon .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Vio l0 .o. Pardon 
.o. IdentVoice .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. Vi ol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityCV .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Viol1 .O. V iol0 .o. Pardon 
.o. LinearityBetweenMorphemes .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 . O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. StrongRootInitCons .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol 2 .O. Viol1 .O. Viol0 .o. 
Pardon 
.o. IdentNasal .O. Viol4 .O. Viol3 .O. Viol2 .O. Vi ol1 .O. Viol0 .o. Pardon 
#.o. Pretty 
.o. Readable 
; 
 
#echo Real order 
echo Forms of /lat/ 
 
echo ** 
echo lat+1st+Sing+Perfect 
down lat+1st+Sing+Perfect 
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echo ** 
echo lat+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
down lat+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo lat+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
down lat+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo lat+1st+Pl+Perfect 
down lat+1st+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo lat+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
down lat+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo lat+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
down lat+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo Forms of /ba/ 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+1st+Sing+Perfect 
down ba+1st+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
down ba+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
down ba+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+1st+Pl+Perfect 
down ba+1st+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
down ba+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo ba+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
down ba+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo Forms of /mul/ 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+1st+Sing+Perfect 
down mul+1st+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
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down mul+2nd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
down mul+3rd+Sing+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+1st+Pl+Perfect 
down mul+1st+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
down mul+2nd+Pl+Perfect 
 
echo ** 
echo mul+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
down mul+3rd+Pl+Perfect 
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